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INTRODUCTION:

FIELD SERVICES TASK FORCE REPORT

It is the judgement of this study that correctional services can
best be provided if: (1) they are community-based (i.e. non-institutional),
and (2) the delivery of such services is accomplished at the local level
of government.
In respect to the value of community-based programs, the Corrections
Task Force of the President•s Commission on law Enforcement and Administration of Justice observed:
A key element ••• is to deal with problems in their
social context, which means in the interaction of
the offender and l:he community. It a1so means
_____ _
·--··----- ------------avoi ding-as-much-as-p-os-s1trl e the i so Iat 1 ng ana____________ _
labeling effects of commitment to an institution.
There is little doubt the goals of reintegration
are furthered much more readily by working with
an offender in the community than by incarcerating
him 11 .1
11

Support for community-based correctional programs had earlier· been expressed
in a 1964 study conducted by the Board of Corrections, in which it was observed:
11

The circumstances leading to delinquent and criminal behavior are the product of life in the community, and the resolution of these problems must
be in the community. This proposition is based on
the assumption that local treatment has an inherent
advantage since it keeps the offender close to his
family and the important social ties that bind him
to conformity in the community.n2

In respect to this study•s view that the best correctional services
can be provided at the local level, support may also be found in the aforementioned 1964 study by the Board of Corrections, which reported:
11

Modern correctional theory takes the position that
the most effective correctional service should and
must be offered at the local level if it is to achieve
the greatest rehabilitative impact on the offender. 11 3

Unlike programs of institutionalization, which, by their very nature,
preclude maximum utilization of community resources, the field supervision
component of correctional services appears to have the greatest potential
for incorporating community-based support, as well as the greatest potential
for delivering services at the local level. This thought was reinforced by
the President•s Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice
which suggested that field services are best able to reintegrate the offender
into society and to restore him to productive, law-abiding citizenship. In
accordance with views expressed in previous studies, and also in accordance
with data collected in the course of this study, it is suggested that correc-

tions can most effectivel max1m1ze its investment b concentratin its
ef orts and resources on ocally operated community-based supervision
programs.
In terms of volume, it is apparent that the vast majority of California's
correctional population participates in field supervision programs, rather
than in institutional programs. In April 1970, California had a correctional
population of some 274,000 persons; of this number, some 221,000 or about 81%,
were the s~bjects of field supervision, under the auspice of either probation
or parole. Data furnished by the Bureau of Criminal Statistics reveal that,
for every 100 Superior Court convictions, 66 persons are placed on probation;
for every 100 referrals to Probation Departments by Municipal Courts, 70 defend.in'ts are awarded probation. In terms of juvenile corrections, data reveal
that for every 100 youths whc ~ ppear before a juvenile court, 62 youngsters
are granted probation.5
When viewed from an eco r0mi c vontage point, it is apparent that field
supervision is much less costly than institutionalization. According to the
Corrections Task Force Report of the President's Crime Commission, the average
yearly cost, nation-wide, of confining a youth in an institution was $3,400
in 1966, while probation supervision normally cost only about one-tenth of
that amount.6 Current California data support this finding: the average cost
of maintaining a ward in a State operated youth facility in the fiscal year
1969-1970 was $6,371 ($6,754 for fiscal year 1970-71) while parole supervision
was provided for only $580 per year per ward.7
Whether measured in terms of human values (such as preservation of the
family unit) or in terms of dollar savings, local field supervision of offenders, incorporating community resources, represents the most effective and
least expensive means of dealing with both juvenile and adult offenders.
A review of the professional literature, along with data collected in
the course of this study, clearly identifies certain ingredients which are
essential for the construction and operation of adequate field supervision
services; among these ingredients are:
1.

Clear designation of goals and polic i es and adherence to such
goals and policies.

2. Adequate manpower, both in the numbers of field supervision
officers and in the appropriate trainin:.:l of such officers.8
3.

Cooperation of key social institutions, such as the family and
the school.

4.

Employment opportunities for probationers and parolees; inherent
in this ingredient is the necessity for the development of a
program whereby an ex-offender's past criminal misconduct may
not constitute a barrier to employment.

5.

On-going research to determine effective classification procedures,
and to determine differential treatment practices which can be

VI

applied successfully to various types of probationers and
parolees.
6.

Public education about the pr~blems of reintegrating offenders
into the community, in order to elicit the community•s cooperation in carrying out specific field supervision efforts.

7.

Improved administrative structure and practices.

8.

Improved staff development, through intra and extra mural training.

9.

Expanded and improved diagnostic and mental health services for
probationers and parolees.

10.

Improvements in the 1aw, particularly in respect to current
-s-t-a-tutory restri ctinns upon thegrant1 ng of probation.

Field supervision in California runs the gamut from highly sophisticated, experimental endeavors to supervision which is, in reality, a myth.
Data collected in the course of this study indicate that, along with a proportional increase in the use of probation in recent years,9 there has been
some qualitative increase in field supervision, probably due, in large
measure, to the 1965 enactment of the California Probation Subsidy Law.
However, as will be argued in the Probation Task Force Repo~t, probation
(and early parole) can be used to an even greater degree; similarly, all
field services can certainly increase their current effectiveness.
It is the view of this study that, second only to efforts to divert
inappropriate persons from the correctional system, California corrections
should continue to place primary emphasis upon field supervision, and that
such continued emphasis on field supervision must include development of
the necessary ingredients itemized above.
As the field of corrections is enabled to develop and establish enriched, community-based, locally operated programs, it is believed that
commitments to institutions in general, and to State institutions in particular, will continue to decrease. As institutionalization is de-emphasized
and savings are realized from the closure of soffie State facilities, these
savings should be invested in community-oriented field supervision programs,
to be operated locally under conditions and standards determined by the
State in cooperation with the counties.
In order to operationalize a system which delivers maximum field services, it is held that the primary role of the State should be that of an
enabler--to provide subvention, training, research, coordination, and consultation. Concurrently, local government should be primarily responsible
for the delivery of correctional services, giving emphasis to those services
which incorporate local community resources.
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FOOTNOTES
lpresident•s Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of
Justice, Task Force ~)port: Corrections, {Washington: U. S. Government
Printing nTTfce, 196 , p. 27.
2Board of Corrections, Probation Subsidy, State of California
(Sacramento, 1965), p. 135.
3Ibid., p. 3.
4Data provided by Bureau of Criminal Statistics, Department of
Corrections, and Department of Youth Authority, State of California.
- - - 5Bureau--of Crimina-l -Sta-tist-i-es-, -Adu-lt--Probat-i-on: l-969,- State--ef-California (Sacramento, 1969), p. 30; Bureau of Criminal-statistics,
Juvenile Probation and Detention: 1969, State of California {Sacramento,
1969) ' pp. 1, 64. 6President•s Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of
cit., p. 28.
7Data provided by Department of Youth Authority.

Justice,~·

BThe reader is referred to Perspectives on Correctional Manpower
and Training, published by the Joint Commission on Correctional Manpower
and Training, Washington, D. C., 1970.
9According to data published by the Bureau of Criminal Statistics in
Crime and Delinauency in California: 1966, State of California (Sacramento,
1966),~ 192; ureau OT Criminal Stat1stics, Crime and Delin~uency in
California: 1969, State of California (Sacramento, 1~, p. 26; an~
Bureau of CrTminal Statistics, Juvenile Probation and Detention: 1969,
~· cit., p. 9, there were 33,700 adults and 79,58~uveniles on probation
in 1~. By 1969, these figures had increased to 55,100 and 94,724 respectively.
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

2.

Written staterr;.:n-,ta of goa'Ls and objectives shouLd be formul-ated by
each probation dspartment in keeping with the mission of corzeections
(the zteduction of further iLLegaL behavior on the part of offenders)~
and shouLd incLude an emphasis on reintegrating the offender into
thB COITl1U01i ty •
As quickLy aa adequate aLternative community resources can be deveLoped~ probation departments no longer shouLd supel'Vise dependent
chilAbaen and those caLLed "pre-delinquent" (Sections 600 and 60L of
the WeL;"aN and Institutions Code~ respectiveLy). Departments shouLd
not supervise persons pLaced on probation mereLy for the purpose of
ooZl.ecting money nor superVise those persons whose sol.e offense is
·-- -pub lie- drunkenness-.···-- ------- ···· --- - --- - - -- · -- -- - - ---- --

3.

Section L203 oj the Per.aL Code shouLd be amended to remove restrictions on grant·i ng probation because of an offender's prior convictions~ and to reduce other restriotions on granting probation.

4.

Standard conditions of probation shoul.d be at a minimt~~~ and shoul.d
be reLevant to each individuaL cLient in terms of his needs~ abilities~
personal-ity~ offense~ and the protection of society.
Conditions imposed shouLd be reaListic and theztefore enforceabLe by probation
officers. ALthough speciaL conditions may be appropriate in individuaL cases, standard conditions shouLd be Limited to (Z) a prohibition
of any ZalJ viol.ations; (2) requirements for maintaining contact lJith
the officer in the way prescribed by the officer; and (3) keeping the
officer infozmed of residence or whel'Babouts.

S.

Recommendations to courts by officers and their supel'Visors on supervision cases shouLd be based on an evaLuation of aLL pertinent data
and shouLd be made without in[Zuence from "speciaL intel'est" or other
sources outside the department.

6.

Each department shouLd make use of a cLassification system~ with
specific differentiaL treatment impliaations. To the degree necessary~
the State shoul.d assist the co101ties in accomplishing this.

'I.

Probation super-visors and administrators sh~Zd provide a working
envizoonment which wi];l encourage staff to dsvel.op caring relationships with probationers 101dsr their supervision.

8.

CLients shouLd be invoLved in the planning of their probation programs,
beginning at the earliest possibLe time and continuing on through the
tezm of probation.

9.

Probation dllpartments ahoul.d begin ezpanding the roLes and capabiUties
of their staffs as "services managers".

10.

Whenever appropriate~ probation supel'Vision shoul.d be invoLved 'IIJith
offenders' famil-y units~ not j'WJt with offendsrs aZone~ in order to
fUrther the reintegration process.

S~

of Recommendations

11.

Probation dspartments shou'Ld adopt an administzoative po'Liay zoeqwiring
the retu.m of supervision oases to the cotatt ~th a zoecmrnendation
for temrination of nonvo'Lzmtazoy supervision at a time not B:J:ceeding
two years, zm'Less thin-a is evidence that the pl'Otection of the community ~Z'L be suhstantial:Ly decreased by so doing. If thezoe azoe
ccmpe"LZing reasons for the continuance of supervision, these reasons
should be bro~ht to the attention of the court at a hearing in the
pzoesBnee of the probationer and his coJmBe"L.

12 .

Pztobation dspazotmen.ts & assisted as nscessazry by the State, shouZ~
make avaiZabZe gzoeatr:.; expandsd mentaZ hsa"Lth sezovicss for pzoobationers.
- - - - - -- - ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1~.

Pztobation departments,. _..:·.::isted as nscessary by the State, shouZd
make avai ~ab Ze adequate ~ ..aoemen.t zeesources in the conrrruni ty.

14.

Probation depal'tments, ass·Lsted as necessary by the State, shout.d
develop and make use of e:risting drug abuse pzoogl'Citns to meet vastZy
increased needs for such resouzoces.

15.

Probation departments, assisted as necessary by the State, shouZd
provide emergency financial aid to c'Lients in need as a zoeguZar part
of departmentaZ programs.

16.

Probation. departments shouZd deve'Lop
assist in both enlightening the
the zooZe probation supervisiOn pZays
shouZd provide consuZtation services
oping such progzoams.

~7,7,

pub 'Lie info:rmatiori progzoams that
conrrrunity and infJOZving it in
in the justice system. The State
to assist the counties in deveZ-

1?.

Each pz'Obation department shou"Ld deve Zop i ·ts cum in-service training
pzoogzoams, aided as necessazry by the State, geazted to pl'Ovide zte Zevant ..
individualized, and ongoing training for a"LZ ZeveZs . of staff. Pztimaz-y
attention shou'Ld be given to deveZoping trainers tJithin the departmtmt,
pazoticuZarZy first Zine supervisors.

18.

Probation departments shou'Ld strive to mai<.~ better use of avaiZabZe
tztaining and professionaZ development pzoog.l'ans in ths conrnunity, e.g.
by contracting for sel'Vices and by encouraging and enab'Ling their
staff to participate in such pzoogzoams.

19.

The State shou"Ld gzoeatZy inozeease its zooZe in providing tzoaining
needsd by the counties, pa:ttticuZarZy specia'Liaed tztaining pzoogl'CIITls.

20.

The

21.

The State, in cooperation ~th the counties, shouZd deveZop a certi-

Sta~ shouZd immediateZy imp'Lement the CO-ACT concept of a centzoaZ unit to coordinate statetJids tzoaining and deveZop a network of
trainers and training ztesources f1'om aZ Z appropriate sources.

fication program for a'L'L pl'Obation officers.
[xi]

Swmra:l"'J of Rtac01m1endations
BJ.

Pltobation departments shou~d CNats a CQIJe-carzttying position equiuaUnt to the fint ~euel supez-~Jisor in salaley and other b.,..fits.

23.

Certified probation officers should be ab'UJ to tra118fer to in-gzeads
positions or canpete for promotional opportunities in othtar pi'Obation
departments or other simi~ar parts of the COl'l'ectional system~ prouidsd they meet the necessary Nquirements.

24.

The State and counties shouU coordinate theizo Ntizoement systems so
that a 'Wozoker can canbine his benefits 'When tztansfemng bet'!Jeen
agencies.

_____ ~

Depal!tments shew~d gree$~- the {;zo use of nonpzoofBssionat ~Jork~------
ers, including voluntee1'.<;~ para-professionals, e:x:-offendsn, and
students, to aJJsist in pi'Ooation supervision. They shouU, at the
satr~ta time, pZ.an carefu"Ll.y hOIJ to NCZ'Uit, tzoain, and supervise these
wrkel'B •

.26.

1he chief probation officer shou~d be appointed by and be zoesponsibl.e
to the board of supel"Uisozos; Sections 5?5 and 5?6 of the Welfazoe and
Institutions Code and Section 1203.6 of the Penal Code should be amended accordingly.

2?.

The State of Califomia shouU subsidiae county-operated probation
services in accord 'With the ovezoaZZ subsidy progzoam speaified in the
System Task Force Report. Essentially, that Report recommendS subsidy as follows:

28.

a.

?5/25 -- probation supervision and investigation, including day
aczre 08Jitel'B and otheit juueni le non-zoesidential progzoams. 1his
means that the State 'Would pay ?SS of the actual costs and the
counties .251.

b.

60/40 -- '~pen" institutions (e.g. g~up homes ozo facilities
'Which send youth to school in the aomrmmity; also jail 'Work
ft,aolough progzoams J •

a.

40/60 -- "closed" but short-tem and corrrTUnity-baJJed institutions
(i.e. facilities to 'Which persons can not be committed mozoe than
si: months_ and ~Jhiah azoe both adJacent to and have a high degNe
of interaction 'IJi th the acxmnmi ty) •

d.

25/?5 -- other institutions (e.g. juvenile institutions 'Which azoe
not shozot-term and not c01m1unity-based; adult jails, including
bzoanah jails and honozo camps, minus separate 'Wozok flaolough faci lities).

Assuming that the above recommendation is opezoationaZ.iaed, counties
shouZ.d pay the State ?5% of the "careezo costs" (aJJ dsfined in the
System TaJJk Fozoce Repozot) fozo any youths ozo adults committed to the
State.
[xH]

S'Uimlaf'!J of Recommendations
29.

The pl'Obation subsidy pl'Ogzoam, as part of the ove:ml:L oo:zorectional
subsidy pl'Ogzeam, should be reviewed annually, to considsr cost
fluctuations and to effect necessary adjustments.

30.

The State should pl'Ovi.de increased consultation to the aounties in
Nspeot to county-operated pl'Obation subsidy programs.

31.

The State, in coope:mtion lJith the counties, shou'Zd deve'Zop a set of
minimal standalods for all probation services that are subsidised.
rhel'Bafter, the State should enforce the standards, i.e. no subsidy
should be granted to a [Jrogram which does not meet State standtutds.

- -- ·n-.·----

Probation -dsptZl'tments-:,· ~-ri-a-ted as-·neaeBBCZ111 --by - 1;he ·-state, 11hotil;d ·conduct programs in research and evaluation designed· to i.mpl'OUe the
quality of probation operations.

·

33.

Departments should be
bation supervision as
uide pal'O'Ze services.
State and counties to

able to contract lJith the State to pl'Ovide pl'Owel:L as accept cont:mcts from the State to proPermissiue 'Zegis'Zation which wou'Zd enab'Ze the
enter into such oontl'acts shou'Zd be enacted.

34.

WheH better seruioes can be pl'Ouided at lOII)er cost, counties should
consider cont:mctual agreements lJith neighbor departments (or possib'Zy
oonsidsr consolidation of services) for pl'Obation supervision. Enabling 'legislation should be enacted to pl'Ovide for such agreements.

36.

Departments should engage in 'long range planning about the implications of superuising 'large numbers of environmental pollution violators and consumer fraud uiolators, both individuals and ccnrporations.

"Probation h a tenn tnat gives no clue
to what is done by way of treatment."
Healy and Bronner:
Delinquents and Criminals Their Making and Unmaking
CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Probation in California faces monu~ental problems as the size of its
caseload mounts steadily--problems largely related to the highly complex
economic difficulties faced by county and State government. However, now
m~ be a propitious time for movement forward because moments of great progress often arise out of deep financial troubles. The adversity faced today
demands that solutions be found. To maintain the status guo is to retreat
into mediocrity.
Many of the key issues cited in this Report focus upon the changing
relationships of State and county government, particularly the increased
emphasis on providing direct services to the offender by the counties and
increased emphasis on the part of the State ·for providing supportive and
enabling services to the counties in the fo~ of subsidy, planning, training,
research and information, standard setting, inspections and consultative
services. Other key issues include staff training, the use of non-professionals in the probation setting, increased workloaas, improved classification and treatment, and the reintegration of offenders into the community.
Probation is often seen as first among the several components of corrections because it begins the series of correctional services used by the
courts for sentenced offenders. To many persons, probation represents the
least restrfctive punishment and the least cost to the taxpayer. In fact,
many of ·the uninformed look on probation not as punishment at all, but rather
as a form of leniency, "second chance", or "lucky break" for the offender.
Fortunately, this misunderstanding gradually is being eradicated as probation becomes more effective and involves more of the general public.
In the 68 years since California law first made provision for probation, there has been a tremendous growth in this service. Today, of some
274,000 offenders who comprise California's correctional population, about
200,000 are probationers.l Because the law provides for probation services
to be operated by the counties, the effect of "home rule" is plainly visible.
As a result, a wide variety of service patterns exists, running the gamut
from a service performed totally by one man on a part-time basis, to the
largest probation department in the nation with over 2,000 officers on its
staff. Service provided by the 60 departments within the State varies from
excellent supervision to the opposite extreme of no contact whatsoever.
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An adult offender may come under the supervision of the probation
officer following conviction for an offense which the court sees as meriting
stronger measures than a suspended sentence or a fine, but not as stringent
a measure as incarceration. An order for supervision is also normally made
on the basis of a review of the offender's past record and social history.
A common variation of probation is the Split sentence", i.e. imposing custody in the county jail as a condition of probation (this is done in over
40% of the cases granted probation by superior courts2). A wider range of
dispositions are available for the juvenile who may be hand1ed i nforma l ly
on a first offense, placed on informal probation without havir.g to appear
in court, be ordered by the court to a tenm of probation l imited to six
months without having been made a ward of the court, or be pi aced on formal
probation. Again, institutionalization may be used by the court, with the
juvenile placed in a juvenile hall or county operated ranch, camp or school
o-r -1 n- some--·ot1fer-·fa--ct'ttty;--tr.-ciul11lrg·-p-rmtety-o-p-era te·ct-ins t i tuttons -orfoster homes.
11

Probation terms imposed on adults in superior courts are almost entirely in the two to three year range, with twice as many three year terms
being imposed as are two year terms.3 However, a quarter of the terminations of superior court probation are made prior to the expiration of the
tenm.4 No data are available concerning lengths of tenms for lower court
cases. In the case of juveniles, Section 607, Welfare and Institutions Code,
provides that the term of wardship can extend almost until a youth's 23rd
birthday, but generally it is terminated no later than the 18th birthday.
Almost 30% of juvenile probationers are dismissed from supervision in six
months to a year and about the same percentage are dismissed after a year
to a year and a half of supervision. By the time two years from the date
of wardship has elapsed, 80% have been dismissed from probation. 5
II.

TRENDS IN PROBATION

According to the Bureau of Criminal Statistics, on December 31, 1969,
there were 102,042 active adult jurisdictional probation cases in Ca1ifornia. 6
Of these, 55,124 (i4%) were granted in the superior courts and 46,918 (46%
were granted in the lower courts. In addition, there were 17,232 active
courtesy probation cases under supervision. On the same day there also were
88,104 active juvenile probation cases in California.7
Table 1 shows the number and ratio of adults granted probation in the
superior courts between 1960 and 1969. The data clearly indicate an upward
trend, both with respect to the number of persons under supervision, and to
the ratio of persons granted probation rather than confinement in a correctional institution or some other alternative. In 1960, 44.4% of the superior
court convictions were granted probation; in 1969 this ratio had increased
to 65.6%, representing the increasing trend in the number of probationers
under supervision.
Table II shows the trend for the number of delinquency petitions
filed, declarations of wardship, and first commitments to CYA institutions.
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TABLE

I

SUPERIOR COURT DEFENDANTS CONVICTED, ADULTS GRANTED PROBATION
AND PROBATION CASELOAD, 1960-1969

Calendar
Year

Superior court
defendants
convicted and
sentenced

1960 •••

24,800

1961. ••

Percentage of
adults placed
on probation

Case l oad
December 31

11,000

44.4

26,900

28,000

12,600

45.0

28,300

1962 •••

27,000

11,400

42.2

28,700

1963 •••

28,400

13,500

47.5

30,800

1964 •••

27,800

14,200

51.1

32,000

1965 •••

30,800

15,700

51.0

33,700

1966 •••

32,000

16,800

52.5

36,000

1967 •••

34,700

20,300

58.5

39,500

1968 .••

40,500

25,000

61.7

46,300

1969 •••

50,600

33,200

65.6

55,100

104

202

Percent change
1969 over 1960

Adults
granted
probationa

105

aBased on data submitted by district attorneys.
Source:

Bureau of Criminal Statistics, Crime and Delinquent~ in California:
1969, State of California (Sacramento:-T970), p. 12 .
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II

NUMBER OF INITIAL DELINQUENCY PETITIONS FILED, DECLARATIONS OF WARDSHIP
AND FIRST COMMITMENTS OF JUVENILE COURT WARDS
TO CALIFORNIA YOUTH AUTHORITY INSTITUTIONS, 1956-1969
Initial petitions
filed a

Declarationg
of wardship

Percent
change from
N1111ber previous year Number

Year

First commitments
of wards to CYAc

Percent
Percent
change from
change from
previous year N1111ber previous year

1956 • •• 22,145

21.7

14,417

15.4

2,539

18.4

. . • 24,057

8.6

16,473

14.3

2~656

4.6

1958 •• • 25,227

4.9

17,993

9.2

3,023

13.8

. . 26,171

3.7

18,920

5.2

2,986

1960

• 28,401

8.5

19,444

2.8

3,350

12.2

1961

28,187

0.8

20,163

3.7

3,851

15.0

1962 • • • 30,778

9.2

22,782

13.0

3,739

. . • 33,401

8.5

24,597

8.0

4,358

16.6

1964 • •• 34,229

2.5

24,842

1.0

4,157

4.6

1965

• 35,614

4.0

25,646

3.2

4,632

11.4

1966

• 37,344

4.9

26,247

2.3

4,119

- 11.1

• 43,782

17.2

28,311

7.9

3,571

- 13.3

1968 •• • 49, 688

11.2

30,535

7.8

3,163

- 11.4

1969 •• • 57, 978

16.7

35,451

16.1

2,778

- 12.2

1957

1959 •

1963

1967

• •

-

-

1.2

2.9

aPetitions filed as the intake disposition of new referrals. Excludes supplemental petitions and also filings following the re-referral of active unofficial cases.
binitial adjudications of wardship for delinquent acts as provided in Section
725-b of the Welfare and Institutions Code. Section 725 also provides for
probationary periods without adjudications of wardship. The declarations of
wardship accounted for in this table may be based on initial or secondary
petitions.
CFirst commitments toinstitutions received on commitment from California
juvenile courts. Criminal court commitments and juvenile court recommitments
are excluded.
Source: Department of the Youth Authority
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The data indicate that the number of wardships (formal probation cases) has
steadily increased since 1956, from 14,417 in that year to 35,451 in 1969.
These figures do not include juveniles placed on probation for a period of
six months under Section 725(a) of the Welfare and Institutions Code, nor
do they include the number of juveniles placed on "infoYTlla1" probation without court action. The data shown in Table II also indicate that si nce 1965
there has been a decided shift away from institutionalizing youthful offenders in favor of keeping them ~nder supe~vision in the iocai community. Between 1968 and 1969, the number of juvenile cases placed on probation increased by 16.1%, while CYA juvenile commitments during the same period decreased by 12.2%. The declining institutional population is discussed in
greater detail in the Juveniie Institution Task Force Report.
In short, the trends for both juveniles and adults clearly show an
1nc-reas-i ng probati oner--p-opu1a-ti o:-1.
Characteristics of Juvenile Probationers
According to the Bureau of Criminal Statistics, in l96Q there were
41,556 juvenile court dispositions in 56 Cali fornia counties.B Of this number, 22,996 juveniles were declared wards of the court and placed on probation. The median age of the juvenile probati oners was slightly over 15 years.
Table Ill summarizes the characteri stics of 720 juvenile probationers
under supervision in the 15 study counties who completed questionnaires. The
probationers are grouped according to whether they were being supervised in
reduced subsidized caseloads or under non-subsidy supervision. In general,
the juveniles in subsidy case1oads were somewhat more likely to be male,
somewhat older, and more l i ke y to be black. It can be seen that relative
to the racial backgrounds noted in the section on staff profiles, probation
officers from minority racial groups are definitely under-represented.
Whereas about 45% of the juvenile clients are drawn from racial minority
groups, only 16% of the probation officers are drawn from the same groups.
The final point to note in Table III is that the juveniles being supervised
in subsidy caseloads had been under supervision for longer periods of time
than their counterparts in the non-subsidized caseloads. Forty-seven percent of this group, compared to 28% of the non-subsidy group, had been on
probation for at least one year prior to the time of the Task Force survey.
While at this point it is only conjectural, it may be that the more serious
cases, requiring more intensive supervision, are placed in the subsidized
case loads.
Characteristics of Adult Probationers
In 1969 there were a total of 33,188 ~dults placed on formal probation from the superior courts in Ca1ifornia. This represented an increase
of 32% over the 1968 figure of 25,055.
Table IV summarizes the characteristics of the adult probationers in
the 15 counties studied by the Task Force. The clients in the subsidized
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TABLE III

CHARACTERISTiCS OF JUVENILE PROBATIONERS
IN 15 SAMPLE COUNTIES
(Percentage Distribution *)
CHARACTERISTIC

Total
(N=720)

Subsid~

(N•280

Non-Subsidy
(N=440)

-----

Sex:
Age:

Race:

Male
Female

76
24

81
19

72
28

Under 17
17-18
Over 18

60
35
5

56
39
6

63
33
4

White
Black
Brown
Oriental
American Indian
Other

56
21
19
1
2
2

52
25
18
3
2

58
18
20
1
1
2

33
31
18
18

25
28
23
24

38
32
15
15

Time Supervised:
Under 7 months
7 Months - 1 year
1 to 2 years
Over 2 years

* Percentages may not add to 100% because of rounding.
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TABLE IV

CHARACTERISTICS OF ADULT PROBATIONERS
IN 15 SAMPLE COUNTIES
(Percentage Distribution *)
CHARACTERISTIC

TOTAL
(N=l,327)

SUBSIDY
NON-SUBSIDY
(N=250)- - - - - -(N=l,077)
-------·---·-

-·----- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - -

Sex:

Age:

Race:

Male
Female

80

20

B3
17

79
21

Under 19
19-20 years
21-25 years
26-35 years
36-50 years
Over 50 years

14
14
32
24
13
4

19
19
38
17
5
2

12
13
31
25
15

White
Black
Brown
Oriental
American Indian
Other

59
22
16
1
1
1

58
23
17

59
22
15

1
1

1
1

24
28
29
19

19
30
27
24

25
27
30
18

Time Supervised:
Under 7 months
7 months - 1 year
1-2 years
Over 2 years

1

* Percentages may not add to 100% because of rounding

3-81884

5
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caseloads were somewhat more likely to be males; sex differentials between
the subsidized and non-subsidized units were slight. Unlike the juvenile
probationers, adults under subsidy supervision were younger than those in
non-subsidy supervision. However, as was true of juvenile probationers,
the adults in the subsidy units had been under supervision for a longer
period of time than those in the non-subsidy units. There were no significant racial differences between the two groups, although, as was the case
with juveniles, proportionately there were more adult probationers drawn
from racial minorities than probation officers from the same groups.
I II •

SUMMARY

·-- - -· --·wtth- regard· to ·-probat-ion s-upervts-i-on,·-tMs--1-aH ·fot"ee had- three-majG-F

objectives : (1) to describe probation supervision as is is today, (2) to
suggest what it should be in the future, and (3) to recommend ways of moving
from today•s position to that of the future. Chapter II will describe the
methodology used in the study. This will be followed in Chapter III by a
condensed ..model" of how probation should operate. Chapters IV and V will
describe the current system as reflected by the data collected in questionnaires and interviews with staff members, department heads, clients, judges,
district attorneys and public defenders, law enforcement, juvenile justice
commissions and a probation committee. Because of its importance, probation subsidy is discussed separately in Chapter V. Program highlights as
described in Chapter VI will present a sample of good and progressive programs with probationers. Finally, the Report will conclude with a summary
and highlighting of the principle issues in probation s·upervision today
together with the Task Force's recommendations for moving from the current
system to the model.
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FOOTNOTES
1Bureau of Criminal Statistics, Adult Probation: 1969, State of
California (Sacramento, 1970); Bureau of Criminal Statistics, Juvenile
Probation~ Detention: 1969, State of California (Sacramento, 1970).
2Ibid., Bureau of Criminal Statistics, Adult Probation: 1969, p. 17.
3Ibid., p. 16.
4Ibid., p. 27.
5Bureau of Criminal Statistics, Juvenile Probation and Detention: ~~

----------~-Cit-__.

p ..----40-.- - - - - - - - - - - ·

6
Bureau of Criminal Statistics, Adult Probation: 1969, ~· cit., p. 6.
7Bureau of Criminal Statistics, Juvenile Probation and Detention: 1969,
.21!.· cit., p. 9.
8Ibid., p. 36. The reader should keep in mind that these figures refer
to the dliPOsitions of juvenile courts, and not to referrals or number of petitions files; this accounts for the discrepancies between these figures and
thos~ in Table II.
9Bureau of Criminal Statistics, Adult Probation: 1969, .21!.· cit., p. 4.

CHAPTER

II

METHODOLOGY
Because of the vast size of the probation population in California,
it was patently clear to the Probation Task Force that a method of sampling
the State had to be devised. The sample used in the report, Probation
Studyl,by the Board of Corrections in 1964 still appeared to be a valid and
representative one; hence, it was again adopted. Fifteen counties in California, representing all sizes and most geographical areas of the State from
Oregon to the Mexican Border, were studied. The counties included in the
sample were: Alameda, Del Norte, Fresno, Humbo l dt, Imperial, Los Ange les,
Sacramento, San Bernardino, San Francisco, San Joaquin, Santa Sarbara , Santa
-clara ;·· ~utter-;- ·ie1lamcrana··-r-ulare-:--··-· ·---------·-·---··--·- · · · --- ·· - - ·- · -Seventeen probation departments were included, as t he Counties of San
Francisco and Sa~ta Clara have separate adult and juvenile departments. Because of its size, a sub-sample was devised for Los Angeles County which
enabled the Task Force to survey four offices which covered a wide geographical, economic, and ethnic range. The four offices had responsibility for
about one-quarter of the total clients and staff in the county.
One of the first steps taken by Task Force staff was to review the
most significant literature available on probation. This review c~vered
four statewide studies done previously on probation in California, Youth
Authority research reports on probation, reports from a number of probation
departments, and professional journals and books. In addition, extensive
use was made of annual reference tables and other data from the State Bureau
of Criminal Statistics.
Another preliminary step was to talk with a number of probation staff
members for the purpose of discussing probation as it now exists and what
probation supervision should be like in the future. The discussants held
positions as line workers, supervisors and administrators in probation departments in various parts of the State and provided the Task Force with
valuable insights into a number of important issues facing probation today.
This information was helpful in developing the overall study strategy.
A staff questionnaire was developed, similar to those use~ by other
components of the study. It was distributed to chief probation officers
and all personnel with supervision assignments in the 15-county sample. A
total of 982 staff questionnaires were distributed and 892 returned, giving
a very high return of 91%. The questionnaire for clients was given to 10%
of subsidy cases and 5% of regular supervision cases in the sample counties.
Most counties were asked to distribute the questionnaires on a systematic
random se1ection basis and this method was followed in many of the counties.
Return of the client questionnaires created some procedura1 problems; however, of the 3,632 distributed, 2,103, or 58%, were completed and returned.
Because of the proportionally small sample of clients, no effort is made to
derive definitive conclusions from their responses. However, the responses
are viewed as general indicators of the attitudes of probationers in the
sample counties.
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Questionnaires were pre-tested in a non-sample county before being
put into final fonn.
Computer printouts divided questionnaire results into several categories, including job function, adult probation and juvenile probation~ and
subsidy and non-subsidy units. Results were also divided by four sizes of
counties with size A having populations below 100»000 ; size B between about
100,000 and 500,000; size C being 500,000 to 2,000, 000 and size D oeing over
2,000,000.
Because the emphasis of the questionnaires was on descr-ibing probation as it exists today, interview schedules were designea to e!icit primarily co11111ents about what probation shoula be in t he futu;"e. Interview
questions were prepared for four groups: {1) chiefs and sta·ff assigned to
-super-v-1-sion-, - (2) prob-ationers ;.----(-3-1 pres-i-di-ng supertor · c-ci~:.rrt --Juciges -; -- county -- · --·-supervisors, and county administrative officers, and {4) judges, district
attorneys, public defenders, law enforcement and juvenile justice commissions
or probation committees. In order to conserve time and to stimulate discussions, it was decided to uti l ize group interviews. Eight was determined
to be the optimum number of persons and most groups approximated this size.
However, most of the interviews with chiefs were on an i ndividual basis as
were a number with judges and other key persons, incl uding the presiding
judges of superior courts, members of boards of supervisors and county administrative officers.
The number of interviews was scaled to the size of the probation
supervision staff in each sampi e county. Staff interview panels varied between one and six p~r county in addition to an equal number of client panels
Overall, there was a total of 70 staff panels and 70 c1ient panels. In
addition, there were pan~i and individual interviews with chiefs and other
persons and groups mentioned above.
The names of staff chosen for interviews were selected through use
of a random number process. Although client panel participants were chosen
most frequently with the assistance of local probation staff members, the
clients freely verbalized the whole range of attitudes toward supervision
from very negative to very positive. Panels generally were either entirely
juveniles or adults and usually were all subsidy or all regular supervision.
The bulk of the data were collected by consultants from the Division
of Community Services of the Youth Authority assisted by some Youth Authority
Parole Agents, a number of graduate students, anti the Task Force staff. In
addition, questionnaires were mailed to chiefs in non-sample counties and
written responses were solicited.
Three mode 1-buil ding .. sessions were he 1d; one with members of the
Correctional System Study ana two with experts outside the Task Force.
These sessions provided information on changes that were imminently important plus ideas as to what the correctional system should be in the future.
Additionally, two special and valuable meetings with chief probation officers
were held to discuss the tentative findings and recommendations of tne Task
Force.
11
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In short, the major sources of input into this Task Force Report
were the probation literature, the probation staff and clientele in 15
selected California counties, and a number of additional experts familiar
with the State•s probation process.

---------
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FOOTNOTES
1Board of Corrections, Probation Study, State of California (Sacramento, 1965).

2Ibid.i Re~ort of the Governor's Special StNdy Commission on Juvenile
Justice.~t I,tateC)f~ifornia (Sacramento, ovember 30, 19~; Report
of the Go~or's.Special Stu~ Commission on Juvenile Justice, Part II,
state of Californ1a (Sacramen o, November 3U7 l960); The Special~dy Commission on Correctional Facilities and Services, Probation in California,
State of California (Sacramento, December 1957); The Spec1ar-cr1me Study
Commissions on Adult Corrections and Release Procedures and Juvenile Justice,
Probation Services in California, State of California (Sacramento, 1948-1949).

CHAPTER

III

MODEL
The model presented ;n th;s chapter ;s an attempt to apply to probation supervision those goals and underlying principles wh;ch the Correct;onal
System Study believes are vital to the entire correct;onal process. In brief,
these are seen as the cornerstones upon which any progressive probat;on program must be erected and must rest.
I.

GOALS

------·--·--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

The primary goal or mission of probation superv1s1on is the same as
that of the entire correctional system, viz, the protection of society by
minimiz;ng the probability of recidivism on the part of probationers.
Secondary goals, and strategies for attaining goals, are basically
the same as for the rest of corrections, but with particular emphasis on
community-based, field supervision objectives and techniques. Secondary
goals include rehabilitation and reintegration of offenders into the community and, at the same time, specific (i.e. directed at those on probat;on)
deterrence. The Probation Task Force contends that all of these objectives
are normally compatible, i.e. that society is best protected and offenders
most effectively deterred from further illegal behavior by their successful
rehabilitation and reintegration into the ccanunity.
The strategies of probation, for both youth and adults, should place
heavy stress on effecting social change, maximum development and utilization
of community resources, family involvement, group work, and individual casework.
II.

PRINCIPLES

The statements below represent an effort to apply specifically to
probation superv;sion those bas;c princ;ples which the Correctional System
Study contends are most fundamental to any progressive correctional system.
1.

Responsibility

Local commun;ties, normally individual count;es, have primary responsibility for .delivery of probation serv;ces. Accordingly, they have the
respons;bil;ty to develop the range of strategies, techniques, and resources
to effectively protect the community and successfully rehabi,itate/reintegrate probationers placed ;n their charge.
The State, which has the overall enabl;ng responsibility for the entire correctional system, should assist the counties to develop and implement the types of programs necessary for an effective field services opera-
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tion. This assistance should include subsidization and a wide range of
"supportive" services such as training, planning, research, standard setting
and enforcement, and general consultation. (Additional discussion of the
State's role as an "enabler" will be found 1n the System Task Force Report.)
2. Diversion
Probation departments should make every effort to divert or remove
from the system all persons who are not appropriate subjects for correctional
supervision. As a general rule, probation should recehe or retainunder
supervision only those offenders who pose a threat to the community's protection.
- - - - - - - - - - ------------------------------- ---------

---

----------------- - - - - - --·------------------

3. Coordination

Since it handles the great bulk of the correctional population and
is the normal first step in the correctional · labyrinth, probation must be
closely coordinated with other components of the correctional system, both
to avoid duplication of efforts and to provide a continuum of treatment. It
should also work hand-in-hand with the rest of criminal justice, and with
other public and private agencies who are involved with its clientele.

4. Community-Based Programs
Probation should keep its programs as close and as relevant to the
communities of its clients as possible.
Offenders should be retained in the community (i.e. not institutionalized) whenever possible.
5•

vis i bi 1t ty

Probation operations, including departmental policies and procedures,
should be "open" or visible to the community, not only to permit scrutiny
and review, but also to engender public understanding and support.
6. Accountability
Each probation department should spell out, for itself as a whole
and for each of its major programs: (1) goals, (2) how to measure whether
or not those goals (results) are attained, and (3) the tools necessary to
assure the measurement of results and actions based on those results. Research and evaluation should thus be an integral part of every program.
Provided they are given the necessary resources, probation programs
should then "live or die" by their results. This is the "contract" of
accountability.
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Probation should be accountable not only to itself, but also to the
public, to other segments of the criminal justice system, to other branches
of government, and to probationers.
7.

Objectivity

Probation departments and individual officers must maintain professional integrity by submitting reports and recommendations on their clients
which are as objective and straight-forward as possible. This means that
individual workers must not only refrain from any attempts to manipulate
other decision~akers, but they must also be free from intra- or extradepartmental pressures which might cause them to submit reports or recommendations which are not objective, do not reflect their honest views, or do
· · not" -renect-·tnelroes t -lrr"ofess1onat-juagme;rt·-:-·- ·------------------------------ 8. Burden of Responsibility
All probation decision~aking relevant to handling of clients should
place the burden of responsibility on the system, not the probationers, to
justify any further degree of restriction or extention of restriction on
his freedom. Put another way, the system should also select the least restrictive course consistent with protection of the public.
9.

Public Involvement

Probation should take greater recognition both of general public
apathy about corrections and of the growing interest and concern among at
least some elements of the community; in response, it should develop strong
programs aimed at eliciting greater public involvement. Such programs
should focus on at least three levels:
a.

Establishing credibility with the public, i.e. obtaining the
community's trust through ongoing public education and public
relations.

b. Enlisting direct susport, e.g. financial assistance, volunteers,
and other direct ai •
c.

Involving the community in an advisory capacity, i.e. providing
for public input by at least an indirect share in policy and
decision~aking.

10. Change-Orientation
In recognition of the fact that governmental agencies tend to preserve their traditional modi operandi, probation departments must incorporate flexibility, creativlty, ana innovation into their very bloodstream.
Based on a commitment to continual feedback and evaluation, they must be
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of their program that fails to produce expected results or that is no longer
relevant to current problems and responsibilities.
11. Differentiation
Meaningful handling, let alone treatment·, of offenders demands differential approaches based on individual needs. Hence, differential classification/treatment systems must be employed.
12. Range of Services
have-avai-l able-s-pe-c;-a:li zed--programs ancs--·r·esourcer t(f _____ -- ·---meet the needs of its clients to the fullest possible degree. Such programslresources may be provided by the probation department itself, contracted for with another agency or individual, or obtained in some other
manner (e.g. volunteers). At the bare minimum such services must include
a study or diagnostic capability, casework services, a wide variety of
alternatives to institutionalization, and access to available community resources such as employment and schools.

----·---------Probati-on-n~us-t-

13. Client-Centeredness
All probation programs should be 11 client-centered 11 , i.e. involve the
client himself in the planning and carrying out of a specific program of
rehabilitation/reintegration.
14. Financial Support
To carry out their primary responsibility for the delivery of services, county probation departments must have the financial resources to
carry out effective programs, contract for necessary services, and experiment with promising innovations.
The State and Federal Governments should provide subsidization for
such services as necessary.

CHAPTER

IV

THE CURRENT PROBATION SYSTEM:

SURVEY FINDINGS

This discussion of the current probation system will focus on six
major areas: (1) goals and philosophies of probation department~, (2) their
primary functions or tasks, (3) their organizational structure, (4} the resources·· they have or need to carry out their functions, (5) evaluation and
research, and (6) some important iss ues facing probation in the immediate
or near future.
I.

GOALS AND PHILOSOPHIES

The primary goal of probation ~ as wel l as all of corrections, is the
protection of society by reducing recidivism. As indicated in other Task
Force Reports, society is nonmally best protected by the deveiopment and implementation of effective programs of rehabilitation and reintegration. For
probation this means that recidivism is most likely to be reduced if the
offender is provided with a variety of effective services while under supervision in the free community. These services include working with the offender's family,providing vocational counseling and training, finding appropriate
employment, helping to overcome stereotyped public attitudes toward offenders,
overcoming restrictive employment policies and procedures, and providing casework services to the individual offender.
The Probation Task Force included two items in its survey questionnaire
to determine how the major objectives of probation were perceived by the staff.
The first question was, "What actually is the primary goal of your agenc~? .. ,
and the second question was, \tlhat should be the ~rimary goal of correct1ons?"
The response categories included, 11 punishment 11 ; 11 eep;ng offenders off the
streets 11 ; 11 protection of society .. ; 11 rehabilitation of offenders .. ; 11 0ther 11 ;
and 11 unclear or no opinion 11 • Staff responses to the two questions were tabulated and are presented in Chart I. Thirty-two percent of the staff thought
that the actual primary goal was the protection of society, while 38% asserted
it was the rehabilitation of offenders. Significantly, 20% claimed that the
primary goal of their respective agencies was either unclear or they had no
opinion on the matter. The fact that a sizeable number of staff members did
not know what is the actual goal, suggests that there is little in the way
of attempting to clarify major agency goals on the part of administrators
and agency heads. Almost all of those having no idea of their agency's goals
were line workers and supervisors; administrators and agency heads almost
without exception expressed a definite opinion on the question of agency
goals. However, the data in Chart l clearly show that even when the staff
expressed an opinion--no matter what their rank in the agency--there was no
agreement on the primary goal.
11

Lack of agreement is a1so evident with respect to the ideal goal of
corrections. Thirty-nine percent asserted that the goal should be the protection of society and 58~ said that it should be rehabilitation. Juvenile
probation officers were more likely than adult probation officers to assert
that rehabilitation should be the major goal. Almost everyone expressed an
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CHART

I

ACTUAL AND IDEAL CORRECT IONAL GOALS
AS VIEWED BY PRO BAT ION STAFF
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- 20 opinion in defining the ideal goal, but again, the preferences were distributed between protection of society and rehabilitation. Apparently there
is a good deal of confusion over the meaning of these two objectives; the
la tter is construed to be generally a more permissive approach, while the
former is seen as being more punitive. There is little doubt that probation
officers did not agree on the meaning of these concepts and perceived them
to be somewhat incompatible with each other. Rehabilitation ;s thought of
more as an end product, rather than as a means by which society can be protected.
Similar disagreements have also been noted over the question of the
most effective methods of supervising juvenile probationers. In one study,
the probation officers were completely divided on whether unexpected home
visits were more effective than predetermined appointments, and whether
- - -- mak-i-R9- probattoners "toe the 1; ne" was more- effect; ve than b~-len--i-ent..1.____
In short, the data suggest that in the probation agencies surveyed by
the Task Force there have not been very extensive attempts to discuss goals
and objectives. Even in those instances where goals have been formalized
in writing, they have not always been disseminated to staff members or, if
disseminated, they have not always been read, accepted or followed by staff
members. Encouragingly, it was observed that efforts are under way in some
of the larger probation departments to develop and define formal statements
of goals and objectives.
An additional problem, however, is that goals are rarely operationalized, i.e. defined in clear, concrete terms, so that their attainment or
lack of it can be measured. Unless this, too, is done, a mere theoretical
formulation of goals is of limited value.
II.

FUNCTIONS

The Making of Probation Policy
Because of the large number of counties where the judge appoints the
chief probation officer, one would expect to see many courts participating
in the making of probation policy. Responses in the interviews indicated
that the court is involved in such activity in many areas, although it was
reported that the practice no longer exists in some communities. What subtle
influences, if any, the courts have on recommendations made on supervision
cases is not clear. However, it does seem clear that the power of judges
to appoint and remove chief probation officers, under Section 575 Welfare
and Institutions Code and Section 1203.6 Penal Code, carries with it the
danger that judges may become de facto administrators of the probation departments. In at least two of~e sample counties, there was evidence that
the court was determining departmental policy to a large extent.
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Diversion
While intake laws and procedures were not formally within the scope
of the present study, an effort was made to ascertain retrospecti ve ly what
types of clients now placed in probation supervision are i nappropriate subjects for the probation process. In fact, the exclus i on of i ntake issues
from the study was a point of serious concern among probation administrators
and personnel. Study staff shared in this concern and attempted to l ook at
critical issues from a retrospective point of view whenever possibl e.
It became readily apparent to Task Force staff that not only prevention of initial law violations, but also diversion of many persons who commit acts which make them legal subjects for the criminal justi ce and probation systems are of growing import to both correctional workers and t he
_gener~ l RU.bJ i~._ Persons interviewed throughout the-EGU-l'Se---of t-he s-tudy
had many opinions as to types of clients who are not appropri ate for probation supervision. The chief categories of persons suggested for diversion
from this process were: dependent and pre-delinquent children, alcoho l and
drug abusers, those placed under supervision simply as a means of getting
them to pay money under court order, victimless offenders in general, and
those in need of psychiatric aid.
The topic provoking the most discussion was possible removal of the
pre-delinquents (Section 601 Welfare and Institutions Code) from probation
supervision. Chief probation officers, in particular, urged that this section of the law not be repealed until viable alternatives were present in
the community which would provide services as good or better than those
now offered by probation. Actually, a large proportion of such cases are
presently diverted from the justice system by various agencies, but it is
those delinquent-prone youth who find their way to court that cause the
concern. While many anticipated such a change in the law, most hoped for
additional time for communities to prepare alternative programs.
The case for removal of Section 601 from the Welfare and Institutions
Code was made by Thomas L. Carroll in a report prepared for the California
Assembly.2 That report urged that Section 600 be used for those pre-delinquent youth in need of the protection of the court. Probation chiefs and
staff saw such resources as youth service bureaus, crisis intervention
centers, welfare departments, and various family service and mental health
agencies as being the alternatives to handle the pre-delinquent, but did
not feel that such services were adequately developed as yet. As an example,
Duxbury cited evidence that some youth service bureaus in the State have
had an impact on diverting young persons from the justice system. However,
she indicated the bureaus have been in operation too short a time to determine whether they are a satisfactory alternative.3
The greatest consensus was found in support for removal of common
drunks from the criminal justice system. Most respondents felt that processing drunks to jail or probation is inappropriate because their problem
is not one of harming society but rather of harming themselves. It was
suggested that the problem could best be met by detoxification centers or
some other programs operated by a pubiic health or mental health agency.
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system may be found in tne Jail Task Force Report.
Formulating Conditions of Probation
While it occurs during the investigative process, and therefore does
not technically fall within t he scope of this Study, aduit probation officers
are required ~Y law to make recommenaations either for or against placement
on probation. In the superior cou5ts in 1969, there were 37,832 recommendations made by probation officers. Of this number, 23,794 (63~) were
recommendations for probation, and in 96% of these cases the court granted
probation. Of the 14,038 cases where probation officers recommended against
probation, the court denied probation 66% of the time. Thus, when probation
- ~US--r.e~ended probat;on, the courts almost always g-ra-n-ted- it, but
when probation was not recommended, the courts nevert;,eiess granted it a
third of the time. The effects of this disparity are not known and should
be a matter for systematic investigation.
In addition to making recommendations either for or against probation,
probation officers also specify the appropriate conditions of probation if
it is to be granted by the court. One of the most common conditions of probation is that the offender serve a jail tenm prior to his placement under
supervision in the community. In 1969, there were 27,458 adult defendants
granted probation by superior courts. In 11,470 (42~) of these, a jail
sentence was a condition of probation.6 It is not known how long each of
these sentences were, but it is unlikely that they were a year, or longer.
At the present time, it is not known whether jail as a condition of
probation is more or less effective in reducing recidivism than straight
probation. Research is u~ently needed on this question, since, as noted
in the Jail Task Force Report, approximately 40~ of the sentenced jail population presently are serving tenms as a condition of probation. It is the
belief of the Probation Task Force that many of the above offenders could
be placed on straight probation without seriously jeopardizing the safety
of ·the cOIMlunity. This ac·i;ion also would be consistent with the principle
of retaining offenders in the community whenever possible, rather than
isolating them from it. Furthenmore, minimizing the use of jail as a co.n dition of probation would result in substantial savings. It has been estimated that the average per capita annual cost for successful cases on
straight probation is $247, while the costs range between $1,000 and $3,000
if jail is a condition of probation.7
Fines aod restitution also are stipulated conditions of probation,
and tend to be imposed more frequently in the municipal courts than in the
superior courts of the State. (On the other hand, the condition of jail is
specified more frequently in the superior courts.) According to the statistical report of a large adult probation department in the Bay Area, there
were 2,681 persons admitted to probation in 1970. Of these, 812 had to pay
a fine as a condition of probation, 100 were required to make restitution,
and 193 had to pay a fine in addition to making restitution. Thus, of the
2,681 probationers, 1,105 persons (41%} had fines, restitution, or both
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reducing recidi-vism, especially for property offenders, it is not commonly
a condition of probation in the superior courts of the State. Further
corroboration of this fact was reported in a recent study which found that
of 17,000 property offenders sentenced by the State's superior courts, only
750 received fines.8
.
There also are a number of specialized conditions that can be imposed
if the probation officer or court deems them to be necessary. Some of these
stipulate that the probationer receive psychiatric treatment, that he pay
child support. or that he pay court costs. There almost always are .standard
or routine conditions specified, such as not violating any laws, not leaving
the-eount-y wi t-hout-penn-1-ss-i-on, not--associ-ating-wtttr--persons wh·o--tlave been
in difficulty with the law, actively seeking or maintaining employment, refraining from the use of alcoholic beverages, and so forth.
Judges, juvenile justice commissions and a probation committee, district attorneys and public defenders were asked to describe what kind of
conditions are regulariy imposed ·on persons granted probation in their county,
why, and how strictly the conditions should be enforced. It was accepted
generally that conditions such as those mentioned above were imposed in
order to help clients stay out of trouble.
However, the evidence shows that the appropriateness and relevance
of the conditions for the client often was overlooked and that a need exists
for a review of the whole matter. One indication of this need came from a
member of the judiciary who responded frankly to the question of why certain
conditions were given without reference to their appropriateness by saying,
"Because they always have been imposed. •• Other proof of the _need for change
came from the frequent observations of probationers that conditions often
were meaningless, ·irrelevant, non-individualized and overly restrictive. As
examples, some reported being told not to associate with other persons on
probation. even though members of their own household were under supervision.
In one community, a seven o'clock curfew was imposed on a mature teenager
even though his offense was related to ~raffic. In another county, some
married women probationers complained that they were threatened with revocation if they became pregnant.
That there is value in having probation conditions is evident in the
fact that 751 of 2,039 clients responding to this part of the questionnaire
said conditions usually or sometimes helped them obey the law. The need is
to move now toward more relevant conditions. Further support for this stance
is found in the observation· of the President's Commission on Law Enforcement
and Administration of Justice that conditions of probation must be appropriate
to the needs of the individual case in order to have di-fferential treatment.9
The Probation Task Force strongly suggests that the impact of the
various conditions of probatipn on the recidivism rate be systematically
investigated. It is 1i kely that a jail sentence preceding probation will
be more effective for certain types of offenders, but not for others. The
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Only after a period of systematic evaluation will there be information on
the relative effectiveness of the various conditions. If some turn out to
be effective in reducing recidivism, then they should be specified as conditions of probation; if others are found not to be effective, then they
should be abandoned.
Classification and Treatment Systems
In 1964, the Board of Corrections conducted a study of probation
services in California. One of the major recommendations of that study
was to reduce the size of the burgeoning caseloads throughout the State.
The report was quick to point out, however, that reduced caseloads ~ir se
-- were-not sufftctenrto-brtn-g-about more effe-cttvlf p-robattonsup-ervts lm , and that an efficient classification system must be adopted to provide
meaningful and individualized services to probationers. "Without commitment to classification, probationers receive a generalized, often meaningless, service that is best characterized by the current goal of probation:
one probationer--one contact a month."10 The 1964 Probation Stud~ found
that classification was not a regular part of the operational act1vities of
any of the 17 probation departments selected for the study.ll
Since classification was recommended by the 1964 study, the Probation
Task Force, using the same 15 counties as the 1964 study, attempted to determine the extent to which classification systems are now being used by
the various probation departments. Interviews with probation staff and administrators revealed that most classification and treatment systems currently were operating only in probation subsidy units, although there were some
exceptions to this. Classification systems solely for case management purposes existed in many regular probation units.
One of the items in the Task Force questionnaire asked probation
officers whether they were using a classification system with the probationers under their supervision. Fully 411 of the line workers said that they
were not using any system; an additional 381 asserted that they were using
a classification system, but it was of no help in the treatment process.
While there were differences between subsidized an~ non-subsidized units
(more probation officers from the former type of unit claimed to be using
classification), the data clearly showed that in no instance did a majority
of probation officers claim that they were using classification effectively.
It was also found that, while many staff would like to use a differential treatment classification system, they lacked an adequate level of
understanding of the way such a system should be used. In addition, interviews revealed a lack of planning for case management. The questionnaire
disclosed that fully one-quarter of probation staff members felt their agencies did not encourage them to develop individual treatment plans and to
implement them. This is in direct contrast to the opinion expressed by the
President's Crime Commission that one of the major requirements for using
a differential treatment system is an adequate case analysis and planning
procedure. However, it is consistent with the Commission's observation that
careful planning by probation officers is almost non-existent.12
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Support was expressed during interviews for the idea of matching
officers with clients by personality ~pes. In addition, questionnaire
responses indicated that 75% of 875 staff at all levels supported the matching concept. Because of a failure to understand the way in which classification is used for treatment purposes, a number of negative views were expressed (such as Classification is merely a 11 labe11ng process 11 and is 11 dehumanizing••). Other negative statements came from those who felt that the
particular system being used was ineffective.
It is quite evident that the years separating the 1964 study and the
present Probation Task Force Report have not witnessed the widespread use
of classification--even with the existence of subsidized units with reduced
caseloads--nor any great acclaim as to its effectiveness in the supervision
of probationers. While an increasing range of approaches and techniques
- wer..e-noted-(.such-a&-ps-ychodrama. Ges-ta-lt--and-other fonns of group therapy, -- -- ·--·--·-·
conjoint family therapy, transactional analysis, reality therapy, audiovisual equipment for 11 instant playback .. , recreational and camping trips,
drug schools, weekend work or other programs. remedial tutoring, vocational
training and counseling by private agencies, etc.). the standard 11 treatment 11
practice for the great majority of probationers still consisted of 10 to 15
minute 11 across the desk•• office type interviews on a once a month basis
(less often for many adults) and frequently under rushed circumstances (e.g.
with a line of other clients waiting). Even in some intensive supervision
programs, the nature of supervision had changed little, i.e. the additional
time provided by reduced caseloads was used mainly to offer more of the
same type of service that had traditionally been offered. A related problem
was that the great bulk of probation officers worked hours which were inconvenient for most clients and which inevitably led to long waiting lines
and short interviews. On the other hand, a number of counties, particularly
in their subsidy units, had implemented many of the treatment strategies
mentioned above, in addition to others, and had begun to demonstrate more
flexibility in their programs and the hours they were available.
There is great variation in the types and intensity of probation
services which are offered to clients. These range from phone or mail supervision to daily contacts in which probation officers almost 11 lived•• with some
youngsters. Subsidy units. because of their smaller caseloads and richer
resources, tended to have the most innovative and progressive types of programs. A number of the most promising treatment efforts will be discussed
in more detail in a following section entitled "Program Highlights".
However, overall it was found that probation contacts tended to be
similar, infrequent and fleeting. In fact. the probation officers themselves questioned the quality of their services. One of the items in the
staff questionnaire asked them to estimate the quality of services provided
by their agencies. Only 36% of all staff (33% of subsidy staff) rated the
general quality of correctional services in their agencies as ••high••.
T.he general conclusion of Task Force staff is that most probation
programs offer minimal treatment and the treatment they do offer tends to
be the same, for the great majority of probationers, with the exception .
that some offenders receive more of it. The direction that probation is
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only beginning to pursue incorporates sophisticated programs of differential
treatment, i.e. developing and implementing separate correctional strategies
for different types of offenders.
However, many of the staff and administrators were aware of the existence of at least one classification system. When they were queried by the
Task Force as to what were the most promising classification systems, several
were mentioned. The one most frequently cited was the "I-level" classification system in which offenders are classified according to a given level
of interpersonal maturity. According to the theory of interpersonal maturity,
individuals progress through several stages of socialization.13 Each successive stage -of development involves a greater degree of interpersonal competence and skill. The theory asserts that there are seven levels of interpersonal maturity and individuals who are fixated at the lower levels tend
-to-·ne--po-or-·rot-e--ptayen· anu--ctependent penonattttes-. ·-------·------------·--·-·· · · -- ·····-···· --···The theory of interpersonal maturity has clear implications for differential treatment. In California, both Youth Authority wards and some
probationers have been classified into one of the levels of interpersonal
maturity and then provided with treatment services that would logically
appear to be related to deficiencies characterizing the particular type.l4
For example, a youth classified as being very immature would require some
form of placement where his dependency needs could be met. This classification system has been used with some success in the Community Treatment
Project, and is discussed in greater detail in the Juvenile Institution
Task Force Report.
While the I-level classification system holds much promise, a number
of cautionary remarks should be made to prevent its unc.r itical use. First,
this system assumes that offenders are interpersonally immature as compared
with non-offenders in the general population.l5 A substantial body of research has been conducted on this general matter, and as yet none of it has
uncovered a trait or set of traits that clearly differentiate criminals and
delinquents from non-criminals and non-delinquents.
A second point to keep in mind is that more than one classification
system is likely to be needed by the correctional services. There are many
offenders who do not exhibit any clear sign of emotional or mental disorders.
Instead, their crimes may result from social forces beyond their control,
such as a sagging economy; high unemployment rates; discriminatory policies
in unions, business and industry; and other limited opportunities. Under
such conditions, psychologically healthy individuals can succumb to these
forces.
A final point to keep in mind is that classification systems are
abstractions which might not accurately describe a group of individuals.
Some ;ndividuals do not neatly fit" into any given category; and even when
they are classified, they are not clearly distinguishable from persons who
have been classified into other categor1es.16
11

The above remarks are not intended to discourage the use of classification systems. Rather, they are made with the aim of encouraging the in-
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telligent and effective use of such systems. There is little doubt regarding the validity of the idea of differential treatment. Different types of
offenders have different needs, and one of probation's major tasks is to
decide "who needs what type of service". Effective differential treatment
assumes statutory flexibility, a minimum of restrictive probation conditions,
greater and more varied use of community resources, including volunteers,
para-professionals, and ex-offenders, and greater public understanding and
support.
The Probation Officer as "Services Manager"
Effective "treatment" involves not only the rehabi 11 tat ion of the
offender, but also his successful reintegration into the community. Rehabilitati-on involves strateg1es or intervent1on that are aimed at changing
the individual client. Some of these strategies are counseling, casework,
and psychotherapy. All of these are attempts to help the individual gain
more insight into his personal problems in order to bring about behavioral
change. A long-standing tradition of probation has been to offer counseling and casework services to probationers, and the Task Force found that
these continued to be assigned positions of high priority in the minds of
most probation officers. When asked if they used any form of counseling,
such as individual, family, or group counseling, almost all of the probation
officers (95%) stated that they used at least one of these. It is quite
clear that probation services are conceived largely in "casework" terms.
Another major goal, as indicated in all of the Task Force Reports,
is the successful reintegration of the offender into the mainstream of the
community's life. This means ·academic and vocational training, the creation
of employment opportunities, health and welfare services, legal services,
housing, and so forth. While the probation officer cannot be expected to
be an "expert" in all of these areas, he can be expected to coordinate and
manage the dispensing of the variety of community services that can be made
available to the probationers. The probation officer's role is most aptly
described as a "services manager". His task is to locate the range of individuals, agencies, and organizations that can be helpful in reintegrating
the probationer back into the community. In this regard, the probation
officer may have to spend more time with the agencies and organizations
providing specialized services, than with his individual probationers. This
is not to say that casework services will be less important than was previously the case; rather, it means that the probation officer will not be
as directly involved in the dispensing of specialized services. His task
will be to identify the needs of the offender, locate the appropriate services, and coordinate them to his client's best advantage. Seen from this
perspective, the probation officer is the central figure in the network of
community services.
There is an increasing amount of evidence to suggest that services
provided by the probation officer as such are not as important as the services provided by other individuals-analgroups in the reintegration process.
For example, one study investigated the reasons for the successful completion of supervision of 75 Bay Area Federal probationers and parolees.17
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This group wa~ asked, "How do you account ·for your success on supervhion?"
Similarly, the officers and a friend or relative of each offender were asked,
11
HOW do you account for the offender•s success on supervision?" The responses to these questions are reproduced in Table V. In summarizing the
results of this study, Sigurdson has noted that:
0ne is immediately struck with the high level of agreement
in the response pattern of officers, offenders, and third
parties interviewed. What is more significant is that only
20 percent of the officers themselves and even smaller percentages of offenders and third party respondents--12 percent
and 15 percent, respectively--associated the efforts of the
supervising officer with successful completion of supervision •
••• It is apparent from these findin s that the officer lays
a rather insignificant role in the rehabilitation of most o
hh charges ... l8
11

This and other studies thus suggest that the probation officer may have a
greater contribution to make on a broader community level in the role of
arranging for and coordinating services to his probationers.
Summari. Almost without exception, correctional authorities have
endorsed thedea of classification and differential treatment of offenders.
But two problem areas remain. The first pertains to which system or systems
to employ in the field of probation. While I-level offers a good deal of
promise, there are other typological systems as well. For example, the
President's Corrections Task Force outlined the characteristics of a general
offender typology of: prosocial offenders; antisocial offenders; psuedosocial offenders; and asocial offenders.19 This classification also holds
some promise. But at the present time, any of these systems should be considered as tentative. It is clear that more research and experimentation
are needed to detenmine the relative effectiveness of competing typological
systems.
The second problem area has to do with the assimilation of research
findings into routine programs and policies. To date, despite the vast
amount of research that has been conducted in various facets of corrections,
especially in typological systems, a notable gap continues to exist between
research findings and correctional practice.20 Perhaps the most important
problem facing all of corrections is to detenmine how best to translate research findings into viable agency policies.
But despite the above. concerns, the ideal of differential treatment
should continue to be a major goal of probation, and indeed of all corrections. As the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration
of Justice has pointed out:
More individualized and systematically differentiated
treatment and control of offenders is (a) ••• myjor requisite
of more rational and effective corrections. 11 2
11

TABLE V
FREQUENCY OF RESPONSE BY ORIGIN AND CATEGORY
Origin of
Response

Category of Response
Personal
Assistance
Strengths
from
Employment
NonFamily
or
criminal
or
Emotional Probation
and
Growth
Officer
Orientation Friends
Training

Fear of
Further
Religious Social
Legal
or Ethical ResponPrinciples sibi11ty Action Other

75 Officers

41

43

34

34

15

6

9

14

4

75 Offenders

43

40

40

39

9

13

11

21

8

Family or
friends *

38

57

53

39

11

11

17

16

9

*For a variety of reasons it was possible to interview only 49 families or friends of the 75 offenders; for
purposes of comparison, their responses were projected to a total of 75.
Source:

San Francisco Project, ~Study of Federal Probation and Parole, Research Report No. 13, National
Institute of Mental Health, 1967, Tables 13, 14, 15.

N
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Similarly, the Youth Authority's Community Treatment Project has demonstrated
that:

However, consistent with its torto;se-like tradition, probation has been
slow to peer out from under its shell and move forward. The fact is that
probation's main incentive has come from State subsidization and that, without increased subsidization and encouragement by the State, little additional
progress is anticipated in the near future.
Client Views of Treatment
A variety of responses were received when probationers were asked
what it was like being on probation. Many of the answers were in a negative
vein. Clients told of their resentment to overt displays of authority on
the part of the officers, of probation terms which were too long, and of
regulations which seemed childish. Illustrative of the last point was a
report .from probationers recently released from jail that they were prohibited from visiting inmates, even family members, still in jail until a certain time had elapsed after their own release.
Frequency of contact with probation officers. A major concern of the
Task Force was to determine from the clients• perspective how frequently they
had contacts with their probation officer. Table VI presents information on
frequency of contacts, average length of each contact, and whether the probation officer had ever visited the probationer's home. The data show quite
clearly that clients in subsidized units claimed having considerably more
contact with their probation officer than those who were being supervised
in non-subsidized units. In fact, throughout the study, most of the positive comments were made by probationers in the subsidy units.
At the same time, however, it should be noted that of the clients
under subsidy supervision, fully 25% of the juveniles and 42% of the adults
claimed seeing their probation officers only once a month or less. In addition, only 28% and 34% of the juvenile and adult probationers, respectively,
in subsidy programs estimated that their probation officer usually spent an
hour or more with them. Thus, in terms of contacts, while there were definite differences between subsidized and non-subsidized units, neither group
estimated having a great deal of contact with their probation officer.
It would appear, therefore, that the subsidy program has succeeded
in increasing contact between the probation officer and his charges. In
1964, the Probation ~tudy found that the average caseload for adult probation officers was 20 cases, which was four times the recommended national
standard and three and one-half times the recommended State standard.23 For
juvenile probation officers the median caseload· size was 78.9 cases, substantially in excess of any State or national standard.24 While the 1964
study did not estimate the number of contacts probation officers had with
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TABLE VI

CLIENT CONTACTS WITH PROBATION OFFICERS
(Percentage Distribution *)
Adult

Juvenile
QUESTION

Subsidy

NonSubsidy

Subsidy

NonSubsidy

(Na280)
{N-440) ___{ N':'25_9_L_ ____{_fi-:l,_
Q7Zt _______________
·-----·· -·- ----------------------·------·--·-------------.-----r----------------·-·-------·-··
t

How often do you usually see
your probation officer?
Never seen
Once a week
sem; -monthly
Once a month
Every 2 or 3 months
Less often

1

42

3
17
21

34
17

42

6
1

12
5

22
50

31

24

4
3

35
34
5
3

6
66

15
50

37

14

7

How much time do you usually
spend together?
Few minutes
Half hour
An hour
Over an hour

23
5

49
17
3

23
12

51
10
2

Has probation officer ever
come to where you live?
Yes
No
Don't know

* Percentages may not add to

85
14
1

100%

because of rounding.

73
25
2

32
62
·6
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caseloads of 209, judging from the comments made by judges, probation offi- cers, and others during panel interviews, it is clear that they were minimal.
Since 1966, it has been possible to reduce some caseloads below 50 through
the State subsidy program, and as Table VI shows, this has had the effect
of increasing the amount of contact probation officers have had with their
charges.
Perceived hel~fulness of probation officers. Both juvenile and adult
probationers were as ed to evaluate how helpful their probation officer was
in a variety of areas. The results of these queries are presented in Table
VII. There are several points worth noting about the data. First clients
under subsidy supervision did not uniformly evaluate their probation officer as being more helpful than the clients under non-subsidy supervision.
------Tn-~feneraT;tnere are fiH"lyc ons1·s-teritdlfferences- 5etween the- su6s'ioffioand non-subsidized units among juvenile probationers. Those under subsidy
supervision claimed, more frequently than juveniles under non-subsidy supervision, that their probation officer always helped them with any kind of
trouble (42% vs. 27%), always helped with problems at school (32% vs. 21%),
always helped when looking for a job (24% vs. 9%), and had a lot of personal
concern (50S vs. 391).
However, the differences between adult probationers under subsidy and
non-subsidy supervision were not nearly as great, nor as consistent. The
only clear difference between these two groups was found to be in the area
of employment. Thirty-one percent of the clients in subsidy units claimed
that their probation officer was always helpful when looking for work or
with problems on the job, while only 18% of the non-subsidy unit clients
claimed this to be the case. Beyond this one area, however, the differences
between the two groups are not significant.
In short, the data suggest that the State subsidy program has had a
more positive impact on the supervision of juvenile than adult probationers.
A second point worth noting in Table VII is that in no instance did
the clients enthusiastically endorse their probation officer. There is not
one instance where at least a two-thirds majority checked the "most favorable response category". Instead, the evaluations were less than enthusiastic, or flatly negative. For example, when asked, "How can .your probation
officer help you most?", fully 38% of all the clients answered, "leave me
alone 11 , or something 11 0ther" than the response categories listed. In addition, responses to this item did not differ between probationers who were
and were not under subsidy supervision.
Thus, in conclusion it appears that subsidy programs have not had an
overwhelming impact on probationers' evaluations of the helpfulness of their
probation officer. Whenever they do make a difference, it is likely to show
up among juvenile, rather than adult probationers. Adult probationers under
subsidy supervision are, however, quite likely to be helped in the field of
emp 1oymen t.
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CLIENT EVALUATION OF HELPFULNESS OF PROBATION OFFICERS
(Percentage Distribution *)
QUESTION
When you have troubles of any kind, does
your P.O. help you solve them?
Always helps
Sometimes helps
Never helps
I have not needed help

JUVENILE
Subsidy
Non-Subsidy
(N• 440)
(N=280)
42
34
2

23

27
33
4
36

ADULT

Subsidy
(N=250)
38
29

Non-St
(Nal ,C
32
23

2

3

31

42

Is your P.O. helpful to you when you
have problems at· school?
-Always helpful --------------·-- ---· ---------- -----3~-- --- ----- ---21:-------- · ---- ·· ---1:1-----------s -·
Sometimes helpful
29
26
6
4
Never helpful
2
7
3
1
27
35
15
13
I have no problems at school
10
11
65
76
I am not in school
Is your P.O. helpful when you are looking for work or have problems on the job?
Always helpful
Sometimes helpful
Never helpful
I have no problems at work
I am not of working age
Does talking with your P.O. help you
stay out of trouble?
Helps very much
Helps some
No help at all
P.O. does not talk with me
If you wanted help from your P.O., do you
think you could get the help you want
right away?
Yes
No
Don ' t know
How much concern does your P.O . have
for you?
A lot
Some
None
Don't know
How can your P.O. help you most
Be available when I want him
Listen more to what I say
Both of the above
Leave me alone
Other

24
20
8
22
26

9
12
16
27
37

31
16
9
36
7

18
13
9
54
7

33

32
51
14

42
44
14

40
38
16

55
12

3

6

56
12
32

51
11
37

65

50
23

39
28

62

9

8

26

30

51
30

44
29

3

6

4

24

27

16

5
22

21
12

19
11
35
14
21

11
10
34
12
34

18
11
32
13
26

33

14
21

*Percentages may not add to 100% because of rounding.
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Perceived hel~fulness of other persons. The clients were also asked
to assess the helpfu ness of persons other than their probation officer, as
well as the helpfulness of their home, job, and probation rules, in keeping
them out of trouble. Table VIII presents the appropriate data. The first
thing to note is that no one person was siagled out and identified as clearly
being the most helpful in keeping the probationers out of trouble. For the
juvenile probationers, parents were identified as being most helpful (371
of the subsidy probationers and 40% of the non-subsidy clients), while for
the adult probationers, the spouse was singled out as being the most helpful
(21% for the subsidized units and 25% for the non-subsidized units). Overall,
parents, spouses, and relatives were evaluated as being the most helpful group
of individuals.
_ _ ____The iu.v.enil e__prob.atj_on~_rs _ und~r_ suQi_j_~_~__yp_~rvt~_io_" ey*at~d the probation officer as being more helpful than did non-subsidy juven1le probat1oners
{191 vs. lOS), again suggesting the program's greater impact among juvenile
clients in reduced caseloads. Adult clients, however, did not rank the probation officer as high.
When the clients were asked to evaluate the helpfulness of their home
and job, the picture changed. Both juveni 1e and adu 1t offenders in subs.i dy
and non-subsidy units asserted that a job helped them keep out of trouble.
While the percentages are somewhat lower for juveniles than adults, the
positive evaluation of employment is nevertheless clear. While a job was
perceived to be an important deterrent to crime and delinquency, it will be
recalled that at the same time fewer than one-third of all the clients said
that their probation officer had always been helpful when looking for work
or with problems on the job (Table VII).
Both groups evaluated the home as being almost as important as the
job in keeping them out of trouble.
Juvenile probationers assigned less importance to the helpfulness of
probation rules than did the adult probationers. Of the fonmer group, 451
under subsidy supervision and 411 under non-subsidy supervision asserted
that probation rules usually helped them to ob~y the law. The percentage
rose among adult probationers to 53% for the suQsidy units and 60% for the
non-subsidy units. These data suggest that various conditions imposed on
offenders when they are placed on probation will ~~e more effective for adults
than for juveniles. Apparently the greater experience and maturity of. the
adults plays a role in the relatively positive assessment of the helpfulness
of probation rules.
In short, the only factors that were clearly defined by probationers
as being helpful were the job and the home. However, no specific individual
was singled out as being definitely helpful. Of those evaluated, parents
and spouses were mentioned as being moderately helpful. Probation rules
were evaluated as being more helpful in obeying the law than were the probation officers themselves. This was especially true of the adult clients
under supervision. Finally, with only one exception, there were no significant differences between probationers under subsidy and non-subsidy supervision; that exception was in the assessment of the probation officer among
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CLIENT EVALUATION OF HELPFULNESS OF OTHER INFLUENCES
(Percentage Distribution *)
Juvenne

Adult
Non-

Subsid~

Subsid~

Subsid~

(N•250

NonSubsidy
(N=1,077)

37
3
3

40
2
4

17
21
2

15
25
4

8

16

8

7

11

11

1
19
1
16

10
2

10
1
15

14
3
1
12
2
20

12
2
22

How much does a job help in
keeping you out of trouble?
A lot
Some
None
Not of age

55
14
6
25

47
14
6
33

64
15
14
8

70
14
9
6

What effect does your h~e have
on keeping you out of trouble?
A lot
Some
None

47
35
18

50
33
16

63
22
15

62
19
19

probation rules help you obey
the law?
Usually
Sometimes
Never help
Don't know

45
36
11
8

41
32
14
12

53
24
18
5

60
21
12
8

QUESTION
Who helps you most to stay out
of trouble?
Parent
Spouse
Relative
Friend who has been in
trouble
Friend who has not been
in trouble
Employer
Teacher
Probation Officer
Police
No one helps

(N=280

(N=440

Do

* Percentages may not add to 100% because of rounding.
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juvenile clients. Those on reduced caseloads gave a more positive assessment of the probation officer than did those in large caseloads.
Summary. The 1964 Probation Study found that caseloads in California
were excessively large when compared to national and State standards. The
study called for a State subsidy program aimed at reducing caseloads; and
since 1966 the State has been subsidizing counties to allow at least some
of the probation officers to work with caseloads of substantially less than
50 clients. The data presented in this section clearly indicate that the
reduced size has resulted in increased contact between the officer and his
client. There were great cli":ti consistent differences between clients under
subsidy and non-subsidy supervision.
- --However-,--the-increased contaet- has not always----f'esv-1-t-ed-ln--F0¥-14-1--ng-

clients with better service. ihe data suggest that the subsidy program has
resulted in improving services for juvenile clients, but not necessarily for
adult clients. For the latter group, the one major area where increased
contact through reduced caseload size apparently has made a difference i-s
in the area of employment. But in other areas the quality of service for
adult probationers on reduced caseloads has not necessarily improved. Perhaps it is not surprising to see reduced caseloads making a gre~ter difference among juvenile than adult probationers. Being younger, the fonmer
group can more readily profit from the more intensive supervision made possible by reduced caseloads.

Finally, it should be noted that overall client evaluation of the
quality of services provided by the probation officer was only moderately
favorable. In no area did clients as a group enthusiastically evaluate his
helpfulness. In fact, other persons were seen as playing an equal or more
important role in the rehabilitation and reintegration process. This fact,
however, should not be taken as evidence of the failure of probation, the
subsidy program, or the individual probation officer. The probation officer
cannot be all things to all persons; no one person can be. Rather, it should
be taken as possible evidence of misplaced emphasis regarding the probation
officer's role. As indicated in the previous ~ection on Classification and
Treatment, perhaps the focus needs to be shifted somewhat away from directly
providing all services to the client and more tD\·Hrds enlisting the aid of
various persons and groups in the community. Petnaps the probation officer
should be viewed more as a "broker" or "manager of services in the community"
than solely as a •caseworker". Within this framework, the probation officer
would not be the person to provide, for example, all casework services to
his client. Instead, he would often attempt to locate appropriate casework
services in the community and make them available to the client. In short,
the thrust of the probation officer's efforts needs to be directed more toward the community as well as the individual probationer~-with the goal of
involving the community in the reintegration process. Much of his job then
would center around locating services, coordinating them, identifying areas
where services do not exist, playing a role in creating them, and assessing
their relative effectiveness in reintegrating the offender back into the
COIJIIIUnity.
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Ill.

STRUCTURE

The most typical organizational structure for probation departments
involves the juvenile court judge as the appointing power for the chief
probation officer. Most chiefs have an assistant chief, directors or chiefs
of divisions or sections, staff supervisors and line workers to supervise
the clients. Divisions typically are established for adult work, juvenile
work, and institutions. Depending on internal factors, mostly relating to
the size of the department, the assistant chief may be. used in a direct line
of administrative control, or may be used as a partial supervisor, or may
be completely bypassed by the chief in the chain of command. Several departments in the study were found to have no assistant or division chiefs.
The span of control of staff appeared to be adequate in most instances, although ther-e were some instances where supervi~ory staff or the department
head appeared to have far too many persons under their immediate supervision.
In one of the sample counties, a chief probation officer was supervising
nine officers, in addition to the juvenile hall staff, with help from an
assistant who was carrying a half caseload. Another county had supervisors
with as many as 19 workers in their units.
Communication
The problem of faulty communication was demonstrated by a failure on
the part of some staff to comprehend departmental policies. Line workers
in several departments felt communication was not coming clearly from the
top and, in return, they were unable to communicate to administrators their
lack of comprehension of departmental policies. When asked in the questionnaire to estimate the clarity of agency philosophy and policy, most officers
gave either a Mmiddle of the road" answer, or asserted that philosophy and
agency policy were unclear. A similar response came from both adult and
juvenile workers in subsidy and non-subsidy units to the questions requesting evaluation of communication within departments. However, line workers
and supervisors rated the quality of downward and upward communication lower
than did administrators and department heads. Details of these responses
are reported in Table IX. In some instances, evidence of bypassing the chain
of command was reported, resulting in some conf~sion on the part of those
bypassed. This occurred both within departmental administrative structure
and, more frequently, when there was a line of authority running to and from
a judge (in which case the judge sometimes became the de facto administrator
of the probation department).
-Several examples of good communication were noted in the counties
studied. For example, in one of the small counties, both the chief and his
assistant were readily available to staff; similarly, in one of the large
counties, the formal structure was able to facilitate rather than inhibit
communication. In both instances, the facilitation occurred because those
in the lines of communication were able to talk and to listen. The opportunity given some staff to share in decision~aking also assisted the communication process. However, it is not a widely practiced procedure as the
questionnaire results make clear. Staff were also asked to estimate the

TABLE IX

i

EVALUATION OF COMMUNICATION BY PROBATION STAFF!

I

{Percentage Distribution *)

I
:
Department
QUESTION
Total Staff Line Workers Supervisors I Administrators
Heads
~~~~~~~~~~~~~(~N~·8=8~l)~~~(N--727) ___ (~=1~ --~
:
_ 1~28)
_ (N~ll)

i
!

Estimate how clear the philosophy
and policies of your agency are:
Clear
In between
Unclear

[

28

29

22

37

35

35

36

41
37

I
I

39

55

50

36

11

9

i
!

30

33
36

31
32
37

25
36
39

II

w

00

37
44

64
36

19

i
I

Estimate how good the upward
communication in your agency is:
Good
In between
Bad

I

I

Estimate how good the downward
communication in your agency 1s:
Good
In between
Bad

l

i

27

25

36

34
40

44
27

62
29
9

38

I

28
54

64
27

18

9

58

43

100

35

50

8

8

29

Estimate how good the lateral
comrn·uni cation in your agency is:
Good
In between
Bad

* Percentages may not add to

61
30
9

100% because of rounding.

- 39 extent to which they had a voice in administrative decision~aking. Their
responses tended heavily toward the uno voice 11 end of the scale--two-thirds
of the line workers and 451 of the supervisors said they had little or no
voice in this area.
In summary, it is evident that the quality of communication has not
improved since the 1964 Probation S~udy. That study strongly suggested internal changes within departments t at would result in improved communication,
and an improved understanding of the philosophy and policies of probation.25
However, the Probation Task Force found that the situation in the area of
communication was substantially the same as it was in 1964. Accordingly,
the Task Porce suggests that the whole area of communication needs immediate
attention and that efforts should be made to clarify and communicate philosophies and policies to all staff in a more straightforward fashion, particularly Jn~ smaller _jti.zed department~. Upward and downward channels -of conmmication are always in need of reinforcement and data clearly indicate that
such reinforcement is needed at this time in many counties.
Job Satisfaction
A number of items in the questionnaire explored job satisfaction of
the staff. As seen in Table X, the adult probation officers expressed somewhat more dissatisfaction with their job than did the juvenile probation
officers. The former group was somewhat less satisfied with promotional
opportunities, workloads, and general working conditions. They were definitely not satisfied with the adequacy of clerical and stenographic help
(also a problem 1n 1964), and estimated the morale of their ·agencies to be
somewhat lower than did the juvenile probation officers. It was generally
agreed among staff members that adult supervision appears to have the least
priority of any part of probation.
Some probation officers expressed the feeling that their supervisors
and chief probation officers were non-supportive, inadequate, and suppressive
of new ideas. Staff was asked by questionnaire if their agency encouraged
flexibility and creativity; 421 replied that they felt their agency discouraged creativity. Probation officers also voiced serious concern over the
lack of risk-taking and progressiveness within their agencies, feeling this
to be inhibiting the application of new treatment methods. Over half (531)
responded on the questionnaire that their departments were conservative•
only 201 saw their de_pa rtments as progressive.
Table X also shows that a number of substantial differences in job
satisfaction existed between subsidy and non-subsidy probation officers.
The former group clearly expressed more satisfaction with workloads, and
with adequacy of clerical and stenographic help. In 1964, the Probation
Study found the-workloads to be excessive, and many line workers, supervisors, and administrators expressed concern over unmanageable loads.26 It
appears that the State subsidy program has had a favorable impact in this
regard, and this is reflected by the more favorable attitudes expressed by
probation officers supervising reduced caseloads. However, they were less
satisfied with the promotional opportunities, and with their salary. The;Y
5-81884

TABLE X
JOB SATISFACTION AND WORKING CONDITIONS AS PERCEIVED BY PROBATION STAFF
(Percentage Distribution *)
•'

QUESTION

Total Staff
(N=880)

Juvenile Adult
(N=483) (N=397)

;

I

Are you basically satisfied with the
promotional system in your agency?

Yes
No

Do you have sufficient clerical and
stenographic help?
Yes - more than necessary
Yes - sufficient
No

Subsidy
Line Workers
(N=l98)

Non-Subsidy
Line Workers
(N=522)

46
54

49
51

42
59

I

35
65

48
52

8
55
37

8
62
29

8
46
45

I

18
68
14

4
52
44

I
i

~

0

Is your workload:
Completely manageable
More or less manageable
Unmanageable

18
60
23

I

64
18

17
69
15

29
66
5

10
66
25

Generally, are your working conditions:
Good
Fair
Poor

57
34
9

58
34
7

56
32

I

11

!

64
29
7

53
36
11

Is your salary:
Good
Fair
Poor

53
42
5

51
45
5

56
38
6

Ii

48
42
9

55
41
4

Estimate how high the morale in your
agency is:
High
In between
Low

30
42
28

32
43
26

28
42
30

26
41
33

32
40
28

17

* Percentages may not add to 100% because of rounding.

:

:
I
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also estimated the level of morale to be lower than was estimated by the
non-subsidy probation officers. Thus, while the subsidy program has had
some obvious effects in bringing about improvements in working conditions
in some areas, it has ~ot resulted in improving conditions in other areas.
Low morale continues to be a problem among a significant number of probation officers.
Suggestions for Change
Several changes were suggested which would affect the structure of
probation departments and the way they operate. One suggestion would make
probation entirely a supervision program by removing the investigative functions it now performs. Another suggestion would further reduce the work of
offi-cers supervising cases- by having all- revo-c-a-tilfn-of probation matters
handled in court by the district attorney. A third suggestion, frequently
voiced, was to place the appointing power for all chief probation officers
in the hands of the boards of supervisors. With regard to this last point,
Task Force Staff feels that, once a defendant is placed on probation, the
court's role should be limited to insuring that the rights of society and
each client are protected. However, the court should not be involved in
detennining s·pecific correctional strategy in individual cases or in setting
policy for probation programs. Because judicial assignments are rotated
regularly in many counties, the smooth administration of all phases of probation, including supervision, would be enhanced if judges no longer influenced departmental administrative operations. The following observations,
made ten years ago by the Governor's Commission, continue to be valid today:
"The present administrative arrangement produces an unnecessar,y comingling of judicial and treatment functions
without para)lel in any other court. In our view, there
is no more logic for a juvenile court judge to administer
a probation department than for a criminal court judge to
be administratively responsible for the district attorney's
office, county jails, or honor farms. In the aduJt field,
these functions have been recognized as separate and distinct; the same should apply to the· juvenile field.
"The present administrative relationship between juvenile
court judges and probation departments is an inappropriate
historical vestige, created 50 years ago under totally
different social and governmental conditions. The large
scale probation departments of today bear little resemblance to their historical counterparts. Nowadays, probation departments have extensive administrative responsibilities, whereas a half century earlier they had only
minor administrative responsibilities. Today, probation
departments not only have large professional staffs, but
also operate clinics, juvenile halls, and camps. Fifty
years earlier, their staffs were small and no institutions
were administered.''27
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When judges exert influence in both departmental policies and programs,
and when budgetary control for departments is exercised by county chief administrative officers and boards of supervisors, chief probation officers
frequently find themselves caught between dictates of the judges and fiscal
controls exercised by the county.
Judges should be no more involved in the administration of probation
departments, on a de facto basis or otherwise, than they are in respect to
any other branch or-government. Unfortunately, judges who are not normally
trained as administrators sometimes are reluctant not to inject themselves
into the administration of the probation department. Of the 15 counties
studied, staff perceived situations in at least two counties where the court
clearly dominated the administration of the probation department and, in another county, a judge complained about local statutory actions which had
reduced the -court 1 S ab+li-ty -to domi-nate -the- administration- of -the probation
department.
IV.

RESOURCES

Community Resources
When asked about the most important resources needed to do an effective job, the most frequently mentioned factors had to do with placement
resources, help for drug abusers, employment and educational opportunities,
mental and medical health services for clients, and financial aid for probationers in need.
One of the major areas of need outlined by the 1964 study on probation was the development of specialized community correctional facilities
to handle juvenile offenders exhibiting different types of problems and needs.
There was an acute shortage of foster homes, community treatment centers, and
virtually no specialized facilities for taking care of the female delinquent.
The Probation Task Force found that in many instances these shortages
continue to exist even though seven years have elapsed since the former study.
Many workers expressed the wish to have a variety of living situations available to meet the needs of the homeless offender ar.d those needing placement
away from their own homes. Hostels, group homes, and foster homes are needed
as well as non-residential day care facilities. Particular concern was expressed about the need of placement resources for female offenders.
One of the needs most frequently identified by staff was the lack of
adequate speciali~ed facilities to deal with the drug abuser. While in 1964,
drugs were not as much a part of the youth culture as they are today, the
staff at that time did express the need, as mentioned above, for more facilities dealing with offenders presenting special problems. In the current
study the Task Force found much the same concern expressed by staff. Many
probation officers felt unable to cope with the needs and problems of drug
offenders, and expressed the desirability of having both residential and
daytime community treatment centers. However, the Task Force did find various
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in group counseling or intensive supervision caseloads; still others operated
drug education programs for offenders and their families. In many instances,
however, drug abusers were placed in general caseloads and received the same
treatment as non-drug offenders.
However, while it is apparent that drug users often need special types
of treatment, the question arises as to whether it is better to supervise
caseloads consisting of all drug abusers, or whether they should be distributed in caseloads and progr~~s consisting of other types as well. Traditionally, an attempt often has been made to group these offenders in the same
program or caseload. Recently, a number of questions have been raised regarding- the wisdom of this approach-. For example, in a ncent discussion
of the California Rehabilitation Center for drug addicts, it was pointed out
that:
" .•• the very existence of CRC as a separate institution
for addicts, and the very notion of a group session of
addicts, reinforce the idea of the addict as a separate
kind of person, thereby creating unanticipated and very
undesirable side effects. The (program) emphasizes consciousness of kind because it is a separate structure
for addicts. What is more important, the group therapysessions have the explicit function of developing a com~
munity of men involved in elaborate introspection about
themselves as a special and different case. The importance of an identity as an addict is set against the 11 nonnal 11
or nonaddict world.
• ••• A side effect of the success of this program may be to
inst.ill in the ex-addict a sense of his identity as an
addict who best belongs among others of the same type-other addicts. It may be that the ex-addict comes to
believe that 11 Squares are really different .. , that there
is something about one who takes drugs which does make a
qualitative difference. The unantici~ated consequence
of such a community, whether it is a therapeutic community
or a living cODillUnity, is that the members may come to feel
a kinship with each other which supercedes their involvement
with those outside the community ... 28
Another area of need identified by the 1964 Probation ~tudy was in
diagnostic and psychiatric services. The study found that, a most without
exception, staff in all 17 probation departments falling within its scope
indicated a lack of resources for diagnostic workups on defendants being
considered for probation.29 Even metropolitan centers, where major resources for psychiatric services were located, felt the existing need.
Psychiatric services in rural areas were virtually non-existent.30
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services for clients under their supervision. The general feeling was expressed that more persons in need of mental health services are under probation supervision than in the past, and thus there is an increased demand
for these services.
Expanded resources in the areas of employment and education were called
for, with officers seeing the need for job training and more opportunities for
clients to work. The need for special help in schooling was felt most acutely
for those who have dropped out of school and for those who do not function in
the usual public school program.
A further resource neeaed is financial aid to provide the basic neces- rtttes of 1t fe-to"r(fenittrte- ci-tents·. --------------·----------------------- .........It is an accepted maxim that for most offenders the time when guidance
and financial assistance are most needed is at the outset of supervision.
Walker comments on this point:
"The days or weeks i11111ediately after release, when the
ex-prisoner has not yet begun to earn money and has not
yet settled down in a home, are said to be the time when
he is especially likely to commit another offence ••• his
first wage-packet may seem so far off that he steals in
order to raise ready money. ••31
A number of probationers interviewed by the Task Force spoke of their
need for food, housing, clothing, and transportation while they were trying
to establish themselves in the community. Many clients felt such assistance,
as well as help in finding and maintaining employment, were the critical
issues related to success in the community. It will be recalled that, when
probationers were asked how help-ful a job was in keeping them out of trouble,
691 of 1,296 adults sampled said a job helped a lot•• and an additional 141
said a job helped "some••. Many probationers wrote comments at the end of
the questionnaire about their need for help in finding employment.
11

Profile of Staff
The best available data indicate that probation offers one of the
most significant prospects for effective programs in corrections.32 State
and Federal correctional authorities have recognize9 its great value as well
as economy, and as a result probation has become the dominant correctional
alternative for persons convicted of crime. In 1965 slightly more than half
of the offenders sentenced to correctional treatment were placed on pro~ation,
and according to recent estimates, by 1975 the figure will increase to almost
60S.33 Hence, the quality of manpower in the field of probation is an extremely important consideration in the overall corrections picture and is
closely related to the ultimate success of the field.
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of probation staff in the 15 counties surveyed by the Task Force.
1. Sex
Nearly 75S of total staff are male.
72S of line workers are male.
Only lBS of supervisors are female.
75S of administrators are male.
2. Age
Nearly 50S of total staff are in the 25-35 range, but only 27S
. of supervisors are in this range.
33S of total staff are in the 36-50 range, but over 50S of
supervisors are fn this range.
Only 6S of total staff are below 25; only 12% are over 50,
though 43% of administrators (not including department heads)
are over 50.
3. Race
Only 16% of total staff are not white (91 black, 2% Latin-American,
3S Oriental, and 2% other).
83% of line workers are white, 87S of supervisors are white.
4. Years Full-Time Experience in Corrections
501 of total staff have 5 years or less experience, but only 91
of supervisors have this amount.
Only 12% of total staff have over 15 years experience, but over
251 of the supervisors have this amount as do over 75S of the
administrators.
50S of total staff have 3 - 10 years experience.
5. Time on Current Assignment
Over 70% of total staff have 2 years or less.
801 of supervisors have 5 years or less.
Only 41 of total staff have been on the same assignment over
10 years, though 22% of administrators are in this category.
6. Recommending Corrections As A Career
79% of total staff would, but 16S are not sure; only 51 would not.
7. Future Career Plans of Staff
67% of total staff plan to make a career in corrections, 25S are
not sure; only 9% plan to leave.
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Training
One of the major concerns in the correctional services has revolved
around the question of training for staff. This·was a concern in the 1964
Probation Stbdy, as it is in the present Report. The same 15 counties were
•urveyed in oth studies, and the probation officers were asked to specify
the level of fonmal education they had attained. For purposes of comparison,
the results from the 1964 study are shown in Table XI along with the results
from the present Task Force Survey. It can be seen that striking similarities
existed in the educational level of the two groups. In both studies, fully
96S of the probation officers responding to the questionnaires had achieved
at least a bachelor's degree. It is to the credit of probation in California
that a high level of education has been maintained throughout the years, and
it should be noted that this compares very favorably with the educational
leve1---adTieved by---pl""ob"a-uon-offi cers arounatlle"-un-tted States-;-34----r--a-tne XI
also shows the college major, .and it can be seen that in 1964, as today,
sociology was the most popular major, followed by the field of psychology.
In addition to the level of education already attained, the Probation
Task Force asked the probation officers if they were currently attending
school. The results, shown in Table XII, indicate that one-third of the
staff were attending school at the time of the survey. Most of them were
either taking job-related college courses (beyond the bachelor's), or were
working on their master's degree. Thus, it appears that high priority continues to be assigned to formal education even after individuals obtain
employment in the field of probation.
Table XII also shows that approximately three-quarters of the staff
had taken some job-related courses or specialized training since entering
the field of corrections. However, only 56% claimed that their agency encouraged further ed~cation by providing stipends, giving employees time off
and so on. Over one-quarter (27%) stated that their agency encouraged further education, but only on their own time, and llS asserted that their
agency did not encourage further education.
In short, the fonmal educational background of the probation officers
surveyed is beyond reproach. Almost all of them were graduated from college,
many were pursuing advanced degrees, and many were employed in agencies which
encouraged further education. The high educational quality, noted in the
1964 Probation Study, has continued to exist.
However, while the probation officers were well-educated formally,
at the same time they strongly felt the need for additional training aimed
specifically at improving their effectiveness as probation officers. In
staff discussions with Task Force interviewers, the need mentioned most
frequently was to improve counseling skills. This included individual,
group, and family counseling, as well as crisis intervention. There was
considerable demand for orientation training for new staff and for some
kind of basic unifonm training requirements which would lead to a program
of certification for deputy probation officers. The details as to whether
this could be accomplished best through a State Academy, through regional
centers, or in local trainee programs seemed less important to people than
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EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND OF PROBATION OFFICERS
IN 1964 AND 1970 IN 15 SAMPLE COUNTIES
(Percentage Distribution *)
1964a
Probation Study
(N•l,317)

Present Study
(N~:8BO)

Education:
High School
High School w/some College
2 years College
Bachelor•s Degree
Some Graduate Work
Master•s Degree
Doctorate Degree

2
1
1
67
19
11

1
3
66
20
8

1

College Major:
Sociology
Psychology
Social Work
Criminology/Corrections
Law-Prelaw
Public Administration
Social Science
Police Science-Criminal Justicel
Education2
Other
Gene,al Social Science3
None

23
16
10
8

2

20
17

10
10
2

2

9

5
10
2
6

17

17

7
4

• Percentages do not add to 100% because of rounding.
a Source: California Board of Corrections. Probation Study, State of California, (Sacramento, 1965), p. 73.
~ Was not a category in 1964 Study
Was not a category in 1964 Study
3 Was not a category in present Study
4 Was not a category in present Study

TABLE XII
STAFF PARTICIPATION IN ACADEMIC STUDIES
(Percentage Distribution *)
QUESTION

Non-Suos-fdy
Subsidy
Line Workers Line Workers
(N=l98)
(N=521)

To{al St,ff
N=880

Juvenile
(N=483)

Adulit
(N=397)

5
1
14
1

4
1
17
1

8
2
9
2

5
1
14
1

7
2
14
1

12
67

15
62

8
72

19
61

10
66

73
27

23

77

69
31

82
18

66
34

56

60

52

45

61

27
11
5

25
10
5

30
13
5

33

23
10
6

Are you attending school now:
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

-

but not job-related
working on Bachelors (job-related)
working on Masters (job-related)
working on Doctorate (job-related)
job-related, but not working on
degree

No
Since you have been employed in corrections,
have you taken any job-related courses or
specialized training? (Do not include inservice training)
Yes
No
Does your department encourage further
education?
Yes - by stipends, agency time off, or
similar aids
Yes - but only on one's own time,
money, etc.
No
Don't know
* Percentages may not add to 100% because of rounding.

17

5

~

(X)

- 49 obtaining support for the establishment of entry level standards and meaningful in-service training.
A special need for training was noted among first line supervisors,
as they often are not included in training programs for other staff. This
is in keeping with the findings of the Joint Commission on Correctional Manpower and Training which reported on a study of training in probation departments across the country. The Commission found that less than half the
departments serving over 100,000 population provided in-service training for
supervisors and that only 161 of the departments in smaller areas did so.35
The void in training for supervisors also was noted by the 1964 Probation
~. In that study, many panelists interviewed strongly suggested improved
triflning for supervisory personnel as a means of improving overall administrative practices.36 Substantial numbers felt that trained middle management
-and supervisory-personnel were the baste ingreaient or· anerfeeflve probat1on
operation.37
The recent California Correctional Training Project reported that few
supervisors had received training in the principles and methods of supervision
before they were promoted and that opportunities were very limited for obtaining such training while on the job.38 In brief, the need for training of
administrative personnel continues to exist notwithstanding the expressed
concerns of those working in the field, both in 1964 and .again in 1970.
Line workers in subsidy programs had a heavier involvement in training
than those in regular supervision, but there appeared to be a spillover effect,
partly due to rotation, which resulted in increased training for all staff.
Twenty-nine percent of the staff sampled by the questionnaire said no
in-service training existed and 481 said they had no ongoing training· program.
The percentage of subsidy and non-subsidy line workers reporting that inservice training was not existent or ongoing is shown in Chart II. Fifty
percent more non-subsidy than subsidy line workers in juvenile assignments
said they were receiving no training, although little difference was reported
between workers in adult assignments. The other point to be noted is that
no training was reported by a slightly higher percentage of adult subsidy
workers than juvenile non-subsidy workers. The most significant finding is
that nearly 50% of all staff, except juvenile subsidy workers do not recehe
ongoing training. This is especially discouraging in light of the fact that
the 1964 study of probation found that a program of ongoing training for staff
development was deemed to be one of the most critical needs facing probation.39
Only two chief probation officers in the sample counties reported that they
considered their in-service training, even for subsidy workers, to be intense.
Responses to questions about the amount of time spent in training and how
people felt concerning the relevancy and individuality of in-service training,
can be seen in more detail in Table XIII.
One of the more interesting training proposals noted by the Task Force
was one county's plan to train a small number of officers to work with clients
in family planning and family financial problems. This plan resulted from a
recognition that a number of clients needed assistance related directly to
family management problems and from a concomitant recognition that staff needed
special training for this task.
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CHART

II

TRAINING FOR PROBATION LINE WORKERS

20%
43%

30%

TOTAL NON- SUBSIDY

13%

JUVENILE SUBSIDY
38%

28%

JUVENILE NON- SUBSIDY
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32%

ADULT NON- SUBSIDY

48%

0
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No training at all

h'J?.~: =.{:,;', .]

No ongoing training

40

50
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TABLE XIII
STAFF DESCRIPTION OF IN-SERVICE TRAINING
(Percentage Distribution *)
QUESTION

Total Staff
(N=880)

Juvenile Adult
(N=483} (N=397)

Subsidy
line Workers
(N=l98)

Non-Subsidy
Line Workers
(N=522)

In your agency, is the in-service
training for employees of your level
(check All answers that are applicable) :
Existent:
Yes
No

71
29

75
25

67
33

80
20

70
30

Relevant:
Yes
No

62
38

66
34

57
43

68
32

60
40

Individualized:
Yes
No

27
73

30
71

25
75

33
67

26
74

Ongoing:
Yes
No

52
48

54
46

49
51

57
43

53
47

If you receive in-service training,
how many hours per month?
1 - 2 hours per month
3 - 4 hours per month
5 - 9 hours per month
10 or more hours per month

45
20
19
16

40
24
19
18

50
15
20
14

30
20
22
28

53
18

* Percentages may not add to 100% because of rounding.

17

12

U1
.....
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The question of what roles the State and counties take in the delivery
of future training programs was of particular interest to the Task Force,
especially since counties overwhelmingly asked for the State to provide an
increasingly greater part in the training of all personnel. Over 70% of the
presiding superior court judges, chairmen of boards of supervisors, and county
administrative officers in the sample counties supported this position.
In summary, it is clear that probation officers feel the need for
additional and more relevant training. However, the subject of training is
generally approached with a casework orientation, that is, concerned with
improving supervision techniques, counseling skills, and so on. There is
little, if any, concern expressed for training that would be consistent
with the idea of 11managing 11 cam~unity services to reintegrate offenders.
further, there-ts-no-un i fonn i ty Of training --effOY'tS arourrcrthe--state.
The variation ranges from nothing to highly organized ptograms that provide
something for all staff members. However, the preponderance of existing
training is limited to personnel in subsidy assignments. Fortunately, there
seems to be some spillover to personnel in regular supervision units and it
appears that subsidy has had real impact on some department heads iti making
them aware of the values and the need of training for all staff. An appalling lack of uniformity exists in services given to probationers as a result
of the lack of uniform training programs for staff. This is one of the major
areas which needs to be addressed by probation in the immediate future.

Use of Nonprofessionals
The nonprofessional group is comprised primarily of volunteers, student
workers, and para-professionals such as 11 New Careerists 11 (defined as persons
placed in entry positions newly created at a level commensurate with their
education and experience and from which they are expected to advance), including ex-offenders. The Task Force found considerable support voiced for
the use of nonprofessionals to assist in probation supervision, but despite
this verbal support their actual use was quite limited, with some notable
exceptions. Even the verbal support was far from unanimous, with some staff
vehemently opposing the use of anyone but professionals. Table XIV shows
responses to questions about the use of nonprofessionals.
It is clear that any successful use of nonprofessionals necessitates
proper planning, selection, training, and supervision. For example, Scheier
has warned that not investing adequate time and resources often will lead to
failure of a volunteer program.
The experience of those departments using
nonprofessionals indicated that initially staff costs for managing the program outweighed the return received, but eventually the balance changed as
the output of services from the nonprofessionals increased.
The use of nonprofessionals is just beginning to expand in California,
but it is an area which already has proven its worth and gained wide accepttance elsewhere. In Great Britain, for example, the use of volunteers is one
of the most important segments of the correctional system. A recent British
report on voluntary service described these persons thusly:

TABLE XIV
STAFF INTEREST IN USING NONPROFESSIONALS
(Percentage Distribution *}

QUESTION

Total Staff
(N=880}

Could you use volunteers to help you
in your normal work?
Yes
No

Juvenile Adult
(N=483}
(N=397}

Non-Subsidy
Line Workers
(N=522}

71
29

78
22

63
37

77
23

69
Jl

84

80
20

85
15

83

86
6
8

77
9
14

91
9

91
9

Could you use New Careerists or other
para-professionals to help you in your
norma 1 work?
Yes
No

16

87
13

If a New Careerist .. or other paraprofessional was available to assist
you, would you want to make use of his
services?
Yes
No
Not Sure

79
8
13

84
5
11

74
11
15

Should .. New Careerists and other
para-professionals be allowed and
encouraged to work their way up to
regular line and supervisory positions
in your agency provided they meet the
necessary requirements?
Yes
No

91
9

92
8

89
11

11

Subsidy
line Workers
(N=l98}

11

17

11

11

* Percentages may not add to 100% because of rounding.
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•volunteers are best viewed as the activist minority
within the public at large. They should be seen,
not as substitute probation officers trying to fill
the role of amateur social case-worker, but as representatives of the public, prepared to offer some
part of their time to assisting in the reintegration
into society of men and women who its system has
condemned •••• "41
Volunteers tend heavily to be middle class and thus can serve as effective mediators between probation departments and the middle class community.
As yet, little experience has been reported of attempts to use volunteers from
the lower economic class. In the Los Angeles County VISTO (Volunteers in
Service to Offenders) Program, volunteers actively provide services to regular
probationers as well as to subs-UJ¥--un-l-ts V-I-S+O offers tuwring, transportation, legal assistance, counseling, and a whole range of other services. The
use of community workers or probation aides has become common in some subsidy
units and is said to offer much promise in meeting the basic needs of probationers in a treatment sense and of providing a liaison between officers and
clients.
There is a growing interest in using ex-offenders as 11 New Careerists 11
in the correctional field, and several probation departments have embarked
on such programs. The value in following this course of action was pointed
out by Empey. He listed four potential payoffs accruing from the use of
offenders in correctional positions, stating such use would:
11

1.

Seek to use his knowledge as a resource rather
than a liability;

2.

Involve him actively as a reformer rather than
as a perpetual enemy or a persistent dependent;

3.

Constitute a rite of passage back from a criminal
to a non-criminal status;

4.

Provide him with a career which could be a source
of personal and social esteem rather than a source
of stigma and degradation.•42

Among the positive reports received by the Task Force on the use of
nonprofessionals, one came from a county that successfully used volunteer
addicts as assistant leaders with groups of drug users and their parents.
Other reports from both staff and clients favorably mentioned the liaison
role played by New Careerists between officers and the neighborhoods where
clients reside. A number of clients reported that these para-professionals
were able to relate to ex-offenders, and urged that probation departments
hire more such persons. In corroboration of this, over half the clients
indicated in the questionnaire that they had been helped to stay out of
trouble by someone who also had been in difficulty. Another positive result. of using ex-offenders and New Careerists comes from the effect they
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the first time, with an offender and a member of a minority group.
The President•s Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of
Justice has strongly endorsed the idea of using nonprofessionals, including
ex-offenders and volunteers, in the field of corrections.4J Frequently these
persons occupy crucial links between the offender and the community•s resources, and can thus be instrumental in facilitating the reintegration
process.
It is abundantly clear that a vast source of additi~nal correctional
manpower is to be found among volunteers and para-professionals. Probation
departments in California cannot afford to overlook this tremendous resource.
Increasingly, the professional is being asked to perfo~ administrative tasks
and-a vari-ety-of-othl!r -responstbi 1-ttte-s-tharleave -htnrwi ttrles-s---nme to
work directly with the offender. Moreover, the offender frequently has needs
requiring the services of persons with specialized skills. Many volunteers
and para-professionals possess skills in limited areas which could be used
effectively and economically by the probation officer~ The very high general
level of education attained by most probation officers makes them uniquely
suited to coordinate and work with the spectrum of individuals, groups, and
agencies located in the community. A significant part of this role would
be to recruit, coordinate, and direct the activities of volunteers and paraprofessionals, including ex-offenders.44 The Probation Task Force strongly
reconmends expanding the u-se of these persons in the field. An effective
division of labor between the professional wo.r ker and the non-professional
is clearly possible and would lead to the dispensing of more adequate correctional services with minimum cost to the community.
State Consultative Services
Responsibility for the major portion of the State•s consultative services for the· counties lies with the Community Services Division of the Youth
Authority. This Division has only 21 staff members available to the 58 counties for consultation and advice. In addition, the Division perfo~s liaison
and staff services to organizations that are concerned with serving children
and youth, including liaison between probation departments and groups concerned with youth. With the Community Services consultants has rested much
of the responsibility for coordinating public and private organizations in
order to promote and/or develop community-wide programs for the prevention
of delinquency. Programs supported by State delinquency prevention funds
are also audited by the consultants.
Consultation and technical assistance consists of assisting communities
to integrate and coordinate their criminal justice system. In addition,
inspections are conducted in juvenile halls, camps, ranches, and schools
and any jails in which juveniles are held. Training is one of the major
areas of concern and consultants provide programs for law enforcement, probation and related agencies. Both one-day and residential training sessions
are provided.
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One of the major responsibilities of the Division is the administration of probation subsidy. Consultants from the Community Services Division
advise probation departments, judges, county officials and others about the
subsidy program and may assist counties in drawing up plans for participating
in the program. The Division must review and approve or disapprove all plans
submitted. The Division also is responsible for interpreting standards which
have been set for subsidy programs, for ongoing operations of all subsidy
programs, and for annual audits of these programs.
Ideally, each consultant in the Division is available with expertise
in prevention and treatment programs tailored to particular problem areas
within the counties. However, the 13 chief probation officers in the sample
counties who responded to a questionnaire from the Task Force indicated that
the impact of Youth Authority consultants ranged from extremely helpful to
no tre1 p-at all. ManyOftfie CfiTefSoel i evecrthattfie consu 1tan s were overworked by the various duties required of them, often leaving them little
time to spend in the probation departments. Because of this situation,
several consultants were not even contacted whenever problems arose in the
probation departments. Two counties reported that they had requested help,
but none had ever been forthcoming. Eight counties reported their satisfaction with the expertise of the consultants.
The Department of Corrections provides no formal services to probation departments although anti-narcotic testing has been provided on a contractual basis and occasional cooperative training programs are arranged
between local parole offices or institutions and probation departments.
The Board of Corrections provides consultative services to counties
and cities operating jails through its field representative for jail services.
In addition, there is a statutory provision for review of construction plans,
standard setting, and inspection of existing jail facilities.
The California Council on Criminal Justice exists for the purpose of
reducing the incidence of crime and delinquency by providing financial support to various agencies having criminal justice responsibilities. CCCJ
is also established to provide statewide planning and coordination in the
criminal justice field. Grants ha~e been made to a large number of public
and private agencies in order to assist the Council in its purpose of reducing crime. Council funds come from the Federal government under authorization of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968.
In summary, local probation departments appeared receptive to and
desirous of State consultative services, but indicated that suffi~ient
services are not now available from the State. The one area in which many
counties were resistant to State intervention was in setting and enforcing
mandatory standards or establishing mandatory regulations---unless these
appl;ea to State subsidized programs. Only 9 of the 17 chief probation
officers in the study counties favored the State establishing and enforcing
standards for non-subsidized programs or facilities, while 15 of the 17
favored this when the State also subsidized the programs or facilities.
Similarly, only 37% of the presiding judges of superior courts, chairmen
of boards of supervisors, and county administrative officers favored manda-
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tory standards by the State, unless there are accompanying State subsidies,
in which case, 761 of the same local officials favored such State-imposed
mandatory standards.
V.

EVALUATION

WhHe wide support generally h given to the concepts of "evaluation"
and MresearchM, with a few notable exceptions, little has been done to put
them into operation. Similarly, little is understood as to their meaning
or the role research and evaluation can play.
Most probation personnel indicated that they believed there ~as__a____________________ _
place for -research and- evaluation in probation. There was, however, dissent
to this position, coming in the main from those who did not wish to get involved in additional responsibilities and those not clear as to what value
might accrue from research and evaluation.
Some held high hopes that research and evaluation could enable staff
to know which supervision programs worked, as well as their cost-effectiveness. Other staff had expectations that research and evaluation could guide
decision~aking, evaluate the effectiveness of individual officers, lead
toward simplified differential treatment programs, and move toward the use
of a base expectancy scale. Many workers asserted that they received little
feedback from the research that was being done and thus concluded it must
not be relevant to supervision. The Task Force noted a lack of understanding
about research and evaluation on the part of workers and administrators,
particularly in areas where their contact with research was limited to submitting data to the Bureau of Criminal Statistics.
It is clear that the State should play a major role in conducting
research, whether through continuation of the present procedure of compiling
statewide statistical reports by the Bureau of Criminal Statistics and conducting State research i.n the Qepartment of Corrections and the Youth Authority, or whether through joint efforts with counties in apecial studies.
Systematic evaluation of the subsidy program .was initiated by the
Youth Authority in September, 1970, by collection of data on a monthly basis
indicating caseload movement in the subsidy program. It should be noted,
however, that in previous years the Youth Authority made several attempts
to secure funds for subsidy evaluation, but was unsuccessful. It was decided in 1970 that the Youth Authority would contract with the Bureau of
Criminal Statistics of the Department of Justice. By utilizing the Bureau's
reporting system, the Youth Authority will have access to data allowing comparison of subsidy cases with non-subsidy cases. This will permit a wider,
more flexible evaluation which will be better equipped to answer questions
regarding subsidy's impact on the field of probation. However, it wi11 be
some months before enough data are collected for meaningful evaluation. 45
One suggestion of particular interest to the Task Force was for the
State or some private group to establish a "think tank" unit where persons
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knowledgeable and interested in the field could gather for concentrated long
range planning about supervision and related concerns.
Systematic evaluation of the goals, objectives, and operation of probation supervision is difficult, because these factors often do not lend
themselves readily to evaluative measures. However, in the opinion of the
Task Force, it is extremely important to establish some means of evaluating
probation supervision. Strong support was given this position by criminologists Morris and Hawkins who have indicated that no correctional practice
should exist or be introduced without an accompanying program of evaluation.
They contended that:
• .•• half the time of all probation officers is now wasted
by the application of their services to those who do not

-rreect~hem

(and -wtro-strou'td - be-b--oUlrdowr--or-on-suspended--

-

sentence or supervised by other than skilled caseworkers)
and to those who will not respond to their efforts (and
who need more forceful casework supervision than the
average probation officer can provide); and that it would
be quite possible in a few years of evaluative research
greatly to reduce that wastage, and at the same time
better to protect the conmuni ty. 11 46
Wilkins has stated that the key elements of evaluation are: (1) infonmation,
(2) decision variety, and (3) pay-off or purpose. .In this regard, he has
defined one of the goals of evaluation as, 11 the discovery of that decision
which, in the light of the available infonmation, maximizes the probability
of obtaining the pay-off desired•.47
VI.

ISSUES OF THE FUTURE

The Future of Probation
As stated previously in this Report, the local community should have
primary responsibility in delivering services to the offender. The State
should have the overall enabling responsibility. Every effort should be
made to retain the offender in the community to maximize his chances for
successful reintegration. As the Juvenile Institution Task Force Report,
as well as the Reports dealing with county jails and prisons have pointed
out, the offender should be incarcerated only as a last resort.
There is little doubt that probation has one of the most important
roles to play in the reintegration process, and that many persons now being
incarcerated i'n institutions could be effectively supervised in the community
without seriously jeopardizing the safety of the community. Perhaps the best
known effort to determine the extent to which probation could be used was a
demonstration project conducted in Saginaw, Michigan, over a three-year
period.48 In that project, the judges agreed to increase the number of
persons placed under the supervision of trained probation officers. Prior
to beginning the project, the judges had used probation in about 50% of the
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80S. Despite the 60S increase in the use of probation, there was no increase in the revocation rate over the three-year demonstration period.49
There ;s l'i ttle reason to believe, therefore, that increasing the
use of probation will lead to diminished community safety. In California,
between 1961 and 1967, the percent of adults granted probation after a
superior court conviction increased by 311. Yet the probation violation
rates remained virtually constant.SO This was true for violations involving
new crimes, as well as those involving the violation of conditions of probation. The Task force strongly encourages the increased use of probation as
a sentencing disposition.
As the number of clients on probation has increased, the need for a
greater-var-i-ety- of servi-ces- has--also -trrcrecrs-ed. As tated earl1er in thfs
chapter while the probation officers in California are exceptionally welleducated, they cannot be expected to possess all of the specialized skills
required to serve the expanding client population effectively. The probation officer cannot hope to master all of the requisite skills. The field,
therefore, should move away from an exclusive casework orientation and move
toward a balancing of this traditional role with the newer perspective outlined in this chapter • .As indicated earlier, this perspective would define
the probation officer•s role as a 11manager of services .. where the· focus
would be on detenmining the needs of probationers, locating the required
specialized services, coordinating the services, and evaluating their relative effectiveness in the reintegration process.
Consistent with the emphasis stated above, the move of the future is
for probation to get out of large office buildings and make use of "storefront .. locations, mobile offices, and cars. Use of a c011111unity correctional
center might be appropriate for consolidating some services for probationers,
including in-residence treatment, a 24-hour crisis intervention service, and
work with groups.
With regard to groups, support came from a number of probationers for
an increase in group work although many cautioned against mixing different
types of offenders in the same group, particularly if some were heavy drug
aDusers. (The possible dysfunctional consequences of too heavy a concentration of the same type should be recalled.) About 75S of those who have been
in group counseling reported in the questionnaire that this process helped
them. Support for group .work is noted in the writings of criminologist
Howard Jones who observed that the probation officer cannot do his job well
unless he is able to work with groups. He added:
•There are certain opportunities for influencing offenders
which exist only in the group situation--in the fonm of
mutual interaction and stimulation within the group, and
the exploitation of the influence of the public opinion
of the group over its members. 11 51
From several areas of the State, proposals were made to the Task
Force to add to supervision rolls clients who have not been sentenced. It
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was suggested that use of informal probation for adults, similar to that
used with juvenile offenders under Section 654Welfareand Institutions Code,
be pennitted.
The suggestion to remove the officer from the adversary role in juvenile court received a great deal of support, particularly from supervision
officers who must appear in court as a part of their job. Several reasons
underlie the desire of so many probation officers to get out of the adversary
role. Since 1961 there have been significant changes in the California juvenile court scene. These changes have included the frequent appearance of
public defenders and private attorneys on behalf of minors, a decline in the
fo~ality of the court, and more stringent rules relating to evidence and
proof. They have all contributed to making the job of the probation officer
in court more difficult. The biggest objection, however, is the difficulty
---; n resol ving the confltct of roles which has been imposed on probation-offi~
ers because of an increase in the adversary nature of juvenile proceedings.
Probation officers expressed strong displeasure over having to be a friend
and counselor in supervision and a prosecutor in court.
One of the most widely supported hopes for the future of probation
line workers lies in horizontal promotions. Over 90S of 884 staff expressed
their support for such lateral pay increases for line workers. Supporters
of such a program state it would improve case supervision because of increased stability of staff, continuity of service to the client, and, most
significantly, because highly competent caseworkers can be promoted without
leaving the jobs at which they are most skilled.
Another area where an improvement in supervision is expected to result is through better public relations. The inadequacy of public education
on behalf of corrections, especially probation, is well-documented. A survey
of California correctional public relations, conducted in 1962, concluded:
...... it appears that public information is a much needed,
but neglected aspect of the correctional field •
...... While the public relations vacuum in corrections has
frequently been the topic of discussion within the profession, very little material of a constructive, concrete
nature has developed ... 52
The sad plight of public education on behalf of corrections was again noted
by the Louis Harris and Associates public opinion survey organization, which,
in November, 1967, reported:
...... the American public does not know as much about
corrections as it should. Public attitudes towards
corrections are being formed within a factual vacuL111 ... 53
The questionnaire results clearly illustrate the gap which staff correctly
perceive between corrections and public understanding or support. Eightyfour percent of all staff felt the public did not know What corrections is
all about .. and 57S believed the public does not support corrections. Data
11
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collected by staff revealed that, of California's 60 probation departments,
only one has a public information officer.
Probation as Viewed by Clients
Although some clients saw probation as trying to help them, many looked
on it as a punitive and impersonal service. Some preferred being interviewed
at home.Qy the Qfficer and complained about being required to travel to the
office, particularly when, upon arrival at the probation department, they
found that their officer was not available to see them. Clients looked favorably on having an officer who is available to them, who is fair, and who
helps them deal with the causes of their problems. Frequently, the difference in viewpoints expressed by clients about probation stemmed from the
ki-nd of s·upervts fon ---seni ce they-had re-c-etvecl-;··wtth pos1 tfve··ne n ngs being
expressed more often by those under subsidy supervision.
Many probationers did not adequately understand the conditions of
probation imposed on them, and thus were at a disadvantage in fulfilling
them. Sometimes clients were given printed conditions with no explanation,
and at times even the special conditions were not clarified. Clients frequently saw the conditions of their probation as vague, ambiguous, irrelevant, or inappropriate to them as individuals. A number of probationers
noted the inconsistency of enforcement, and commented h~ this leads to
disrespect for the conditions and for probation itself. Clients complained
of conditions imposed on them that were unrelated to their problems. Cited
as examples were restrictions on movements, such as not leaving the county
without permission, not entering a place where alcohol is served, early
curfew, and requirements for reporting to the office on specified dates to
be "checked· off". A written statement of rights and respqnsibilities would
help clarify the conditions and also could provide guidelines for the client
who needs to obtain assistance from an officer outside of office hours.
The Task Force believes that it is important to minimize the number
of conditions of probation as much as possible and to impose only those that
are appropriate to the individual offender so as to help -bring about an improved attitude toward probation on the part of its clients.
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CHAPTER

V

PROBATION SUBSIDY
I.

OVERVIEW

Probation subsidy in California is a system whereby the State pays
participating counties for each juvenile or adult who is retained in the
community instead of being committed to the Youth Authority or the Department of Corrections. This system, which became operative on July 1, 1966,
has been an unprecedented success in reducing the rate of commitments to
State institutions, and has had far reaching effects and implications, not
on1 y tn --p·robatton departnrerrts • lfurti\Yougnout the -ent tr-ec-orre-ettonalfteld.
A modified version of the California probation subsidy law has been enacted
by the State of .Washington and information collected by the Task Force indicated that othef states are also giving consideration to variations of the
California model.
The intent of the California Legislature in enacting the probation
subsidy program was to increase the protection of the citizens, to permit
a more even administration of justice, to rehabilitate offenders, and to
reduce the necessity for commitment of persons to State correctional institutions. The hope was to rehabilitate offenders locally, by strengthening
and improving the supervision of persons placed on probation by the juvenile
and superior courts of the State, thereby reducing the necessity for commitment to State 1nstitutions.2
The program, unlike other subvention efforts, is based upon a "performance• principle wherein the State pays the counties for results achieved.
Probation departments are encouraged to reduce their rates of commitment to
State correctional facilities in return for payment based upon the average
cost to the Youth Authority of a new commitment with one institutional stay
followed by a successful parole experience. This is referred to as the
•career cost• of ·the offender and is calculated by combining the institutional cost-per-bed, a pro-rated sum of construction costs based on a 30
year institution life expectancy, average length of stay in institutions,
annual parole costs, and average time on parole for a first commitment.
Thus, the funds to pay for improved probation services come from savings
made by reducing the number of offenders entering the more expensive State
system. Probation departments were expected to work with five or six clients
for the same financial investment the State would expend on one. Probation
subsidy was intended not only to reduce commitments, but to bring about improvements in supervision and treatment services provided by county probation departments. The main vehicle for this purpose was the requirement
that the departments establish •special supervision• caseloads with •substantially ~elow the maximum workload of 50 valid active supervision cases•
per deputy.
In summary, the probation subsidy concept involved the tying together
of a powerful economic incentive to a particular type of correctional approach,
that of a community-based probation system, rather than State institutionalization. It can be said, without qualification, that the subsidy picture
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represents the most innovative approach to correctional field services in
California history. Though the number of persons on probation being served
under this system 1s only slightly more than 111 of the State's total probation population, there has been a strong impact upon all of probation.
By creating a requirement to provide intensive supervision to those persons
in special subsidy caseloads, subsidy has proved to be a powerful stimulus
to professional creativity in methods of treating or supervising those who
might otherwise be committed to a correctional institution. As a result,
in both subsidy and regular supervision units, there has developed an awareness that supervision of probationers can be more meaningful by using special
strategies such as reduced caseloads, more frequent contacts, more supportive
treatment of the client in his own environment, and additional training of
the probation officers in casework methods, group therapy and family group
counseling.
II.

STATISTICAL DATA

The fonnula for determining subsidy requires several calculations re•
lated to the rate of commitment of offenders to the State·. The average rate
of commitment per 100,000 population is called the "base ca.mitment" rate,
and is detennined on the average of past performance in the five-year period
1959-1963, or the two years 1962-1963, whichever was higher. The base commitMent rate is the pennanent standard against which increases or reductions
in commitments are measured. The expected number of commitments for the
current year is established by the State for each county, based on past performance and current population. Subsidy is granted if the county commits
fewer cases than the number expected. The amount paid by the State varies
from $2,080 to $4,000 per case, depending on the percent of decrease between the base commitment rate and the current commitment rate, with almost
all participating counties currently receiving the maximum rate.
Probation subsidy is a voluntary program, in which 46 counties participated during the fiscal year 1969-70. Of the 46 counties, 44 had earnings totaling $14,200,160, and their average decrease in commitment rate
was 301 for that year. The number of expected commitments to State institutions from 1966-67 to 1969-70 was 41,668, but the actual number was 30,862-a reduction of 10,806. In the same years, county earnings were $43,443,510.5
Table XV shows the performance of 14 sample counties in expected and
actual commitments, amount of subsidy earned, and the percent decrease in
commitment rate for each year from 1966 through 1970. The peak years for
earnings by most sample counties were 1967-1969. At the same time, there
was a drop in earnings by a number of counties for 1969-70.
Recent estimates by the California Youth Authority show total savings
to the State in institutional costs for juveniles and adults, as a result
of probation subsidy as follows:

TABLE XV
REPORT ON PERFORMANCE OF COUNTIES PARTICIPATING IN THE PROBATION SUBSIDY PROGRAM
Estimated
Population

County Base
Conunitment
Rate

Expected
Commitments

Actual
Conunitments

Commitment
Reduction
Number

4ctual
Co,;!tment
Rate

Percent
Decrease
In Rate

Subsidy

ALAMEDA COUNTY
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70

1,047,500
1,065,500
1,069,900
1,051,100

64.5
64.5
64.5
64.5

42.0
34.9
$ 9449000
676
440
-236
192609000
45.9
34.9
687
-315
372
19236,000
35.6
44.8
690
381
-309
678
422
-256
, 40.1
37.8
1,024,000•
*Special consideration as provided by Section 18 5(g) W & I Code was given to
Alameda County. The sum of $1,190 9504 given in lieu of earnings.

DEL NORTE COUNTY
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70

- 12
- 10
- 9
- 15

49.7
61.1
65.9
30.1

57.8
48.1
44.1
74.4

48,000
40,000
369000
609000

209
238
228
206

-

84
59
67
89

I
50.3
56.6
54.6
49.3

28.8
19.8
22.7
30.2

3369000
2369000
2689000
3569000

52
27
32
40

-

7
- 32
- 25
- 17

49.1
25.5
31.5
39.6

12.5
54.5
43.9
29.4

289000
128,000
1009000
689000

18,100
18,000
169700
169600

117.8
117.8
117.8
117.8

21
21
20
20

9
11
11

415,600
420,700
417,300
417,500

70.6
70.6
70.6
70.6

293
297
295
295

56.1
56.1
56.1
56.1

59
59
57
57

5

FRESNO COUNTY
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70

HUMBOLIYI' COUNTY
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70

1069000
1059900
101,500
101,000

0'
(X)

I

TABLE XV (continued)
I
I

Estimated
Population

County Base
Commitment
Rate

Expected
Commitments

Actual
Commitments

Commitment
Reduction
Number

SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70

278,800
284,400
288,100
293,900

93.7
93.7
93.7
93.7

261
266
270
275

168
136
129
143

- 93
-130
-141
-132

59.5
59.5
59.5
59.5

147
149
152
155

96
95
103
106

-

38.2
38.2
38.2
38.2

354
369
387
394

212
256
259
307

-142
-113

SANTA BARBARA COUNTY
247,400
249,800
254,900
260,900

1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70

51
54
49
49

Ac ual
Co itment
R te

6~.3

Percent
Decrease
In Rate

Subsidy

372,000
520,000
564,000
528,000

4 .8
4t.8
4 •7

35.6
49.0
52.2
48.0

ts

34.8
36.1
32.1
31.7

204,000
216,000
196,000
196,000

40.1
30.6
33.0
22.3

568,000
452,000
512,000
348,000

3 .0
4 .4
4 _.6

$

SANTA CLARA COUNTY
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70

927,300
966,800
1,011,900
1,032,600

~128
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SUTTER COUNTY
1968-69
1969-70

I

22.9

l5

2 .6
2 •7
I

40,900
42,400

57.1
57.1

23
24

11
14

- 12
- 10

32f.9
.o

52.9
42.2

48,000 .
40,000

......,
0

TABLE XV (continued)

Estimated
Population

County Base
Commitment
Rate

Expected
Commitments

Actual
Commitments

Commitment
Reduction
Number

A~tual

Colllliltment
Rate
I

Percent
Decrease
In Rate

Subsidy

TEHAMA COUN'tY
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70

28,300
28,500
29,100
29,800

102.5
102.5
102.5
102.5

29
29
30
31

13
10
9
10

-

16
19
21
21

4.5.9
35.1
30.9
33.6

55.2
65.8
69.9
67.2

191,300
192,800
192,400
194,000

65.0
65.0
65.0
65.0

124
125
125
126

60
62
60
70

-

64
63
65
56

31.4
32L2
31.2
36.1

51.7
50.5
52.0
44.5

$

64,000
76,000
84,000
84,000

TULARE COUNTY
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70

256,000
252,000
260,000
224,000

-..I
1-'

- 72 TOTAL SAYINGS 1966-72
(including estimates for 1970-71 and 1971-72)
Annual Cost

Accuaulative Cost
to 1971-72

Support
$22,090,000

$67,590,000

Closed Institutions

5,302,820

9,012,000

New Institutions Not Opened

4,700,000

13,800,000

Cancelled Construction

··· · -----cons~f"l.rctforr-----------------------------------------------~-s-n-;oooA---

TOTALS

$32,092,820

$185,970,820

TOTAL EXPENDITURE FOR SUBSIDY

- 59,925,705

TOTAL ESTIMATED SAVINGS TO STATE

$126 ,045 ,115

III.

KEY PROBLEMS AND ISSUES

In spite of the apparent successes with probation subsidy, a nu.ber
of increasingly difficult problems and focal issues have developed.
1. A growing county disenchantment with the State over its failure
to keep pace with rising costs is evident throughout the State.
No change from the original payment table of 1966 has been .ade,
although Section 1825 of the Welfare and Institutions Code provides that the Director of the Youth Authority, with approval
by the Director of Finance, annually may adjust the dollar amounts
to reflect changes in cost to the State of maintaining persons in
its correctional institutions. On two occasions, in 1970 and
again in 1971, legislation was introduced to increase the State's
payment rate. The 1970 Bill failed passage, and, as of this
writing, the 1971 Bill is pending.
2. Counties have only one year to use subsidy earnings. Actually,
they can use earnings of the previous year while planning for the
following year, but, under this arrangement, counties must operate
with uncertainty since there is no guarantee that the current year
earnings will, next year, support the developing programs. Therefore, a substantial amount (over three million dollars) in subsidy
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counties.
3. The probation subsidy system, as it now exists, is inequitable
in two notable ways: (1) the commitment rate in some counties
was low during the base years; and (2) commitment rates fluctuate
and are dependent many times on circumstances outside the control
of the probation department. These circumstances include "lenient"
or •harsh" judges, the trend in recent years toward more serious
crimes of violence, and the voluminous increase in drug users,
many of whom require incarceration for their own protection.
Consequently, a sizeable number of counties are experiencing
difficulties in either reducing commitments even further or in
maintaining their program level from year to~ar.
4. Results of a questionnaire -sent to the 46 participating counties
by the Human Relations Agency Task Force on Probation Subsidy
indicated that only 571 (25) of 44 respondents planned to carry
out their 1970-71 probation subsidy programs at the level submitted to the Youth Authority. Thirty-nine percent (17) said
they did not plan to do so (of these 17 counties, 14 said they
were going to reduce the size of their programs), and 2 counties
did not indicate a definite decision. Other results from the
same questionnaire indicated that only 251 (11) would use county
funds to partially or fully support their special service programs;
701 (31) said they would not use county funds.6
5. Possibly because of the time restriction on the use of earnings,
there has been relatively small use of the funds for the development of services extending beyond special supervision. There has
been little development of support programs, such as special group
homes or services for the probationer which would assist in manipulation of his environment (employment, loans, etc.)
6. The most recent report on probation subsidy, completed in October,
1~70, recommends a 141 increase in payments to counties based on
the Consumer Price Index rise between 1966-67 and 1969-70. This
amounts to $560 above the $4,000 per case reduction.7 This Index
takes into account only the value of the dollar. It does not
relate to the cost of governmental services on any level. It
also does not even reflect the decrease in the dollar value from
1963-64, the year on which the $4,000 California Youth Authority
•career cost• was based (this would have shown a Price Index rise
of 21.41, equal to $856).8 In any event, by using the Consumer
Price Index, the issue of meeting the full increase in cost of
operating subsidy programs in the counties is avoided. Also
avoided are the related problems of increased burdens on county
departments due to increasing numbers and types of referrals,
plus the fluctuations in judicial decisions.
7. A large portion of the counties agreed that they could reduce
commitments even further if they were able to:
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a.

Increase skills and capabilities in the di.gnosis and classification of cases in order to develop successful treatment
approaches.

b. Develop more useful and specific kinds of staff training to
promote skills and abilities to work with clients.
c.

Initiate or enlarge programs such as foster and group homes,
residential facilities for wards, programs for female clients,
and support services in the special programs.

d.

Expand subsidy type programs to a larger portion of overall
caseload.9
IV.

SUrt4ARY

Since 1966, the State has committed itself to a probation subsidy
program which today presents a paradox. On the one hand, the program has
drastically reduced commitments to State institutions and has saved the
State an estimated $126,000,000 over and above the cost of subsidy; it has
also significantly bolstered local probation services, and has been used
advantageously by 46 of the State's counties.
On the other hand, there has been no revision in the State's reimbursement rate to counties since 1966, despite the fact that the cost of
providing local correctional services has steadily increased (conservative
estimates made by some counties to Task Force staff were 301 to 401). In
addition, there is a strong feeling that the current plan imposes a hardship upon counties which had a low commitment rate prior to 1966; in effect,
counties are "punished" for having done a good job before the subsidy program was implemented. Further, since the reimbursement is directly related
to commitment rates, the earnings (or losses) are often detennined by factors
over which the probation department has little or no control. As a result,
counties are often unable to maintain a developed program from year to year.
It is now unmistakably clear that a new approach must be taken, not
only in respect to subvention for probation services, but for other segments
of the local correctional continuum as well. It is therefore suggested that
a series of priorities be established for subsidization of all local correctional efforts, and that such subsidies require confo~ity with any standard
which may be established by the State, in cooperation with counties. The
Task Force's recommended plan will be outlined in the final chapter.
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FOOTNOTES
lsased on interviews with correctional administrators in Minnesota,
Wisconsin and Illinois.
2Welfare and Institutions Code, Section 1820, Article 7, Legislative
Intent, State ofCil ifornia.
3Department of Youth Authority, Rules, Regulations, and Standards of
Perfonnance for sgecial sugervision Programs, State of California (Sacramento,
revised October 1 6§) , p; •
4Department of Youth Authority, Probation Subsidy Evaluation Progress
· -RepOt"t-No. !,-S-tate of ~al-ifornia (SacramentO, December-"'1970}, -p. 7.
Seepartment of Youth Authority, State Aid for Probation Services,
State of California (Sacramento, October 197or;-pp:-11-12.
61bid., pp. 30-31.
7~.•

Appendix L-1.

8Ibid.
9Ibid., pp. 33-34.

CHAPTER

VI

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
In counties around the State a number of programs worthy of special
note were brought to the attention of the Task Force. A few will be reported here with the understanding that this is not an effort to be allinclusive, but merely to present a sample of good and progressive programs,
which may be worthy of consideration by other jurisdictions. An effort also
has been made to select programs from various sections of the State, as well
as from both populous and non-populous counties.

I.

USE OF OFFENDERS AND EX-OFFENOERS-

Humboldt County recently inaugurated a counseling program for selected
juvenile probationers which was unique in that the counseling groups were
led by Department of Corrections inmates from north coast conservation camps.
Teams of two inmates conducted each of three groups in a series of six weekly
sessions. The leaders used an approach of complete openness about t~eir own
histories, avoided telling the probationers how to live, refrained from "scare
tacticsN, and attempted to establish a relationship of understanding with each
group member.
Reaction of the juveniles was seen as positive by the Humboldt County
Probation Department, and it was reported that the probationers .seemed to relate well to the inmates in talking over their mutual experiences and probla.s in life. The response by the adult inmates was reported to be enthusiastic.
This program was possible because of an amendment to the Penal Code
several years ago pennitting honor camp inmates to participate in community
betten~ent programs.
The Santa Clara County Juvenile Probation Department has established
a program wherein offenders and ex-offenders serve as group leaders in psychodrama sessions. The Department, assisted by outside experts in psychodrama,
has provided leadership training for selected offenders and ex-offenders.
In turn, these youth have led ongoing psychodrama groups f~r juvenile probationers and also have provided workshop training for correctional professionals in Northern California.
II.

WORK EXPERIENCE PROGRAM

The Probation Department in the County of Santa Cruz operates a program which provides work experience for selected emotionally and mentally
handicapped juvenile offenders, and additionally gives them remedial
academic training and intensive casework service. Unique in this program
is the cooperative involvement of county government (probatiQn department).
the local school district, and a private agency (Goodwill Industries).
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Goodwill Industries and a half-day of remedial classwork by school personnel. Special casework supervision is provided by probation officers. The
progra. is reported to have effected substantial progress with the most
difficult of cases.
Ill.

CRISIS INTERVENTION

A concentrated weekend program has been established in Los Angeles
County for male juveniles served by the Foothill District Probation Office.
The Probation Department provides a structured weekend program held in an
open, secluded camp se~~j~g- ~~~~-~J;aff__ t_a_n -~tmv.lde. an ef.fective alternative
-to -out -of-home ·pracement for a young person facing a family crisis situation.
The program is set up to provide an opportunity for the probation officer
to intervene decisiveiy in the life of a ward without serious disruption of
that life pattern.
Weekend activities at the camp include group and individual therapy,
including encounter groups led by probation officers and volunteer postgraduate students. Recreation and work also are included in the flexible
program, which can be varied according to differential treatment needs.
Parental approval is required before the court orders a boy into the program and parents must also indicate their willingness to participate in
such treatment conferences or group therapy sessions as the probation officer
might detennine.
IV.

DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT

A variety of drug abuse programs are to be found throughout the State.
The "drug school" program in Alameda County is one which appears to be receiving positive response from the participants and the community. Juveniles,
along with at least one parent, are referred to the "school• by their probation officers. The program consists of six weeKly sessions lasting one to
two hours each. Lectures are given and question and answer periods are led
by attorneys, district attorneys, probation officers, and policemen. However, the core of the program is found in small discussion groups composed
of young people and parents, with parents and their children always in different groups. Barriers to communication are broken in these groups and the
youth learn to talk with adults and vice-versa. This is a first step in
opening lines of communication and acceptance between parents and their
children and in providing a basis for building a resistance to further drug
abuse.
V.

DIFFERENTIAL TREATMENT

The special supervision unit of the Yuba County Probation Department
is illustrative of programs making good use of differential treatment techniques
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in the supervision of adult and juvenile probationers. Caseloads, not exceeding 30 cases, are classified according to the 1-level system. After
each case is assigned to the unit a treatment plan is developed in accordance with the 1-level classification and outlining specific treatment techniques, goals, and evaluation procedures. Differential treatment methods
appropriate to each case are employed, e.g. group counseling is usually
used with I3 types. Staff is well trained in 1-level and other specialized
treatment techniques and maintains a high level of training activity. In
addition to the direct treatment effected by the probation officer there
are a number of supportive services which have been developed •. These include tutorial services from Yuba College students and VISTA ¥olunteers,
foster homes, and group homes. New cases are evaluated at the end of the
first two months and subsequently every three months.
VI.

USE OF VOLUNTEERS

A number of probation departments are making extensive use of volunteers. Two of the most noteworthy are those in San Diego and Los Angeles
Counties.
In less than two years, the San Diego County Probation Department
has developed a highly skilled and active pool of volunteers to provide a
wide range of services to adult and juvenile probationers.
The San Diego program, set up as a non-profit organization entitled
Volunteers In Probation, has grown rapidly, obtaining in 1970 some 20,550
hours of service from 320 volunteers. Careful screening is made of volunteers and all must participate in an orientation training program. Once
accepted, the volunteers are classed as unpaid county employees and are
thus covered by workmen•s compensation and liability insurance. One probation officer acts as a full-time coordinator and supervises a number of
district advisors, each of whom supervises volunteer advisors who work with
five to twenty volunteers. Regular meetings of volunteers are held with
probation officers in attendance.
Most volunteers have a direct relationship with the probation clients
to whom they are assigned and serve as supportive companions. Others tutor,
give job counseling, teach homemaking skills, counsel alcoholics, visit
children in institutions, lead group activities such as recreation, drama,
and driving lessons, and perform many other activities.
Thus far, the volunteers are seen as providing many highly individualized services which the county could not otherwise afford. In addition,
they are increasing public awareness about problems faced in the control of
crime and deiinquency. This program is entirely consistent with the .. services manager 11 role of the probation officer outlined in a previous chapter.
The Volunteers In Service To Offenders (VISTO) Program operated by
the Los Angeles County Probation Department began in March, 1968, as a pilot
project in two of the Department•s offices. Today it is an integral part
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of the probation operation in 15 area offices. Originally funded by the
Office of Economic Opportunity, the VISTO Program was funded by the State
probation subsidy on January 1, 1969.
The range of services provided to clients by volunteers is extensive,
although the main areas of focus are providing transportation, companionship,
counseling, and tutoring. Volunteers work with both juvenile and adult
clients. The overall VISTO Program is directed from the Department's central
office, but each of the 15 area offices has a VISTO co-ordinator, who maintains extensive contact with the volunteers.
The volunteers are carefully screened prior to acceptance into the
program; thereafter they are provided with orientation and training and are
assigned to work with clients. The amount of time donated by volunteers
v-aries., -al-though-one-a-re-a-offi-ce-reports -ttrartt\"1 average amount of vol unteer time is 13 hours per month.
Each area office is encouraged to develop its own type of volunteer
program; this approach leads ~o innovation and, in some area offices, an
expansion of volunteer roles beyond those identified above. For example,
in one area office visited by study st.a ff, the traditional volunteer functions were expanded to include such items as collection of materials for
use by probationers and provision of individual casework services. This
particular office extends considerable recognition to the volunteers, to
the point of issuing aprobation office identification cardsa to volunteers,
and awarding plaques at recognition banquets.
At present, Los Angeles County enjoys the volunteer services of
several hundred persons, who, in turn, allow the Department to provide
greatly enriched services to the clientele at little cost to the County.
As in San Diego County, the use of volunteers in Los Angeles County
is viewed as a distinct asset, not only because of the direct services provided, but also because, through the volunteers, the communities are gaining
first hand knowledge about correctional problems.
VII..

CONTINUUM OF TREATMENT

One of the most notable illustrations of a treatment program which
begins in the institu~ion and continues into field supervision is operated
by the Probation Department in Tulare County.
A rehabilitation center was established several years ago to serve
youthful male offenders between the ages of 18 and 21. Following arrest
and during the court process, youths who appear to be fit subjects for the
program are often certified to the juvenile court which, if it makes a finding of fact, may commit them to the center. The program is housed in a road
camp where the population averages about 25. Approximately 300 offenders
are in the camp yearly, with lengths of commitment varying from one to eight
months.
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Program elements include work furlough for those who obtain employment in the community, and a public school program for those who can benefit
from remedial education. Evening classes also are available at the camp.
Testing and counseling is provided by the county mental health services;
individual and group counseling is provided by the probation officer. The
program is designed to be flexible enough to meet the individual needs of
each youth committed. Upon completion of the program, the youths are continued on probation supervision in the community.
The program appears advantageous in two ways. First, it serves an
4ge group that frequently gets little service. Second, it provides the beginning of a treatment program which continues after the youths are returned
to the community.
------- - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · -

VIII.

· - - - · ------ ··-·-····· --

USE OF PARA-PROFESSIONALS

Probation, like the fields of medicine and education, has, in several
California counties, begun to make valuable use of para-professionals. Los
Angeles County, for example, operates three •New Careers• programs. which
serve both to increase the Probation Department's manpower resources and to
improve understanding between the Department and its clients. The •New
Careerists• work with probationers and at the same time serve the Department as cultural interpreters in understanding the needs of the poverty
cOIIIIM.t n1ty •
In yet another program operated by the Los Angeles Department, the
County makes valuable use of indigenous probation aides. These persons,
residents of high crime areas, serve with regular probation officers as
members of the overa 11 treatment team. Such a team nonna lly consists of
a probation officer and two indigenous· community workers, who supervise
caseloads of 30 juveniles per team. The particular goal of this program,
known as RODEO (Reduction of Delinquency Through Expansion of Opportunity),
is to •open up• the community's opportunity structure to youth who are often
precluded from such opportunities.
Along with the use of volunteers, the use of para-professionals represents one of the greatest potential assets for ~nriching probation services,
at comparatively low cost to the county.

CHAPTER

VII

PREVAILING ISSUES AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This final chapter contains a discussion of the key issues prevailing
in probation supervision and the recommendations of the Task Force concerning
those issues. The reader will find the basis for these recommendations in
the chapters on the model and the current system. In fact, additional recommendations or implications for action may be stated or readily inferred
by the reader•s perusal of the principles and problems discussed in those
chapters.
The issues addressed in this chapter are those believed most likely
to have significant impact on the overall probation system. Some of these
issues may -have already been resolved by specific departments; however, they
are presented because of their importance to the total system.
Two issues in particular, which are more fully discussed in the System
Task Force Report, stand out: the need for redefined State and county roles
in the field of corrections and the need for a more equitable and effective
subsidy program. Briefly, the Correctional System Study contends that the
primary responsibility for the delivery of correctional services should rest
at the local .level (normally the counties) whereas the primary enabling and
supportive responsibility should lie with the State. Thus, it is argued
that the State needs to play less and less of a role in directly handling
clients but more and more of a role in providing the •means• to effectively
protect society and rehabilitate/reintegrate offenders. This necessitates
a wide range of assistance programs for probation supervision such as training, certification and standard setting, research, planning, and general
consultation. It particularly must include an increased subsidization of
those programs which meet State standards, the cost of which will largely,
if not entirely, be offset by a further reduction in commitments to the
State, as well as less recidivism at the local level. These two issues are
so critical and so vital that,·without them, there is no reason to believe
that probation or other correctional services will offer any more effective
services in the years ahead.
Appropriate recommendations for specific action are placed at the
end of the discussion on each major issue. While it is not a formal recommendation of this Task Force, because it was out~ide the scope of the current
study, the first suggestion actually is that an additional study be conducted
in the immediate future on the entire pre-adjudication intake process. It
is readily apparent that changes in the intake phase of criminal justice have
implications which are at least as vital to corrections. as the post-adjudicatory apparatus.
I.

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

Basic to many of the problems facing probation today, as it attempts
to provide improved services to growing numbers of offenders, is the lack of
articulated goals and objectives. In the absence of statements delineating
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the direction in which probation is attempting to move, a notable degree of
confusion, as seen in Chapter IV, has arisen among both staff and clients.
All departments, not having goals and objectives in writing, should
immediately make an effort to formulate such a statement. In developing
these formal goals and objectives, participation should be sought fr~ staff
at all levels and from probationers, with outside advisory assistance from
judges, prosecutors, public defenders, law enforcement, juvenile justice
commissions and interested citizens.
The mission of probation should be indicated as the reduction of
further illegal behavior on the part of probationers; more detailed goals
and objectives adopted should lead to this end. Because it is .both compatible with and essential to this mission that offenders be effectively integrated or reintegrated into the comaunity, any statement of goals should
stress the importance of reintegrating offenders socially, economically,
and culturally. Finally, stated objectives should be measurable so that
progress toward accomplishing them can be evaluated.
Once formulated, the statement should not remain static but should
be reviewed.periodically and revised as needed. It is imperative that such
a document remain alive and that it accurately state the goals and objectives
the department will pursue. The need for a statement of goals and objectives
was shown clearly in this study by the strong expression of desire on the
part of many staff for a clarification of the direction they should be moving in and by the lack of understanding expressed on the part of clients, as
well as staff, as to what it is that probation is attempting to accomplish.
Re~tionl.

Jlntt.n statsmsntB of goal.e and obJsotiNs shoutd be fomrutaud biJ
saDh pPObation dspal"tmtmt in keeping with the mission of ooPNotions (the
Ndwoticm of fuz'thBI' itl.sgaZ bshaviol' on the pan of offsnd.N), alld should
inotuds an emphasis on NintsgPating ths off811dJ,p into the tJCJMnD&itJi.

II •

FUNCTIONS

Intake
Elimination of non-criminals from supervision. Although the intake
function is not a part of this study, it 1s believed that certain cases do
not belong under supervision of the probation officer and their removal
would allow probation supervision to concentrate on its area of greatest
competence, viz. working with those persons who have caused social hanm.
Section 576.5 Welfare and Institutions Code provides that a board
of supervisors may delegate to the welfare department the supervision of
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dependent children and this has been done already in a number of counties.
Many •pre-delinquent" minors coming to the attention of probation because
of Section 601 W. &I. Code are now being diverted from the criminal justice
system through referral to other agencies for service. More of this needs
to be done. It is critical for probation departments to lend their weight
to the demands for additional resources to serve this group and to participate in the development of such resources. However, until such alternative
resources are available, probation must continue to supervise delinquentprone youth needing the attention of the court.
It is possible that future changes in the law will repeal Section 601
W. a I. Code; if so, it will be necessary to use Section 600 W. &I. Code
whenever court action is needed for such cases. Changes in the law may also
make it necessary to preclude persons being placed under formal s~pervision
~~ly for the purpose of collecting money from them. Legal or administrative changes should provide for such collections to be done by another agency
of the county or by agreement with a private agency. Similarly, probable
law changes will remove those persons now entering the justice system solely
because of their excessive use of alcohol and will provide for them to be
handled as public health cases.
Rscormrendation 2. As qui.ckty as adsquats attsmati.ve oamrunity Hsouztass aan be ClSwZopsd, pl'Obation dspazttm.nts no l.tmgsl' should supsMse
d6ptmdsnt ahil.dzeen and those aaZ'l.sd ''pH-dBZinqwnt" (Ssati.ons 600 and 601.
of thl' lleZfcr.N and Institutions Cods, Hspeati.vety). Dlpazttments should
not. supsMss pB'Z'BonB pl.aDBd on pl'Obation msH1.y fol' ths pta'pOBB of ao1.Zsating moPUJy nol' eupel'1ri.es those peNons fl)hoae sote offBnsB is pubtia dzwaken-

nsas.

Removal of prohibitions against probation. It is the contention of
this Rep~rt that probation's greatest competence is the supervision of offenders in the community. Therefore, no restrictions should limit the courts in
granting. probation to those who are appropriate candi~ates for field supervision. In particular, the granting of probation should not be prohibited
because of some prior offense for which the defendant has "paid his penalty".
Such restrictions mock attempts to speak of an ex-offender as having paid
his debt to society upon the completion of his te~. The problem inherent
in all legislation restricting probation is the inability to take cognizance
of ever,y possible extenuating circumstance around an offense. The President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice notes
that the key to providing differential treatment for probationers lies with
the judge's ability to base his decision on a review of all pertinent data
about the offender and the types of programs available for him. The report
goes on to say that, "Inflexible restrictions based on narrow criteria defeat the goals of differential treatment by restricting the options from
which a judge may choose.•l Even a cursory study of probation grants makes
it apparent that decision~aking varies widely from court to court. Hence,
even if restrictions on granting probation are removed, there is still a
need for judicial guide-lines and standards for decision~aking.

- 84 Recormrfmdation 3. Section 1.203 of the Penal. Cods shoul.d be emended
to NnOVe Hstnctums on gzeanting pl'Obation because of an offender's prior
con11i.ctions~ and to Hduce other HBmctions on gzeanting pl'Obation.
Kee~ng conditions of srobation relevant. The reduction to a minimum
in the num r of standard con 1Hons of probation can be accomplished by
limiting conditions to: (1) a prohibition of any law violations; (2) requirements for maintaining contact with the officer in the way prescribed by the
officer; and (3) keeping the officer infonned of residence or whereabouts.
Imposition of special conditions should be restricted to factors relevant
to the individual offender. In all cases, the conditions imposed should be
capable of being enforced, but considerable discretion 1n their enforcement
should be giv~n to the probation officer.

Probationers verified the value of having conditions of probation
imposed, but it was also clear in data collected during the study that conditions which are capricious in nature, unenforceable, or just ignored by
the officers tend to breed disrespect and contempt for the justice system
on the part of the clients.
Reconrnendation 4. Standazod conditions of pl'Obation shoul.d be at a
minimum and shOutd be rel.evant to each individual. cl.ient in temrs of his·
nseds~ abi'Litie8'~ personal.ity~ offense~ and the pl'Otection of society.
Conditions imposed shouZ.d be 1'8a'Listic and the1'8fOZ'B enfozaceabZ.e by pl'Obation
officers. AZ.thou.gh special. conditions mlJII be appl'Opzoi.ate in individual.
caSes~ standaztd conditions shou'Ld be U.mited to (l) a pl!Ohibition of any
l.aJJ vioZ.ations; (2) Nquil'6ments for maintaining contact with the officer
in the rJay pNscl'ibed by the officer; and (3) keeping the officer infomred
of l'BBidsnoe or rJhezreab.o uts.

Reports and Recommendations
In order to have the best professional recommendations, it is incumbent upon probation department heads to obtain the most competent line workers and supervisors possible and to keep them well trained and free from
undue outside influences. The Task Force found some indications that recommendations were being influenced by courts and ·by other sources outside
the departments. This is totally inappropriate as pressuring workers to
"slant" their reports can become highly threatening to professional integrity.
In such situations, it may be necessary to clarify the role of probation,
i.e. the objective presentation of infonmation, discussing factors on all
sides of a case, and the offering of objective recommendations based on
sound professional judgment.
Reoormrendation S. Reconrnendations to co'Ul'ts by officel'B and their
supervisors on supel'V1,sion cas8s shouZ.d be based on an eva"Luation of an
pertinsnt data and shouZ.d be mads without inf7,uence f'1'0m "speciaZ. inteNst"
or other SOUZ'Oes outBids the dspal'tment.
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Classification
Study results showed that, with a few noteworthy exceptions, probation supervision programs exhibit little sophisticated development or use
of classification systems which are relevant to treatment. Classification
employed as a management tool unrelated to treatment (e.g. ''minimum" or
"maximum .. supervision) h concerned with production and efficiency and often
focuses on quantity control. Classification related to treatment is concerned with effectively protecting society and rehabilitating the individual
offender and focuses on quality control. A system of classification with
specific treatment implications is necessary in order both to manage workloads in an efficient manner and to apply the .most appropriate intervention
strategy to each case in reiation to the needs of both society and the individual offender.
As stressed in Chapter IV, classification and treatment must be linked
together in a manner that offers differential approaches to working with the
offender population. All offenders do not need "treatment 11 in the therapeutic
sense (in fact, there 1s reason to believe that 11 0Ver-treatment 11 is harmful
to some individuals2). However, probation staff should plan and implement
specific differential strategies which provide a course of correctional
action for all clients.
Because of the complexity of developing sophisticated classification
systems, relevant to differential treatment, and because of the need to train
staff in the use of such systems, the State needs to play an active role in
helping the counties achieve these objectives.
Recomrendation 6.

Each clspa.l'tment

sho~tt'Ld

make ltlBe of a classification
To the clsgl'Be
assist the ooamties in acccmplishing this.

syst4m, fMith specific diffezeential tzeeatment implications.

nsoessa:ey, the State

sho~tt'Ld

Treatment
Care and concern for probationers. Data gathered in the study show
that the clients having the most positive attitudes about probation are those
whose officers exhibit a personal concern for them. The existence of this
concern was shown by 451 of the clients who indicated in the Task Force
questionnaire that their officers had a great deal of concern for them. Although not appropriate with all cases, this kind of a relationship can have
a positive impact on a significant number; however, in order to determine
which cases to work with in this manner, a classification system is required.
Also, it is necessary for probation managers to provide the time, transportation, and flexibility of hours, as well as the encouragement and incentive
for officers to work closely with the clients they supervise.
Recommendation ?. Probation superviso~s and administrators should
provide a working environment which will encourage staff to develop caring
l'Blationships with probationers under their supervision.
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Client participation in Tlanning his own program. Participation on
the part of the client ;n the p anning of his program should begin at the
first contact with the probation officer. Although some probationers will
reject the request to participate, many will welcome the opportunity. In
order to elicit participation, the officer will need to clarify his own
role and that of the client in an atmosphere of open and honest communication. The value in this approach lies in developing objectives which will
meet the needs of both the client and society and which can be expected to
gain the maximum amount of cooperation from the probationer.
Reat:Rmrendation 8. CUents shou'Z.d be invo'Z.ved in the p'Z.anning of
thtlizt probation pl'O(J'l'OifiS~ beginning at the eazt'Z.isst possi.bt.e time and aontimci. on th
h the temr o
zrobation

The robation officer as .. services mana er". As discussed in Chapter
IV, one o
e ma or goa so pro a on s e reintegration of the offender
into the community. Since this process may involve training and education,
-employment, health and welfare services, legal services, housing, and so on,
it is quite clear that the individual probation officer must develop the
capability to obtain these services whenever they are needed. Such action
on the part o·f the probation officer places him in the role of a services
manager. It is likely that the time expended in this role will bring greater
return in meeting the needs of probationers than any other ·approach used.
Evidence gathered by the Probation Task Force indicated that a substantial
number of clients felt the need of support and assistance in these areas
which would lead to their reintegration rather than in those areas of counseling or therapy related to their personal adjustment.
Reaorrrnendation 9.

l'O us

ana tJtZiXZb'l tl tiss

0

Pztobation dspazttmsnts shou'Z.d bsgi.n e:epandi.ng the
f thsizt staffs as "se'l"r1ices mantJ(Ie%'8,.

Supervision with offenders• families. The importance of providing
supervision to family un;ts is supported by data gathered in the study which
indicate the large amount of influence family members have on probationers,
either positively or negatively. This ' is corroborated by virtually all the
social-psychological literature on child-raising and family impact. In
order to assist the integration of clients in the community, ·the probation
officer needs to strengthen familial ties by working with family members
whose problems affect the clients and whose strengths can be developed to
assist them.
Reeotm~endation 10.
Vhenevezt appzropl'iate ~ pzrobation supewision shou'Z.d
be invoZved 111ith off;m(}8l'B' fami.'Z.y units~ not just with offendszts atone~ in
ol'dszt to fuztthezt the Nintegztation pzrocess.
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Supervision, when performed 1n a perfunctory manner for large num ers of clients over a period
of several years or more, inhibits staff from concentrating their efforts
during the two year period of greatest probation risk.

In a study of adult probation vio.l ators, Davis found that two-thirds
of the probation revocations took place within two years of the time probation was granted and that the six~onth period in wbich the greatest number
of revocations occurred was between 7 to 12 months.3 Thus, in relation to
concentrating probation efforts to reduce further illegal behavior on the
part of the probationer, it is believed that administrative policies monitoring the length of probation should be instituted.
As a general rule, it is advantageous to move a client through the
correctional system as quickly as possible since the tendency is to-- retain
an offender in the system once he enters. As a number of authorities have
pointed out,4 corrections tends to perpetuate itself and sometimes adds to
the deviant attitudes and behavior of its clients. This tendency could be
minimized by providing a maximum time at which clients automatically would
be considered for tennination of probation unless compelling reasons cause
the court to extend the period of supervision. As an example, the Parole
Task Force Report .indicates that Section 2943 of the Penil Code requires
consideration of discharge for adult parolees who have been on parole continuously for two years.
Recarrnendation 11. Pztobation dspal'tments shout.d adopt an administ:ratiw poticy zoequizting the .zretwen of supewision cases to the couzot with
a zoecarrnendation fol' temination of nonuoZ.IDital'y siq>ewision at a time not
ccesding t.Jo yeal's~ IDI'l.ess thezoe is suidsnae that the protection of the
CC~~~m~~&ity wil.t be substantial.ty dsczeeased by so doing.
If thezee al'B aompsZ.ting zoeasons fol' the continuance of supewision, thess zeeasons shoul.d
bs bl'OIIght to the attention of the couztt at a hea.zeing in the pzeesence of
tM pl'Obations'Z' and his counae 1..

III.

RESOURCES

The Need for Community Resources
Mental health diagnostic and treatment programs. Many communities
are almost totally lacking in mental health services; most others have insufficient services to meet the needs. Only the largest probation departments have their own mental health facilities, and even these are rather
limited. The State has provided diagnostic services in its reception centers for some years, but the need which remains unmet is for mental health
treatment services for probationers. This is an area in which the State
must move in order to attain the model system which calls on the State to
provide expanded consultative services and subsidization, and on the counties
to increase services provided directly to the offender. On the other hand,
8-81884
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local probation departments need to become more reso~rceful in developing
or contracting for available local services and resources.
Reconrnendation 12. Probation dspazotm~mts ~ assisted as neoessazoy by
the State~ shOUtd make available gzoeatly ezpandsd mental hea1.th sezetri.041s
foz- pl'Obationers.
Grou~ living facilities for offenders. A recurring need seen by
probation o f1cers ever,ywhere 1s for addt£;onal placement resources for
both juvenile and adult cases. Needed are foster homes, group homes of
various types, hostels for homeless offenders, residential treatment facilities~ emergency placement situations and others. Over 201 of the probationers indicated their support forsuch- resou-rces- Iiysta-tfng1n-------uie questionnaire that placement in a halfway house or group home would be helpful
if they were in need of a place to live. In order to increase the availability of placement resources in the community, probation departments need
increased subsidy assistance from the State.

RecCJimlendation 13. Probation departments~ assisted as necessaPy by
the State~ shOutd make avai1.ab1.e adequate p'l.aoement resources in the com-

munity.

Drug abuse programs. The skyrocketing drug arrests over the past
few years, ;nclud1ng the appearance of large numbers of middle class drug
offenders, and the corresponding increase of such persons in probation caseloads has forced many officers to seek new sources of assistance. Throughout the State, probation officers made clear their desire for help ;n working with drug abusers under their supervision; many officers indicating
that they felt inadequate to cope with such offenders. Although Perry
Birchard reports in her statewide survey that about 900 private and public
programs for drug abuse exist in California,5 they are not being used by
many probationers. In those areas where probation departments have inadequate resources to serve these offenders, the State should subsidize such
staff training and special programs as are needed to meet the problem.
Reccmnendation 14. Probation departments~ assisted as neceBSQPJJ b11
the State~ shoutd develop and make use of ezisting dz.ug abuse programs to
meet vast1.y inCJ'IBased needs for such l'BSOUZ"CttS.

Emeasency financial assistance. The concerns of many probationers
are relate to such bas;c needs as food, shelter, clothing, transportation,
and jobs. These items are seen as paramount in the lives of a number of
clients, but few departments allot funds for such assistance. Probation
departments should make budgetary provision for such aid and the State
should make subsidy available to the counties to aid them in giving such
service.

- 89 Reconmendation 15. Probation departments~ assisted as neaessary by
ths State~ shOutd pl'Ovi.d8 emergency finanaial aid to clients in need as a
NgUltZl' ptZl't of dsptZl'tmental pl'Ograms.

Public information programs. The Joint Commission on Correctional
Manpower and Train;ng summar;zed a 1967 national Harris Poll survey on
corrections by concluding that:
" •.• the public feels the corrections system is currently
inadequate. At the same time, the public is not eager
to help bring about change if it means more money would
have to be spent."6
California's probation officers were well aware of this situation.
Over 85S of supervision staff indicated on the questionnaire that they felt
the public had little or no understanding of corrections; 591 estimated
public support of corrections to be little or none at all.
The need for a vastly increased program of public infonmation and
education is obvious. The Youth Authority's Standards for the Perfonmance
of Probation Duties highlights this as one of the key o5Tfgat1ons of probatron departments:
uoevelopment of an effective public interpretation
program is a responsibility of the probation officer.
Frequent reports setting forth the aims, methods, and
accomplishments of probation will help in attaining
public understanding as well as adequate support for
probation services of high quality."7
In brief, if probation departments wish to engender greater public
support, they must first make themselves visible and, secondly, involve the
community in their actual operation. In order to promote an effective and
widespread program of pubHc education about probati.on supervision {and
corrections in general}, it is also crucial that both the counties and the
State increase and coordinate .their efforts.
Recarrnendation 16. Probation departments should develop public infomation pl'Ograms that will assist in both enlightening the COJmJUni ty and
involving it in the role probation supewi.sion plays in the justice system.
ffhe State should pzeovide consuLtation sel"Vices to assist the counties · in
developing such pzeogztams.

Training
Inadequate training has been a recurrent criticism of probation throughout its history. The 1964 Probation Sjud~ identified training as one of the
major needs of probation and summarize t e key problem in this area as follows:
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keep abreast of the latest developments in the field,
even assuming they had time for staff development--which
they do not. As a result, probation staff often have
limited knowledge about treatment, their own capability
for treatment, or the treatment resources of the community
in which they work. Also, they often have erroneous conceptions about the services that State institutions can
provide.
"Staff development programs for first-line supervisors
and middle management personnel are inadequate, and in
most departments non-existent. Most supervisors move
tntcr~ne1 r posfttons from tnfatment ass1gments.
Tfteyhave no preparation for supervision and learn by doing.
Often what they learn is wrong, and what they do fails
to make the most effective use of the available manpower.
In turn, supervisors are promoted to middle management
positions without training and without preparation. The
mistakes that they were able to make as supervisors are
now compounded by the new position of authority and responsibility they comnand."8
With one major exception--probation subsidy, there has been little
change in this situation. Yet, even in subsidized programs, only 57S of
line workers indicated that there was an ongoing in-service training program for employees of their level. Hence, the problems of adequate training for all levels of staff, from meaningful orientation of new employees
to instruction in modern managerial techniques for supervisors and administrators,still persist in most probation programs.
The solutions are not simple. However, they would appear to 1;e in
being able to develop four general types of programs: in-service training,
specialized training, coordination of statewide training resources, and a
certification program. The major point ~s that it is now the time to act
rather than to merely restudy the same issues.
In-service traininf. As pointed out in Training for Tomorrow, a 1970
study of training ;n Call ornia corrections, larger departments are •becoming deeply committed to training their probationary and journeymen employees
within their own 'shop• ... 9 This is viewed as a progressive stance since
the individual agency is in the best position to assess both the training
needs and training resources appropriate to its own staff. To be consistent with the increasing movement of direct services to the local level, it
is imperative that both the ir.dividuai counties and the'State, in its enabling and supportive role, channel their resources in a manner that will
maximize the planning and implementation of effective in-service programs
at the county level. Needless to say, this necessitates a wide range of
training programs and efforts directed at providing relevant, individualized,
and ongoing training for as many workers as possible. In this regard, it is
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obviously highly appropriate to either develop joint programs with neighboring counties or to bring outside trainers into the department; at least the
latter is done routinely by a number of departments. However, while outside
trainers are a valuable added resource, it needs to be stressed that each
department should assign training specialists and should· clearly place the
primary responsibility for training on the immediate supervisor, notably
first-line s~pervisors. As Training for Tomorrow stresses:
•It is the exclusive function of the line supervisor
to stimulate and oversee the process of conversion
of infonnation into skilled practice."lO
The major implication here is that supervisors must receive very high training priority so that they may most effectively carry out their role of training subordinites.
RefJCiffnendation 17. Each probation department shou'Ld dsvelop its own
in-serznce t.ztaz.n1.ng programs~ aided as neaessazey by the State~ geared to
provide rel.evant~ individua"Liaed~ and ongoing training for all. l.eveZ.s of
staff. Pl'imfUJJ attention shoul.d be given to developing tzoainsztB within the
department~ partiau'L<ll'Z.y first 'Line supervisozes.

Specialized training. Every probation department has training needs
which it cannot adequately handle itself. Some of the smaller departments
may need outside trainers, such as State personnel, to conduct virtually
all of their basic training. All departments need to make use of training
resources available in the community, whether academic or experiential. A
glaring example of lack of agency commitment in this area is the rarity
with which they provide ~ctive assistance, such as stipends or time off,
to encourage staff to pursue graduate training or other relevant programs
of professional development. In fact, some agencies penalize staff who
attempt to make use of such resources, e.g. by refusing academic leave or
by demoting staff if they take academic leave.
Probation departments particularly need to make use of external
trainers for specialized programs, such as training and managerial techniques or complex classification and treatment systems. This can, and is,
being done ~Y contractual arrangements in a number of departments. As suggested by the President•s Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration
of Justicell and the Joint Commission on Correctional Manpower and Training, 12
this is where the State should carry out its enabling role. The Youth Authority has traditionally conducted some training programs for probation personnel
but is grossly understaffed and under-budgeted to meet more than a fraction
of the need. Additionally, the State needs to develop or contract for trainers who are expert in specialized training areas before it can provide the
range of training programs required by the counties.
Reconrnendation 18. Probation dspa.zotments shoul.d strive to make better
use of avaltCibtB tzeaining and professional development progzoams in the amrmmity~
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e.g. by oontNDting for services and by tmCOUZ'aging and enabl.ing their staff
to participate in siU1h pi'Ogl'OIIIB.
ReCOIIrPI8ndation 19. The State should {!NatZ.y increaiJe its rol.e in
pZ"'O1iding tJ'alni.ng needBd by the counties~ particu.l.arZ.y special.iaed training
PZ'O(Jl'(IU.

Coordination of statewide training resources. The central concern
about correctional tra1ning focused on ;n Training for Tomorrow is the lack
of efficient coordination of training resources ;n ~ifornfa s udiverse,
far-flung, and complex correctional conglomerate•. 1 Particularly since
these resources are at a remium, coordination and integration are essential.
- The f na recommen at1on o~e above report was for a central1zed un1t
known as CO-ACT (Coordinating Organization for Advancing Correctional Training) at the State level, whose task would be to develop a network of trainers
and training resources from various parts of the correctional system who .
would form a partnership of mutual aid in promoting statewide training. The
Probation Task Force strongly endorses the central core of the CO-ACT concept and suggests that, unless it is implemented in sane fo~. California
will continue to duplicate, waste, and simply be unaware of existing training resources and efforts.
1

&.«<ffll8ndation 20. 7'hs State should ilrrrred:i4te1.y impZement the CO-ACT
aentMt unit to cooztdinate •~ t:rai.ning and diii!SZop a nstwol'k of tNine~ and tl'aining .NBowrces /Mill aZ.Z. appl'Oprit.lts Bcna-atUJ.
~t of a

Certification. The Probation Task Force joins with the 1964 Probation ~tUdy ;n urging that the State •assume the major responsibility a'1
cost or training and certification of personnel working in probationu. 4
Widespread support exists for the establishment by the State of a program
to certify deputy probation officers who meet prescribed standards. Advocates of this proposal argue that it would raise miniaun entry standards at
lealt in some counties, assure departments of minimum qualifications of staff
who have been certified ·ce.g. in transferring between agencies), result in
higher and more unifonn quality of performance by staff, provide the bash
for certain changes in personnel practice highly desired by staff (notably,
being able to transfer between agencies without loss of rank or benefits),
and aid in moving toward the recognition and professionalization of probation .ork.
The first step in implementing a certification procedure is to determine who should control it and what .should be the standards or requirements.
The Task Force proposes that the State operate and control the procedure,
with advice from the counties (perhaps in the fonn of an advisory commission).
Similarly, the State, in cooperation with the counties, shou1d decide on the
requirements. It is suggested that the nonaal mininun academic requirements
be a bachelor's degree, preferably in the behavioral sciences, and the completion of at least one year uinternship• of on-the-job experience and training
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during which time the candidate must satisfy his superiors that he has the
ability to relate to and effect behavioral changes in probationers. Provisional certification for persons not meeting the academic standard might
be granted if such persons otherwise demonstrate special competence or if
certificated staff are unavailable.
Reconrrrendation 21. The State.. in coopezeation U1i th the counties ..
shou'Ld dSwtoj) a cszetification pzeogzeam foze a'L'L probation officezes.

Staff Hiring and Promotions
The two major personnel concerns which stand out boldly are related
to the establishment of-an advanced caseworker position and tne ability to
transfer between correctional agencies.
Less than half of all probation officers were satisfied with the
promotional system in their agency. Ninety-one percent favored the creation
of •a separate series of rank and pay increases. parallel to at least the
first line supervisor level, for line workers (e.g. so an outstanding worker
can remain in his job without having to become an administrator to be promoted)•. The benefits of such a system are two-fold. On the one hand, it
would permit highly competent workers, who have developed their skills
through several years of experience and training. to remain in the vital
job of working directly with clients and still receive the status and salary
they deserve. The creation of ~uch positions would also tend to boost staff
morale and retain workers who perceive themselves basically as "caseworkers".
On the other hand, it would assist departments by not forcing them to place
persons who may be good caseworkers but poor administrators in supervisory
positions where they may reseable •fish out of water•.
The second concern is more complex. It 1s a common observation that
a person can normally enter tne field of probation at two levels--the very
bottom or the ver.y top. Individuals who meet all the relevant requirements
and who may be equally or far more qualified than persons within a specific
department cannot normally compete for advanced line worker or supervisory
positions in an agency of which they are not already employees. In short.
probation is a •closed" system. Task Force staff strongly supports the
overwhelming view of correctional practitioners and administrators throughout the State that this situation is unnecessarily restrictive and poses
severe handicaps not only to individual workers but to probation as a whole.
From the indiv;dual employee's point of view, the current closed
system is personally and professionally stifling, particularly for the more
competent workers. An •open• system. allowing workers to transfer to and
compete for pra10tionai openings in other agencies, not only would permit
greater flexibility but would provide employees with enriched experience in
their career patterns. Such is the case with education, medicine. and many
other professions. If an experienced worker wishes to move to another part
of the State or to gain experience in another agency. particularly on a
promotional basis, he should be able to do so. Such a system not only would
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improve morale and minimize the loss of competent staff, but also would
offer stronger career incentives for potential correctional employees.
From the system•s point of view, a closed promotional structure which
is limited solely to departmental employees and which places more value on
"departmental loyalty .. and seniority than on other qualifications, tends to
breed a limited base of experience and ideas c011111only known as Correctiona1
provincialism". Removing these barriers would enable each department to
hire the most competent persons available, to retain many top caliber personnel seeking promotional opportunities outside of corrections, and to
profit from a cross-fertilization of ideas from staff who have worked in
different agencies and areas of the State.
11

The system should be open not only to current probation officers but
- a1so to correctional wor~1'"5--at-tfte-eun-ty--, State, or FedeN-1- le-vel , in addition to qualified persons employed in the private sector.
The certification program, recommended in the previous section, should
provide a sound base for hiring and promotional opportunities in corrections
by assuring employers that a prospective candidate has at least met certain
minimal standards.
Finally, for such a program to work effectively, it is necessa~ to
coordinate retirement earnings and other similar benefits, so that an employee
does not lose them when he transfers from one agency to another.
Rea011111871dation 22. Pztobation dspanmtmts should azesate a t:OBB-aal?!'}Jing position eqvlvata7it to the fiPBt Zsvel supewisozo in sa'Lazry and othsza
btnU~fitB.

23. Cszatified pzaobation officezas should be abu to tzaansfeza to ing'l'tlJill posi tiona oza carrpete foza pzaamotional oppozatuni tiss in otluJza probation
dllputmtmts oza otheza similaza pazats of ths aoPNational systBm~ pzaovi.dsd they
mest ths neasssazay l'Bq&til'ements.

24.

2.'hs State and counties should aooztdinate thsiza Ntiremcmt sys-

Um.s so that a wozoksza can combine his bB71Bfits wlum tzaansfemng between

agtmaia.

Use of Nonprofessionals
Probation departments must carefully study ways in which nonprofessionals, notably volunteers and para-professionals, ·can be used, and should
call on the State for consultation service in this matter. Such programs
as are developed ~st be adequately staffed in order to provide for proper
recruitment, training, and supervision. It is important to note that evidence presented to the Task Force indicated that most programs that fail do
so because of recruiting which is nonselective, training which is incomplete,
and supervision which is i nadequate. It is also extremely important to make
_ nonprofessionals feel that they are part of a team, i.e. that they have an
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important job to fulfill and that they are accepted by and work along with
the professional staff. The motivation to use nonprofessionals arises out
of the necessity to provide expanded services to clients and the n~ed to
involve the community in the correctional process through the use of volunteers. Also, local government has a responsibility to give employment
opportunities to persons in the community such as ex-offenders and residents
of economically depressed areas who qualify as para-professional workers.
It is abundantly clear that nonprofessionals will play an increasingly important role in the future of probation supervision. In fact, as indicated
in Chapter IV, some authorities contend that the role of probation officers
may well change in the near future from one of delivering most services
directly to clients to one of managing or overseeing the delivery of services by a staff of nonprofessionals. In any event, probation administrators and staff should begin planning seriously for the more efficient and
effect.i ve use of t-hi s--1 arge-1-y-untapped col"recti--orra-1- re-s-ource-.--------RBoormiB1Ulation 2S. DBpal'tments shm.tZd (Jl'"Batl.y ezpand thsizo use of
nonp70fessionat wozokBrs, incZuding voZuntuN, pazoa-pzeofessional.s, ez-offtmdB.N, and students, to assist in pzeobation svpsmsion.
1.'hsy should, at ths
Se.B tilfts, plan ca:Nfu1,1,y hO#I1 to recmt, tNi.n, and BJitHIMBB "!hess worksN.

Appointment of the Chief Probation Officer
In nearly all counties, the chief probation officer is appointed by
This
is consistent with the traditional view of probation as an •ann of the court•
and with the fact that probationers are still under the jurisdiction of the
court. However, as probation departments have increased their professionalism
and special expertise in planning and car~ing out correctional strategies
for offenders. more and more support has arisen for making them an independent agency in local government, as the police. prosecutor, and public defender. The basic reasons for this are two-fold.
the juvenile court judge or a majority of the superior court judges.

On the one hand, the probation officer's expertise or area of most
caapetence is in objective evaluation of offenders and in implementing prograas of rehabilitation and reintegration. Yet, there have been instances
of the courts exercisinq undue pressure on •their• probation departments,
sometimes to such a degree that probation officers have been handicapped in
making truly independent and objective decisions about the operations of
their departments. This is seen most notably in the area of what program
is most appropriate for individual offenders. In fact. there have been,
and in the opinion of the Probation Task Force, still are, instances in
which judges are the de facto administrators of the probation department.
Similarly and far more-commonly. courts intentionally or unintentionally
influence the reports and recommendations submitted by the probation officer.
The responsibility for this does not lie with the courts alone as some probation officers deliberately Mealor• or •slant• their reports, e.g. by selective reporting, in order to manipulate the judge to make a desired decision.
However, the net effect is tnat where courts dominate probation departments,
the latter are kept from obtaining full professional stature and tend to be
h;dden beh;nd the skirts of the court.
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On the other hand, the court•s training and acknowledged expertise
are clearly in the legal arenas of protecting individual rights and determining guilt or innocence. Judges rarely have received much training in
the areas of modifying criminal or delinquent behavior or in correctional
management. As a result. they must make highly complex decisions which
weigh the protection of the community against concerns with rehabilitation
and reintegration--decisions for which they simply have not been trained.
Hence. no matter how sincere and well-intentioned, they are forced to decide
on the life and freedom of individuals with little relevant background and
training.
At the core of this issue is the question of whether or not the courts
should be involved at all in correctional decision-making. The fact of the
matter is that there ;s a rapidly growing opinion among correctional workers
and-ttany-others-wtttrtn- ttre-correcttonat-and-crimirra-1-justi ce -process- th-at. once a person is found guilty, he should be turned over to a correctional
bo~ or agency to detenDine what program would be most appropriate for him.
However. because this issue is clearly outside the scope of the present study,
no formal position is taken by the Probation Task Force. Neealess to say.
it is a concern that should be addressed by the needed study of intake recaamended by the Correctional System Study staff.
A final problem with the present law is that over 50S of all probationers are adults. yet probation officers are normally appointed by and
serve at the pleasure of the juvenile court judge.
To return to the issue at hand, the most logical body to appoint the
cn1ef probation officer is the county board of supervisors. It is the supervisors who determine budget and set many personnel and other policies for
the county departments. It is also the supervisors who nonnally appoint
non-elected county officials.
Rsoowmendation 26.

by and

The ahief pl'Obation offiaezo shouZd bs appointed
BvpBMBOPB; Ssations a?a and a?6 of

be :NBponB1.DZB to the boal'd of

the Jls~fazte and Instit-utions Code and Ssatian 1203.6 of ths Pena~ Cods showZd
be t:J~r~Bndsd aaaozoding 'Ly.

Subsidy
Chapter ~ presentea the inherent and operational problems of the current probation subsiay program. While this program was a monumental step
forward in California corrections, the Probation Task Force feels that its
handicaps and inequities. which have now become apparent. demand a bold new
move on the part of the State.
In brief, the State of California today is unmistakably at a crucial
crossroad in respect to probation subsidy. The State can continue the program as it is presently structured. If taken, this course of action will
result in tne increasing disenchantment of county probation departments and
may be followed by tne counties• graduai withdrawal from the program. If
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the State elects this course of action, it must stand prepared to witness a
fatal deterioration of probation services, and concomitantly, an overwhelming
increase in commitments to State institutions, and the need to spend vast
su.s of monies to build and operate new State facilities.
The other option available to the State, and, in the opinion of this
study, the far superior alternative, is to recognize the value of probation
services, to acknowledge the savings which accrue to the State as a result
of probation subsidy, and to enact an entirely new probation subsidy program.
As part of the new probation subsidy effort, there should be effective, mandato~ standards, worked out in cooperation with the counties, and thereafter
a«Mt1n1stered by the State. The new subsidy program should be reviewed annually,
to consider cost fluctuations, and the State should provide increased consultation
in - respect
to the planning, operation, and evaluation of subsidized
progr•s-.
- ------- ------------------------------------------------------------Since it is the view of this study that the best, most effective correctional services are field services, provided at the local level, and since
probation, more than any other component of corrections, can and does provide
this ~pe of service, it is felt that probation should have the highest priority in any new overall correctional subsidy program. A more complete statement of the philosophy, priorities, and operational details of the entire
substdy plan recommended by the Correctional System Study may be found in
the System Task Force Report.
Rs~ons

2?.

'1'he State of Califomia should subsidiae county-

opBratsd p'Z'Obation sezruices in aoaozod with ths overall sllbsidy pzrogl'OITI speai!Ud in ths S]JstBm Task Fo'NB R11p0rrt. Esssnti.a'l.Zy~ that Report z-ecamrends
nblfidr as follows:

a.

?S/2S -- p'Z'Obation supswision and investigation~ including dJ;qJ
centel'V and othszt jtDHmiZB non-z-esidsntial pzrogztanB. ~is
msm&B that the Stau would pay ?SS of ths actvtzl costs and the
aaN

countiu
b.

zss.

"open" institutions (e.g. gN'IIp hanes ozt facilities which
sand youth to school, in ths t1CIIIIfll1&ity; a1.so jail, woPk fuz'l,ough

60/40 --

Pl'Of1NI'IB J •

c.

40/60 -- "closed" but shol't-te:mr and cormnm.ity-based institutions
(i.e. faai. Zi ties to which pel'Bons can not be camti tted mol'S than
si:J: months and which azre both adjammt to and have a high dsgl"Be
of in'Ul'aCtion with the cormrunity).

d.

2S/?S -- othel' institutions (e.g. jweni'Le institutions ll1hich aN
not shol't-te:mr and not ccmmunity-based; adu1.t jai1.s~ inctuding
b'l'anCh jai'l,s and honol' camps~ mi7UIB Sepcll'ate WOl'k f'Ul''Lough facilities).

28. A.BBUIIIi,ng that the above z.econrnendation is opeNtionatiaed~ counties
should ptzi:J the State ?SS of the "Cal"eezt costs" (as dsfinsd in ths Systllm Task
RtrpOl't) fozo any youths oz- adu1. tB conmi tted to the State.
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'1'hs probation subsidy

pzoogNm~

as pazot of the oveztall co:z-Nctional
sJibsidJJ PI'Ogl'(lft~ should be revifAJed anmca"L"Ly~ to considilze aost fl.ua'twltions
and to effect 11110tJSSfD?J adjwttments.
30. '1'hs State should provide i1U1l'Based consultation to ths counties
in zwspsat to COIDlty-opeztated probation su.bsidJJ progzeams.
31. '1'hs Stats~ in coopezeation 111ith ths counties~ should develop a
se"t of minimal standaztds foze all probation st~l'Vices "that are su.bsidiaed.
~zeeafteze~ the Stats should enfozeae the standaztds~ i.e. no subsidy should
be gPallted to a p'l'OgZ'arl which does not meet State standaztds.

IV.

RESEARCH AND EVALUATION

Departnents must allot sufficient resources for research and evaluation.
The 1m0unt of time and money needs to be expanded greatly beyond the small
part of one percent of total correctional expenditures reportedly being spent
now for research and evaluation.15 State assistance, consultation and funding should be available to assist counties in this effort, but counties also
need to enlist the aid of universities, colleges and private organizations
to do research and program evaluation. However, none of this is likely to
occur until correctional agencies begin to become truly concerned about and
committed to evaluating what they are doing; only then will research become
more than a novelty.
One area critically in need of evaluation is the caaplete field of
A large number of decisions made outside the court are
subject to few of the procedures and constraints present at the time of
court action. Some of the factors needing an evaluation of their dec1sioncaaponents are violations of probation and accompanying detention, change
of placement. and recommendations for te~1nation of probation.

decision~aking.

It is imperative that new approaches to reducing crime on the part of
offenders on probation continue to be tried, but new approaches, as well as
current programs, need evaiuation. However, this can occur only if probation managers first detennine tneir objectives in measurable tenns and then
commit themselves to objective evaluation. Even then, such efforts become
no more than routine ''busywork'' unless departments are canmitted to following
through on the results of research by modifying or eliminating programs when
so indicated.

Probation depazotments~ assisted as nscsssa:ey by the State~ should conduct Pl'Ofll'QIIIB in reseazech and evalu.a"tion designed to improv. the qu.a"Li ty of
pl'Oba"tion ope'Z'ations.
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V.

ISSUES OF THE FUTURE

Contracts Between the State and Counties for Supervision of Offenders
Interviews with officials in the sample counties revealed support in
some cOMmUnities, principally smaller ones, for probation supervision operated
by the State under contracts with the counties. Interviews conducted by the
Task Force showed 241 of the chief probation officers and 131 of other county
officials (presiding judges, chairmen of boards of supervisors and chief administrative officers) favorable to such an arrangement.
On the other hand, there was fairly strong support for the counties
to provide parole supervision for the State on a contractyal _ basis~ _EJf.ty
nine percent o-f -tile ctnerprollitlon-offlcer$- and--76%-of other county offici a1s
favored this kind of a pennissive agreement. It is believed such contracts
should be penaitted where they will best serve local correctional needs.
R6aatrnendation 33. Departments should be ab'Le to contract llri.th the
StatB to pl'OttldS pl"'bation svpel'11i.sion as weZ.Z. as accept aontracts fran the
Stats to pl'Ovids paztOZ.e sewices. · Pe:missive 1.egis1.ation which wouZ.d enable
t1ul S'tat4 and 001111.ties to enter into such contJ'aiJts should be fJnQ.Cted.

Contracts Between Counties for Supervision
.
There is considerable precedent for contracts among California counties.
For some years, counties have contracted with each other for the provision
of such specific services as the operation of a juvenile institution to serve
more than one county or for detention facilities for juveniles from more than
one county. In the adult field, as indicated in the Jail Task Force Report,
counties have arranged with each other to provide jail services and some
counties have contracts with cities to provide police services. Additionally,
counties have an infonnal "courtesy supervision" arrangement with one another
for probation services. However, some counties do not do this or, if they
do, provide only minimal services because they are not reimbursed for costs.
This might be remedied to the satisfaction of individual departments and in
a manner which provides the best services to the client and protection to
the community by establishing formal contractual arrangements, as exist between some institutions.
Reaarmenda.tion 34. Whezre bettezo sel'11i.aes can be providsd at Zotuer
counties sh0i£td considsr contractluzZ. agreements llri.th neighbor departmenta (or po8sibZ.y aonsidsr aonsoU.dation of sel"'Jices) fozo probation supervision. Enabling Zegis'Z.ation should be enacted to pzoovi.ds for such agzreementB.
cost~
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The New Clients: Environmental Pollution and Consumer Fraud Violators
In the past year, a number of corporations have been placed on probation supervision in one county because of pollution violations. Special
conditions of probation have been orde.red by the court which require corrective anti-pollution measures to be taken. Among the issues raised by this
action is the need for technical consultation services to help the probation
officer see that the corporations comply with the conditions ordered by the
court.
This program is looked on favorably
of the community where it is in operation,
denand nationally for more environmentally
ssibtli~ exists that such a su ervision

by the criminal justice system
and in view of the growing public
protective controls, a distinct
ro ram could be adopted elsewhere.

Because of the rapidly expanding public concern for protection of the
consu.er, much new legislation has resulted. It is ver,y possible that this
combination of public concern and legislative activity will result in an influx of violators whoa the courts will deem in need of supervision.
Probation managers need to be aware of these trends and should plan
accordtggly to meet the technical requirements of supervising such offenders.
Re~tion 35. Depazrtments show1.d sngage in "Long zeange planning
abow'C thB i.mp'Liaati.ons of supemsing Z.tZl'fle nwnbeN of en~l'071111B7&ta'L po"L'Luti.cm vioZ.aton tl1ld oonsune~ f1.'tiMii vioZatol'B~ both indivitbM:l'Ls and ao.rpo:ra-

tiorul.
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
JuveniLe PazooLe
1.

The Youth Authority administration shoutd totaLZy commit itseZf and
maintain its commitment to a participatoFy styLe of management.
In the event that aonsotidation oaauFs between the Youth Authority
and Department of Coppections~ it is impeFative that this styte of
management be put into operation fFom the very start of the new
Department of CoFFeationaZ SeFViaes~ in tine ~th the new nature
of the State COFFeationat apparatus Fecorrmended by the System Task
FoFce.

2.

The Youth AuthoFity shouZd stFengthen its ongoing devetopment and
use of ctassification systems~ ~th particutazo emphasis on integrating such effoFts between institutions and parole.

J.

FiFst Une supeFVisors shoutd be carefully selected on the basis of
abiUty to mazimize effectiveness of line WOFkers undeF them and
shoutd be Fetained in such positions only as Zong as they are doing
this. They shouZd be delegated incFeasing authoFity and Fesponsibility~ should be involved moPe in decision-making cruciat to the
agency~ and should Feceive gFeatly incFeased training in effective
manageFiat techniques.

4.

The Youth Authority shouZd make eveFy possibLe effoFt to Fevive
and e:r:pand its para-ppofessional pFogzoam. Similarly~ it should
Fecruit and involve volunteers to a much greateF ~tent.

5.

The State should amend section 1029 of the PenaZ Code and any otheF
"Laws OF policies that pFohibit the hiFing and pe:rmanent appointment
of ~-feZons as peace officeFs pFovided they have shoum evidence of
being Fehabilitated and have successfully completed a pFobationaFy
peFiod of emptoyment.

6.

The Youth AuthoFity and the State peFsonnel board should engage in
an ongoing Fe-evaZuation of peFsonnel policies and pFocedures~ especially those rel.ated to hiFing and pFOmotion~ ~th participation
in such evaLuation by aU levels of staff.

7.

The State shouZd hoZd ''open" ~aminations~ i.e.~ not FestFiated to
current State empLoyees~ foP every civil seFVice position. SimiZarZy~
the State shouZd participate with the counties in developing a pePsonnet system -that wouZd alZow the transfeF oF promotion of empLoyees
between vaztious aoFFeationaZ agencies~ without Zoss of benefits~ pFOvided they meet the necessary FequiFements.

B.

The, State shouZd aFeate the equivaLent of a ParoZe Agent III position
that wouZd invoZve diFect supeFVision of cZients (i.e.~ carFying a
caseZoad).

SurrvrraPy of Reconrnendations
9.

Ths State should develop a training netbJOrk of State and county
trainers and training resources~ simiLar to the CO-ACT Model~ to
provide or coordinate necessary training for all parole (and other
correctional) staff.

10.

The standard for parole caseloads should be reduced to at least
that set for probation subsidy caseloads (i.e.~ substantially
below SO cases).

11.

Administration should continue strong efforts to inform staff of
the future direction of the agency together with the full implications for staff~ to involve staff in the f_uture_tLhapi!1fl _Q[__~heir __________________ _
agency~ and -tO--tra.,n- tliiim- loZ.-tne-tyjies -of-roles that will be played
by the State.

12.

A careful evaluation of clerical and stenographic needs should be
made to formulate a more realistic ratio of such assistance for
parole staff.

13.

The State should increase its efforts to inform and involve the
public in all levels of correctional services~ and to ma:cimiae
its use of community resources.

14.

No liXD"d should be retained on 'parole involuntarily more than two
years unless it can be demonstrated to the parole board~ at least
every six months~ that the protection of the community is substantially increased by so doing.

15.

The Youth Authority should make a stronger coTTUTlitment not only
to the further experimentation with but also the implementation
of differential community-based treatment~ in lieu of institutionalisation~ particuLarly with those youths for whom such a
program has already been demonstrated effective.

i6.

The State should enact permissive legislation~ allowing the State
and individual counties to contract with each other for either
jurisdiction to handle both probation and parole services in any
county.

Adult Parole
17.

The administrative structure of the CDC ParoLe and Community Services
Division should be reviewed to assess the advi~ability of reducing
the number·of administrative levels through which communications
must be channeled.
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Summa:Jty of Recorrrneruiations
18.

Whenever a particu"Larly impo:rtant or possibly controversial change
in policy~ procedure~ or legisZation is to be communicated~ the
communication should be made by the appropriate headquarters administrator on a face-to-face basis (at regional or district staff
meetings) with all divisional staff concerned~ to allow for questions from those who need interpretation of the change~ and to
avoid possibly confZicting interpretations by inte~ediate administrators.

19.

The deputy director~ assistant deputy director~ and other appropriate headquarters staff should spend the maximum cunount of time
possible in direat aontaat with field staff~~pecially the line
workers~ to increase opportunities for direct two-way communication
and to enhance the line worker's feelings of importance and "belonging".

20.

Division administrators should constantly place great emphasis~ in
their contacts with regional and district administrators and with
unit supervisors~ on the vi.t al importance of their responsibility
to maintain open~ two-way communication between top management and
line staff.

21.

In view of the heavy pressures exerted on parole agents as a result
of both volume and program ~ansion~ they should be given continuous
and explicit support and assistancf4 at the level of their major decision~king responsibility--the application of philosophy and policy
to the specific case.

22.

A

23.

The California Department of Corrections should establish an overall caseload standard at least equal to that of probation subsidy
progrcuns (substantially below 50)~ but should at the scune time develop
more sophisticated strategies of differential treatment.

24.

Parole agents should be given every possible encouragement to make
recommendations completely consistent with their honest opinions in
cases up for revocation hearing. Whenever a parole board decides
contrary to staff recommendations~ the board should indicate the
basis for its decision.

25.

The California Department of Corrections should expand its efforts to
hire~ train~ and promote minority group members.

26.

The Department of Corrections should develop its own fuZZy staffed
recrruitment progrcun.

strong and continuous effort should be made to develop much greater
participation by all staff in the decision-making process~ both as
to expression of opinion on important issues and as to feedback to
staff regarding the reasoning behind decisions made.

[xiii]

Surrma.ry of Recorrrnendations
2?.

Funds should be budgeted and approved to allow for substantial. e:cpansion of trainee and parole aide pl'ograms.

28.

EVery effol't should be made to l'e-vital.ize and stl'engthen the depaPtment's in-sel'vice training (Ol' staff development) program.

29.

A plan shoul.d be developed and funded for the systematic~ specialized training of staff with in-sel"'l)ice training responsibilities.

In addition, Recommendations 6 through 9 and 16 in Chapter III on
!he Californi a._ Youth _Authorit-y a-r-e also applicable t-o the Californta
Department of Corrections.
Na.zecotic Addict Outpatient Pztogram
30.

The State should pl'ovide funds adequate to the development and continued operation of a meaningful. and efficient research program for
the NAOP.

31.

A community relations p~gram should be incorporated in NAOP's organizational stl'Ucture.

32.

A liaison committee concerned with decisions concerning clients
shoul.d be fo:mzed with repztesentatives fztom both the Authority and
progzeam staff.

33.

California's top corztectional. administrators shoul.d appoint a select
body of peztsons ~hose sole and specific job~ in conjunction with
academicians and correctional. and medical. practitioners across the
nation~ is to design~ within a specified but adequate period of
time~ a training model. for those engaged in the handling of dl'Ug
addiction.

Community-based correctional. programs
34.

The State shoul.d strengthen and expand its Community Parole Center
~ogztam for youth with increased emphasis on developing programs
that wilt a7.7.ow eaztl.ier institutional. release and fewer returns.

3S.

In the event yoil.th and adult sel"'l)ices azte consol.idated~ the State
shoul.d expeztiment with using these Community PaztoZe Centers for
adults as ~e7.7. as for youths. Othe"PW'ise~ the DepaPtment of Corrections
shoul.d increase its Cormrunity Correctional. Centers but model them
more after the Youth Authority's centers~ i.e.~ with inczteased emphasis on integrating institutions and paztoZe and on becoming an
integral. paztt of the community.

[xiv]

Srmvna:Jty of Recommeruiations
36.

The State shouZd expand its use of community-based work furZough
centers for inmates~ particu~Zy for women~ and shoutd use them
for other types of furZoughs such as vocationaZ training and educationaZ programs.

37.

The State shouZd enact ZegisZation permitting inmates on furLough
to reside in privateZy operated faciZities via contractuaZ arrangements.

ParoZing Authorities

-----------------

38.

AZZ paroZe board members shouZd be appointed by the Gove~nor~ through
a process of merit seZection~ and shoutd be confirmed by the Senate.

39.

Appointments shoutd normaZZy be to fUZZ-time positions and shoutd be
for si:z: year over Zapping terms.

40.

The Director of the Department of the Youth Authority shoutd be neither
the chairman nor a member of the Youth Authority Board.

41.

AZZ of the paroZe boards shouZd form Ziaison committees with the appropriate institutionaZ and paroZe staff to discuss and resoZve probZems
of mutuaZ concern.

42.

Consideration shouZd be given to integrating the Women's Board of
Terms and ParoZe into the AduZt Authority~ in which case at Zeast
two women members shoutd be added to the AduZt Authority.
If this occurs~ a Women's Advisory Committee shouZd be created to
advise the new Department of CorrectionaZ Services and aU the boards
on specia Z concerns re Zative to women and gir Zs.

43.

The AduZt Authority~ Youth Authority Board~ and Narcotic Addict
EvaZuation Authority shoutd be renamed the AduZt ParoZe Board~ Youth
ParoZe Board~ and Narcotic ParoZe Board~ respectiveZy.

44.

The Narcotic ParoZe Board shouZd be made a fuZZ-time board.

45.

Each board shoutd~ through a process of merit seZection~ appoint
an administrative officer and whatever number of hearing officers
may be necessary~ to perform whatever duties it wishes to deZegate.

46.

The proposed Department of CorrectionaZ Services and the various
paroLe boards shoutd form a training committee to deveZop specific
training programs in correctionaZ decision-making for aU board
members and hearing representatives~ as weZZ as for any correctionaZ
staff for whom it may be reZevant.
[xv]

SUmmary of Recommendations
4?.

Each California paroZe board shoul.d reguZarZy publish and distribute
both informational brochures and annual, reports.

48.

The California Penal Code shouZd be amended to set one year as the
minimum term to be served prior to paroZe for every person committed
to state prison.

49.

The AduZt Authority and Women's Board of Terms and ParoZe or~ if
they are consoZidated~ the Adult ParoZe Board shoul.d set terms as
soon as adequate evaluative materiaZs are avaiZabZe. The burden
of proof shoul.d be on the system to justify any subsequent ~tension
of those terms.
-·

- - - - - - - --------

--·-

---------------- - - - - - - - - -

50.

AZZ of the parole boards shoul.d revieuJ each case reguZarZy (such as
every six months) to evaZuate whether individual, inmates are ready
for paroZe.

51.

The AduZt Authority should make every possibZe effort to reduce its
median term for inmates to a period approaching the national, average.

52.

Conditions. of paroZ.e shoul.d be
to the individual, case.

53.

Although many of the foZZowing procedural, safeguards aZready ~ist
in respect to revocation hearings~ they shoul.d be adopted by aZZ of
the boards and shoul.d be codified:

clear~

minimum~

and tailored

1.

Boards shouZd meet at 'Least once a week to consider revocation matters.

2.

Hearings shoul.d be conducted by at 'Least two board members
or hearing representatives; if hearing representatives are
used~ their decisions shoul.d be confirmed by at 'Least two
board members.

3.

Written advance notice of the charges should be given to
the parolee and~ in the case of juveniZes~ to his parents
as well..

4.

The parolee shoul.d be present at 'Least at his final, revocation hearing.

5.

The paroZee should be abZe to hire and confer with an
attorney prior to the hearing; attorneys shoul.d be abZe
to ~te to and personaZZy confer with board members prior
to the hearing.

[xvi]
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Swmla.ry of Reaommendations
6.

Any witnesses shouZd be abZe to ~ite to board members;
parents of juveniZes shouZd be abZe to aonfer with board
members prior to the hearing.

7.

Correational institutional, or parole staff shouZd be avaiZabZe, at the parolee's option, to assist him in "telUng
his story" to the board.

B.

Every effort should be made to minimize the paroZee's time
in austody before disposition. The final revoaation hearing shouZd be heZd no more than 14 working days after the
paroZee is deZivered to the reaeption aenter; hearings shouZd
no-e- be postponea-un'tess necessa:fS1T7lndshouf.-d: '1'IB'Uezr-bl!f posr-poned beyond 30 days unless it is absoZutely aruaial.

54.

AZZ of the boards shouZd aonduat regular hearings in more major popuZation aenters of the State.

55.

The Adult Authority, Women's Board of Terms and Paro'te, and Youth
Authority Board shou'td make efforts to aonso'tidate initia't and final
revoaation hearings whenever appropriate.

56.

The board members or hearing representatives who hear a aase shou'td
persona't'ty notify the paro'tee of their disposition or reaommendation
at the end of the hearing.

57.

AU of the paro'te boards shouZd hoZd a foma't hearing to. aonsider
disaharge for every paro'tee who has aomp'teted two years on paroZe
sinae re'tease from a prison, juveni'te institution, CRC, or aounty
jaiZ sentenae. In the event disaharge is denied, the board shou'td
ho Zd a subsequent hearing on that aase at 'teast every si:x: months.
In all of these hearings, the "burden of proof" shouZd be on the
paro'te system to justify retention of the parolee under supervision
any 'tonger. These requirements shouZd be aodified.
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"Ideally, it is constructive in character,
individualistic in its service, flexible in its
use of resources and geared to changing needs."
The Practitioner in Corrections
California Probation, Parole and
Correctional Association
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND STUDY METHODS
If there is a single principle to which all mem_bers of the crjminal
justice system-agree-;·-tt_i_s--tnn-·anparts of the system are highly interdependent and interrelated. The effectiveness of any one segment of the
system has a direct relationship with the effectiveness of all other segments, i.e •• failure in one part of the system increases the. burden on
other parts of the system.
It is the fact of interrelatedness, conmonly referred to as a 11 continuum of services 11 , which makes it difficult to assess any one segment of
the continuum as a separate entity. This is true within as well as among
segments. For example, decisions made by parole boards are influenced by
their perception of the effectiveness of the rehabilitative work that has
been done with the parole applicant by institutional staff, and the parole
board•s decisions, in turn, affect the parole supervision program. Parolees
released too early and those released too late will require different kinds
and intensities of parole supervision than those released when they have
reached the point of maximum benefit from institutional treatment.
Almost all persons know that parole falls at the very end of the
correctional continuum. This is where those who have tried, and failed,
wind up. It is where the public screams the loudest when even the best
parole supervision goes awry, and the parolee once again attacks the community. It is the point at which felons and juvenile delinquents are often
presumed by the public to have 11 mended their wicked ways 11 , but instead may
recidivate at an alarming rate.
This all suggests that parole has the most difficult task of all--that
it carries the ·heavy end of the correctional burden. This suggestion is
partly true, though not altogether. Parole has its own responsibilities and
should properly discharge them, or be called to account. But a more basic
fact is that once an offender reaches the parole status, all other parts of
the correctional system must also then stand trial. Either they have paved
the path for acceptable behavior or they have not--and the extent to which
they have succeeded will directly affect parole outcome.
Yet, were it not for these connecting links, necessary social controls
would be completely out of the question. The immediate problem is that the
correctional field has not yet learned how to use the 11 continuum 11 of services
to best advantage.
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This concern flows through the very heart of the present study: to
discover ways in which jails, institutions, probation departments, courts,
parole services, and community correctional programs can better integrate
their assorted responsibilities, to the end that crime and delinquency can
be better controlled (and reduced if possible), and offenders persuaded
that acceptable coping behaviors are not beyond their reach.
I.

SCOPE OF PAROLE TASK FORCE

This part of the Correctional System Study is concerned with parole
services for both juvenile and adult offenders. Items selected for study
were generally as follows:
--- ---------- ------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- ··--- ---···--·- --------------··--·

1. Administrative structure, especially the positioning of authority
and lines of communication.
2. A review of California laws as they pertain to the parole system.
3.

Stated administrative policies (philosophy, personnel practices,
program objectives).

4.

Policies as reflected in line staff parole practice.

5.

Kinds and quality of results achieved by the parole system with
respect to client rehabilitation.

6. Community-based correctional programs.
7. The Narcotic Addict Outpatient Program.
8. The total Parole Board system--its structure and function.
The major study findings are presented under two main headings:
Juvenile Parole System and Adult Paro~e System. However, certain aspects
of the study were of specialized nature and are thus presented .apart from
the main body of study findings.
II.

STUDY METHODS

The planni~g phase of the study was begun by considering the purpose
and function of the parole process and detennining what steps should first
be taken in examining California•s parole system. Since the charge was to
cover the entire parole system, not just parts of it, decisions concerning
timing, staffing patterns, and orientation for fie.ld staff were also necessary.
Subsequent planning involved the selection of field staff, setting
the date for the beginning of field work, determining field assignments, and
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making arrangements for a review of California laws pertaining to parole.
In addition, contact was made with NCCD's Research Center to discuss alternative ways of obtaining necessary data and information relative to the
study.
Involved in planning also were several conferences with the study
director. These were for the purpose of clarifying the Parole Task Force's
role in the study and to inform staff of the study's overall objectives.
To provide continuity with the other Task Forces, the parole study
was concerntrated in the same fifteen counties selected by the overall
Correctional System Study. Field work was carried out by a research team
of ten persons; all of whom were experienced correctional practitioners
____________ from_o_ther states.. Study techniques employed by the- research team were as
follows:
Interviews with Parole Staff
In order to get the widest possible representation. interviews were
held with line staff, district and regional supervisors, unit supervisors,
and top administrative staff of both the California Department of the Youth
Authority and the California Department of Corrections.
The purpose of these interviews was two-fold: (1) to gather factual
information; and (2) to discover what philosophical differences exist among
parole staff, and to consider how these differences impinged on the parole
program.
Interviews with Parolees
Task Force staff interviewed adult and juvenile parolees, both individually and in groups. The purpose was to learn how parolees viewed
the parole system, and to ascertain whether they felt that they had or had
not been helped by the parole process.
Interviews with Paroling Authorities.
Contact was made with all four parole baords, and 18 out of 24 members
were interviewed. This aspect of the study was considered especially important since the respective boards make the final decision as to whether an
offender may enter parole status. It also provided opportunity for determining whether or not board members and parole staff thought alike with
respect to offenders, and what kinds of changes in board structure the board
members deemed necessary to enable them to do a more effective job.
An additional four members of the Adult Authority who were not interviewed individually were interviewed together with the entire Authority relative to revocation hearings.
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Auxiliary Interviews
Some contacts were made with police officers and sheriffs, probation
officers, mental health workers, and with volunteers. However, these were
few in number due to time restrictions. The combined numbers of juvenile
and adult parole system representatives interviewed are as follows:
Regular parole staff
Supervisory staff
Collateral persons
Parolees
Administrative staff
Parole Board members
_ _ _ BoarcL representatives
Board administrative officers

368
85
82
352
38
18
2

Questionnaires
Three sets of questionnaires were used in conducting the study. One
was designed for juvenile and adult parole agents, {the same questionnaire
in both cases}, another for juvenile and adult parolees, {the same questionnaire in both cases), and the third for parole agencies elsewhere in the
country. The staff questipnnaire contained both qualitative and quantitative
items in approximately equal amount. This was partly true for the parolee
questionnaire, but eliciting attitudes and feelings was the main objective.
The out-of-state questionnaire was developed for the purpose of learning
something about the workings of other parole systems, with par~icular reference to new programs and ideas which appeared to be promising in the field
of parole.
Questionnaire returns were as follows:
• Of 750 distributed to parole staff, 456 {61%)
were completed and returned •
• Of approximately 1,000 distributed to parolees,
435 {44%) were completed and returned •
• Of 69 sent to out-of state parole agencies, 49
{71%) were completed and returned.
Attendance at Parole Board Hearings
While time and distance factors precluded attendance at all phases of
paroling and revocation hearings of each of the four boards, Task Force staff
did observe a number of hearings of the Adult Authority and Youth Authority.
Following these hearings, board members or hearing representatives and parolees
were interviewed to elicit their comments about and reactions to the decisionmaking process. Unfortunately, however, the small number of hearings attended
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provided limited information concerning many aspects of the paroling and
revocation functions.
Observation and Interaction
There were many instances during the course of the study where Task
Force staff were invited to sit .in on budget hearings, staff conferences,
unit meetings, group counseling sessions with clients, and other related
assemblies. In some situations, the role of the individual study staff
member was that of observer; i.e., though invited to attend, he did not
actively participate in the meeting. He was thus able to pay close attention to what was being said and to the interactions of other individuals
in the group. In other instances, Task Force staff were indeed very_ muc~----·----- __ _
involve·d- 1lf~ grolip- act1v1ty--ana<fiscussion:-·--rhls -prov-idicran___exc-e llent opportunity for increased insight and understanding of parole system problems
and issues.
Sunmary
The findings and recommendations of the Parole Task Force are based
principally on interviews with all levels .of staff and with parolees, questionnaires distributed to staff and clients, interviews with parole board
members, and direct observations of their proceedings, general observation
of parole operations, a review .of the relevant literature, and regular
meetings and discussions with the overall Correctional System Study staff.

CHAPTER II
PAROLE MODEL
Parole must be viewed, not as a separate system, but as one of many
connecting and overlapping systems, all of which pertain to human behavior
in general and to the parole process in particular. Further, behavior must
be recognized as an attribute common to all persons party to the parole
process. To understand parole, then, oneliust look not merely at what the
parolee says and does, but also at the activities of his various helpers
and at community attitudes toward him. In short, one must look at the
parolee as he interacts with the criminal justice system and with his total
environment.
Given these principles, any effort to design a model for the practice
of parole must be based on the belief that parole is basically a matter of
human relationships and human interactions. To the fullest extent possible,
the model presented here is intended to reflect this belief, and applies to
both adult and juvenile parole processes.
It should also be noted that, while many of them are no.t repeated here,
the Parole Task Force strongly endorses those generic principles applicable
to the entire correctional system which are outlined and discussed in the
System Task Force Report.
I.

DEFINITION

Parole is defined as "the release of an offender from a penal or
correctional institution after he has served a portion of his sentence, under
the continued custody of the State and under conditions that permit his
reincarceration in the event of misbehavior."l
.. Parole is a continuation of the prison sentence under conditions of
prescribed freedom within the conmunity.n2
The first of these definitions of parole was written by the U. S.
Attorney General in 1939; the second is contained in the Parole Agent Manual
of the California Department of Corrections. It is interesting to note that
the former calls attention to the ominous pendulum of reimprisonment ever
swinging over the parolee's head whereas the latter stresses a communitybased process with considerable freedom" for the parolee. This difference
reflects a substantial shift of focus in correctional thinking over the
years. However, to formulate a truly progressive definition of parole, it
is necessary to incorporate the concepts of rehabilitation and reintegration.
The Parole Task Force suggests the following definition:
11

Parole is the legally sanctioned release of an
offender from a correctional institution to the
open community under temporary restrictions for
the community's protection and under professional
guidance and supervision directed at reintegrating
him into society.
·
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II.

PURPOSE

The predominant aim of parole is to protect society by preventing, or
reducing the likelihood of, further illegal behavior. The second objective
is to help the parolee make a good adjustment to necessary social controls,
and to discover ways that he can put his abilities to self-satisfying and
socially constructive use, i.e., to rehabilitate and reintegrate him into
society. The Parole Task Force views these two goals as normally compatible
and maintains that the community is ·best protected by the rehabilitation and
reintegration of the parolee.
III.

PROFESSIONAl BASE

As in probation, parole practice has traditionally been predicated
upon the philosophy and tenets of the behavioral sciences. While the approach
or emphasis has varied between and within various jurisdictions, parole has
drawn variously from the disciplines of social work, psychology, psychiatry,
sociology, and, in recent years, criminology. Thus, although parole is not a
discrete professional entity, its practitioners are frequently accorded professional status. It is expected that parole officers will adhere primarily to
a professional role involving the dispensing of competent social services from
one person (parole agent) to another (parolee), and also coordinating the
community•s services aimed at reintegrating the offender back into the society.
It should further be the case that within legal and ethical limits these services, in whatever combination proves most .efficacious, should be directed at
preparing the parolee for the resumption of responsibility for himself and his
behavior.
IV.

WORKING TOOLS FOR PAROLE

The needs and capacities of parolees vary greatly from one person to
another. For this reason, parole agents must have at their disposal, and know
how to use, many different kinds of personal skills. They must also rely on
a wide variety of community resources both for routine and for unusual types
of case situations. Accordingly, the normal array of 11 Working tools 11 that a
parole agent must be able to provide include:
1.

Positive client/professional working relationship (this must include
the ability to relate to and effect behavioral change in parolees)

2.

Flexible plan of treatment, participated in by the parolee

3.

Individual counseling

4.

Family counseling

5.

Group counseling
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6.

Community contacts and referral sources pertaining to:
employment
education
medical care
family relationships
peer relationships
reception of client back into community
halfway houses
parole centers
recreation
j. volunteer assistance
k. religion

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
·-·---·-··--··-·-·······--

---------------

V.

RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER PARTS OF THE CORRECTIONAL CONTINUUM

If the parolee is to succeed on parole, he must leave the institution
with the feeling that he wants to and can succeed. To help foster that attitude, the parole agent ass1gned to the prospective parolee should take an
active part in pre-release planning. Ideally he should be assigned at. the
time the offender is committed to an institution. This not only provides
continuity of service, but also allows more time for a primary relationship,
essential to the parole process, to develop between the agent and offender.
At the same time, the parole agent can and should consult directly with
institutional personnel, who are frequently able to supply information regarding the client leading to a more effective treatment plan than would have been
possible through written reports alone.
Optimally, planning for parole should begin the moment an offender is
placed in an institution. What he does and what he learns in the institution
has a direct bearing on the timing of his release, so frequent assessment of
his adjustment to the institutional program is most important. Also necessary
is a systematic program whereby some correctional person {preferably the parole
agent) is concurrently working in the community with the offender•s family and
local community resources in preparation for his release. As the President•s
Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice has pointed out:
11

1t is of little use to improve the reading skills
and motivation of an . . . offender if the community
school system will not receive him when he is placed
on parole. . . . It makes little sense for a correctional institution to offer vocational training if
an offender cannot find related work when he returns
to the corrmun i ty. uJ

In light of recent trends to minimize parole conditions and make them
more consistent with life in the free community parole agents should work
closely with law enforcement bodies with the aim of reducing the myriad minor
reasons for revoking parole. For obvious reasons, close contact between the
two groups has always been necessary. But if violation criteria are to be
changed, police officials should be so apprised and accompanying changes made
in their contacts with parolees.
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VI.

DECENTRALIZATION OF PAROLE SERVICES

Thoughout the various Task Force Reports, it has been emphasized that
correctional ·services should be delivered at the local convnunity level to the
greatest degree possible. This principle is especially crucial for the field
of
parole, since it has the obvious advantage of keeping the parole agent
11
Where the action is 11 • The decentralized 11 Store front .. or convnunity center
approach is highly recommended in that it places the agent where he is most
likely to:
1.

Be immediately available to his own clients

2.

Be able to handle crises situations, both
the neighborhood in general

3.

Come to know, first hand, what the community is like and what its
attitudes toward parolees are

4.

Be able to develop and use community resources for his clients

5.

Provide close supervision of clients, and thus reduce the likelihood of their posing a threat to the community

tbo~e

Qf cJLients and_nf

There are at least four other advantages to be gained from the decentralization o-f parole services. All are extremely important to the parole
function. First, by decentralizing services they are made visible to the
public eye, thus encouraging a greater amount of public understanding of the
correctional system's operation. Heightened understanding is the only way
community support, cooperation, and participation can be elicited.
Secondly, decentralization means that the parole agent is in a good
position to recruit volunteers and develop a corps of aides who could be of
great assistance both to parolees and parole agents. The community's role,
both at auxiliary agency and volunteer levels, should range from direct
program participation to acting in advisory capacity in ~ecision-making
processes.
Third, the increased interaction resulting from combined professional
and community efforts would make it possible for parole practitioners to
express accountablility not only to clients but to the public they serve.
Fourth, the increased involvement of the community would facilitate
its acceptance of and responsibility for reintegrating its own members.
While it is not necessary that community-based parole functions be
carried out by the local jurisdiction, State-county contracts should be
permissible whereby a county provides parole services for persons residing
in its jurisdiction.
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VII.

PAROLE BOARDS: STRUCTURE, FUNCTIONS, MEMBERS

Parole boards should be independent decision-making bodies who represent
the public as a check-and-balance in the correctional system (similar to the
role of the court at the local level). They should neither be under the control
of the correctional agency whose clients they evaluate, nor in any way policymaking for that agency. In brief, one of their greatest values lies in their
independence. On the other hand, every effort should be made to develop close,
cooperative working relationships between the boards and agency staff.
The duties of parole boards should be to establish policies and procedures regarding all aspects of the paroling function; to make all decisions
regarding_ the granting~ r evoking__. ..and terminatiD-9--of -Rarole_Ji..n.clu_d.ing__the._
setting and modification of conditions of parole) unless these responsibilities
are delegated to hearing representatives; if the latter occurs, to serve as a
review board on contested or appealed cases heard by hearing representatives
and to hold hearings on cases which are highly controversial.
Both the number of boards and the number of members on each should be
no larger than necessary to adequately perform their functions.
Appointments should be through merit selection, and members should serve
for six-year overlapping terms, All members should have an educational and
experiential background which would enable them to understand the causes of
illegal behavior and methods by which such behavior could be modified.
Continuous training in correctional decision-making and parolee problems
should be provided to all board members and any hearing representatives:
" .•.. It is vital that board members know the kinds of
individuals with whom they are dealing and the many
institutional and community variables relating to
their decisions. The rise of statistical aids to
decision-making and increased responsibilities to
meet due process requirements make it even more
essential that board members be sufficiently well
trained to make discriminating judgments about such
matters. u4
VIII.

PAROLING LAWS AND PRACTICE

The Report of the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice has asserted, "While there should always be a maximum
time for confinement, the law should not establish a mandatory minimum sentence."S
The offender should, whenever possible, be present during parole hearings and should be personally informed of all decisions by whomever makes the
decisions.6

- 11 During revocation hearings, parolees should be permitted opportunity
to provide both written and oral materials in their defense, including written
statements prepared by other persons. In the event that parolees admit a law
violation upon which the revocation is based, they should have the opportunity
to present matters in mitigation or extenuation.
IX.

SOME MAJOR REQUIRMENTS FOR PAROLE SUPERVISION

Because of their direct applicability to this model, the principle
suggestions of the President's Crime Commission regarding parole supervision
are quoted here. The Parole Task Force urges that they form the base for
developing a formal statement of parole standards in California.
1. "Research is needed to develop two kinds of information:

(1) an effective classification system through which to
describe the various types of offenders who require
different styles of supervision and the types of parole
officiers who can provide them; and (2) a set of treatment theories and practices which can be aoplied successfully to the different types of parolees."7

2. " ..•• pre-release and immediate post release programming
should receive a very high priority among efforts to
strengthen parole services."B
3. "The [parole] officer should be in contact with the
offender's family prior to release and make arrangements
when necessary with schools, mental health services,
potential employers, and other community resources."9
4.

-

The rules and conditions of parole " .•.• seem to be best
when they are relatively few, simple, and specifically
tailored to the individual case. But no matter how well
rules are chosen, the final test lies in how well they
are applied and sanctioned. This involves great skill
and sensitive judgment on the part of the parole officer.
Training, rigorous personnel screening methods, and
effective staff supervision are critically needed if
that level of skill and judgment is to be developed
and maintained."lO

5. "The task of a parole officer. is generally seen as developing close working relationships with police departments
rather than performing law enforcement functions directly."ll
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6. The best estimate available from current research
seems to be that caseloads should generally average
35 per officer. At that level , some offenders who
needed it could be closely supervised in caseloads
of 20 or lower, and others could be handled adequately
in caseloads as high as 75 or even more ... l2
11

(While California has for some time been working in
the direction of reduced caseloads, they have continued to remain considerably higher than the standard
recommended by the President•s Commission.)
7....... parole services should.make use of volunteers and
subprofessional aides in demonstration projects and
regular programs ... l3
8....... parole officials should develop new methods and
skills to aid in reintegrating offenders through active
intervention on their behalf with conmunity institutions ... l4
9.

11

Substantial service-purchase funds should be made available to ...• parole agencies for use in meeting imperative
needs of individual offenders that cannot otherwise be
met ... 15
X.

RECAPITULATION

While there have been many changes in parole practice over the past
thirty years, such as new treatment techniques, expanded research, more
sophisticated experimentation and so on, the basic principles and philosophy
have for the. most part remained the same. For example, the f~llowing
statement drawn up by delegates to the 1939 National Parole Conference still
stands as a model of progressive parole theory and practice today (with one
exception which will be noted below):
11

A Declaration of the Princi*les of Parole: WE, THE
DELEGATES TO THt~IONAL PROLE-cONFERENCE, ASSEMBLED
AT THE REQUEST OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES,
AND REPRESENTING THE GOVERNORS OF THE SEVERAL STATES,
THE JUDICIARY, FEDERAL, STATE, AND MUNICIPAL LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS,_THE CHURCH, THE COMMUNITY, AND THE VARIOUS
PENAL AND CORRECTIONAL SYSTEMS IN THE UNITED STATES,
RECOGNIZING THAT
Practically all imprisoned offenders are by operation of
law ultimately released, and that Parole, when properly
ad.ministered and carefully distinguished from clemency,
protects the public by maintaining control over offenders
after they leave prison, do declare and affirm that For
Parole Fully to Achieve Its Purpose:
-
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1. The paroling authority should be impartial, nonpolitical, professionally competent, and able to
give the time necessary for full consideration of
each case;
2. The sentencing and parole laws should endow the
paroling authority with broad discretion in determining the time and conditions of release;
3. The paroling authority should have complete and
reliable information concerning the prisoner, his
background, and the situation which will confront
him on his release;
4. The parol-e program- of trea"tmen-t and training should
be an integral part of a system of criminal justice;
5. The period of imprisonment should be used to prepare
the individual vocationally, physically, mentally,
and spiritually for return to society;
6. The community through its social agencies, public
and private, and in cooperatio~ with the parole
service should accept the responsibility for improving home and neighborhood conditions in preparation
for the prisoner•s release;
7.

The paroled offender should be carefully supervised
and promptly reimprisoned or otherwise disciplined
if he does not demonstrate capacity and willingness
to fulfill the obligations of a law abiding citizen;

8. The supervision of the paroled offender should be
-exercised by qualified persons trained and experienced
in the task of guiding social readjustments;
9.

The state should provide adequate financial support
for a parole system, including sufficient personnel
selected and retained in office upon the basis of
merit;

10. The public should recognize the necessity of giving
the paroled offender a fair opportunity to earn an
honest living and maintain self-respect to the end
that he may be truly rehabilitated and the public
adequately protected ... l6
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The only point that does not fit a progressive model for parole
today is number 7. As mentioned earlY in this chapter, a modern statement
of parole philosophy must .remove the emphas1 s on prompt reimpri sonment and
replace it with a stress on releasing the offender on parole to the community
as soon as possible, consistent with public protection, and ma ke every effort
to keep him there through effective rehabilitation and reintegration.
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Despite these changes, inherent handicaps such as size and geography,
and the rigid chain of command traditions imbued in many middle-management
personnel, continue to pose problems. Also, the great bulk of staff services
(such as research, program development, personnel management, and other
specialized functions) are still located far from most field operations. It
would therefore appear, despite the substantial progress in decentralization,
that the Youth Authority has not yet made a total commitment to a participatory
style of management which pushes decision-making power, program responsibility,
and necessary supportive service to the lowest possible level.
Top level administrators disputed this, but the evidence was clear
from staff comments and responses. During interviews, line parole agents
often expressed the view that authority was too concentrated at "the top";
that they had little or no voice in policies; that action rarely, if ever,
seemea--to- be -taktinori-5-uggesfionst fiey- made -tnrougnthe cna'fn of command;
and that their innovativeness and sometimes "risk-taking" treatment efforts
were often hampered by lack of support. Several agents stated that the
cardinal rule in the agency was "protect the agency" or "don't rock the
boat". They said that when "the pressure was on", they were often not backed
up by their superiors. In brief, they perceived their agency as taking a
conservative posture and leaving the "risk-taking" to individual agents.
These attitudes were also expressed in questionnaire data results.
Table I reveals that two-thirds of all staff (including administrators and
supervisors) felt that they had little or no voice in decision-making within
their agency~ Both upward and downward communication were perceived as
unsatisfactory, especially by line workers who also saw CYA as discouraging
flexibility and creativity, and as being basically conservative in its outlook.
An additional problem cited was that services units within the Youth
Authority, such as budget and personnel, traditionally have been oriented
more toward controlling instead of serving field operations and line staff.
For example, one supervisor asserted that the role of the Personnel Board
and personnel policy was geared to keeping staff in line. It was also
stated that, to a large degree, budget personnel control program, yet involve
line workers in their decisions only minimally, if at ·all.
These findings make it apparent that the Youth Authority still has a
long way to go to create a truly participatory style of management as recommended by the President's Commission.3 (The type of organizational structure
and administrative style recommended by the Correctional System Study is
discussed in detail in the System Task Force Report.) At the same time,
there is substantial reason for an optimistic outlook. The Di'rector himself
recently informed the Rehabilitation Services Division staff at their annual
conference that the traditional Youth Authority "is in the full agony of its
death throes", though, unfortunately, "some members of our staff still cling
to and harken back to an organization that has ceased to exist". He also
asserted:
"I can assure you that the Youth Authority is going to
continue changing at an accelerated rate. Flexibility
in both management and program is critical to our future
growth and development."4
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STAFF PERCEPTIONS OF YOUTH AUTHORITY STRUCTURE AND ORGANIZATION
(Percentage distribution*)

ALL
STAFF
(N=186}

LINE
WORKERS
{N=l45}

ADMINISTRATORS
&SUPERVISORS
{N=41}

voice in the decision-making of your
agency.
Strong voice
In between
Little or no voice

7
26
67

5
29
66

15
17
69

2. Estimate how good the downward communication (i.e., from agency heaij down)
in your agency is.
Good
Fair
Poor

19
32
49

18
30
52

22
39
39

3. Estimate how good the upward communication (i.e., from line workers up)
in your a~ency is.
ood
Fair
Poor

18
29
54

14
28
58

26
32
42

4. Estimate how progressive and risktaking .. your agency is.
Clearly progressive
Inbetween
Clearly conservative

16
32
53

15
30
54

20
37
44

5. Estimate the degree to which your agency
encourages flexibility and creativity.
Clearly encourages
In between
Clearly discourages

27
37
36

27
32
41

24
56
20

QUESTION
1. Estimate to what extent you have a

11

*Columns may not total 100% for a specific question due to rounding.
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Recorrrnendation
1. The Youth Authority administration should totally commit itself
and maintain its commitment to a participatory style of management.
In the event that consolidation occurs between the Youth Authority and
Depazatment of Correction'S.J it is irrrperatiye that this style of management be
put into operation from the very start of the net.V Department of Correctional
Services.J in Zine lJith the new natu:rae of the State correctional apparatus
recommended by the System Task Force.

II.

PHILOSOPHY AND POLICIES

In Theory
The Youth Authority Act spelled out its purpose in 1941 as follows:
11

To protect society more effectively by substituting
for retributive punishment methods of training and
treatment directed toward the correction and rehabilitation of young persons guilty of public offenses. 11 5

Over the past thirty years, the Youth Authority has in large part
retained this stated objective, but in addition has attempted to place equal
weight on the two goals mentioned in the Act, viz. protection of society and
the rehabilitation of_youth. In discussing CYA goals and philosophy, many
agents referred to the Parole Manual, which describes the duties of parole
agents as follows:
11

The parole agent serves two distinct yet comp~tible
purposes in the treatment of delinquency: (1) assisting the wards assigned to him in their rehabilitation,
and (2) the protection of society. He must maintain
the clear perspective of his duties so that the needs
of his wards and the safety of the community are maintained in the proper balance and one not being met to
the exclusion of the other. 11 6

Parole Task Force staff viewed both of these statements of purpose
as satisfactory, but with certain reservations. First, while the attempt
to balance rehabilitation and community protection is necessary, the primary
-goal should clearly be stated as protection of the public (as is done in the
Youth Authority Act), in the event the two objectives conflict with each other.
Secondly, important as rehabilitation is, helping a client to readjust to
society may be even more important as a secondary goal. The ·concept of reinte9ration is relatively new, and it carries a specific message: The parole system
(and other correctional systems as well) needs to concentrate increasingly on
how offenders
relate to their total environment rather than, as one academician
put it, 11 dinking around with their psyches ...
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In this regard, the Youth Authority very recently formulated. a new
statement of its correctional mission--a statement which endorses the position
taken by the Correctional System Study, viz:
...... the Department seeks to reduce the ~robabi 1it~
[rate] of "continuing illeQal behavior o youth un er
t'fi'eTurisdiction of a criminal justice agency. 11 7
(emphasis added.)
In Practice
Parole staff were asked both what is and what should be their primary
goal. Table II indicates that almost all of the parole staff stated that the
primary goal should be either rehabilitation or public-protection, with a
strong preference for the former. In spite of the official statements quoted
in the preceding section, staff could not agree on what is the act~al goal of
the Youth Authority. It is clear, however, that many agents feel that their
department does not stress rehabilitation to the extent that it should. One
might surmise that considerable dissatisfaction, confusion, or, at least,
disagreement must result--an inference generally supported by Task Force
interviews with staff.
TABLE II
STAFF PERCEPTIONS OF GOALS
PERCENT
RESPONSE

QUESTION
1. What should be the primary (i.e., most important) goal
of corrections?
Punishment
Keeping offenders 11 0ff the streets 11
Protection of society
Rehabilitation of offenders
Other
Unclear or no opinion

1
0
37
57
4

2

2. What actually is the primary goal of your agency?
Punishment
Keeping offenders 0ff the streets
Protection of society
Rehab-i 1i tati on of offenders
Other
Unclear or no opinion
11

2
11

5

40
33
6

13

- 22 Further evidence of ambivalence or lack of clarity was provided by
staff response to the question: 11 Estimate how clear the philosophy and
policies of your agency are ... Thirty-five percent of all employees said
they were definitely unclear while only 20% felt they were clear. This
finding is consistent with those presented in Table I in the previous section.
When interviewed, many parole agents indicated that they did not really
know what was expected of them in their daily work. When asked to elaborate,
they pointed to the dua·l power structure of the Youth Authority administration
and Board as the core of the problem. On the one hand, they said that it was
their understanding that CVA administration was responsible for setting policy
and for implementing policy in daily practice. Policies were to be interpreted
and passed down the chain of command. In reality, however, they did not ·perceive it as working this way at all. For although Section 501 of the Parole·
Agent Manual declares that orders and d1rect1ves-rtow down from the Office of
the Director, the Manual also explicityly states:
11

When an order is made on the case of a ward by a
duly constituted Board or Panel thereof of the
Youth Authority, the staff shall expeditiously
execute the order. ua

In effect, then, not only is the parole agent responsible both to the
Board and to the Department, but there is a pervasive feeling that policy for
everyday parole agent duties is set by the Board, not by the Department. The
problem is exacerbated by the fact that most agents believe that Board policy
runs counter to Departmental policy. At the center of this concern was the
common perception of the Board as overly conservative, too concerned· about
community reaction (mainly law enforcement), and focusing too much on legal
points, documentation of client visits, etc.
A few even went so far as to say that there was little point in abiding
by any policy other than those set by the Board since they so often took precedence over the dictates of both administration and the Parole Agent Manual.
While the Parole Agent Manual theoretically spells out a rather complicated
procedure for resolving such inconsistencies and conflicts,9 many parole agents
obviously either do not use it or do not feel it is effective.
Although not comfortable with this arrangement, several agents pointed
to some practical advantages. One is that it permits an immediate supervisor
to be of considerable help to line staff, even though indirectly. The supervisor has direct contact with the Board since he normally presents all cases
in his unit to it. Hence, he is in a position to intercede for the agent by
helping him to convince the Board of specific recommendations which the agent
believes to be necessary for the accomplishment of treatment objectives.
Another advantage is that since the agents know what the Board expects
by way of written reports and what the many inclinations or 11 biases 11 are of
its individual members, it is not difficult to 11 slan.t 11 reports in a direction
that manipulates the Board. While the agents are aware of and very much
concerned about the ethics involved in this situation, many feel that it is
often the only way to achieve desirable treatment objectives. In short, the
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Board is considered to be so conservative with respect to revocation decisionmaking that some parole agents are willing to compromise their own ethics for
what they perceive as the best interests of their clients.
Although this situation is not unique to parole, it should be remedied.
As with probation officers who write different reports for different judges,
parole agents will probably always be tempted to mold their reports in such
a way as to obtain the disposition they desire. However, this inclination
must be strongly resisted if the correctional profession is to maintain its
integrity. Removing the Youth Authority Board completely from the Department
of the Youth Authority (as recommended in Chapter VII) should enable staff to
write the facts honestly and objectively as they see them, without fear of
repercussions of any kind. (The Probation Task Force is recommending that
probation offic~rs not be appointed by the Judiciary for the same reason.)
Separating the-Board from -the Auttrori-ty -sh-oulda lso nelp tcfClarffyanct unify
the philosophy and policies of the Department since they will ~hen emanate
from a single source. This is not to suggest that the two bodies should
remain aloof from one another. On the contrary, every effort must be made
to develop and maintain coordinated and cooperative relationships between the
Board, the Youth Authority, and all parole personnel.
II I .

FUNCTIONS

The two primary functions or tasks of parole are classification and
rehabilitation/reintegration of offenders. Generally speaking, the California
Youth Authority has been a national leader in both of these areas, particularly
in terms of program planning and development.
Classification
Considerable time and effort is expended in reception centers and other
institutions to classify all wards by one or more systems that have relevancy
to treatment techniques. However, much of this effort seems lost when youths
are paroled. For example,·two-fifths of all line agents indicated that they
use no classification system whatever with their clients. An additional 30%
replied that they used one, but found it of no significant help in treating
their clientele. This corroborates Task Force interview findings which
indicated very little sophisticated use of a classification system. A sizeable
number of staff mentioned that they had been trained in 1-Level classification.
But they added that they did not normally use it, ostensibly because it was
complicated and time-consuming. One agent classified all his. cases according
to astrology, supposedly facetiously, and felt that it was as meaningful as
anything else. Task Force staff found little evidence to dispute this.
There were a few noteworthy exceptions to the situation described above.
These were found in special programs with significantly reduced caseloads, such
as the Community Treatment Project and the Guided Group Interaction Program.lO
A particularly progressive direction pursued in some units was the 11 matching 11
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of workers and clients according to the worker's ability to deal with a
particular type of youth (a concept supported by 70% of all staff). However,
the normal differentiation seemed to be merely the one mentioned in the Parole
Agent Manual, viz. "regular supervision cases", which were to be seen once a
month, and "special service cases", to be seen twice a month .11
Recorrmen.dation. 2. The Youth Authority should strengthen its ongoing
development
use of cZassification systems, 'With particuZar emphasis on
integrating such efforts between institutions and pa:l'ole.

ana

Rehabilitation/Reintegration
In Theory. As previously mentioned, the California Youth Authority
has long been in the forefront nationally in planning and developing correctional strategies. In keeping with this tradition, the Department has recently
drawn up and endorsed one of the most progressive policy statements on program
planning in existence. While this document is brief and, in many respects not
implemented, it clearly sets forth a series of premises for correctional
planning which "represent the conceptual framework and guide used f~~ comprehensive program planning by the Department of the Youth Authority":
1. Divert from the System
2. Minimize Penetration into the Criminal Justice System
3. Maximize Capacity for Differential Care, Treatment and Custody
4.

Normalize Correctional Experience

5. Maximize the Involvement of the Volunteer and the Offender as an
Agent of Change
6. Minimize Time in Correctional System
7. Maximize Research and Evaluation for Feedback and Organizational
Change
The Parole Task Force concurs totally with all these principles and
suggests the addition of another, perhaps implied in number 5: Maximize the
Use of Community Resources.
In Practice. The Youth Authority has a number of carefully planned,
experimental treatment programs in operation, primarily in large urban centers.
These programs (notably the Community Treatment Project, Guided Group Interaction,
Part Way Homes and Community Parole Centers) have been described and evaluated in
regular CYA reports.l3 Unfortunately, however, the youths participating in these
programs comprise only 10% of the total parolee population (approximately 13,500

- 25 wards).l4 The great majority of rehabilitation/reintegration efforts take
place in excessively large caseloads and are left up to the ingenuity and
skills of the individual agent. (The new Increased Parole Effectiveness
Program attempts to ameliorate this situation by reducing caseload size and
requiring a differential case approach, involving careful and ongoing case
planning between agents and supervisors.)
Also noteworthy is increased Departmental effort to integrate institution and parole services. By placing both components of the system in one
Division of Rehabilitation Services, and by pilot programs which assign cases
to parole agents while wards are still confined, some progress is being made
toward coordinating the services of both. Examples of these pilot programs
are the Community Parole Centers (evaluated in some detail in Chapter VI),
the Ventura Intensive Trea tme_J!j:____E_rogram ,__aruLtbe. KI TE_p.rogram a.t_Ne_lJ es--a 11
Ofwnich 1nvolve 11 in-and-out 11 caseload assignments. Administration feels
that another recent program of value is the 11 temporary detention" program in
which wards can be held in one of the institutions up to thirty days at the
request of the individual parole agent. Approximately 2,000 youths were so
detained between July, 1970 and March, 1971.
While this program has potential for considerable abuse and must therefore be judiciously exercised, it has the definite advantage of handling minor
violations expenditiously without the necessity of requesting a Board hearing
or the risk of lengthy reinstitutionalization.
Finally, staff were asked to estimate "the general guality of correctional services" in their agency. Only 21% of line workers and 42%. of administrators rated it highly while 32% and 15%, respectively, indicated it was
of low quality. Since the great majority of respondents were from regular
parole units, it is surmised that many of the pessimistic responses reflected
frustration about unmanageable caseloads.
To summarize, the California Youth Authority has developed an extremely
progressive set of principles by which its operations should be guided. A
number of noteworthy programs have been put into effect, and a major reorganizational step has been taken to better coordinate services. It appears,
however, that these developments and changes have not overly-impressed the
great majority of line workers and administrators. The Parole Task Force
urges the Department to continue its quest for providing more effective
services _especially aimed at reintegrating wards back into their respective
comnunities.
IV.

RESOURCES

This section will examine the key resources available to carry out the
Youth Authority's-mission. "Resources" is used here in a very broad sense,
referring to any factor that contributes to the CYA's efforts in accomplishing
its goals.
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The principle resources to be discussed are staff, training, general
working environment, community relations and resources, and fiscal support.
Staff
The consistent impression Task Force members had of Youth Authority
staff was that the majority was seriously committed to its work and dedicated
to assisting youths make a successful adjustment in society. At the same
time, a sizeable minority appeared to be either 11 burnt out 11 , i.e., coasting
on their jobs and trying to expend as little effort as possible, or excessively
law enforcement oriented. Perhaps this is inevitable in large correctional
organizations whose staff come from widely varying backgrounds and work
_______ _JU(perience. Nevertheless, many staff ex ressed frustr.ation with the s stem's
inability to either 11 revitalize 11 or remove such persons.
In addition, even highly dedicated line staff, laboring under severe
handicaps, were very discouraged. Caseloads are excessively large and the
proportion of 11 hard-core 11 difficult-to-manage clients has been11 steadily
increasing since the advent of probation subsidy;l5 a strong hold-the-line 11
State budget has hampered program enrichment and the development of auxiliary
resources; training is minimal; and many staff feel that their agency does
not adequately support treatment efforts.
Supervision. Supervisors are generally seen as the pivotal workers in
an organization. They are the key link between administration and line workers
who carry out agency operations. As such, they are crucial links in the
vertical communication network. They are also the primary trainers and enablers
of line workers, a role which generally 11 makes or breaks 11 the organization.
Accordingly, it is essential that these individuals be selected carefully, be
delegated appropriate authority and responsibility, and be provided with ongoing
training necessary for their job.
. While many staff expressed high regard for their supervisors, others
complained that either they received too little supervisory assistance, or
that their supervisors were too controlling and restrictive. A not infrequent
assertion made by line staff and higher administrators was that a number of
these critical first-line supervisor positions were filled by persons who were
incompetent or 11 burnt-out ...
Questionnaire results, however, indicated that about two-thirds of line
staff11 evaluated11 their invnediate supervisors as being 11 qualified 11 , . 11 helpful",
and available • In fact, supervisors and administrators were slightly more
critical of their superiors than were line workers. It will be recalled in
Table I that fully 69% of the supervisors and administrators asserted that
they had little or no voice in decision-making matters. Apparently these
persons feel more restricted than do the lower echelon personnel.
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A number of first line supervisors asserted that they were not allowed
as much participation in decision-making important to the organization, such
as budget appropriations a·nd personnel decisions, as they should be. Some
also mentioned that they needed more training in management and supervisory
techniques than was available. The general consensus, however, was that,
top level administration did want to involve them increasingly in decisionmaking processes.
Recommendation. 3. First line supervisors shouLi be carefully selected
on the basis of abitity to maximize effectiveness of line workers under them
and should be retained in such positions only as long as they are doing this.
They should be delegated increasing authority and responsibility, should be
involved more in decision~aking crucial to the agency, and should receive
greatly inCl'eas-ed trai.-ni:ng in efjec"ti.ve manageria-,;- techniques.

Para-Professionals and Volunteers. While there is almost always a
certain amount of staff resistance, at least initially, the use of paraprofessional and volunteer workers is now a well-established and well-accepted
resource in corrections.l6
Although the actual hiring· or involvement of para-professionals and
volunteers was found to vary greatly from office to office, parole staff were
generally found to be favorably disposed toward them, both in interviews and
in questionnaire responses. Questionnaire results showed that 85% of line
workers were willing and able to use para-professionals, and 78% asserted
that they could use volunteers in their normal work. In fact, 93% of all
staff felt New Careerists ••should be allowed and encouraged to work their
way up to regular line and supervisory positions ••.. provided they meet the
necessary requirements... This support is not to say, however, that there
have not been some negative incidents with some of these workers or that
there has been no conflict between them and professional staff. As with any
other staff, 11 New Careerists 11 need to feel that they are an important part
of the organization, and they need to receive ongoing training and supervision.
Unfortunately, the 11 New Careerist program is being eliminated in July,
1971 due to budget restrictions. Administration p~inted out that this program
had been poorly planned, e.g., CYA had little or no involvement in the selection process, no career ladder was made avai 1able. for these persons, and the
prohibition against ex-felons becoming parole agents prevented some from ever
being promoted to that category. However, administration did indicate that
every effort is being made to retain those New Careerists 11 who had become
formal State employees by reallocating funds from other sources. Additionally,
a study is being made of the specific functions of entry level positions to
determine if certain tasks could not be handled by para-professionals.
11

11

Recommendations. 4. The Youth Authority should make every possible
effort to revive and expand its para-professional prog~. Similarly, it
should recruit and involve volunteers to a much greater extent.
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5. The State shouZd amend section 1029 of the PenaZ Code and any otheP
Zaws oP poZicies that pPohibit the hiPing and permanent appointment of ex-feZons
as peace officeps pPovided they have shown evidence of being pehabiZitated and
have successfUZZy compZeted a pPobationaPy pePiod of empZoyment.

Personnel Policies: Hiring and Promotion. Few staff had serious
objection to .initial empl oyment requirements. About 85% felt that minimum
qualifications should be a bachelor's degree in the behavioral sciences, with
most staff also favoring a year•s · graduate training or relevant experience.
However, many complained about promotional procedures and opportunities.
Dissatisfaction with the current set-up was pervasive, and clearly surpassed
the gripes of a few malcontents or the grumblings of those -who had not been
promoted-. ··nrrac't;--8T%o f -all--l-ine_\'Kl_rker·s- and-"76% or ·supe"rvi sors and admi-nistrators replied 11 n0 11 to the question: 11 Are you basically satisfied with the
promotional system in your agency? 11 Specific complaints included the observations
that administration often manipulated civil service lists to promo.te
11
favored employees 11 ; that written tests were often irrelevant; that there was
little feedback on test results as to why or in what areas individuals performed
poorly; and that there were increasingly fewer pro100tional opportun-ities due to
declining commitments to the State's juvenile institutions.
Minority ·hiring and promotion has been an issue of special consternation.
While many staff declared that the Youth Authority has traditionally been a
11
White organization .. , it was generally acknowledged that the current administration was making a concerted effort to hire minority persons. Many staff
were found to have strong feelings on this issue and expressed different points
of view. On the one hand, a number of minority personnel, particularly
militants, asserted that Blacks and Chicanos were not being hired or promoted
to anywhere near the degree they should. On the other hand, some Caucasian
agents felt that administration was trying to promote minorities even if they
were not as qualified as others. Some went so far as to suggest that additional
credit was being given to minority persons on the oral exam. The racial issue
in the CYA is one that is reflective of society in general, and one would be
simply burying one's head in sand to deny that it was a pervasive concern among
both staff an-d clients.
Finally, there was overwhelming support (84% to 87%) for revising the
policies of the entire correctional personnel system to allow employees from
any part of the system to transfer, without loss of rank or benefits, to any
other correctional agency in the State. Similarly, 97% of all staff supported
the creation of a separate promotional series for case-carrying agents, parallel
to at least the first line supervisor level. In this way, outstanding parole
agents would not have to become administrators to be promoted.
Recommendations. 6.
shouZd engage in an ongoing
especiaZZy those PeZated to
evaZuation by aZZ ZeveZs of

The Youth AuthoPity and the State pePsonneZ boaPd
Pe-evaZuation of pePsonneZ poZicies and pPocedUPes,
hiring and pPamotion, with paPticipation in such
staff.

- 29 7. The State shouZd hoZd "open" e:r:cuninations, i.e., not xoestxoiated to
auxoxoent State empZoyees, foxo evexoy aiviZ sexoviae position. SimiZaxoZy, the
State shouZd paxotiaipate with the aounties in deveZoping a pexosonneZ system
that wouZd alZow the txoansfexo oxo pxoomotion of empZoyees between vaxoious
ao?'X'eationaZ agencies, without loss of benefits, pxoovided they meet the
neaessaxoy xoequixoements.

B. The State shouZd axoeate the equivalent of a PaxooZe Agent III
position that wouZd invoZve dixoeat supexovision of aZients (i.e., aaX"X"ying
a aase toad) •

Training
lt seems a strange paradox that there should be almost universal
agreement regarding the importance of sound basic training, yet study after
study points to the lack of adequate training as a major problem. The present
study is no exception. Although three-quarters of all parole staff acknowledged
the existence of some in-service training, they rated both its quantity and
quality as low. Table III reveals that while most staff acknowledged the
existence of some type of in-service training, they did not view it as being
pertinent, ongoing, or individu~lized. Only 17% of line workers and 9% of
administrators reported that they received even a full hour of training per
week. Verbal assertions repeatedly supported these questionnaire results,
with heavy emphasis on the need for more and better training at the crucial
point of agency orientation. The major reason given for this situation was
a "bare bones" training budget. This indeed seems to be the case since only
$32,165, or less than .4% of the parole budget is allocated for training.l7
Since comprehensive studies of training and manpower concerns were
conducted in 1968 and in 1969-70, the reader is referred to those documents
for a detailed analysis of the current state of training needs, allocation
of resources, gaps in training, and a lengthy series of recommendations which
Task Force members generally support.l8
The Youth Authority is well aware of its training deficiencies, and
has recently taken steps to strengthen its training resources in parole by
the new Increased Parole Effectiveness program. But much more needs to be
done. Any significant improvement will necessitate a strong administrative
commitment to training; a vastly increased budgetary allocation to cover
training time and travel; the hiring of specialized trainers; adequate funds
for conferences, workshops, special equipment such as videotape; and accessible
library facilities.
An additional problem referred to in the training studies mentioned
above is the very poor coordination between the State's various training
resources. Specifically, the Youth Authority has its own internal training
program and at the same time maintains a separate training program for county
probation officers through its Community Services Division. The Department
of Corrections also has a probation training program as do many of the county
probation departments. On top of this, within both CYA and CDC, there are
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CYA STAFF TRAINING
(Percentage distribution*)

ALL
STAFF

QUESTION

(N=l86~

ADMINISTRATORS
LINE
WORKERS &SUPERVISORS
{N=l45}
{N=41)

1. Does your agency have in-service

training for employees of your level?
Yes
No

76
24

75
25

80
20

48
52

45
55

56
44

20
80

22
78

13
87

36
64

35
65

41
59

62
23
12
3

63
20
13
4

59
31
9
0

2. Is this training relevant?
Yes
No
3. Is it individualized?
Yes
No
4. I.s it ongoing?
Yes
No
5. If you receive in-service training,
how many· hours per month?
1-2
3-4
5-9
10

hours per month
hours per month
hours per month
or more

*Columns may not total 100% for a specific question due to rounding.
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resources at a premium, this duplication is both costly and highly inefficient.
Reaommendation. 9. The State should develop a t~aining netwo~k of
State and aounty t~aine~s and t~aining ~eso~aes, simiZa~ to the CO-ACT
ModeZ,19 to provide o~ aoo~dinate neaessa~ t~aining fo~ aZZ pa~oze (and
othe~ ao~~eationaZ) staff.

Working Environment
Caseloads. One of the most serious bandicaps found within the-juvenile
system was excessive caseload size. Although the State requires that
counties must have substantially below 50 cases per probation officer in order
to qualify for State subsidy,20 Youth Authority parole agents have been staggering under caseloads averaging 72 boys or 56 girls. This has been the case
for 90% of the 13,500 wards on parole.21 In view of the fact that virtually
all of these cases are youths with whom the counties had been unable to cope,
even in local camps or specialized subsidy caseloads, this situation is an
absurdity.

paro1~

The Youth Authority itself has frankly admitted the inadequacy of this
program:
".... the present parole program provides a minimum
level of surveillance and those limited case work
services which do occur are almost an incidental
product arising out of other activities."22
"The total effect has been to substantially reduce
the level of protection we offer the public and
the level of effective service we are able to
offer to cl 'i ents."23
The Department also points to related parole deficiencies:
11

insufficient time for case services and supervisory case management;
(2) case assignment based on geography and insistence
on uniform caseload size;
(3) the lack of meaningful discussion and review of
case-services delivered; and
(4) the systematic development of new alternatives for
parolees.
Needless to say, systematic research related to any of
these areas is completely missing."24
(1)

This situation apparently caused such problems that Task Force members
were informed of considerable effort to "beat the system". For example, some
staff indicated that directives occasionally came down not to discharge youths
12-81884
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at critical budget times, to transfer cases in such a way as not to lose
positions, etc. This type of manipulation seemed to be generally accepted
as necessary to protect the work force.
Recommendation. 10. The standard for paPoZe aaseZoads shouZd be
reduaed to at Zeast that set for probation subsidy aaseZoads (i.e.~ substantiaZZy beZow 50 aases).

Morale. Another serious problem in CYA parole today is poor morale.
This was a consistent observation of Task Force staff throughout most parts
of the State. Many experienced CYA personnel said morale was clearly the
lowest it had ever been in their recollection. Fifty percent of all parole
s ta fr 1nalcatea- rn--thequesti ann a; r-e- tna: t-morarewa-s-denni te Ty- row---\conrpa:red
to 34% of CYA institutional workers and 29% of adult parole staff); only
15% said morale was high.
Oddly enough, reasons for low morale appeared to center around the
positive effects of probation subsidy. Since 1965, the number of wards
committed to the Youth Authority has declined steadily25 (see Juvenile
Institution Task Force Report). Mainly, this has been due to the efforts
of county probation departments to work with as many malleable youth as
possible, and to refer to the State only those who seem incapable of responding well to probation supervision. The obvious outcome has been an increase
in the proportion of difficult hard-core cases in CYA institutions and on
parole. Yet parole caseload sizes have remained much the same (until the
recent Increased Parole Effectiveness Program), and there has been little,
if any, increase in auxiliary services or enriched programming which would
make the agent•s job more manageable.
Reduced commitment rates have also had the effect of contracting rather
than expanding parole operations. In turn, this has resulted in fewer
opportunities for promotion. Parole staff are becoming increasingly anxious
about these conditions. They no longer see job security or promotional
opportunities as something to be taken for granted. In fact, some staff
pointed out that the only recent boost to morale was the inclusion of parole
agents in the safety retirement program, allowing earlier retirement.
Surprising as it may seem, the morale factor has not yet observably
affected staff dedication to the work they are doing. According to questionnaire responses, 70% of all staff were planning to make a career in corrections
and would recommend the field to other persons. Only 7% planned to leave
corrections and 12% would not recommend it as a career.
In several respects, the future for parole staff is likely to become
even more difficult and more uncertain. In a sense, the die has been cast.
The direction for correctional services is clearly to move them as much as
possible to the local, i.e. county, level. If the State subsidy program is
shored up, fewer and fewer wards will be committed to the State. In consequence, there will be fewer jobs for State employees in parole (though there
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and other specialized services).
Conditions like these are painful to contemplate and harder yet to
accept. It is therefore imperative that administration continue to inform
staff, at all levels, of the future direction of their agency and, to the
fullest extent possible, provide them with the opportunity of participating
in the shaping of its destiny. Administration must also make every effort
to provide for the future of its staff, and to develop the kind of staff
that will be needed in the State's newly emerging role in corrections. This
new role is spelled out in the System Task Force Report.
Reaammendation. 11. Administ~tion shoutd aontinue strong efforts to
inform staff of the future direation of the agenay together with the futZ
impZiaations for staff~ to invoZve staff in the future shaping of their agenay~
and to train them for the types of rotes that wiZZ be ptayed by the State.

Communication. As Table I indicated, communication, particularly
upward, was perce1ved by most staff as generally poor. Many acknowledged,
however, that the administration was making a serious effort to improve the
flow of information in both directions. Several agents pinpointed the levels
of middle-management as the primary obstacle to good communication. They
asserted that if this obstacle were ·removed, "communication would be at an
all-time peak".
In a State as large as California, difficulties in developing an
effective communication network must be expected. Further, for California,
it can be predicted that the problem will worsen, at least for a ti'me, as
CYA continues to decentralize. Administration must do everything it can to
anticipate the onset of new communication problems, and at the same time seek
ways of resolving those already existing. Difficult as this sounds, it is
not an impossible task. For when all staff become truly involved in key
decisions pertaining to agency function, legitimate claims of communication
barriers should no longer be possible.
Workin~ Conditions.
Aside from the major problem of excessive caseloads, genera working conditions appeared satisfactory. Over 90% of staff,
for example, described both their working conditions and salaries as "fair"
or ·"good... Not surprisingly, the major complaint was directed at inadequate
clerical help; 25% of staff said such assistance was insufficient. This
appears in large part directly due to the ratio of only one clerk-typist
position for every 220 cases in a unit, plus one-half position for each unit
supervisor. This is barely more than half the mandatory standard imposed
on probation subsidy units by the State of three such positions for every
unit, all of which must have substantially less than 300 cases.26
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Recorrrnendation. 12. A carefuZ evaZuation of cZeroicaZ and stenogroaphic
needs shouZd be made to fo~uZate a more reaZistic ratio of such assistance
for paroZe staff.

Community Relations and Community Resources
According to questionnaire results, 92% of all staff felt that the
public does not understand what corrections is all about. A meager 4% believed
tllat society is supportive of correctional endeavors as against 68% who said
it is not. These perceptions are considerably more pessimistic than those of
the probation officers (see Probation Task Force Report), and indicate something
about the community's attitude toward parolees and the agents' anticipations of
the type of reception wards receive when released from VA institutions. As all
-of the Tas Force Reports -have noted -;-it -is evident -thata-grea1:n eed exfsts
for vastly increased public education and improved public relations, not only
for parole but for all of corrections.
As for community resources, the most frequently mentioned needs were
satisfactory living arrangements (such as group and foster homes), a much
wider variety of mental health resources, and more employment opportunities
for older wards. Many line staff expressed eagerness to involve the community
by enlisting the aid of volunteers in the important job of parolee rehabilitation and reintegration. One of the most promising Youth Authority programs
concerned with treating youth at the community level and with community
involvement is the Parole Center Program which is discussed in Chapter VI.
Administration has taken a very progressive stance on the issue of
community involvement. The Director, in a recent address to the Rehabilitation
Services Division, stressed repeatedly that the future direction of corrections
is clearly to care for the offender in the community, and to involve residents
of the community as agents for change. In his words, Virtually all of the
changes confronting us are based on a theme of expanding community-based programs".27 The key question here is whether this philosophy will filter down
throughout all levels of staff, and if so, what commitment will staff make to
it. The answer (at the county as well as State level) may well be the single
most important factor affecting the thrust and success of correctional efforts
for years to come.
11

Recommendation. 13. The State shouZd increase its efforts to info~
and involve the public in aZZzeveZs of correctionaZ services, and to maximiae
its use of community resources.

Fiscal Support
Compared with other State correctional programs, financially the CYA
parole program appears to be faring relatively well. This may be partly due
to society's general interest in youth. However, parole programs, like most
other State operations, are feeling the financial pinch of increased citizen
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meeting attended by a Task Force member, and to which all supervisors and
administrators from half of the State had been invited to discuss the budget.
The principal speaker opened the session with the statement: "Gentlemen, this
is an issue of survival. We are talking about saving jobs and preserving the
system ... He went on to suggest that survival of the system was so uncertain
as to necessitate considerable budget manipulation.
A related problem was the feeling of many line and middle-management
s-cafr that they had little or no input in budget preparation. Even the above
mentioned meeting, apparently t he first of its kind, was perceived by some as
primarily an attempt to elicit consensus on what was already a fait·accompli,
rather than true staff involvement in budget planning and decision-making.
If parole staff members misconstrued the underlying_jntent o_f__that meeting_, _
then -admtnistrat'ion needs toerarffyt he -intent.V.

PAROLE AS THE CLIENT SEES IT

Table IV summarizes questionnaire responses of approximately 253
parolees. Since questionnaires were distributed and returned in a confidential
manner and since respondents averaged a full year on parole, the answers are
believed to be generally honest and perceptive. The most significant finding
was that on virtually every question dealing with the parolee-parole agent
relationship, two-thirds (and often more) of the wards gave very positive
responses; extremely few expressed negative feelings about their parole agents.
However, when a question was raised about the parole system in general, 39% of
all respondents gave a negative rating, i.e., 11 makes little difference one way
or the other" or 11 makes people worse 11 •
Panel (group) interviews brought out additional critical comments.
Th~se centered around society's labeling and rejection of the parolee (e.g.,
schools and jobs were often closed to them and police frequently harassed
them), while parole agents did little that was of any significant help. Some
comments along this line were:
11

The system just tells you lies, passes you along, and
puts you back on the street with nothing having be~n
changed ...

11

The worse thing that happens is coming out and having
everybody know you are a parolee. It hurts you in
school, especially trying to get a job, and even with
the chicks."

11

Parole' s a joke. It does nothing for you. Keeps a
few people employed perpetuating the hoax on the
public. 11
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TABLE IV
CYA WARDS' VIEW OF PAROLE

PERCENT
RESPONSE

QUESTION
1.

How well do you and your parole officer get along?
Very well
69
Fairly well
21
Not well at all (i.e., poorly}
2
- - -Don!...t-know. Jt-im- .we lLenougtL __________
_____________
8 --·-------·--·---------

2.

How interested do you think your parole officer really
is in you?
Very interested
Somewhat interested
Not interested
Don't know

3.

4.

5.

6.

How much help has your parole officer been to you?
A great deal of help
Some help
No help
Haven't had him long enough to tell

64

23
1

12
57
29

3
10

Do you think your parole officer is trying to help you?

Yes
No
Don't know

How often do you generally see your parole officer?
Have never seen him
Once a week
Every two weeks
Once a roonth
Every two months
Every three months
Less than every three months
Where does your parole officer usually see you?
Have never seen him
His office
Your home
A "field" office where he sees other parolees
Mail or phone
Other

91
1
8
3
20
18

40
8
3
8
3

40

45

7
2
3
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TABLE IV (Continued}

QUESTION

PERCENT
RESPONSE

7.

Has he ever come to your house?
Yes
No

86
14

8.

Do you trust your present parole officer?
Yes
No
Not sure

81
3

Do you trust the parole department in general?
Yes
No
Not sure

49
19

Would you like to change from your present parole
officer to another?
Yes
No
Ooesn•t matter

4
82

9.

10.

11.

If you were to ask for another parole officer, do you
think you could get one without any negative consequences,
i.e., without it being held against you or hurting you in
some way?
Yes
No
Don•t know

12. Overall, how would you rate your present parole officer?
Very good
Generally good
Fair
Generally poor
Very poor
13.

Frankly, do you feel parole:
Helps people
Makes little difference one way or the other
Makes people worse

16

32

13

23
32
45
65

23

10
1
1

61

31

8
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In group interviews, parolees also pointed to the parolee-agent
relationship:
"My parole agent was authority-oriented and built
more fences than helped me. Each meeting drove
us further apart."
"I got a good parole agent. He didn't think he
was a cop. He was available but not always on
my back."
"Having a damn good parole agent that can relate
and listen is the key."
Tile most--common t neme was that success or rrnure was pnlnar11y up to
the individual parolee:
"If I ever wanted anything, it's me who starts
the ball rolling."
"Either an individual ·will make it or not, but
not because of parole."
To summarize, the data clearly suggest that a good deal of rapport
.
ex1sts between the parole agent and his charge. However, the system of
parole is viewed with suspicion {e.g., only 23% of the clients felt that
they could get another parole officer without having it held against them),
and the community is perceived as being rejective. In the view of the parolee,
any positive change, therefore, is likely to come about as a result of changing
aspects of the system and by changing community attitudes. Because he is
viewed in such a favorable light, it would appear that the parole agent is in
the most ·strategic position to effect such changes.
VI.

EVALUATION OF CURRENT PROGRAM

General Recidivism
How effective is the CYA parole program? This is a critical question
not only for CYA parole but for the entire correctional system. Over the past
decade, scarcely more than one out of three juvenile parolees in California
completed parole without violation. Table V reveals that the violation rate
has, in fact, remained fairly stable for at least the past ten years. This
picture is not surprising in view of repeated past client failure in local
rehabilitation programs, and since CYA must deal with the most "hard-core"
offender.
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CYA PAROLE VIOLATION RATE: 1961-197028
{Based on wards removed from parole)

YEAR
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1906

1967
1968
1969
1970

VIOLATION
RATE

65.1
65.2
64.2
63.3
64.2
62.8
64.0
66.3
64.6
62.9

There has been a slight decrease in violators in the past two years
despite the more difficult caseloads occasioned in part by the probation
subsidy. But this is not enough. The State of California is in to position
to be complacent about its handling of youthful offenders--not even in the
face of occasional spurts of success. The reality is that, in today's society,
delinquency is here to stay. If any additional progress is to be made in
protecting society and successfully rehabilitating and reintegrating juvenile
law-violators, an ever increasing commitment to prevention and corrections
must be made.
Length of Parole
Table VI indicates that the mean length of stay on parole has been
rising steadily. Since nearly 90% of all violations occur within the first
two years on parole,29 it is not at all clear why parole supervision for
non-violators should be significantly lengthened beyond two years, .particularly
for girls. If any part of the answer has to· do with attempts to preserve
parole agent positions, then stronger procedural safeguards will of course
be mandatory. Table VI also reveals that the mean number of months on parole
for violators has increased from 12.8 in 1965 to 17.2 in 1970. This reflects
the YA's increased willingness to retain its parolees in the community as long
as possible, and is consistent with the philosophy of reintegration.
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MEAN NUMBER OF MONTHS ON PAROLE FOR WARDS REMOVED FROM PAROLE:
(By type of removal and sex)

1965-197030

VIOLATORS

YEAR

TOTAL

NON-VIOLATORS

TOTAL
1965
1966
196 7

17.1
17.5
17.9

24.9
25.4
25. 1

16.4
16.7
17.3
17.7
18.8
20.1

23.9
24.3
24.3
25.2
25.8
26.7

12.6
12.6
13.7
14.3
15.4
16.7

22.0
22.2
21.7
21.7
23.2
27.0

29.2
29.9
28.4
28.9
29.2
32.7

14.7
14.4
15. 1
15. 1
17.2
21.0

12.8
12.8
13.9
196a------------------------------1-S-~3 ----------------------------25.._9______________________l4.A __ _
1969
19.4
26. 5
15.6
1970
21.2
27.9
17.2

BOYS

1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970

GIRLS

1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970

Recommendation. 14. No ward shouZd be retained on paPoZe invoZuntariZy
more than two years unZess it can be demonstrated to the paroZe board~ at
Zeast every six months~ that the protection of the community is substantiaZZy
increased by so doing.

Community Treatment Project
Since 1961, the Youth Authority has been piloting a community-based
program, in lieu of institutionalization, which has received world-wide
recognition. The Community Treatment Project (CTP) classifies youths according
to a sophisticated interpersonal maturity (!-level) scale, 11 matches 11 them with
agents who have been rated most likely to be effective with them, and carries
out a highly individualized or differential treatment program in small caseloads.
While there are a number of theoretical and practical shortcomings in this program, (a major one being unusually high time demands), results have been very
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rates which were roughly two-thirds that of control groups and all other parolees
in the State.32 There is also evidence that "the State has saved several million
dollars in capital outlay .. , due to elimination of initial institutionalization
and a much lower return rate.33
Since volumes of descriptive and evaluative data are available about CTP,
this report will name only those factors which have 11 made a substantial contribution to the comparative effectiveness of CTP."34
1. matching of youths and agents
2. ability and perceptiveness of agents
3. intensive and/or extensive intervention
4. differential and treatment-relevant decision-making
5. working through of the agent/youth relationship as a major vehicle
of treatment
Researchers offer this important note of caution:
11

CTP•s effectiveness is not simply a result of its
having operated within a community setting: all
available evidence suggests that the avoidance of
institutionalization, in itself, contributes little
if anything to the experimental-control differences
in parole success. In other words, it is the differential or intensive extensive treatment aspects--as
reflected 1n, an supporte y, the above five f~ctors
--which appear to be of fundamental importance ... 5

CYA also claims that 89% of all youth eligible for the program do at
least as well as other parolees who are institutionalized (an average of
nine or ten months) before parole, that 36% perform better in CTP, and that
only 10% do better in the traditional program.36 As _Gibbons pointed out
several years ago, 11 these results strongly suggest that community treatment
stands as an effective alternative to institutionalizationn.37 In fact, the
Youth Authority has asserted that it 11 no longer views community treatment
in lieu of institutionalization as, largely, an •experimental• venture 11 .38
If this is a firm position, then the Youth Authority and the State of California
must make an even stronger commitment to these findings.
Recommendation. 15. The Youth AuthoPity should make a stronger
commitment not onty to the fUrther experimentation with but aZso the
implementation of differential community-based treatment~ in Zieu of institutionalization~ particuZarZy with those youths for whom such a program has
already been demonstrated effective.
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INCREASED PAROLE EFFECTIVENESS PROGRAM

As mentioned at the beginning of the chapter, CYA initiated its
Increased Parole Effectiveness Program (PEP) in April, 1971, several months
after the Parole Task Force had completed its field work. However, because
of its implications for the future, it merits inclusion in this Report.
Since a detailed description of PEP is available,39 attention here will focus
mainly on program goals, methods for obtaining those goals, and general program aspects.
Goals and Methods
- - - ---------

--:_------- --;-~~---..

The Youth Authority has formulated two long-range objectives for
one general and the other specific:40

PEP~ --

1.

reduce crimes committed by wards under its jurisdiction;

2.

reduce parole returns sufficiently to enable closure of 400 plus
beds by April 1, 1973.

It lists the following as the key methods and procedures to attain
these goals:
"(a)

Planned programs of enriched services to parolees
on a differential case-by-case, unit-by-unit basis;

(b)

Systematic changes in the decision-making process
as it relates to the use of community alternatives
for parolees;

(c) Training and consultation for parole agents to enable
them to develop new community alternatives for parolees;
(d)

Special training and consultation to supervisors to
enable them to implement new procedures for counseling
and case review with parole agents; and

(e)

Ongoing evaluation to: (1) identify effective programs;
(2) give feedback for administrators, managers and workers on performance; and (3) measure the degree to which
program objectives are achieved. "41

The CYA is receiving $1,800,000 Federal "seed" money over a two-year
period to implement PEP. The expectation is that a decrease in the parole
violation rate will make the program self-supporting within that time. Of
major significance is the fact that "this plan commits the Youth Authority
to reallocating funds presently going into institutional programming to an
improved, effective parole services operation~· 42 This type of commitment
and reallocation is one that might well be increased within the CYA and
duplicated by other correctional agencies in general and by adult correctional
institutions in particular.

- 43 By reducing caseloads to a flexible average of 50-1, and by significantly
strengthening the training program (by $93,000 over two years), the Department
hopes to provide the time, increased skills, and resources necessary to retain
more high-risk youth in the community.
Evaluation
Because of its newness, no valid assessment of PEP's effectiveness can
be made at this time. However, there is no bar to discussing its emphasis
and its potential impact.
Two particularly favorable aspects of PEP are that it decreases caseload
size, and that it apparently triples CYA's training capacity for parole staff.
Its heavy stress on tratning and on increased effectiveness of first-line
supervisors {intended to change their role from "caseload auditor" to "resource
manager ),43 follows the recent statewide training study recommendations.44
However, it perhaps leaves unresolved a problem acknowledged by many staff,
specifically that a number of supervisors are, in effect, "semi-retired".
More aggressive administrative action may still be necessary to remedy this
situation if training does not. Action must also be taken to further reduce
parole workloads, since they are still in excess of subsidy standards set for
the counties, and to correct the earlier mentioned inadequate clerical ratio.
11

Caution must be exercised with respect to the time and functions of the
line worker. While many constructive additons have been made by PEP--increased
training, case staffings, supervisory consultation and controls, research, etc.
--there is a distinct possibility that, in combined form, they may place such
a time burden on the worker as to negate the reduction in his caseload. Conversely, if the caseloads are reduced without these additional resources and more
effective supervision, agents are likely to continue handling cases in the same
manner they always have (as has occurred in some probation subsidy programs).
Methods for accommodating to these issues must be developed, and should include
reduced paperwork and increased emphasis on client-oriented activities.
Finally, there is the uncomfortable question as to what will happen to
PEP and the overall parole program if the CYA is not able to sufficiently lower
its return rate within two years {a goal that will be increasingly difficult if
counties drastically reduce their commitments even further as is strongly
recommended by the Juvenile Institution Task Force Report). The question is
not intended to imply that the required objectives will not be met. In fact,
there have already been some reports of a turnabout in staff morale and enthusiasm. Also, despite the questions raised in this discussion, Task Force staff
is strongly convinced that PEP has potential for making the most dramatic impact
on parole operations in many years. The sincere hope is that this potential
~be realized and that concerns raised here will therefore ultimately be
completely dissipated.
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VIII.

WHO SHOULD HANDLE PAROLE?

Assuming that State commitments continue to decline, there is good
probability that caseloads will be spread thinly over considerably widened
geographical areas. This will necessitate more agent time per individual
case, and make it increasingly difficult for agents to make maximum use of
local resources. For these reasons, and because local probation departments
provide services closely comparable to those of parole, many correctional
and public officials are suggesting that county probation departments might
well be a more effective and less costly vehicle for providing parole as
well as probation services. Many clients were under local probation supervision before commitment to the State, and unless it can be demonstrated
-·---····___ that State field services are more effective than county aftercare programs,
there seems no logical reason why these clients, once paroled, canna agaln-----------··---·-····-··
be supervised by local authorities.
On the other hand, as pointed out in the Probation Task Force Report,
there may be instances where counties, especially small ones, might wish to
have the State provide not only parole but probation services as well.
In either case, provided State and county
there should be no legal barrier to their making
a contractual basis. The financial implications
relate to the new subsidy program recommended by
are discussed in the System Task Force Report.

agreement has been reached,
respective arrangements on
of such a contract, as these
the Correctional System Study,

Recommendation
16. The State should enact pennissive legislation, allowing the State
and individual counties to contract with each other for either jurisdiction
to handle both probation and parole services in any county.

IX.

SUMMARY

This chapter has described the juvenile parole system in the State of
California. It began with an examination of the administrative structure of
the Youth Authority in terms of the style of management manifested by the
Department. Basic in this was the concern with communication patterns and
the extent to which staff participate in the decision-making process. This
was followed by a discussion of the Youth Authority•s philosophy, policies,
and functions.
The section on Resources dealt with staff roles, including those of the
supervisor and the para-professional; matters of training, caseloads, and staff
morale were also examined. In addition, interview and questionnaire data were
presented to depict client views of parole and of the Youth Authority.
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The final -sections of this chapter dealt with the topic of effectiveness
of the Youth Authority, and included an assessment of the Community Treatment
Project as \oJell as the newly established Increased Parole Effectiveness Program.
Some of the major findings of the Task Force are as follows:
1.

Despite the trend toward simpler and more flexible organizational
structures, the Youth Authority continues to be handicapped by
its large size and traditional hierarchical structure. Staff at
all levels in the hierarchy, particularly line workers, are dissatisfied with communications in the Department. There is also
the definite feeling, again among line workers, that they do not
have enough voice in important policy matters affecting field
operations. In brief, there is the general opinion that the
Department is conservative and unwilling to experiment with new
ideas.

2.

There is a pervasive belief among parole agents that the Youth
Authority Board, not the Department, sets important policies and
defines the duties of the agent. They feel that Board policies
are too conservative and law enforcement-oriented, especially in
matters of parole revocation. As a result, many parole agents
"slant" their reports and thereby manipulate Board members.

3.

The morale of the parole staff is poor. Among the factors responsible for this condition are poor communications, and little or no
voice in policy-decisions, both of which are mentioned above. However, perhaps even more important are the changing parolee characteristics leading to serious management problems, and above all, the
lack of promotional opportunities. Since 1965, the length of time
on parole has increased five months. Thus, despite the fact that
greater numbers of youth are being diverted from State institutions,
parolees are now serving longer periods of time under supervision.
This is resulting in a "piling-up" of parolees in each agent's
caseload. In short, it would not be inaccurate to state that the
staff feels "locked in" a system where they are overworked, have
inadequate clerical assistance, are denied the privilege of transferring from one agency to another, and feel that they do not have
the support of the administration.

4.

There are a number of "soft spots" in the staffing of YA personnel.
One has to do with a number of first-line supervisors who are
"coasting", either because they are not capable of providing agents
with supervisory leadership, or because they are "burnt out".
Another has to do with the underrepresentation of CYA parole agents
from racial and ethnic minority groups. This unfortunate situation
exists in the adult parole system as well. A third "soft spot" in
staffing has to do with the employment of para-professionals and
New Careerists, and it is extremely unfortunate that persons of
great potential value to corrections may no longer be recruited
because of budget restrictions and poor planning.
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5.

Despite the above problems within the VA staff, parole agents have
been able to maintain good rapport with their clients. The questionnaire data clearly indicate that the parolees have very positive
attitudes toward their agents. However, they are not nearly so
positive toward the system, and view it with a good deal of uncertainty and suspicion.

6.

While a precise statement regarding the effectiveness of the YA's
program is not possible, available data indicate that the violation
rates over the past ten years have remained relatively constant. In
fact, since 1968 they have decreased slightly, even though there are
more "hard-core" cases under supervision. In addition, the period
of time spent on parole before violation has increased steadily since
1965, suggesting a conce~rte~ffort on thg_part of the parole agents
to retain their charges in the community.

7.

The Community Treatment Project, now formally a part of the Youth
Authority program, has shown consistently that it is superior to
institutionalization as a method of programming Youth Authority
wards. In addition to the CTP, the Youth Authority has recently
launched the Increased Parole Effectiveness Program (PEP). One
of PEP's specific goals is to close approximatley 400 institutional
beds by April 1, 1973. The achievement of this goal will be
facilitated through increased staff training and reduced caseloads,
both to be important ingredients of PEP.

8.

As will be evident in the next chapter, many of the observations
made by the Task Force in this chapter, and summarized above, also
apply to the Parole and Community Services Division of the Department of Corrections. The CYA and CDC have many problems in common.
For example, as will be seen in the following chapter, the adult
parole system is encumbered by five administrative layers that
encourage rigidity and bureaucratic "red tape". The Division is
also plagued by communication problems. Policies are not clearly
stated, and line staff report little or no voice in important
decision-making matters, and, in general, feel "locked in" their
positions.
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CHAPTER IV
THE ADULT PAROLE SYSTEM:
I.

STUDY FINDINGS

ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE

The adult parole system in California is a function of the Parole and
Community Services Division of the Department of Corrections. The Division
is administered by a Deputy Director, responsible to the Director of the
Department. The Deputy Director is assisted by an Assistant Deputy Director and various administrative and staff personnel in the headquarters office in Sacramento. He is also supported by Departmental Services, such
--as --lfie___ Mana-gemen t ---serv-i ces_Drv1s 1on, tlie -Resea rCh- Dlvisfon-;ancrsoo-n-. ----·At the next level of administrative structure are six Regional
Offices, each headed by a Regional Administrator. Regions I through IV
are constituted primarily on geographic lines, covering the entire state;
while Regions V and VI are primarily constituted functionally, to administer certain specialized programs, such as the Narcotic Addict Outpatient
Program, the Parole Outpatient Clinics, etc.
The Regions, in turn, are subdivided into Districts, and the Districts
into Units, administered by District Administrators and Unit Supervisors
respectively. Thus there are five administrative levels of staff in the
Division, including the line staff level.
In any administrative structure as large and as complex in its functions as this one, one of the major maintenance tasks is communication. The
expectation that communication problems will arise is heightened when the
large and complex organization is a professional one, in which the decisionmaking process must take place at every level, including the line workers.
In the final analysis, it is the line worker who delivers the service to
the division's clients, both parolees and community. He must, therefore,
apply decisions made at all levels to the specific case situation. Thus,
if there is any breakdown or distortion of communication, in either direction, between the line worker and the top level of administration, it will
have a negative effect on the line worker's ability to implement the division's mission.
To add to the division's problems of communication and of administrative control and supervision, the number of parolees assigned to adult
parole agents for supervision has shown a marked and accelerating increase
over the past few years. On February 1, 1965, adult male felon parolees
totaled 10,127 (this figure excludes adult female felon parolees and civilly
committed narcotic addict parolees}. Over four and a half years later, on
June 30, 1969, this group of parolees had increased by 8%. Just one year
after that, on June 30, 1970, they were up almost 19% over the 1965 figure.l
And as of April 1, 1971, the increase in this group had grown to about 40%
above the 1965 figure. When adult female felon parolees and civilly committed narcotic ~ddict parolees are a~ded, the April 1, 1971 total of
parolees under supervision is 19,922.
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According to a study made by the Department's Research Division,
certain key characteristics of felon offenders committed to the Department
of Corrections, the vast majority of whom are ultimately released on parole,
have apparently been changing over the past decade.3 The changing characteristics will be discussed at a later point in this chapter, but the pertinent
point here is that changes in the characteristics of the parole population
require corresponding changes in programs and staffing patterns in the division.
The need to adapt both to rapidly increasing volume and to changing
program needs has put a tremendous strain on the whole structure of the
Parole and Community Services Division. The following sections will attempt
to identify those spots at which this strain may become, or already has become, evident and will suggest ways in which remedial action may be taken.
II.

COMMUNICATION

Since the quality of its communication system directly affects the
ability of any organization to fulfill its mission, the Parole Task Force
staff devoted a substantial proportion of its time to assessing the quality
of communications within the Parole and Community Services Division. Findings were somewhat mixed.
Divisional field staff, from regional administrators to line staff,
were in general agreement that dissemination of information from the top
levels of administration was good with respect to the substance of new
policies, procedural changes, and legislation. However, s1nce some policies, procedures, and legislative changes are subject to interpretation before being converted into action, and since there are three administrative
levels between division administration and line staff, some problems have
arisen regarding the intent of such communications. Line staff, in particular, expressed the feeling that communications from department or division
administration sometimes became distorted (though perhaps unintentionally)
by the time they were received.
In general, the division's field staff viewed upward communication
as more of a problem than downward communication. At each level, the feeling was expressed that efforts to communicate upwards were frequently either
intercepted or diluted at the next higher level, with the result that top
administration frequently remained uninformed regarding the problems and
frustrations of the division's "lower echelons".
Table VII reproduces the responses to two items in the confidential
questionnaire distributed to staff in the areas covered by the California
Correctional System Study. These responses generally support the verbal
feedback received by Task Force staff, and suggest several observations.
First, only a minority of the staff would rate the quality of communication
in a very favorable light. About one-third of the staff--line workers,
supervisors, and administrators--evaluated the quality of communication
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(downward or upward) as being 11 good 11 or 11 excellent 11 • Fully 33% asserted
that downward communication was either 11 bad 11 or 11 poor 11 and 43% rated upward communication in the same unfavorable light. Second, the line staff
is more dissatisfied with the quality of communication, in either direction,
than are the supervisors and administrators. Third, the supervisors and
administrators are more dissatisfied with upward communication than with
downward communication.
This evidence of dissatisfaction with communication in the division,
while not overwhelming, is sufficient to serve as a warning of possible
impending trouble. It is not unreasonable to assume that much of the dissatisfaction expressed is due to the cumbersome, multi-layered administrative hierarchy of the division described at the beginning of this chapter.
·--·····-··-------------------·

TABLE VI I
STAFF PERCEPTION OF COMMUNICATION IN THE DIVISION
(Percentage distribution*}
LINE

QUESTION
1.

WORKERS
{N=204)

ADMINISTRATORS
&SUPERVISORS
(N=64}

Estimate how good the downward
communication in your agency 1s.
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
Bad

2.

ALL STAFF
(N=268}

7

24
37
21
11

36

11
27
40

24

13

12

10

6

23

Estimate how good the upward
communication in your agency is.
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
Bad

6

5

6

27
24
29

27
24
28
15

27
27

14

30
11

*Column totals may not equal 100% due to rounding.
While the Parole Task Force recognized that responsible administrators were aware of a problem in this area and were taking steps to resolve
it, the following recommendations are made t~ lend support to, and perhaps
to increase, the efforts now being made.
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17. The administrative structure of the division shouLd be reviewed
to assess the advisabiZity of reducing the number of administrative ZeveLs
through which communications must be channeZed.
18. Whenever a particuLarZy important or possibZy controversiaZ
change in poLicy, procedure, or LegisLation is to be communicated, the
communication shouZd be made by the appropriate headquarters administrator
on a face-to-face basis (at regionaL or district staff meetings) with aZZ
divisionaZ staff concerned, to aZZow for questions from those who need
interpretation of the change, and to avoid possibZy confLicting interpretations by intermediate administrators.
19. The deputy director, assistant depu~y director, and other appropriate headquarters staff shouZd spend the maximum amount of time possibLe
in direct contact with fieLd staff, especiaZLy the Line workers, to increase
opportunities for direct two-way communication and to enhance the Line worker's
feeLings of importance and "beLonging".
20. Division administrators shouZd constantLy pZace great emphasis,
in their contacts with regionaZ and district administrators and with unit
supervisors, on the vitaZ importance of their responsibiLity to· maintain
open, two-way communication between top management and Line staff.

III.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DIVISION'S MISSION

The Mission
As with other components of any modern, progressive corrections system,
the basic mission of the adult parole component is the protection of society
through reduction of the probability of continued or renewed illegal behavior
by parolees. In a parole system, the two major elements of this mission are
the rehabilitation and reintegration into law-abiding society of the maximum
possible number of parolees; and the removal from society and reincarceration
of those who have committed, or are in imminent danger of committing, further
aggressions against society. The multiplicity of techniques, programs, and
resources developed to achieve the parole mission preclude a full description
here; but, for an excellent and brief description of adult parole supervision
in California, the reader is referred to the introduction of a report made
to the Legislature by the Department of Corrections in December, 1970.4 The
extent to which a parole system is able to increase the number of parolees
reintegrated into society and to reduce the number reincarcerated, while
maintaining a consistent or increased level of protection of society from
criminal acts by parolees, constitutes its success rate. The following
subsections, then, will briefly review two of the more noteworthy programs
inaugurated during the past decade by the Parole and Community Services
Division to achieve its mission; look into the division's success rate;
discuss some of the problems related to the division's program expa~sion; and
suggest actions needed to reduce or resolve those problems.5
11

11

11

11
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The stated objectives of the Work Unit Program, which was inaugurated
as of February 1, 1965, were to serve the public interest by a reduction
in new crime and aggressive acts committed by parolees; by providing increased assistance to the parolee; and by a reduction in the cost of handling offenders within the correctional system.n6 Between 1965 and 1970,
substantial progress has been made toward all these objectives and is statistically demonstrated in the study already cited.7 Of even more significance,
however, are the statistically verified indications, in the same study, that,
coincident with the creation of the Work Unit Program, there was a general
increase in the success rate of the whole adult parole system. Why this
came about is a matter of speculation at this time, but the implication re----·--- --~ins that_~.Q.owerful thrust toward keee.i!lg_ the __Qarolee out of prison_~a ~_
been generated in the entire adult parole system, and some thougnts on tne
subject will be presented later.
11

11

11

Use of Trainees and Para-Professionals
Some of the most disturbing and most frequently discussed trends of
the past decade have been the combined urbanization and suburbanization of
the nation's population, the rapid increase in the proportion of minority
group members in the inner city populations, and the growing alienation of
these sub-cultural groups from the majority culture. When recognition of
these trends is related to the fact that approximately 50% of California's
CDC population consists of minority group members, it adds up to a major
problem for an organization expected to .. rehabilitate and reintegrate .. its
clienti. The simple answer would seem to be, Hire more staff from among
the State's minorities .. , especially since 77% of the 199 line workers and
81% of the 64 supervisors and administrators who checked the ethnic group
item on the questionnaire indicated that they were Caucasian. But the answer
is not.that simple. Among minority group members who could qualify for positions as parole agents, not enough apply. In an attempt to alleviate this
problem, the division has employed three kinds of para-professional personnel: (1) student professional assistants; (2) correctional casework trainees;
and (3) parole aides. The parole aides, in particular, are recruited predominantly from economically depressed sections of urban areas to help bridge
the communications gap between a largely Caucasian middie-class parole staff
and the largely minority group populated communities in which they must
function. As yet, it is only a small beginning, but in the next decade, it
may prove to be one of the most important steps yet taken by the parole system.
11

The Division's Success Rate
11

11

When measured by the percentage of parolees still in parole status
two years after release from prison versus the percentage that had to be reincarcerated, as well as the percentage who had committed new felonies, the
success rate of the parole division showed a remarkable improvement following inauguration of the Work Unit Program.8 From a high of 47% returned to
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returned to prison within two years of their release in 1967. At the same
time, 20% of those released in 1962 had committed new felonies within two
years of release, while only 12% of those released in 1967 had committed
new felonies within two years of release. In short, while reducing the
number of parolees returned to prison by almost 33%, they had also reduced
the number of new felonies by over 41%.
As stated earlier, however, the most interesting aspect of this improved9success rate is that it occurred in both Conventional Units and Work
Units. Of the parolees released between M~965, and June, 1968, 34% .
had been returned to prison within two years from Conventional Units, and
33% from Work Units. The Work Units, however, did have a somewhat better
record in protecting society, since 15% of those returned from Conventional __________ _
-- ·· -- ---- -- Un-its --had-- commttted -rre~rfe 1onfes-;-··aS'""·cc5mpare<rw1tn ··r2%--from ·-th_e.-wori<--On1 fs·-~ Thus, of the 9,145 parolees in Conventional Units, 1,335 committed new felonies
whereas of the 8,392 in Work Units, 982 had new felonies.
Just why the Conventional Units began to show a marked improvement
in success rate quite soon after the establishment of the Work Unit Program
is a matter of speculation. It may have reflected motivation through competition. It may have reflected the desire of line workers to prove their
right to be transferred (or "promoted 11 as they perceive it} to the smaller,
more professionally rewarding caseloads in the Work Units. It may have reflected an increased conviction among parole agents that top administration
was sincerely interested in keeping parolees out of prison as long as they
did not pose a serious threat to society. In all likeli.hood, it was a combination of all of these factors. Whatever the reasons, it is clear that
the introduction of a new program, with emphasis on the belief that parole
supervision can work if given a real chance, greatly improved the functioning of the wfiOre system. It also raises the question whether the gains already made will be lost if this program is not expanded and strengthened.
A return to the prior (and much lower) level of success rates would cost the
State's taxpayers millions of dollars (to say nothing of the human cost}.
Considering the cost differential between parole and incarceration, it has
been estimated that to date the savings in operational costs under the new
program have exceeded five million dollars. The savings in capital outlay
for institutional building may be as high as 45 million, part of which is
attributable to the Probation Subsidy Program.lO
Some Problem Areas
As was indicated earlier in this chapter, there have been a number
of "growing pains" related to the parole division's rapid expansion, both
in numbers of parolees under supervision and in new program development. ·
These changes have consumed tremendous amounts of administrative time, thought,
and energy, -with the result that _regular organizational m~intenance tasks may
have been partially neglected. In this section, some of the problem areas
noted by the Parole Task Force, both in on-site interviews and through returns
on the questionnaire, will be discussed.
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parolee caseload and development of new programs is that a substantial
number of parole agents would be relatively new, either recently recruited
or recently assigned to their current jobs. And, as a matter of fact, the
Task Force found that, of 204 parole agents responding to the questionnaire
issued in October, 1970, 114 (56%) had been on their present assignment for
two years or less. When this finding is combined with those in Table VII,
on communications, the results obtained in Table VIII, are not too surprising. It is likely that the weighting toward the 11 unclear 11 end of this
scale among parole agents indicates an expression of anxiety about making
decisions on specific cases. In interviews with Task Force staff, a substantial number of parole agents expressed the feeling that it was the parole
agent, not the supervisors or administrators, nor even the Adult Authority,
who was "blamed .. if a parolee got into serious trouble. Yet they also felt
· ·· ··· · ·· ----tfiift-· tney were -evilluateaon-the--5ifffi- crrFiow·many-paroTees -·tney- carrlurep out
of prison. Adding to this possible anxiety was the feeling, expressed by a
number of parole agents, of the existence of conflict between the philosophy
of the Adult Authority (which they perceived as punitive) and that of the
division. Apparently, then, there is a real need to give increased support
and security to parole agents, particularly those who are fairly new, with
respect to the division's 11 new" thrust.
TABLE VI II
STAFF PERCEPTION OF CLARITY OF PHILOSOPHY
AND POLICY IN THE DIVISION
(Percentage distribution*)

QUESTION
l.

LINE
ADMINISTRATORS
ALL STAFF WORKERS & SUPERVISORS
(N=268}
(N=204)
(N=64}

Estimate how clear the philosophy
and policies of your agency are.
Very clear
Clear
Average
Unclear
Very unclear

6

27
36
21

10

4

24
36
25
11

13
36
34

11

6

*Column totals may not equal 100% due to rounding.
The Task Force found that, in spite of its apparent generally favorable influence on overall parole outcome, the existence of the Work Unit
Program caused some dissension among parole agents supervising Conventional
caseloads. As indicated earlier, most parole agent~ considered assignment
to a· Work Unit caseload as a promotion, not just a lateral transfer. In
addition, they have seen the figures on parole outcomes showing that agents
with the smaller caseloads are really not much more successful than those
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with the much larger Conventional caseioads. As a result, many feel that
the total divisional caseload should be redistributed so that caseloads would
be more or less equalized. To accede to this feeling without further research might prove to be a mistake--a step in the wrong direction--but the
fact that the feeling is there does constitute a warning that some action
should be taken. The ultimate answer probably lies in continued intensive
research to determine more precisely than is now known what kinds of offenders can profit most by assignment to caseloads of various sizes, and what
types of supervision are most effective for different types of offenders.
It is very likely that some parolees wiii profit by intensive supervision,
while others would fare better under iess airect methods; some need help
with environmental problems and otners do not; stiil others would profit by
frequent contacts whereas others wou1d not. Research would indicate the
number and kinds of units that would best meet __t.he _needs _of different :types
of parolees. FOr-ttle--Depa-rfment-·arcorrections to move in this direction
will, of course, require the understanding and the help of those who draw
up the budgets and those who approve them.
One impediment to implementation of the division•s mission is the
small, but statistically significant, minority of parole agents who consciously oppose the principle of keeping as many parolees out of prison
as is possible within reasonable limits of public safety. Task Force staff,
in interviews with parole agents, found an estimated 15% to 20% who contended that the adult parole system was not providing adequate protection
to society under present policy. In light of the steadily declining number
of new felonies committed by parolees over the past five or six years, it is
difficult to understand the reasoning behind this point of view; but nevertheless, it contihues to exist. To staff conducting the interviews, this
point of view seemed to reflect, not the factual situation, but rather a
personal feeling that Wrong-doers must be punished .. , and that the most
appropriate place for law violators is in prison. A few of these parole
agents seemed to consider themselves to be strictly law enforcement officers
rather than helping agents, and even believed that they should carry guns in
their work, which is contrary to agency policy. Removal of this impediment
would seem to require either a thorough reorientation of the parole agents
involved or their release, so that they might seek employment in more compatible lines of work.
11

While it is true that someone at the top of any organization must
have the ultimate responsibility and authority to make policy decisions, it
is also true that the greater the participation in the decision-making process on the part of those delivering services, the more committed they will
be to their tasks. The Parole Task Force questionnaire included an item on
this matter, and the divisional field staff were asked to estimate the degree
of their participation in the decision-making process. The results are presented in Table· IX. While the responses of the supervisors and administrators are slightly weighted toward the upper end of the scale, line staff
responses are heavily weighted toward the lower end. Fully 58% of the line
workers, and 30% of the supervisors and administrators, claimed that they
had little or no voice in decision-making. These responses reveal rather
strong feelings among line staff that they are left out of the decision-
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making process, and these feelings constitute a threat to the quality of
the agency's delivery of services.
TABLE IX
STAFF PERCEPTION OF EXTENT
TO WHICH THEY HAVE A VOICE IN DECISION-MAKING
(Percentage distribution*}
ALL STAFF
(N=268)

QUESTION
to
------l. ---aEstimate
voice 1 nt

LINE
ADMINISTRATORS
WORKERS & SUPERVISORS
(N=204}
(N=64}

what extent you have
ne Ciecfsfon: mai<Tng- of___________

your agency.
Very strong
Strong
Fair
Little voice
No voice

6
18

4
14

10

26

24

32
25
5

30
21

32

26

29

*Column totals may not equal 100% due to rounding.
The point at which parole agents said they felt the greatest degree
of conflict between policies of the division and policies of the Adult
Authority was the revocation process. In Chapter VII, recommendations are
made for certain changes in the Adult Authority's revocation procedures,
and these changes, if adopted, should alleviate a part of this conflict.
It must be borne in mind, however, that the difference between the proper
functions of the Adult Authority and those of the parole agents will naturally result in (sometimes serious} differences of opinion on specific cases;
and this can occur when neither side is actually "wrong".
Another problem area of the division's mission is being engendered
by the changing characteristics of adult felons committed to the Department
of Corrections by the superior courts of the State. In a study referred
to earlier, the Department's Research Division found that those committed
over the past decade are becoming younger, have more prior offenses, have
used weapons more frequently in their offenses, started breaking the law
earlier in their lives, and so on. Thus, inmates released to parole over
the past few years are tending to be more impulsive and assaultive than the
parolee population of preceding years.ll
The Work Unit Program, started in early 1965, with its smaller caseloads and more intensive supervision (caseloads are set at 35 compared to
an average of 70 for Conventional Units}, seems to have dealt successfully
with this phenomenon to date. However, inadequate financial support for
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percentage of the parolee population in Conventional Units and a smaller
and smaller percentage in Work Units. In 1965, 56% of the parolee population was in Work Unit caseloads and only 44% in Conventional caseloads.
By June 30, 1969, 48% were in WU caseloads and 52% in Conventional caseloads; and by J~ne 30, 1970, the 1965 figures had been exactly reversed.
This forced redistribution of the parolee, due to inadequate finances, into
much larger caseloads could eventually result in reversing the SUccess
rate" of the division. On the other hand, the fact that the Conventional
Unit success rate caught up with and is now virtually identical with that
of the Work Unit Program suggests that caseload size is not the sole factor
in determining parole failure or success. Rather, it is now commonly accepted by correctional authorities that it is the nature and quality of
treatment efforts, and their relevancy for individual offenders, which are
the key factors in program effectiveness. In short, while excessive caseload size hamstrings any meaningful rehabilitative or surveillance efforts,
differential handling and i~dividualized treatment are far more important
than the number of clients. 2 As the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice concluded in 1967:
11

"Those experiments with reduced caseloads have shown
that to reduce recidivism requires classification of
offenders with differential treatment for each class."l3
The Youth Authority's Community Treatment Project and recent Increased Parole
Effectiveness Program, discussed in Chapter III, are viewed as progressive
steps in this direction. While caseloads of 70 are well above the standards
set by virtually all recognized correctional authoritie~~4 and 40% above the
mandatory maximum limit for probation subsidy programs, the California
Department of Corrections should strive not simply to reduce more of its
caseloads, but also to develop more sophisticated strategies of differential
treatment.
Mention has already been made of the difficulty, as well as the vital
importance, of recruiting members of racial and ethnic minorities for the
adult parole system. Task Force staff view the increased hiring of minority
group members who can effectively communicate and work with the State's
growing minority population is crucial to the further progress of the system.
Private industry, faced with the same problems, has resorted to programs very
similar to the trainee and parole aide programs of the parole division. As
mentioned in the Probation Task Force Report, such programs often seem quite
costly in terms of immediate returns, but their real value lies in long-range
results. If California's adult parole system is going to be relevant and
effective in dealing with changes in the broader society, as well as in the
parolee population, it is imaerative that these forward-looking programs which
facilitate greater hiring an training of minorities be budgeted for continuation and expansion.
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21. In view of the heavy pl•etwU.r>t~S exer•ted 011 pvr•ole agents as a
result of both volume and program expansion~ they should be given continuous and explicit support and assistance at the level of their major decision~aking responsibility--the application of philosophy and policy to the
specific case.
22. A strong and continuous effort should be made to develop much
greater participation by all staff in the decision-making process~ both
as to expression of opinion on important issues and as to feedback to staff
regarding the reasoning behind decisions made.
23. The California Department of Corrections should establish an
------·-·-ovemtz case Zoaastanaara--arrea--sr;e quiil:-ro-=tfilit;Of probation subsidy pro- grams (substantially below 50)~ but should at the same time develop more
sophisticated strategies of differential treatment.
24. Parole agents should be given every possible encouragement to
make recommendations completely consistent with _their honest opinions in
cases up for revocation hearing. Whenever a parole board decides contrary
to staff recoTmlendations~ the Jx;ard should indicate the basis for its decision.
25.
to

hire~

The California Department of Corrections should e:cpand its efforts
and promote minority group members.

train~

IV.

PERSONNEL MATTERS

Recruitment
One of the most important recruitment issues is the one already
touched on in the preceding section--the recruitment of staff from minority
cultures and ethnic groups. But the problem of recruiting correctional
staff is actually much broader than that. A study made by the Harris Poll
a few years ago showed that only a very small fraction of young people today are interested in entering the correctional field as a profession because
the work is too difficult and frustrating, and the rewards are inadequate.
Interestingly enough, when the division•s field staff were asked, 11 Would
you recommend corrections as a career to a young person? 11 73% of 204 parole
agents and 81% of 64 -supervisors and administrators said 11 yes 11 , 10% of the
agents and 8% of the supervisors and administrators said 11 no 11 ; the balance
of both groups were 11 not sure 11 • Thus the great majority of those with experience in the field would recommend it to others, and this suggests the
need for vigorous support of programs such as student professional assistants
and correctional casework trainees, to give young people a chance to judge
for themselves after having had_some actual experience. It also suggests
the possibility of a staff position at the departmental level which would be
devoted full-time to working with high schools and colleges to inform students
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recruiter for existing vacancies. This staff person could also advise
interested students and others on the areas of knowledge with which they
should become familiar before taking the Personnel Board examinations for
various correctional positions.
Promotions
When asked "Are you basically satisfied with the promotional system
in your agency?", 71% of line staff and 63% of supervisors and administrators said "no". To conclude that all of those persons dissatisfied were
those passed over for promotions or were malcontents would be an oversimplification - although it is conceded that some of the expressed dissatisfaction may come from this source. Interviews with staff elicited a number
of specific complaints about the promotional process. Some staff felt that
too much emphasis was placed on a person's ability to pass written tests,
to be articulate before a review panel, and to "pass a supervisory evaluation which may or may not be objective. Other concerns among employees
were the variation between different raters for the same position, and suspicion (justified or not) that key administrators were exerting pressure
upon departmental representatives serving on oral panels to rate candidates
in a predetermined manner. The amount of dissatisfaction suggests that ongoing reevaluation of the entire promotional process should be maintained,
with participation by all levels of staff.
11

As was the case with Youth Authority parole staff, there was extremely
strong support (93%) for creating the equivalent of a Parole Agent III casecarrying position so that outstanding caseworkers would not have to become
administrators in order to be promoted. A clear majority (though not as high
a percentage as ·Youth Authority staff) favored allowing workers to compete for
promotional openings in other correctional agencies in the State (70%), and
permitting them to transfer, with the same rank and salary, to other agencies
(57%).
In-Service Training
In a professional organization, the in-service training program serves
three purposes, two generally recognized, and one frequently overlooked: (1)
orientation of new staff or staff recently assigned to new responsibilities;
(2) continuing education of staff in their profession; and (3} the development
of staff through the exchange of ideas and experiences, of common convictions,
goals, and methodology. Without such a program, provided regularly in sufficient quantity and quality, new or recently assigned staff will rapidly become
"stagnant", all ·s taff will tend to fall behind on recently developed knowledge
in their field, and the various units of the agency will tend to ride off in
all directions" rather than pursuing commonly perceived objectives through welltested methods.
11
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While the parole division has an in-service training program, both
the quality and the quantity appeared to be somewhat spotty. Sixty-three
percent of all staff indicated that training was ongoing; 53% felt it was
relevant; and only 19% said it was individualized. Of the 86% reporting
that they had received any type of in-service training, roughly one-half
received 1 or 2 hours per month and only one out of five received a full
hour or more per week. The recent expansion in case volume and in program
diversification makes it all the more important that the training program
be strengthened and intensified. One possibility that should be given
serious cpnsideration is that training capabilities might be increased by
pooling the resources of the Department of the Youth Authority, the Department of Corrections, and other correctional agencies in the State. Another
is that funds be budgeted to send selected members of staff, on a regular
--bas..iS.,- tO-_institutes a~minars established to train 11 trai ners 11 • These
trainers could then be used to upgrade the t r aining techmques OfSuper- -------·----··--·
visors and administrators with ongoing in-service training responsibility.
Generally speaking, the content of training can better be acquired at institutes and seminars established for that specific purpose.
Recommendations
26. The Deparanent of Corrections shoutd develop its own fully staffed
recruitment program.
27. Funds should be budgeted and approved to allow for substantial
expansion of trainee and parole aide programs.
28. EVery effort should be made to re-vitalise and strengthen the
department's in-service training (or staff development) program.
29. A plan should be developed and funded for the systematic, specialised training of staff with in-service training responsibilities.

In addition, Recommendations 6 through 9 and 16 in Chapter III on the
California Youth Authority are also applicable to the California Department
of Corrections.
V.

A LOOK AT THE FUTURE

In order to consolidate and expand gains made by the Parole and Community Services Division during the past five or six years, and to avoid
the possibility of losing its present momentum toward an increasingly successful correctional program, several aspects of the division•s program need substantially increased financial support. In an undated memorandum addressed
to the California Council on Criminal Justice, entitled 11 Problems and Needs 11 ,
a copy of which was provided the Parole Task Force in October, 1970, the
Department of Corrections listed a number of problems and what was needed
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to alleviate them. Three-of these problems· and needs .. are particularly
pertinent to this discussion and will be quoted verbatim:
11

"Problem
To increase public protection by strengthening parole
supervision. A new system, called the Work Unit Parole
Program was introduced in 1964 [sic], which strengthened
parole supervision and increased parole success.

-Need
The Work Unit Parole Program is limited to the superv1s1on
of less than half the adult male fe~o_ns_ . _the_need iS-tO________ ----·---·--·--- p~ace the --e ntir'e-felon -group--uncter Work Unit parole supervision.
Problem
Inmates leaving prison on parole and parolees having
problems frequently require temporary support and assistance
to make their adjustment in society.
Need
Fifty-bed Community Correctional Centers strategically
throughout the State will establish a more orderly
and success-prone transition from prison to community living
for selected parolees and inmates. Economic and program support will be provided at these centers, and a portion of the
center will be used for work and training furloughs..
loc~ted

Problem
A large percentage of the Department of Corrections inmate and parolee population are minority group members who
live in poverty areas. In working with individuals from
this population, the Department confronts communication
barriers and client-worker cultural differences which are
serious obstacles to client rehabilitation.
Need
In order to increase the effectiveness of Corrections in
this difficult area, the following resources are required:

H-81884

1.

Parole Agent Assistants who are recruited from
poverty areas and have experience and communication skills in working with minority group members.

2.

Employment of Community Organization Specialists
to develop training programs for Parole Agents
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regarding minority group relations and community
resources, the specialist to act in a liaison capacity between the Parole Division and the indigenous
groups and local community organizations.
3.

In recent years emergence of volunteer organizations
and self-help groups in the field of corrections represents a community resource in treatment of parolees,
including emergency housing, family subsidies, and narcotic and alcoholic recovery programs. Contracting for
services with thyge organizations will result in better
parole outcome ...

In addition to the three quoted above, there are two other 11 problems
anct··n-e-e-dsn- reqlrir ing -attent1on-1f Cal ffornia ' s non-=institut1onal corrections
programs are to be even better in the future than they are in the present.
Problem
As a result of many factors, the 11 glue 11 that holds the parole division
together is beginning to loosen. While the far-flung staff of the division
seem, in general, to have a good idea of what is going on in the division's
program, many raise questions as to why ornow. Doubts about 11 Why 11 arise
from inadequate two-way communication, and those concerning 11 hOW 11 result
from inadequate orientation and on-the-job training.
Need
To maintain a unified (not 11 uniform 11 ) approach to new and expanded
programs, it is requisite that every individual with any kind of responsibility for implementation of those programs have two things: (1) understanding of, and belief in, those programs; and (2) fundamental knowledge of the
theory on which the programs are based and of the recommended methodology
for their implementation. To meet the first need, there must be continuous,
open, two-way, participatory communication. To meet the second requires a
greatly expanded, and more continuou~qrientation and in-service training
program.
Problem
As the rehabilitation and reintegration programs for offenders become
a larger and larger part of the corrections system in California, the rigid
demarcation between State and local jurisdictions becomes more and more unrealistic. Sometimes the best (and most effective) State programs and the
best local programs are functioning in the same locality, while the weakest
of each is functioning in some other locality.
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Need
There is a need to find some way of making the very best service,
whether provided by a State or by a local agency, available in every county
of the State. Therefore, there is a need for permissive legislation to be
enacted permitting State and local corrections agencies to contract with
one another for provision of rehabilitative and reintegrative services in
a given locality. Such legislation could significantly reduce unnecessary
duplications, increase the utilization of the most effective elements of
both State and local agencies, and reinforce the present momentum toward
reducing the probability of continuing or renewed illegal behavior by the
system•s clients.
VI.

SUMMARY

This chapter has described the system of adult parole in California.
Some of the major Task Force findings are as follows:
1.

As· is true of the Ca 1 i forni a Youth Authority, the Paro 1e and
Community Services Division of the California Department of
Corrections is handicapped by its large size, its traditional
chain of command, and especially by its multi-layered administrative structure. Within this type of bureaucratized setting,
many of the problems observed in the Youth Authority were also
observed in the adult parole system. Operations are hindered
by poor communications, little or no voice in important decisionmaking matters, and lack of clear statements of policy and philosophy.

2.

The adult parole staff believes that the Adult Authority is
working at cross-purposes with the division. (This was also
a pervasive belief among Youth Authority parole staff vis-a-vis
the Youth Authority Board.} The philosophy of the Adult Authority
is seen as being too punitive and retributive. The greatest
area of conflict is seen to lie in the parole revocation process
which is also the greatest source of conflict between the Youth
Authority parole agents and the Youth Authority Board.

3.

Despite a recent statement in the administration•s policy, to
retain parolees in the community as long as possible, not all
of the staff subscribe to it. There is a definite split wihin
the staff among those who view parole primarily in "law enforcement11 terms, and those who view it primarily in terms of 11 Service
The former group believes that the administration•s posture is
too permissive, while the latter group whole-heartedly endorses
it.

4. The division•s Work Unit Program was designed to provide more
effective supervision by reducing caseloads. Since its inaugur-

11

•
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have been decreasing. However, the same trend has also been
observed in the division's Conventional Units, suggesting
that the existence of the Work Unit Program has had an overall salutary effect upon parole service. However, some dissension has been noted among agents supervising Conventional
caseloads primarily because assignment to the Work Unit Program is considered to be a promotion and not simply a lateral
transfer.
5. As was true for the Youth Authority parole staff, the adult
parole division staff was found to be dissatisfied with promotional opportunities. In both systems there is an overwhelming--endorsement- of- t-he-1-dea--e.f- G-rea-t~-ng a l?a ro..l e....Agent
III case-carrying position, which would allow outstanding
parole agents to be promoted without having to go into administration.
6. Again, as was true of the Youth Authority staff, there is a
marked underrepresentation of adult parole agents drawn from
various racial and ethnic groups. Approximately 80% of the
adult parole staff is white, and yet 50% of California's
parolees are non-white.l7 The division has been attempting
to recruit agents from the various racial and ethnic groups,
but has not as yet had a great deal of success. It is also
attempting to expand its program of recruiting para-professional persons, but as yet it operates only on a small scale.
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CHAPTER V
THE CIVIL NARCOTIC ADDICT PROGRAM
I.

INTRODUCTION

California•s Civil Narcotic Addict Program is an unusual and complex
operation whose basic function is the control and treatment of narcotic
addicted individuals. Jointly responsible for the program are the Narcotic
Addict Evaluation Authority (NAEA), the California Rehabilitation Center
(CRC) and its affiliate branches, and the Narcotic Addict Outpatient Program
(NAOP).
In this chapter, the job of the Task Force staff was to provide a
general assessment of the NAOP. Meeting that requirement called for a somewhat different approach from that used in other parole component tasks.
This was due to the fact that the program has undergone many changes since
its inception ten years ago, and even now is feeling the impact of recently
amended law and a shift in philosophical emphasis and program objectives.
Task Force staff saw these changes as good and necessary, but many of them
are so current that it was not possible to measure their effectiveness at
the time field work was in process. By the same token, there seemed little
to be gained by examining in any detail past practices which presumably would
soon give way to new ones. (This is, of course, an oversimplified statement.
Change normally takes place only over a period of time, and even then not
without considerable overlap between the old and the new.) Based on these
conditions, it was concluded that the best course was to examine the differences between past and present program characteristics, then to assess the
significance of these differences in terms of current program operations.
The chapter will be divided into four parts: (1) a condensed review
of the history of national narcotic laws (as groundwork for the main discussion); (2) a review of California law in connection with civil commitment
provisions; (3) an overall description of the Civil Narcotic Addict Program;
and (4) a description and discussion of NAOP structure and function.
II.

NARCOTIC LAWS AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL

In 1932, the Uniform Narcotic Drug Act was promulgated by the Commissioners on Uniform State Laws. This Act is still in use, and except for
California and Pennsylvania, has been adopted by pll states, though with
various kinds of modifications through the years.l,2 Arizona, for example,
inserted a section providing for confinement and treatment in the state
mental hospital of persons convicted under the Act.3 Delaware inserted
sections relating to confinement and treatment of addicts, and manufacture,
possession, and sale of hypodermic needles.4 Florida provided for examination and treatme.1t of habitual users of nar5otic drugs, and in 1970 passed
an entirely new Act relating to drug abuse. ,6 The purpose of the 1970 Act
is "to provide a comprehensive program of human renewal for drug dependents
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and rehabilitation centers and after-care programs ••• [and to] protect
society against the social contagion of drug abuse and to meet the needs of
drug dependents for medical, psychological and vocational rehabilitation,
while at the same time safeguarding their individual liberties.n7
During the past decade, three very important pieces of drug legislation were enacted at the Federal level. One was the Drug Abuse Control
Amendments of 1965 whose main provisions are "the limited manufacture, sale,
and distribution of any controlled drug to certain de~ignated classes of
persons ••• and requirement ••• that inventories be taken and records
of receipts and dispositions be maintained."8
The second was the Model State Drug Abuse Act. 11 Under this Act,
which automatically subjects a drug to State control upon its designation
under-the-F--edera-1- law,-state--and -federa-l-au-thorit-i-es-c--ou 1-d- i-mmed-i-a-te.....,l)'~-'combine to control the drug."9
Third was the Narcotic Addict Rehabilitation Act of 1966 which
authorized $15 million for each of the following three years for grants
to state and local governments for narcotic programs and facilities.lO
The purpose in citing these Federal Acts, and the varying state
accomodations to the Uniform Narcotic Drug Act as well, is to emphasize
that 11 the nation•s approach to narcotic addiction has changed fundamentally
in the past few years.nll For even if the application of penal sanctions
still predominates in most jurisdictions, the effort toward the greater
understanding and better control of addiction is increasingly evident.
This trend is further exemplified by the President•s Commission on
Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice statement that the enactment
of laws authorizing or compelling commitment of drug addicts for purposes
of treatment has been the most important development in recent years in the
drug abuse field.nlZ This point of view was based on the recognition that
addiction is a medical illness and that customary methods of dealing with
it were proving most unsatisfactory.
11

In some part, what accounted for poor results in early addict programs was insufficient provision for follow.-up treatment and the tendency
of volunteers to abandon treatment efforts long before any benefits could
be derived from them.l3 It was the effort to correct these and related
problems which gave birth to the concept of 11 civil conmitment 11 , a term
defined by the President•s Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice as follows:
11

Civil commitment is generally understood to mean
court-ordered confinement in a special treatment
facility followed by a release to an outpatient
status under supervision in the community, with
provision for final discharge if the patient abstains from drugs and for return to confinement
if he relapses.nl 4
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III.

THE CALIFORNIA CIVIL ADDICT PROGRAM:

LEGAL HISTORY

California was the first state to initiate civil commitment procedures
when the legislature enacted the original law establishing the California
Civil Addict Program under direction of the California Department of Corrections and the Adylt Authority for the commitment and treatment of narcotic
addicts in 1961.15 .At that time, the main provisions of the act were as
follows:
1.

civil commitment for treatment

2.

establishment of the California Rehabilitation Center
to house those committed

3.

a mandatory aftercare program, including reduced caseloads, chemical testing to determine narcotic use, and
authorization for a .halfway house

4.

a mandate for research into the rehabilitation of
narcotic addicts.lb

On the premise that legally enforceable commitment is the only way
to get addicts to undertake treatment, and to make post-institutional treatment available to them, the act included:

a.

a program of civil commitment for treatment of
volunteers who believe themselves addicted or
about to become addicted, for non-volunteers
identified as narcotic addicts or in imminent
danger of addiction, and far persons convicted
of misdemeanors and certain felonies whose basic
problem appeared to be narcotic addiction or
excessive use of narcotics.

b.

a compulsory period of legal control (institutional and outpatient} for therapeutic reasons.l7

Several amendments to the original law have been made since 1961. In
the Supreme Court's decision in Robinson v. California in 1962, tne law's
interpretation of addiction as a cr1me was struck down as unconstitutional,
and legislative amendment was accordingly made.l8 In 1963, many of the indices
of criminality found objectionable by the California Supreme Court In re De
La 0 were removed from the original statute. At that time also, iniaddenda
to the De La 0 decision, the Narcotic Addict Evaluation Authority was established and-provision made for administrative responsibility for the release
program to be transferred from the Adult Authority to the Narcotic Authority.
In 1965, legal provision for the law was removed from the Penal Code and
placed in the California Welfare and Institutions Code.
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Significant statutory revisions made in 1970 are as follows:
1. The deletion of the six months minimum confinement period
prior to release to outpatient status
2.

The authorization to discharge civilly committed addicts
after two years (instead of the original three) abstention
from narcotics in the community and otherwise compliance
with conditions of release

3. Authorization for civilly committed addicts to participate
(on a voluntary basis) in approved Methadone Maintenance
Research Programs. In addition, Senate Bill No. 1271,
approved by the governor and filed with the Secretary of
- -State in- September 197-0 ; prevides irt-See-tion 5617-:

4.

a.

that a county mental health service may include a
program for the continuing treatment of narcotic
addiction by methadone, and

b.

that the Department of Mental Hygiene shall establish guidelines for the arrangements between local
mental health facilities and county probation departments enabling methadone maintenance to.serve
as an alternative to commitment to the California
Rehabilitation Center in Corona.

Assembly Bill No. 472, approved by the governor and filed
with the Secretary of State on June 1, 1970, provides that
where release to outpatient status is warranted the Director of Corrections shall so certify to the Authority. If
certification has not occurred in the preceding twelve
months in the anniversary month of the commitment of any
person committed under Chapter 167 of the Welfare and
Institutions Code, his case shall automatically be referred to the Authority for consideration of the advisability
of release in outpatient status.

As will be discovered at a later point, these statutory changes substantially
influenced program goals and directions.
IV.

CALIFORNIA 1 S CIVIL ADDICT PROGRAM:

ITS FUNCTIONS AND PURPOSE

Administratively, the Civil Addict Program provides that the NAEA,
CRC, and NAOP shall be separate bodies. However, their respective functions
are highly interdependent as is implicit in the Welfare and Institutions Code
which states:
The narcotic detention, treatment and rehabilitation facility
referred to herein shall be one within the Department of Corrections ... l9
11
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The issue of interdependence is an important one. For even though
the Civil Addict Program is a multiple operation, any action taken at one
level will automatically affect the remaining portions of the program. The
following condensed description of respective NAEA, CRC, and .NAOP responsibilities will help to illustrate the point.
CRC staff prepare case history data on inpatients which are subsequently used by institutional officials for classification and treatment purposes.
In addition, CRC staff provide treatment and counseling for institution residents. Both individual background information and treatment results are used
by NAEA as an aid in making release decisions. Although CRC staff are administratively responsible to instttutional authorities, their work is generally
based on tasks and policies articulated by NAEA, and on the needs of residents .
in terms of release preparations.
NAOP staff {field parole agents) work with releasees or outpatients
in the community and are charged with the responsibility of supervising clients
and keeping records on them. When necessary, they also make appropriate reports to NAEA for consideration of return to the institution, or any other
factor which would modify the individual 1 s current outpatient plan. The parole
staff is also under separate administration, but the impact of NAEA's broad
range leadership role is recognized, particularly as it relates to the retention of individuals on outpatient status for long periods of time.
In the performance of its duties, NAEA, as the paroling board, draws
heavily upon the services of both institution and parole staff. Although
the board has statutory responsibility for making release,. revocation, and
discharge decisions and policies, it has no statutory responsibility for the
administration of the Civil Addict Program itself. However, through action
on cases being considered for release or r~turn, the Authority does contribute indirectly to the making of administrative policies governing the control, treatment, and release of outpatients.20
namely:

It should also be noted that the three bodies share a common purpose,
"the receiving, control, confinement, education, treatment, employment, and rehabilitation of persons under
the custody. of the Department of Corrections or any
agency thereof who are or have been addicted to narcotics or who by reason of repeated use of na2~otics
are in imminent danger of becoming addicted."

It is hoped that this discussion will convey the intended message,
specifically that the Civil Addict Program is closely integrated as to
function and provides, of itself, a given continuum of services.
Of Specia1 Note
At one jun~ture, the Task Force staff strongly felt that the total
addict program should be removed from the jurisdiction of the California
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Department of Corrections, and such action was tentatively recommended. The·
main rationale was: (1) that there was no true provision for voluntary entry
to the program inasmuch as 11 Volunteers 11 are locked into the system immediately upon acceptance, with no option for later withdrawal other than at the
expense of paying legal penalty; (2) there appeared to be undue disparity
as to length of institutionalization between non-criminal addicts and criminal addicts; and (3) narcotic addiction is a medical problem, and except for
addicts who do or have constituted a clear danger to society, should therefore be treated under medical rather than correctional aegis.
On further reflection, task Force staff reversed its decision for the
following reasons:
1. There has been recent statutory provision which provides
that a per-son- commTttea t:o- tne C"iviT-Adoict· Program may
be released from the courts to the community if it is
determined by appropriate CRC-NAOP staff that the individual does not require medical or therapeutic treatment
in the institutional setting. This substantially reduces
concern about voluntary commitments.
2.

Even at the time field work was i~ progress, but also
since that time, amended legislation and program developments have headed the entire Civil Addict Program in a
much more flexible direction. For the addict, the issue
is now much less a matter of either/or, but rather one
of: 11 What are your particular needs, and how can we
best help you with respect to those needs? ..
Very likely, this is an oversimplified version of current developments. Nevertheless, according to the NAEA,
the intention is to make every effort toward increased
program flexibility and more individualized client management.

3.

Task Force staff would still maintain that not all addicted persons 11 need criminal or civil process for medical care to be made available to them ... 22 However, the
fact that eighty percent of the Civil Addict Program's
addicted clients are also felons cannot be ignored.
Were the program to be removed from CDC jurisdiction,
frequent recourse to correctional procedures would still
be necessary. Finally, any recommendation for change
should be accompanied by a specific plan as to where the
program might be better located. Developing such a plan
was not within the purview of the Task Force, and would
require extensive time and study far beyond the scope of
the present study.
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V.

THE NARCOTIC ADDICT OUTPATIENT PROGRAM

Administrative Structure
Chart I shows the present organizational structure of the Narcotic
Addict Outpatient Program (NAOP). In brief, there are two regions in
Southern California excl~sively operating civil addict outpatient programs.
In addition, there are two NAOP units in Northern California as well as
individual caseloads in other portions of the State which are directly responsible to the regular parole regional administrators in those areas.
The regional administrator of Region V has a functional responsibility of
administering the overall NAOP operation; this responsibility includes
instruction of all NAOP agents on NAEA policies and requirements, planning
training programs, incorporating policy changes in the manual, and general
coordination of the program. However, the deputy director of the Parole
and Community Services Division is the person with direct line authority
and responsibility over the entire Narcotic Addict Outpatient Program.
This organizational structure poses a dilemma. On the one hand, a
number of agents felt that there was too much autonomY and individuality
among the various units and caseloads, due partly to the lack of a single
administrator whose sole responsibility would be the overseeing of the NAOP.
The NAEA also commented on the "present fragmented situation" and suggested
that a single administrator might provide more coherence to the program.
In short, the present organization of the NAOP is presenting a problem of
coordination and uniformity of practices and procedures. On the other hand,
however, establishment of a separate administrator for NAOP would add another
bureaucratic layer in a structure that this Task Force has already questioned
in Chapter IV. It would also run counter to a major thrust of the System
Task Force Report which stresses the need to ''flatten" traditional hierarchical pyramid structures.
The feeling of the Parole Task Force is that the present organizational
structure is sound; but ongoing care must be taken to promote a teamwork atmosphere which will facilitate coordination and sufficient uniformity of
practice to assure uniform treatment for all outpatients. The concept of
functional responsibility, while not an ideal one in this situation, is a
common organizational phenomenon and one that can and often does work effectively.
NAOP does have official provision for a research function whose potential for guiding program direction and for influencing program effectiveness
should be of sizeable magnitude. Unfortunately, although the NAOP Guide
fully endorses the importance of measuring program effectiveness, it is apparently not possible at the present time to provide ongoing evaluation of the
total addict program. Along with the rapidly changing program units and
specialized problem areas, it seems likely that inadequate funds for the
research function may also be a limiting factor. Should this in fact be a
major determinant, the problem should promptly be rectified. In view of
the desperate need for tne development of a precise body of knowledge con-
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cerning drug addiction and accompanying unlawful behaviors, the allocation
of ample funds for research operations seems imperative.
Another deficiency within the program is lack of administrative provision for a community relations unit. This is an unfortunate oversight
since parole agents and addicts are both extremely dependent on how the community responds to their presence in the community and on the degree of help
it is willing to extend. In a program of this sort, administrative structure should quite definitely include a community relations position.
Finally, most parole agents interviewed said that the positioning of
authority, as it now stands, leaves too little room for release decisionmaking at the service level. The immediate reference was to the fact that
authorization for entry into NAOP comes from the Authority rather than from
persons most intimately familiar with individual clients.
This kind of issue is not new to the correctional field, but it is one
for which no really satisfactory solution has yet been found. In the present
instance, the Authority's counter argument was: (a) that it is legally responsible for release decisions; (b) that there are monthly combined CRC, NAOP,
and NAEA staff meetings in which program needs are jointly discussed and solution sought, and (c) that the Authority's overview of the entire program places
it in good position to introduce and implement new policies and procedures,
and that its suggestions have moreover been favorably received by program staff.
There would appear to be valid concerns on both sides. The Authority
has indeed made valuable contribution to the overall Civil Addict Program.
It was, for example, at its instigation that a new law was introduced providing for the retention of "limited placements" in the community in an appropriate facility for treatment (as opposed to straight institutional return). The
new law ~:ill greatly facilitate continuity of treatment for those cases where
extended institutionalization is not required. On the other hand, institutional and parole agents normally do have the most intimate knowledge of individual case needs and problems.
In weighing these several factors, Task Force staff concluded that a
possible aid to all parties might be to formalize the monthly combined staff
meetings by establishing a liaison committee whereby institutional, Authority,
and parole staff could work on mutual problems and concerns.
Recommendations. 30. The State should provide funds adequate to the
development and continued operation of a meaningful and efficient research
program for the NAOP.

3i. A community relations program should be incorporated in NAOP's
organiaational structure.
32. A Liaison committee concerned with decisions concerning clients
should be formed with representatives from both the Authority and program staff.
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Underlying Philosophy
Any program designed to help people requires a philosophical base
for the development of treatment methods and techniques. At the time field
work was in process, philosophy as expressed by the then existing NAOP
Parole Manual was as follows:
"The basic philosophy of the Narcotic Addict Outpatient
Program is to provide the addict with help so that he
can maintain a drug-free adjustment as he moves back
into the community from the institutional setting.
" ••• Reinstitutionalization of addicts who are unable
to utilize their release experience and who have used
------- -----1\al"co-tics--or are w1tnaraw1 ng trom-tne program -to- tne___________ _
extent where re-addiction or criminal involvement seem
imminent should be an integral part of the rehabilitative process. Maximum control can be achieved by the
prompt isolation of the addict and his return to a
drug-free environment. The removal of the addict from
the community prior to his re-addiction to narcotics
or his involvement in criminal activity should be considered a prime goal in accord with the philosophy designed for control, treatment and rehabilitation.n23
Task Force staff reaction to this latter statement was that the emphasis on institutionalization was more suggestive of punishment than treatment,
and that at least in part it went contrary to Section 3000 of the Welfare
and Institutions Code which states:
" ••• such treatment shall be carried out for nonpunitive purposes not only for the protection of the
addict, or persons in imminent danger of addiction,
against himself, but also for the prevention of contamination of others and the protection of the public."24
However, when the new NAOP Guide was issued in February 1971, it was
found that institutionalization had been signi_ficantly de-emphasized and that
present administrative policy much more closely reflects contemporary thought
with reference to case management of narcotic addicts. The new Guide states:
"Our objective is to keep persons conmitted to the Civil
Addict Program in the community in such ways that they
will be able to continue to remain in the community and
to encourage the creation of conditions which will support the addict in his efforts to accomplish this goal."25
Further:
"Inherent in an effective treatment plan is the realization that individual worth and human dignity must be pre-
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served as inalienable rights of all persons. Concern for
the dignity of the individual is demonstrated by our behavior in assisting the client in his effort to reach those
personally valid goals which have meaning and value to him,
without imposing our own prejudices and values, unless the
matter involves clearly illegal acts. We must, therefore,
thoroughly involve the client in planning for his own future,
and avoid trying to •run• his life for him.n26
Parole Agent•s Reaction to Administrative Philosophy and Policy
In connection with this current official statement or philosophy, Task
Force staff was advised by parole staff that the NAOP Manual Revision Committee
had been working on the new Guide for several months, and that feedback from
all staff had been encouraged all along the way. There was, of course, no way
of knowing the .degree to which non-committee members took advantage of this
opportunity, but there was considerable evidence that not al1 staff were in
accord with the Committee•s product.
To begin with, parole agents declared that the philosophical shift
(from institutional to community-based treatment) widened an already
existing
gap between what was designated as the 11 conservative 11 versus the 11 liberal 11
point of view. Those of conservative bent favored the original concept of
tighter controls whereas those of liberal persuasion favored administrative
provision for greater flexibility in the management of narcotic addicted
persons.
But the most pressing complaint--primarily among conservatives--was
that the Committee had in essence issued a mandate for them to 11 Change their
thinking 11 • The general feeling was that this is in opposition to the laws
of learning. One agent stated: 11 People can•t be made to learn. They have
to make up their minds for themselves ...
Administrative staff acknowledged to Task Force staff that resistance
to change is causing difficulties, and advised that they had taken action to
reduce philosophical polarization by matching parole agents and supervisors
believed to share common beliefs and attitudes. At first blush, this seemed
a good idea, but it is producing unanticipated negative results. For now,
due to already mentioned unit autonomy, the door is wide open for units comprised of conservative-minded members to work in opposition to administrative
policy. Moreover, it gives unit supervisors every opportunity to hire new
staff whose attitudes reflect their own philosophy. This would, of course,
also apply to liberal units, but in both cases it serves only to increase the
professional distance between middle management and upper level administration.
Task Force staff fully endorses the philosophical stance enunciated by
the Manual Revision Committee. It is verv much in line with other correctional programs such as Work Furlough and-Probation Subsidy, and it makes
clear what the client/parole agent relationship must be if treatment plans
are to carry potential for successful outcome. But it is not expected that
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this endorsement will correct or even ameliorate the problems under discussion. Feelings and attitudes will change only when personal experience
and training make change both attractive and congruent with personal values.
As one agent put it: 11 lf we were told what to do instead of what to think,
many of our problems would cease to exist. 11
In a very real sense, this comment gets to the heart of the whole
matter. Its implicit meaning is that the real issue is not whether parole
staff are or should be entirely of one accord in their thinking, but rather
that they should to the best of their ability carry out administrative policy
in daily practice. Disagreement and the ability to meet the demands of the
job need not be mutually exclusive.
- Training Neecrs --·--·------------------

-·-- --------

·-

---- ----------------

Literature pertaining to drugs and the multiple manifestations of
their use has been increasingly in evidence during the past several years.
Today, with the advent of numerous psycho-active drugs, it is nearly impossible to read even a newspaper or magazine which does not contain one or more
articles describing the adverse effect of the current 11 drug scene" on the
American public.
Unfortunately, there is no comparable supply of information as to how
best to cope with narcotic addicted individuals. Clinics designed to help
such persons are increasing in number, but most work done is of necessity
based on trial and error methods. For parole agents, the problem is even
more complicated since they must consider the interests of both society and
the addicted persons under their care. Also, although addiction is not itself a crime, most clients are both drug addicted (or in danger of becoming
so), and guilty of misdemeanors or felonies. There is no known academic
program designed to train narcotic parole personnel for their unique and
demanding work. Yet clearly there is need for a specially tailored program
whose prime objective is to produce specialists in a field of great importance.
NAOP does attempt to provide some in-service training. However,
according to questionnaire data pertaining to training, less that half of
fifty respondents believed the program was relevant to their needs. In
interview situations, a plea for continuous and more meaningful training
was voiced by NAOP staff at all levels. They cited the following as crucial
training needs:
a.

basic orientation to the system and its philosophical foundations

b.

sharply increased specificity as to operational
requirements

c.

improved casework methods
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There can be no question that the development of both a general and
specific body of knowledge would lend guidance and credence to what at the
very least is an extremely difficult job. Granting that this is easier said
than done, it is not necessarily an impossible endeavor. Certainly the present state of limbo cannot be allowed to continue. As it has done in so
many other instan~es, California could well take the lead in constructing
a viable training model which would provide adequate preparation for coping
with addiction and its socially unacceptable counterparts.
However, no state should tackle the job all alone, for the problem
is not indigenous to any particular area of the country. Nearly all states
are struggling with the same lack of vitally needed information. It seems
logical, therefore, that the best approach is for California to join hands
with other states and proceed in concerted fashion to discover--invent if
necessary--a training model appropriate to the purpose. Only when this or
comparable action is taken can job performance be upgraded and a path for
orderly change be paved.
l?eC!ommeruiation. .33. It is recommended that California's top correctional admi.nistrators appoint a seZect body of persons whose sole and specific
,j,J/J_, i.n < ~onjunction with academicians and correctionaL and medical practif i,m,·'l'li (WT'oss the nation, ·i s to design, I.Jithin a specified but adequate period
oj' time, tZ training modeZ for those er~gaged in the handling of drug addiction.

The NAOP in Operation
Client Entr~. The client enters CRC as an inpatient through courtordered civil comm1tment procedures. In this drug-free environment, the
process of detoxification is begun, along with efforts to reshape those behavioral patterns considered damaging to the client's general welfare. Originally, the required minimum length of stay at CRC was six months, but amended
law, which came into effect in November 1970, deleted this provision. The
Task Force views this as a very progressive step. Many persons require at
least six months, sometimes more, before they are ready for release. For those
who do not, the amended law now makes it possible for them to get an early
start on the important business of drug-free readjustment to community living.
California ·oepartment of Corrections administrative statistics show that the median stay before first release to parole in 1970 was 11 months for men and 9
months for women (compared with 36 months and 18 months, respectively, for
convicted felons in state prison).
At the point where correctional counselors concur in a favorable recommendation for release consideration, and a subsequent Release Study Program
and related -procedures are completed, NAEA makes a release decision. If the
decisi.on is to release, the client is then eligible for outpatient supervision.
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Supervision Goals. According to the NAOP Guide, there are five main
program goals. They are as follows:
"1.

2.

Maximize efforts toward dealing with the addict
in the community so that periods of remission are
increased.
Emphasis on what to do when relapse occurs with
the goal of minimizing the incidence of re-addiction.

Distinguish between re-use and re-addiction. When
relapse to addiction has occurred or the person is
in imminent danger of re-addiction, some form of external control wilLb~_utiljzed__fgr t.b~_ QrQ_~~-~tiQ!l ___
-···-··-···-------·-·af the- addict -from the extreme consequences of his
uncontrolled addiction behavior.
3.

4.

The systematic production and dissemination of reliable and valid knowledge concerning the nature of
drug addiction, the problems of treatment and control
under current conditions and the result of our treatment and control techniques.

5.

The mobilization of energy in the community (relatives,
neighbors, agencies, etc.) to contain and treat the
phenomenon. A long range goal is changing sociocultural situations which foster the incidence of addiction"27

These goals are seen as most satisfactory with the one exception that
greater specificity would be desirable. In the first and second goals listed,
for instance, some examples of methods to be used would strengthen the underlying intent of the stated objective. This is easily corrected and is mentioned only in the interest of insuring that goals can and will be realized.
T2s Guide also provides standards for minimum case contacts with
clients.
These appear to be adequate in number, particularly since parole
agents are at liberty to increase the number of their field contacts wherever
appropriate.
Treatment Methods. What is missing from the Guide, perhaps by design,
is reference to treatment methods other than those used for detecting drug
use. The original NAOP Manual does mention the importance of individual
counseling, and goes into considerable detail regarding group counseling.29
Commonly known as "grouping", parole staff explained to Task Force
staff that this form of treatment represents an attempt to extend institutional methods of treatment:
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"The releasee's behavior is highly influenced by the
people around him, whether he is participating in groups
within the community or as a resident in the treatment
center.
"The resident's use and impression of the group experience
has been highly significant. It is appropriate, therefore, that this type of treatment not be suddenly cut off
when the resident returns to the community. Treatment of
the releasee is a total program encompassing the treatment
center and field experience. The group experience and the
releasee's adjustment to these new experiences while at
the treatment center play a major part in determining his
readiness for release. Therefore_, tlie continuation of
group treatment by field personnel will be an integral part
of the releasee's program in the community."30
The NAOP Manual indicates that three types of groups will be provided
for releasees:
Reality Centered Groups: The purpose of this group, as
stated in the Manual, is: "Initially, these groups will
be used by the releasee for identification and carryover of institutional culture." After a period of time,
" ••• they wi 11 act as a problem-solving arena and supportive body to assist in a positive social orientation."31
These groups are held once a week.
Unemployed Groups: These sessions have no specific purpose other than, "areas for review during these sessions
should include such things as how to look for work how
to act, dress, speak, make proper contacts, etc."3~ These
groups are held only with unemployed clients, hopefully
to serve as a stimulus for job hunting, as the Manual
states, "If one isn't working, then one is hard at work
looking for a job."33 Counseling for unemployed clients
is mandatory on a weekly basis.
Family Groups: "Although family groups will not be a
mandatory requirement, they are something which deserve
considerable thought."34
"Treatment of persons to whom the releasee is frequently
exposed seems essential."35
At first glance, these provisions for group counseling appear to be
sound. But in interview situations, both parole agents and clients were of
the opinion that the process is much less productive than it should be. One
agent, for example, made this observation:
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" ••. if we are grouping, itmust be functional in
relation to the agency's goals. As it now stands,
grouping is not functional but diametrically opposed
to some of the other practices of the workers. Specifically, it is opposed to the terms and conditions
of association between clients. Furthermore, in many
respects it provides the clients with an opportunity
to present a united front of opposition to the parole
agent and the system which he represents."
There is much to be said for this point of view. If group counseling
is to be effective, it must provide an atmosphere conducive to freedom of
expression. How this is to be achieved when today•s parole agent becomes
tonight's group leader is difficult to imagine. TherfLj_Lli~o the _QrQblem _______ _
--------·------tnat many cllents- do-n ot ·respond well to any of t he group therapies. Insisting that they attend group sessions may produce temporary compliance,
but it will not alter basic patterns of behavior. Those who volunteer for
this kind of treatment stand the best chance of changed behavior.
A final comment with respect to group counseling is that this is a
specialized field requiring considerable training and experience. Many agents,
of their own accord, said they had had no such training and that the process
made them Uncomfortable". The implications for training in this area are
self-evident.
11

Detecting Drug Usage. Methods used by NAOP for detecting client drug
usage are: (1) nalline testing; (2) urinalysis; (3) skin check; and (4) the
client/parole agent relationship. Anti-narcotic testing is generally done
on a surprise basis, with less than forty-eight hours notice to the client.
Routine testing may be administered wherever the parole agent feels this is
in the best interest of a particular client. It is expected that urine
samples will be taken under the direct observation of the person obtaining
the sample.
Chemical anti-narcotic tests are administered by a qualified physician
and his decision regarding the results is final. The medical consultant is
responsible for developing contracts with testing laboratories, keeping
abreast of programs being carried out in other jurisdictions and other states,
and for consultation with parole agents concerning any unusual medical aspects
of a given case.
Testing objectives are as follows:
1.

Deterrent of drug use

2.

Early detection

3.

Support of abstinence

4.

Early treatment of relapse36
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This segment of the treatment program is the prime control factor for
and was viewed by the majority of agents interviewed as the
surest method of control available to them at the present time. However~
Task Force staff discovered that associated psychological reactions to testing tended in many cases to violate the principle of positive reinforcement
(encouragement and reward for new learning~ modified behavior, etc.). Not
all, but most of the clients interviewed said that they resent the testing
programs. They feel that the surprise element is an unfair intrusion on
their time and that it implies an unwarranted lack of faith in their own
efforts against relapse. One client said: 11 The whole deal just makes me
mad. Sometimes I go back on the stuff just to pay them back. 11 (If true,
this is unfortunate~ but admittedly the statement may be of doubtful veracity.)
outpatients~

tomment. It is difficult to know how client attitudes of this sort
can be counteracted. Like everyone else, addicts need to feel that they
have worth. Yet the very act of turning to drugs suggests that they do not
have a very high opinion of themselves. In addition, once addicted, many
of them see drugs as the 11 right 11 way of life and are not at all interested
in giving up the habit.
The implications for both addicts and the public at large are clear.
Addiction is not only physically harmful but it also leads to unlawful behavior which harms society. Accordingly, there seems to be no recourse but
to apply whatever controls appear most promising in efforts to reduce the
incidence of re-addiction and the proclivity for continued criminal activity.
The Methadone Maintenance Program. After following the progress of
New York's Methadone Program, and in anticipation of the law authorizing
methadone maintenance in California, the CDC, NAEA~ and NAOP, in 1970~ formulated policies and criteria for addict participation in such a program.
The full policy statement will be found in Appendix A.
At present time~ the.re are approximately 130 civil addicts on methadone maintenance in California. However, ninety percent of the Civil Addict
Program•s population are ineligible for methadone treatment due to mixed drug
use~ heavy use of alcohol, and abuse of amphetamines and barbiturates.
For
those who do meet eligibility requirements, the Authority has stated that
methadone treatment will not be introduced until every effort has been made
to help them manage their lives without the aid of drugs. This same effort
will be carried over into the methadone program.
Comment. There are those who feel that methadone maintenance is unwise since, like other drugs, it camouflages causative factors leading to
addiction. The argument is valid~ but it is also applicable to mentally
disturbed persons for whom tranquilizing drugs are prescribed daily, and
who otherwise would be unamenable to auxiliary treatment services. Another
argument against methadone~ advanced both by lay persons and many professionals~ is that it is foolish to substitute one addictive drug for another.
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reaction than do the hard drugs and for many addicts it eliminates the need
for opiate use. Add to this the likelihood of concomitant reduction in
criminal activity and the fact that methadone is applied under tightly controlled conditions, and it would seem that the advantages of methadone maintenance outweigh the disadvantages for a carefully selected group of clients.
In California, the methadone program is just getting underway, and
almost certainly various changes and adjustments will be necessary from time
to time. Nevertheless, Task Force staff see it as a welcome and important
addition to existing treatment methods.
Proaram Effectiveness
The magnitude and complexity of NAOP makes it very difficult to measure
program effectiveness with any precision. In the correctional field, 11 effective 11
is usually taken to mean that rehabilitative efforts have been completely successful. Yet NAOP some time ago concluded that a full-fledged 11 Cure 11 for addiction is highly improbable and that a much more realistic goal was to strive
for the highest degree and longest period of abstinence possible.
Toward that end, several additional provisions have been added to the
original program. One of them, entitled 11 Suspend-Reinstatements••, has been
designed to permit the client's retention in the community wherever it appears
that this arrangement will more effectively benefit the individual and society.
Another is the 11 L'imited Placement Prograin 11 whereby an outpatien~ may be returned to the institution for a period not to exceed sixty days for structured
inpatient treatment, detoxification, or whatever other type of specialized
treatment appears necessary.
For some time now, the main thrust of the overall Civil Addict Program
has been to release increasing numbers of persons to outpatient status. The
figures in Table X, supplied by the NAEA, reflect the results of that endeavor.
TABLE X
CIVIL ADDICT PROGRAM POPULATION MOVEMENT
DATE
TOTAL
December 31, 1968 6,235

INSTITUTION
2,856 (46%)

ACTIVE
OUTPATIENT STATUS
2,314 (37%)

INACTIVE
OUTPATIENT STATUS
1,065 (17%)

December 31, 1969 7,076

3,132 (44%)

2,867 (41%)

1,077 (15%)

December 31, 1970 8,110

2,705 (33%)

4,001 (50%)

1,404 (17%)

In comparing the 1969 and 1970 figures, it will be noted that there was a
36% increase in persons released to outpatient status in one year and an 11% increase in the proportion of clients in the community.
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1. Out of approximately 90,000 drug offense arrest~ in 1970
in California, only one percent were outpatients from CRC.
Of those who do return to inpatient status, only 3.5% come
back on a new conviction.
2.

Even considering those addicts who have been in and out
of CRC several times, 59% of all outpatients have been
found to be eventually capable of remaining drug-free and
trouble-free for twelve months in the community.37

3.

The rate of outpatients returned to the institution
during 1970 dropped considerably. By the end of 1970,
1,603 men had been returned to the institution program
from outpatient status. This represents 29% of the
total men who experienced outpatient supervision during
the year, and was the lowest percentage returned since
1963, the second year of the program.
Of the men experiencing outpatient supervision, 1,411,
or 25%, were returned without a new civil narcotic
commitment and 192 men (3%1 were returned with a new
civil narcotic commitment.38
-- -

4.

Figures depicting the number of male outpatients returned to the institution over a three year period are
shown in Table XI.
TABLE XI
OUTPATIENTS RETURNED TO INSTITUTION

1968

3,814

1,641

43

1969

4,553

1 '709'

38

1970

5,610

1,603

29

The figures show that despite a yearly increase in outpatient population, there has for each of three years
also been a decrease in the percent of persons returned
to institutional status. They also demonstrate that
the Civil Addict Program is making very good progress
in its resolve to release individuals to outpatient
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possible period of time.
5.

In March 1970 a report was released concerni~~ successFigures
ful discharges from the Civil Addict Program.
contained in the report indicate that of a total of
11,995 commitments to the program, 15.8% were successfully discharged as of December 31 1969. As of that
same date, 3,891 persons were considered to be discharge
11
eligible 11 ; i.e., although not eligible for discharge
as of December 31, 1969, 11 many of these persons doubtless
will gain discharge before expiration of the seven year
program.n40
·--------·---·
---- · - · · - - - · - - - · ·--- ----- ---·-·---·--·---·- - - - - 9

9

Program Effectiveness from the Client•s Point of View. Task Force
staff made contact with approximately fifty clients through both personal
interviews and the administration of questionnaires. In the process, it
was discovered that clients fell into two quite distinct groups. One group
evidenced great suspicion as to purpose of the study, saw little merit in
the parole system, and proved extremely resistant to discussion of any kind.
(Client reaction to anti-narcotic test controls will be discussed at a later
point.) The second group, on the other hand, talked quite freely about themselves, and about NAOP as well. Several persons in this group showed amazing
insight as to the genesis of drug addiction in their observation that life
long dependency patterns were associated with addiction. In this connection,
those with a long history of addiction, and whose early treatment was strictly
institutional, viewed the newer community treatment approach as frightening.
They said that whereas earlier they had been able to transfer dependence on
narcotics to dependence on the institution, they are now 11 forced 11 back to drug
dependence.
No attempt can be made here to judge the validity of this argument,
but from a psychological point of view, it is not without merit. Also to be
taken into account is the fact (as described by NAEA) that relapsed persons
(or those fearful of becoming so) come to CRC daily requesting r~-entry.
Whether this is reflective of dependency needs or a determined effort to ward
off re-addiction would have to be assessed on a case to case basis.
In terms of the general addict population, it must be recognized that
it is largely composed of persons with whom other agencies have failed and
therefore rejected, and of individuals with widely disparate backgrounds and
abilities. The one thing they appear to share in common in the lack of motivation for doing anything about their addiction. With these points in mind,
it was not surprising that client reactions to treatment were so often found
to be negative.
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ness.
--.---Vlew.

The Narcotic Addict Evaluation Authority View of ProRAam EffectiveNext to be considered is how the program looks from EA's point of
Salient findings are as follows:
1. Although the legal criterion for discharge is two drugfree years on an outpatient basis, NAEA administrators
do not consider that this alone constitutes success.
They would add:
a. Any time the program can maintain, at one period
or another, some 4,000 persons on outpatient status,
then success has been achieved. (The NAEA anticipates a client population of over 7,500 in the
community by 1975.)
b. Any observable sign of improvement over the addict's
prior behavior pattern can be considered a success.
Further:
c.

A person returned to the institution for additional
inpatient treatment is not a failure per ~·

d.

A person returned for limited Placement is not considered a failure simply because he requires additional treatment.

e.

A gate turn-in is not considered a failure when he
recognizes that he needs additional assistance.

f.

A client who tells his parole agent that he has used
drugs once or twice is not considered a failure.

g.

One of the most difficult aspects of rehabilitation
is trying to motivate the addict to want to abstain
from drug use. Any act on his part to seek further
help is construed to mean there has been a change in
his attitude, that there is now motivation . for abstinence, and that success for him can therefore be
claimed.

In sum, program effectiveness is viewed as a relative matter, with
the accent on success rather than failure but still avoiding unrealistic
expectations.
2.

In the early years of the program, the commitment rate
was approximately 75% misdemeanants. At present time,
over 80% of commitments are felons. Many of these are
hard-core cases who support their addiction through
criminal involvement. The NAEA stated that California
has experienced some success with extremely hard-to-
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reach individuals, but at the same time raised
question as to whether any authorities, correctional or medical, really know how to deal with
the heroin addict who is also primarily criminally oriented.
Comment. NAEA•s question is pertinent, and perhaps one to which
there may never be a completely satisfactory answer. For example, the fact
tnat by 1975 there will be an anticipated 7,500 persons receiving treatment
in the community is heartening in the sense that it gets addicts back into
the main stream of community living, where employment, education, and community services are available and can be utilized. But there are other
______questions to be considered;__ Does the 7 ,_50_Q fi gu~~_r_ef~_r__Q nl1 to newly ad-_______ _
dieted (or newly detected) persons not yet involved in the Civil Addict
Program, or does it also account for a given rate of relapse among those
presently in the program? Is there not some possibility that the predicted
sizeable increase in outpatient population will reduce efforts at concentrated
supervision and concomitantly increase relapse rates?
Glaser looks to research as at least a partial solution to these
troublesome issues.
11

Perhaps the most basic problem still to be solved
in the evaluation of narcotic addiction treatment is
that of maintaining a continuous interaction between
research answers and research question. Obviously,
as we answer a question, such as •what is the .relapse rate?• we are in a position to raise more sharply
qualified questions; e.g., 'What are the differences
in relapse rate for different types of addicts?' Perhaps a more important question is: 'What typology of
addicts will reveal the largest differences _in relapse
rate for a given type of treatment?' Always crucial
are the questions: 'What can we learn from the negative findings? What treatment would have been more
effective with those addicts who do not seem to have
been helped by the treatment studied?• For those exaddicts who appear to have been treated successfully:
•what aspects of the treatment were most beneficial,
or were apparent benefits actually independent of
treatment? How is the relapse affected by post-treatment circumstances rather than by the treatment? What
aspects of these circumstances most crucially affect
the outcome of treatment? What are variations in relapse rate according to different criteria of relapse?•" 41

Glaser•s message is an important one taken to mean that although
there may not now exist any real "experts 11 in the field of drug addiction,
there is, or could be, a vehicle available for developing a much fuller and
more concrete body of knowledge about addiction than presently obtains.
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Constructing such a vehicle would be hard work and certainly could not be
done overnight. But the challenge is there. All that remains is for
California to accept the challenge.
VI.

SUMMARY

This chapter has dealt with California•s Civil Addict Program. A
beginning groundwork was laid in which narcotic laws at the Federal level
were reviewed along with those of California•s civil commitment .provisions
and procedures.
Following was description of the Narcotic Addict Evaluation Authority,
the California Rehabilitation Center, and the Narcotic Addict Outpatient
Program, the three bodies responsible for the Civil Addict Program as designated by law. The foremost point here was that although these are separate
entities, operationally they are highly interdependent and interrelated.
This must constantly be kept in mind in efforts to understand their respective functions. The primary objective was to examine the structure and
function of NAOP. Majo~ areas covered were: administrative structure; program philosophy; training needs in connection with the program; treatment
methods; and program effectiveness.
Predominant study findings were as follows:
1. Organizational structure, though basically satisfactory,
is nevertheless fragmented, and thus tends to interfere
with smooth program operation rather than to encourage it.
2.

The official philosophical stance is unusually progressive and should provide the base for parole practice
throughout NAOP. However, program staff are of divided
opinion regarding the current philosophy. Some approve,
some do not. Administrative efforts to accommodate to
the situation have not thus far proved successful.

3.

There is urgent need for an in-service training program
which will assist parole agents in their daily practice.

4.

Treatment methods are quite well diversified, but many
outpatients are distrustful of efforts to help them.
They especially resent the anti-narcotic testing aspect
of the program.

5. Though success of the program was gauged in considerable
part by the increasing numbers of persons released to
outpatient status, this was by no means the sole criterion.
From NAEA's perspective even the smallest improved change
in an addict's attitude and behavior was considered to mean
that he had benefitted both from the program and from his
own efforts.

- 92 From the broad view, however, program administrators
questioned whether there exists within any professional
setting adequate knowledge as to how best to treat persons who are both drug-addicted and given to criminal
behavior. The challenge for California is to set about
obtaining this information, the need for which has been
amply demonstrated.

--- --------------------------------------·----------------------
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CHAPTER VI
COMMUNITY-BASED CORRECTIONAL PROGRAMS
Traditionally, correctional decision-makers have had to choose between total confinement and release to minimal supervision in the community.
In recent years, however, a new trend has emerged. This has been the experimentation with unique types of community-based programs, ranging from group
homes and halfway houses to non-residential centers which attempt to involve
the high-delinquency urban ghettoes in the solution of their own problems.
The philosophy behind this trend is that institutions are inherently undesirable places to commit people, that people respond more favorably to
__ . _______ efforts tQ_ hel~em in an atmo~here of freedom rather than severe restri ction and confinement, and that the-pub11c is protected just as aoequate yand far less expensively by the rapid release of most offenders to their
homes under close supervision and assistance. The President's Commission
on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice, (already outdated in its
discussion of community-based programs), underscores their significance:
..... they offer a set of alternatives between regular supervision and incarceration, providing more
guidance than probation [and parole] services commonly
offer without the various disruptive effects of total
confinement. The advent of these programs ••• and
their recent growth ••• are perhaps the most promising developments in corrections today ... l
As is true in many aspects of correctional planning and practice,
California has been in the avant~garde in developing these types of
programs. Both the youth and adult parole systems are committed to devising and putting into operation a range of community-based programs that
are effective alternatives to institutionalization. However, the comparative value of such programs is still not documented and their full potential thus remains untapped.
Because of their importance, the Parole Task Force isolated for
special study certain community-based programs that differ from traditional parole activities. Most of these programs are housed in facilities operated by the State or by private groups with whom the State contracts for
services, and all tend to be located in urban ghetto centers. Those visited
by Task Force staff included: (1) all four operated by the Department of
Corrections; (2) six of the seven run by the California Youth Authority;
and (3) three private facilities. Interviews were held with all levels of
staff, including volunteers, and clients.
The following discussion is intended to point out how these programs
exemplify progressive correctional planning and practice, to suggest that
they be increasingly developed and expanded (not only by the State but also
by local correctional agencies), and to offer some recommendations as to
how they might be improved. Additional data regarding the value of communitybased correctional centers may be found in the Prison Task Force Report.
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I.

FACIL'ITIES OPERATED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS

The Department of Corrections has two Community Correctional Centers
for male felons which are essentially halfway house programs. It also operates two similar facilities, one for males and one for females, as part
of its civil narcotic program which will be discussed in the following section.
The Rupert Crittenden Center in Oakland and the new Central City
Center in Los Angeles have common goals and are operated in a similar manner.
Both were established to enable earlier release of some inmates from prison,
to provide an alternative, in place of reconfinement, for some parolees who
were 11 Slipping 11 in the community, and to house a work furlough program close
to actual _.job locations. Both centers accomodate sixty men each, thirty
parolees and thirty men on work furlough. It should be noted that these
facilities were not established to handle only the best risks. Rather, with
the exception of work furloughees, residents tend to have a more extensive
history of incarceration than most parolees, to have a more established antisocial patt~rn of behavior, and to be overly dependent and without adequate
job skills.
In brief, these two centers house men for whom the alternative
would otherwise be longer prison confinement rather than parole.
A short description of each facility is presented below, followed by
general comments and observations. More detailed information on the California
Department of Corrections Community Correctional Centers, inc~uding those for
addicts, may be found in its annual report by the same title.
Crittenden Center
Located in a high-delinquency area in downtown Oakland, Crittenden
Center is a dilapidated former State office building. While close to employment, the center resembles a large rooming house in a run-down neighborhood.
Residents are crowded three to five in small size rooms. Contraband and
li.aison between outsiders and residents are constant problems which center
staff have not been able to remedy. Staff apologized for the lack of maintenance and the general shabby appearance of rooms and furnishings, but said
there was no point in doing anything because the building will be torn down
in the next year to make room for a freeway.
This is a sensible point of view at this period of time. However,
since the center has been operational for six years, there is reason to
question why so little has been done to improve the facility. Certainly
its inadequacies are reflected in the low morale of its residents. Most work
at menial tasks on temporary jobs, so there is little they can do to improve
the situation. Nor is there much motivation for doing so since the average
stay is only four weeks. The end result is a passive acceptance of poor
living conditions which neither keeper nor kept seem inclined to do anything
about.
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For example, many community organizations and individual volunteers are active
at the facility. In fact, this 11 exposure to citizens of all strata of society ..
is considered 11 probably the greatest program assist of the center 11 .4 However,
some volunteers were critical of what they considered to be the rigid and punitive attitudes of professionals, particularly with regard to sending men back
to prison. Of the 133 men released to the center in 1968, 20% were returned
to prison within a ygar--slightly higher than the rate for all felons released
for the same period.
Central City Center
This facility is located in a predominately Black are.a of Los Angeles,
-·close to -r;gntTn-dustry- anatransportation:--rtre cent-er_i_s- normer--r-es-tdenti a1
hotel. Physically, it has excellent potential for becoming a first-class residential treatment center. The facility is new and not yet operating to capacity. Staff, especially the center manager, are enthusiastic and pulling together to develop an outstanding operation.
Private individual rooms are available for each resident. Control is
excellent, and is achieved without revealing the usual concern about security
and contraband. An outdoor recreation space is provided, and plans are underway to remove presently inadequate kitchen and dining arrangements to a building next door which has been acquired.
Following the example of some juvenile facilities, Central City has
recently provided accommodations for up to ten female residents on the administrative floor. This coeducational program is reportedly working well and
is viewed by Task Force staff as a worthwhile experiment. Correctional authorities agree that few women need either lengthy incarceration or a high degree
of custody. Hence, this type of program is particularly appropriate for women.
General Observations
The Adult Community Center programs can and should provide an excellent
vehicle for the transition from a closed structured community to the free competitive community. However, there are respects in which the Department of Corrections has not assigned a high enough priority to this essential phase of contemporary corrections. Following are some of the reasons for this observation.
1. Centers are inadequately staffed. A ratio of one staff
to five inmates may be acceptable in an institution, but
a smaller operation, intended to provide strong support
in the transitional phase, warrants a more generous ratio.
The use of vocational rehabilitation as a resource is
commendable. However, personality defects found in some
clients justify the expense of employing a vocational
counselor with specialized training in placing and counseling clients who are emotionally immature and who have a
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poor self-concept. Correctional officers who are
skilled in counseling should be employed at a higher
grade than those who are trained to perform merely custodial duties. Also, at least two officers should be
present during evening hours and/or wee!cends, when the
impact of informal face-to-face contacts can be maximized.
2.

There is conflict within individual programs. Despite
assurances to the contrary by employees concerned, _experience has indicated that there is often an incompatibility between those on parole and those still in custody
under a work furlough program. It is difficult to apply
different regulations and restrictions to one group and
to expect the other group to conform to another set of
standards. Some of these problems may be minimized by
housing post-parole residents on an emergency basis only
or, if possible, by keeping parolees and work furlough
inmates in separate facilities.

3. The assessment of $3.00 per day for parolees and $4.10
per day for those working is again a factor that contributes to poor work furlough morale. It would be
resolved if separate facilities were provided. It is
perhaps unrealistic to expect work furlough inmates to
pay for their custodial supervision.
4.

Work furlough inmates are not furnished 11 dress-out 11
clothing when transferred to a work furlough base, but
are required to seek employment in institution clothing,
11
hand-me-downs 11 donated by the conununity, or clothing
purchased from their savings. Since part of the justification for a work furlough program is to bolster an
inmate•s self-image, the practice of sending work furlough residents out to seek employment or to work in
obviously inferior clothing is self-defeating and degrading. What happens to the money saved by the practice? No one at either the Oakland or Los Angeles center
could offer any logical explanation.

It should also be noted that although the State has approximately 1,600
work furlough participants, only 60 of them reside in community-based centers.
For lack of an adequate supply of community centers, the remainder go to work
from prisons or from local jails. This is regrettable since community facilities make for greater ease in getting to and from work, greater accessibility
to vocational and educational programs, and greater efficiency in assisting
inmates make the difficult transition back to the community. The Parole Task
Force joins with numerous previous California studies and with both the Prison
and Jail Task Forces in urging the increased use of furlough programs.6
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II.

FACILITIES OPERATED BY THE NARCOTIC ADDICT EVALUATION AUTHORITY

As part of its outpatient program from the California Rehabilitation
Center (CRC) for narcotic addicts, the NAEA operates two halfway houses in
the Los Angeles area. Their purpose is described as:
..... one means of enabling the timely release of CRC
residents to outpatient status after a minimal period
of institutionalization and to provide close supervision
in a controlled setting for outpatients, particularly
during the critical period following release from an
institution. 11 7
Theel-, en te 1e are c1ea r1y 11 11a rei-core n- ;n-tna t- th-ey- h·a-ve-a- hi-gher-rate
of prior outpatient failures, poorer work histories, and lower base expectancy
scores than other CRC releasees. Yet, employment levels for residents of both
centers tend to be extremely high and return rates to CRC are not much different than those of other releasees.B
Both centers are also used as 11 halfway in 11 facilities for persons experiencing adjustment difficulties in the community. Vinewood (the women•s
facility) also serves as a work furlough base in preparation for parole.
Parkway Center
Located in a former two-story motel, Parkway•s physical facilities are
excellent; they provide maximum control for up to 53 men with a minimum number
of personnel. The location is convenient to light industry and public transportation. However, there is little in the way of planned program activities,
and recreational opportunities are limited. Most interaction is simply a matter
of i'nformal contact between parole agents and clients.
Since this facility is used for civil commitments, the regulations are
properly less stringent than at other facilities for adult felons. Urinalysis
and other checks for drug use are administered routinely, and the claimed success
rate for a 3-year period is about 18%. While this is a rather depressing statistic, it is far better than many other programs designed to cure hard drug addiction.
·
The main needs at Parkway are more staff, an employment counselor, and
a more structured program of activities.
Vinewood Center
Vinewood is an attractive former apartment house in Hollywood for women
releasees from CRC. The operation is more permissive than the male facility,
but essentially the program is the same. One notable handicap is the lack of
employment opportunities in the neighborhood. Another is that residents who
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are unemployed may remain at the center throughout the day, a factor which
does not encourage maximum effort at job-seeking. This is in contrast with
the men's center where residents must vacate the premises and search for
employment from 8:00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m. each week day.
General Comments
Morale of employees at both centers appeared to be good, although
they mentioned the frustration of working closely with an essentially passive
group of persons.
The major values of the NAEA's halfway houses are similar to those
operated for adult felons. They enable the Authority to release a number
of inmates earlier than would otherwise be the case, and they provide a supportive environment under closer supervision than would be available through
straight parole. In brief, the existence of these halfway houses allows
NAEA to take greater calculated risks in getting clients back to the community. They also make it possible to temporarily house persons who are starting to fail on parole (extremely common for addicts}. Since most residents
work and contribute to the cost of the centers, the State is spared not only
the more expensive costs of lengthy confinement but also a portion of the
expenses in these short-term facilities. The client's increased self-worth
and pride in being productive and self-supportive, though difficult _to measure,
are perhaps of even greater value.
III.

FACILITIES OPERATED BY THE YOUTH AUTHORITY

Following a pilot project in Watts, the Youth Authority established an
additional six Community Parole Centers in July, 1969. The general program
statement for all these centers is as follows:
"Through centralization and concentration of resources,
the Parole Center is designed to increase parole effectiveness by focusing on limited caseloads located
primarily in economically depressed and socially disorganized urban areas. Parole services and consultation are to be available to wards, their families,
community agencies, and institutional staff to enhance
the concept of •treatment continuum•.n9
Primary program objectives are:
1.

11

Increased parole effectiveness by initiating relationships with wards, family members, and relevant community
resources at intake. Maintaining these contacts through
ward's institutional career· and assisting institutional
staff in programming and release planning.
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"To modify behavior to enable wards to function delinquencyfree and help to correct the distorted perceptions and
attitudes of wards, their families and peers toward each
other and social institutions.

3.

"To alter identification of residents of these depressed
areas and educate the larger community to the needs and
problems of disadvantaged people to reduce the conflicts
that reflect in attitudes and behavior of our target
area wards.nlO

Since the Youth Authority itself provides an excellent description and
evaluation of these programs in its annual progress report, there is no point
in duplicating that information here. However, this Report will summarize
wha t- Pa ro-1e- "fa-sk- f yrce-staff-perceive-d as th-e-ma-j-or-s tre-n-gtns- arrd-we-a-k-rres ses
of these centers.
First of all, the Community Parole Centers are making a unique effort
to integrate institutional and parole services. Center parole agents are
assigned at the time youth from their area are committed to the Youth Authority
rather than at the point of parole. Further, while not always possible because
of time and distance factors, parole agents at least attempt to participate in
reception center and subsequent institutional staffing of wards, and to work
with both the ward and his family before his release. Frequently they contact
school administrators and prospective employers in an effort to develop a
program for the youth prior to his return to the community. Some of these
additional ser·vices are possible largely because caseloads for center agents
have been reduced to an average of 20 parolees and 8 wards in institutions.
Since institution-parole ties have been a traditional problem at the State
level (largely due to georgraphy alone), this program is viewed as an extremely
progressive stride.
The second noteworthy characteristic of these facilities is their aggressive effort to become an integral part of the cormnunity they serve. Their
"caseload" is all of the Youth Authority wards (averaging 180), their families,
and environment in a six to ten square mile area around the centers. While
some of these facilities met with strong initial hostility (the first on~ was
fire-bombed), staff determination to "work with people where and as they are"
has helped to overcome much of this rejection and to build viable, comrnunitybased programs. Staff who fought to develop programs which met client needs,
not just those of the system, and who possessed the ability to induce change
by consensus rather than by mandate are largely responsible for what now appear
to be quite successful operations in some of these centers.
Much has also been gained by involving the community in a wide variety
of activities. These have included the opening of center recreational and other
facilities to the entire local community; reciprocal participation in and sharing of facilities with other local groups and organizations; hiring of indigenous
para-professionals; establishing of citizen advisory committees (in at least two
centers); and cultivating a wide range of community resources and assistance,
from baking birthday cakes to conducting sophisticated vocational classes.
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staff and clients fostered by an atmosphere in which there is "give and take"
on a personal as well as professional level, i.e., where relationships are
not simply 11 across the desk 11 • A rather touching example was that of a Chicano
youth who was obviously eager to discuss something with the Center Manager.
Although the manager and Task Force staff were in conference, the Task Force
member urged the manager to talk with the boy. What concerned the boy was
the fact that he had lost the manager•s nail clippers. The conversation was
somewhat as follows:
Manager:

11

Did you find them, Ramon? 11

Ramon:

11

No, Sir, but I worked this week, and
wish to replace them ...

Manager:

11

Forget it. 11

Ramon:

11

No sir. I have ten dollars left from
pay, and I wish to buy a new pair.
Tell me what kind, please ...

my

Manager:

11

I don•t remember, Ramon. A cheap
pair--less than a dollar ...

The youngster departed, very pleased that he was able to repay a favor.
The above discussion is not meant to imply that all Community Parole
Centers are functioning near maximum capacity, or that they are all at the
same level of achievement. On the contrary, each of them has certain handicaps and problems. For example, the age span of clients is from 10 to 23 years,
and makes it difficult to provide effective programs for all. The rising
average age (currently over 19 years) suggests that increasing efforts must
be made to program for a young adult population. Also, while theoretical
caseload sizes are reasonable, in practice they are often considerably larger
than the standard. Staff interviewed seemed to feel that their facilities
were on the 11 bottom of the barrel 11 with respect to budget, requiring considerable ingenuity on the part of center managers to obtain needed equipment (which
may, however, have indirect advantages if this results in a canvassing of the
community to provide assistance and resources). Finally, there is·still a
certain amount of resistance if not bitterness toward the centers (as toward
all symbols of the 11 establishment"} by some members of the community. One Task
Force member who talked personally with neighborhood residents near one center
was told, 11 lt 1 s like having •pigs• or a prison on your doorstep... Significantly,
this assertion implies a negative attitude not only toward the 11 establishment 11 ,
but also toward the system•s clientele, even though resident and . client are from
the same neighborhood.
Because Qf the newness of these centers, little comparative data are
available on recidivism or other criteria of effectiveness. However, after
15 months in the project, boys from the original Watts Centef had a 34% violation rate, compared to 47% for boys in regular parole units. 2 Also, of the
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31, 1969, 15% violated parole within 6 months, compared to 28% of all wards
statewide. Longer-range follow-up data will be available in the near future. 13
IV.

PRIVATELY OPERATED FACILITIES

One critical need for most parolees is the provision of better living
conditions than those experienced prior to entry in the correctional system.
It is obvious that the State cannot be expected to provide such living arrangements for all its charges. However, one resource that is being used with increased frequency is the privately-operated halfway house or group home. Task
Force staff found several such residences, used partially or totally by the
---state ,- n;--sacramento-;-Ios Angeles, ana-fne_S_an-Franc-isco-eayArea-.- Decll catTon
of residence staff and esprit de corss among residents was generally apparent.
While adequate financial support ten s to be a perennial problem, privately
operated facilities have certain advantages over those operated by correctional
agencies. They tend to be considerably less restrictive, residents often feel
they can trust the staff more than official agents who exercise legal controls
over them, and living arrangements more closely resemble normal homes. In light
of these advantages, administrators in the Department of Corrections are currently examining the feasibility of increased contractual arrangements with private facilities, with perhaps an accompanying decrease in Department-operated
facilities.
V.

ADULT PAROLE OUTPATIENT CLINICS

Both San Francisco and Los Angeles have parole outpatient clinics that
appear to be adequately staffed, well supported programs. The staff ih each
consists of nine psychiatrists, eight psychologists, a psychiatric social
worker, and clerical help. Each clinic serves about 500 clients per year.
Referrals are made by paroling authorities, parole agents, and courts.
Priority is assigned to parole board cases, so that at times other, perhaps
more vital, cases must await their turn. Nevertheless, the clinics are performing a needed service. They are essential to an effective community program and should be expanded as funds are available.
VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

34. The State should strengthen and expand its Community Parole Center
Program for youth with increased emphasis on developing programs that wiZZ
allow earlier institutional release and fewer returns.
35. In the event youth and adult services are consolidated~ the State
should experiment with using these Community Parole Centers for adults as well
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as for youths. Othel•z.n:sc~ the Depa1•tment- of Coi'J•cc•t lons should hw1•ease
its Corrmunity Correctional Centers but model them mol'e aj'te:r• the Youth AuthVl'ity's centers~ i.e.~ with increased emphasis on integrating institutions and
parole and on becoming an integral part of the corrmunity.
36. The State should e:r:pand its use of corrmunity-based work furlough
centers for inmates~ particularly for women~ and should use them for other
types of furloughs such as vocational training and educational programs.
37.

The State should enact legis'Zation permitting inmates on furlough

to reside in privately operated facilities via contractual arrangements.
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CHAPTER VII
CALIFORNIA PAROLING AUTHORITIES
Because of their critical and intertwined roles in institutional and
parole decision-making, the various paroling authorities have been mentioned
frequently in this and other Task Force Reports. However, there has been no
systematic examination of their characteristics and functions. That is the
task of this chapter. The approach of this chapter will be to discuss the
four boards generically and individually: to describe their similarities and
differences in structure, to discuss their various duties and methods of carrying out their respective responsibilities, and to suggest directions for improvement.
I.

CHARACTERISTICS

Table XII presents, in capsulized form, a gross descriptive picture
of the four paroling authorities. A number of significant differences bet\/een the boards may be 'seen. The Women •s Board and Narcotic Addict Eva 1uation Authority are part-time boards, do not use· hearing representatives, and
are not confirmed by the Senate. Only the Adult Authority and Women's Board
set terms for inmates and both boards are restricted by statutory minimum
sentences for every commitment. Most significant are the vast differences
in median terms of offenders under jurisdiction of the various paroling authorities. For example, adult male felons average twice as long in confinement
as women felons and four times as long as juvenile offenders (many of whom
are committed from the same adult courts for similar offenses). Finally,
while the number of total actions taken and the parolee caseloads vary markedly
from one board to another, only the Youth Authority Board seems to have an
excessive number of cases per decision-maker. However, the Adult Authority
and Youth Authority rely very heavily on hearing representatives to make individual case decisions.
Structure
The Parole Task Force agrees with the President's Crime Commission
that the paroling function shoVld belong to 11 an independent decision-making
group within a parent agency... As with the courts, the parole boards serve
both as representatives of the public and as an essential part of the 11 checkand-balance11 structure of criminal justice. Hence, as with the courts, they
must have the power to make decisions independent of political pressures, recommendations of professional correctional staff, and any other influences.
On the other hand, their job is so interwoven with that of institutional and
parole staff that the need for coordination, mutual respect, and a 11 teamwork 11
attitude is critical. This is fostered by having the boards within the same
11 parent agency 11 , viz. the Human Relations Agency, as is the balance of the
State correctional apparatus •. For the most part, California already complies
with these concepts.

TABLE XII
CHARACTERISTICS OF CALIFORNIA PAROLING AUTHORITIES
-

ADULT AUTHORITY
Jurisdiction

Adult male felons

Number of Members
Authorized by Statute
Number of Hearing
Represnetatives
Selection Procedure
Terms of Appo1ntment
Statutory Authority
Number of Act1ons
Taken in 1970
Act1ons per Member
or Representative
Number of Parolees
on March 31, 1971
M1n1mum Term
for Inmates
Med1an Terms in
Confinement (1969-70)

-

-

----

YOUTH AUTHORITY
Juvem 1e ·wards;
adult offenders
under 21

8

7

11

7

App•td by Governor
(confirmed by Senate)
4 years
Term setting
Parole grants
Parole revoc.
Discharge

App•td by Governor
(confirmed by Senat~
4 years
Parole grants
Parole revoc.
Di schar_ge

NARCOTIC ADDICT EVALUATION AUTHORITY
Civ111y comm1tted
I
Adult female felons adult narcotic
I
addicts.
I
.
s I
4
_lp_art-time)
_(part-time}
Exec. Off. may serve
if no Bd. member
None
available
I
App•td by Governor App'td by Governor
I
4 years
4 years !
Parole
grants
Term setting
Parole revoc.
Parole grants ,
Recomm.
to court for
Parole revoc. l
discharge
Discharge
woMEN•s BOARD I

J

40,177

48,000

4,999 I

2,115

3,429

2,000* 1

14,816
Set by statute

1

1,008 I
I
No statutory minimum Set by statute
13 '701

ll ,086
2,049*
4,098
No statutory minimum

11 months
I
I
*Workload divided by half the number of board members since they are part-time boards.
36 months

9 months

18 months

I

.......
0

co
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Selection and Appointment
Because of the importance of their decisions, in terms of public protection, effects upon the lives of individual offenders, and impact upon the
rest of the correctional machinery, proper selection of competent and qualified board members is essentiai. Task Force staff concur with the suggested
standards of the President•s Crime Commission relative to board members:
11

The nature of the decisions to be made in parole requires
persons who have broad academic backgrounds, especially
in the behavioral sciences, and who are aware of how
parole operates within the context of a total correctional
process. 2
11

11

(Members should be} ••• appointed by the Governor through
a merit system ••• or from a list of candidates who meet
the minimum requirements of education and experience.
None of the parole board•s members should be a person
who is already a State official serving ex officio. 3
11

Because they represent the public, parole boards should not consist solely of
present or former correctional workers; however, members should have both knowledge and ability to utilize that knowledge about causes of law-violating behavior and methods of altering such behavior. In addition to being appointed
by the Governor, all board members should be confirmed by the Senate (as is
currently the case for two boards} so as to further assure the selection of
the most competent individuals. To provide a continuity and evenness of justice and to avoid the sudden creation of totally new and inexperienced boards,
an overlapping of terms seems appropriate. Consideration might also be given
to extending the length of terms from four to six years to allow for an easier
overlapping of terms and to provide greater continuity of parole board practices.
A violation of the above principles of independence, public representation, and elimination of ex officio memberships on parole boards occurs in the
juvenile parole system where the Director of the Department of the Youth Authority is, by statute, not only a member of the Youth Authority Board, but its
chairman. The problems which arise for parole staff from this combination of
roles have been discussed in Chapter III. Quite aside from those issues is the
fact that the Directorship of the Youth Authority is, by itself, an extremely
demanding, difficult assignment, which would seem to require the undivided
attention of even the most competent of administrators.
A more desirable alternative, in the view of Task Force staff, would
be the formation of liaison committees (as was discussed in Chapter V relative
to the Narcotic Addict Evaluation Authority} and the development of other means
of coordination and cooperation. Since the youth parole board and the youth
parole supervision department are both within the Human Relations Agency, the
mechanics of such a coordinative effort should not be excessively difficult.
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Recorrunendations. ;'i8. AZl parooZc bom•d mcmbel'8 shauZd be appointed
by the Governor~ through a process of merit selection~ and should be confirmed by the Senate.
39. Appointments should noromaZZy be to fuZZ-time positions and should
be for six year overlapping terms.
40. The Director of the Department of the Youth Authority should be
neither the chairman nor a member of the Youth Authority Board.
41.

AZZ of the parole boards should form Ziaison corrunittees with the
institutional and parole staff to discuss and resolve problems
of mutual concern.

appropr~te

Number and Size of Boards
The number and size of individual parole boards should be commensurate
with their workloads and responsibilities. Some authorities argue that boards
should be primarily policy-making in nature and should leave all but highly
controversial, contested or appealed cases to hearing representatives. However,
as all of California's board chairmen stressed, those persons who make the
final decisions and who bear the ultimate responsibility for the paroling
function should have as much "face-to-face" contact with their clients as
possible. Simply reading folders and "rubber-stamping" case decisions would
be both a boring and inane type of activity for highly qualified and highly
paid individuals. More importantly, only "face-to-face" contact can provide
some of the important "cues" on which to base individual decisions. Also,
only through such "face-to-face" contact can there be developed an intimate
knowledge about and feeling for the clients and the type of decisions to be
made. Furthermore, as some board members pointed out, increasing numbers of_
cases are now highly controversial; as counties skim off more and more of the
less serious offenders, this will be even more true in the future. Hence,
the Parole Task Force suggests that full-time board members should hear the
bulk of parole cases and should use hearing representatives only as necessary.
On the other hand, many hearing representatives do an excellent job and should
be available, on request, to each of the boards when workload so justifies.
Narcotic Addict Evaluation Authority. Since its creation, the NAEA
has experienced a steady and rapid increase in its workload. With the spiralling rise of drug abuse in California, it appears clear that this workload will
continue to expand, both in sheer numbers and in terms of the need for constantly developing new and sophisticated approaches to the problem. These factors,
together with the above-mentioned values of having board members rather than
hearing representatives hear cases, would seem to justify making the NAEA a fulltime board, although the number of members might initially be reduced by one.
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Women's Board of Terms and Parole. On the one hand, as will be seen
later, the Women's Board is, in many respects, one of the most progressive.
Its members are highly dedicated, were perceived by Task Force staff as being
most involved with and concerned about its clientele, and tend to be among
the most "risk-taking". Its procedural safeguards are also among the best.
On the other hand, the issue of whether or not to retain a separate parole
board for adult females has been raised repeatedly in California. Insofar
as can be determined, California is the only State which operates such a
Board, although Illinois and New York formerly had separate parole boards
for adult females, but have discontinued them. It is also to be noted that
both the Youth Authority Board and the Narcotics Addict Evaluation Authority
serve female clients without the necessity of a separate parole board structure.
Historically, the Women's Board of Terms and Parole was created in
the late 1920's as a "spin off" of a concentrated effort, led by the California
Federated Women's Clubs, to remove female offenders from San Quentin Prison.
When female felons were removed from San Quentin and housed separately at
the old Tehachapi facility, the program, as well as the parole function, was
placed under the direction of a Women's Board. In 1944, however, with the
adoption of the California Prison Reorganization Act, all adult institutions
were assigned administratively to the Director of Corrections. The Women's
Board retained its term-setting and paroling powers. However, it surrendered
its administrative responsibility, although it did assume an advisory role
in respect to the women's facility.
On at least three occasions, during the terms of three successive
Governors, question has arisen as to whether or not the Women's Parole Board
(by whatever name it was currently known) should continue. In 1959, legislation abolishing the Women's Board was approved by the Legislature, but was
vetoed by the Governor. The following quotation from a 1962 publication of
the Youth and Adult Corrections Agency speaks to the issue:4
"The role of women in our society has been gradually
changing toward increasing equality with men, but
there still remains in the public attitude some traditional feeling that women offenders should be dealt
with less harshly than men. This probably rests on
the fact that women's crimes tend to be less serious
than those committed by men. Nevertheless, such attitudes toward female offenders tend to be more vague and
far less strongly felt than the feelings and attitudes
toward youth.
"The majority of outside consultants concurred in the
opinion that there is no real justification for a separate Board for adult women. One stated that the only
reasons for a separate women's Board now are historical
or sentimental. Many felt that having at least one
woman member on an over-all Adult Authority should be
mandatory. We concluded that there was little, if any,
justification for retaining a separate women's Board.
17-818U
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Recommendation
INTEGRATE THE WOMEN'S BOARD OF TRUSTEES INTO THE ADULT
AUTHORITY.

"While we agree with the concept that Women are different••, we could not find that, within offense groups,
the characteristics of the offender, whether he be man
or woman, are very different from a treatment standpoint. When the consultants stated that there should
be separate decision-making bodies for adults and youth,
they pointed out that whatever the differing needs and
problems are between youthful male and female offenders,
one decision-making body now meets them. It seems reason------- ___@]_~ __ gnd _]_Qgi<;li_J; h~_t_ aduJ t u~___b_an~l}-~d __if!.__the_~~~~~~ay,
provided that one adult body gives appropriate conslderation to whatever specialized needs, problems and public
attitudes toward women may exist.
11

11

1ntegration could bring into the Adult Authority some
of the concepts which the Board of Trustees are now
using. • ••••• Integration would decrease Board administrative costs; provide a wider exposure to the problems
of inmates and institutions; and offer the opportunity
to exchange ideas across the State. The presence of
11
Women's members 11 on the Adult Authority would also provide the same advantages to the present members of the
Authority.

"The comparatively high cost of the trustees work and
the part-time aspect of the operation which inhibits
continuity of both administration and philosophy reduces the efficiency of the Board compared to the two
other authorities. The fact that there is only one
institution with a one-sex population could foster a
provincial philosophy or could create an over-protective
or hypercritical attitude on the- part of members toward
their cases ...
As suggested in the 1962 report, a comparison of parole board costs,
per action, also raises question as to whether or not the Women's Board should
be continued. A comparison between the budget and number of actions heard by
the Adult Authority and the budget and number of actions heard by the Women's
Board reveals the following:5
1971-72

Total Actions
per Year (1969-70)

Approximate Cost
per Action

Adult Authority- $851,000

40,177

$21.00

4,999

$26.00

Budget:

Women's Board

- $130,000
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While the difference in cost per individual action is admittedly small (only
$5), the cummulative savings would appear to be in the vicinity of $25,000
per year.
In summary, the issue of the future of a women's parole board presents
a paradox. The present Women's Board has developed highly commendable practices, some of which might well be adopted by the other boards. Furthermore,
elimination of the Women's Board might result in the loss of these progressive
practices for women. However, when analyzed in comparison with other boards
which successfully handle parolees of both sexes, and when viewed historically,
a strong argument emerges for incorporating the present Board into an Adult
Parole Board (with such a Board to include at least two female members, supplemented by female hearing representatives if necessary).
Recommendations. 42. Consideration shouLd be given to integrating the
Women's Board of Terms and ParoLe into the AduLt Authority~ in which case at
Least two women members shouLd be added to the AduLt Authority.
If this occurs~ a Women's Advisory Committee shouLd be created to
advise the new Departmen~ of CorrectionaL Services and aLL the boards on
speciaL concerns reLative to women and girLs.
43. The AduLt Authority~ Youth Authority Board~ and Narcotic Addict
EvaLuation Authority shouLd be renamed the AduLt ParoLe Board~ Youth ParoLe
Board~ and Narcotic ParoLe Board~ respectiveLy.
44.

The Narcotic ParoLe Board shouLd be made a fuLL-time board.

Auxiliary Staff
The preceding section indicated the preference of having board members
hear cases to the extent possible. However, to the degree necessary, each
board should be able to hire, on a permanent or temporary basis, and through
a system of merit selection, hearing representatives. Such representatives
should be selected by and be responsible to the board and should assume whatever responsibilities are assigned by the board.
Additionally, each board should, through merit selection, hire an adminofficer to perform whatever duties it wishes to delegate.

istra~ive

Recommendation.

45.

Each board

shouLd~

through a process of merit

seLection~ appo~nt an administrative officer and whatever number of hearing
officers may be necessary~ to perform whatever duties it wishes to deLegate.

Training
The responsibility for balancing the scales of justice, the rights
and needs of the individual versus the rights and needs of society, is an
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unenviable assignment. The tasks of assessing readiness for parole, determining the necessity for return to an institution, and deciding on readiness
for discharge are extremely difficult and complex. The need for not only
proper background and qualifications, but also for relevant and ongoing training is obvious. Such training should include up-to-date knowledge of specific
programs and resources both in the community and in each institution, a regular sharing of problems and concerns with institutional and parole staff, familiarization with community attitudes, basic legal training, principles for evaluating and modifying human behavior, instruction in the use of statistical predictive aids such as base expectancy tables, and exchange of information with
other parole decision-makers, particularly those outside of California.
While it is true that parole board members in California have occasionally had opportunity to participate in parole institutes or parole seminars,
as we11 as tl1e opportunftyfo-parffcfpafeTripro-fess-i-on-al conrerenc-es ,- ootn of a statewide and national level, these chances for training are infrequent,
and, in the opinion of the Parole Task Force, do not provide adequate training in the areas previously enunciated.
Recommendation. 46. The proposed Department of Correctional Services
and the various parole boards should form a training committee to develop
specific training programs in correctional decision-making for all board members and hearing representatives, as well as for any correctional staff for
whom it may be relevant.

Public Education
While the paroling authorities are among the most important elements
within the correctional continuum, they are, to the general public, the least
well-known. The boards should inaugurate a public education program, including
publication of informational brochures and the publication and distribution
of annual reports. This practice is presently followed by both the Department
of the Youth Authority and the Department of Corrections, as well as by numerous local correctional programs; it should now be adopted by all of California's
pa ro 1e boards.
Recommendation. 4?. Each California parole board should regu~ly
publish and distribute both informational brochures and annual reports.

II.

FUNCTIONS

The primary functions of parole boards are term-setting, granting parole
and establishing the conditions of parole, revoking parole, and discharging
from parole. An additional function sometimes performed by boards is institutional and program assignment and transfer. As stressed in the Juvenile Institution Task Force Report, this is a highly inappropriate task for the boards
and should be left to institutional staff who are in a better position to make
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individual treatment and custody decisions.
Term-setting
As Table XII shows, only the Adult Authority and Women•s Board fix
terms, i.e. set specific dates within the minimum and maximum time allowed
by law for the release of each inmate. These terms, however, are only tentative and may be decreased or increased, within statutory limits, at any time.
By statute, the minimum term for any felony is one year and for many crimes
is five, ten, or more years. In keeping with the overall thrust of the
Correctional System Study, only those persons who cannot be handled by local
communities, even in local institutions, should be committed to the State.
Hence, the minimum term of one year perhaps makes sense in that no one who
does not need to be confined for at least one year should ever be sent to
the State. On the other hand, progressive correctional thought argues that
correctional decision-makers should not have their hands tied with unnecessary
restrictions relative to the custody, supervision, and treatment of offenders.
It is a common observation that decision-makers err in some cases and that
individual offenders change more rapidly than anticipated; in short, what may
have been or appeared to be a "good" decision at the time of sentencing or
term-setting may subsequently become inappropriate. To be an effective,
efficient, and just system, corrections must be flexible, i.e. it must be able
to change earlier decisions and substitute alternative programs whenever appropriate. Mass processing or locking people up and in essence "throwing away
the key" can no longer be acceptable correctional practice. Hence, excessive
minimum terms are an anomaly and an undue constraint to a progressive correctional system. Accordingly, Task Force staff recommends strongly that all
minimum terms be reduced to one year. It is important to realize that this
is not a recommendation to release all offenders from prison in one year, nor
is this likely to happen. Rather, it is viewed as removing unnecessary restrictions constraining the paroling authorities so that they can make the
best possible decisions based on the needs and concerns of each individual
case. Further support for this argument is found in the operations of the
youth and narcotics boards which function without minimum terms, have median
terms that are less than one year, and yet are at least as successful as
the adult prison systems. In fact, with the exception of certain misdemeanor
traffic violations, the prison system in the only part of the entire California
correctional continuum in which there is a mandatory minimum period of incarceration which cannot, under any circumstances, be altered. In the opinion
of the Parole Task Force, this is an anomalous situation without any real
justification.
A major concern about term-fixing is that the boards may at any time
re-fix terms for periods longer than those originally set. This occurs without a public hearing, without representation by counsel, and without provision
for appeal. Thus the two boards which fix and re-fix terms have a power granted
to no court and exercise it in a manner and under conditions not permitted in
any court. A number of professionals and citizens view this as excessive discretionary authority.
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minds of inmates (and staff), although some argue that this uncertainty or
anxiety can often be used constructively to modify inmate behavior or at
least to control their behavior within the institution.
To at least partially offset these concerns and yet adequately protect the public, it is suggested that the adult felon boards set terms as
early as proper evaluation of inmates can be achieved; that, whatever the
term initially set, regular reviews of each case be held (such as every six
months after the first year) to determine whether the term can be safely
reduced; that institutional staff be able to request such a review at any
time they believe it to be appropriate; and that, once a term is set, the
burden of proof be on the system to justify extending the term {more than
__minor violations of institutional rules should be necessary to justify such
an extension).
·
Recommendations. 48. The CalifoPnia Penal Code should be amended
to set one yeaP as the minimum tePm to be sePVed pPioP to paPole foP evePy
pePson committed to state pPison.
49. The Adult AuthoPity and Women's BoaPd of TePms and PaPale oP,
if they aPe consolidated, the Adult PaPale BoaPd should set tepms as soon
as adequate evaluative matePials aPe available. The buPden of pPoof should
be on the system to justify any subsequent extension of those tePms.
50.

All of the paPole boaPds should Peview each case pegulaPly (such

as evePy six months) to evaluate whetheP individual inmates aPe Peady foP

paPole.

Granting Parole
The major concern of Task Force staff relative to the granting of parole,
aside from minimizing the restrictions on the boards, is the excessively long
median terms served by adult male felons. Table XII reveals the vastly longer
median terms of inmates under jurisdiction of the Adult Authority {36 months)
when compared with those in other parts of the State institutional apparatus
(9 months for CYA wards, 11 months for CRC inmates, and 18 months for women
felons). The Prison Task Force Report commented upon these excessive terms,
pointing out that California incarcerates its adult male felons approximately
50% longer than the national average. The multiple values of reducing those
terms were also elaborated on by the Prison Task Force.
Recommendation. 51. The Adult AuthoPity should make evePy possible
effoPt to Peduae its median tePm fop inmates to a pePiod appPoaching the
national avePage.
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Conditions of parole. As discussed in some detail in the Probation
Task Force Report, conditions of parole should be kept at a minimum and
should be individually tailored to the needs of the specific case. In particular, they should never be so vague as to cause the parolee to violate without realizing that he is doing so.
Traditional practice of the California boards has been to impose a
fairly long list of standard conditions and, in many instances, additional
specialized conditions. While there has been a general tendency to make
parole conditions less restrictive and to leave more discretion to individual
parole agents, some standard conditions are still impractical and unenforceable
(for example, Do not associate with former inmates or individuals of bad
repute .. , Do not move, marry, drive a car, etc. without the prior permission
Other conditions,
of your parole agent••, Be a good citizen at all times
notably those dealing with deprivation of civil rights, are so complicated
that most parole agents do not understand them.
11

11

11

11

).

Recommendation. 52. Conditions of parole should be cleaP, kept to a
minimum, and tai loPed to the individual case.

Revocation of Parole
One of the most controversial aspects of the paroling function today
is the revocation process. On the one hand, traditionalists and conservatives
frequently argue that the inmate should lose many of his legal rights and that
he is, in fact, under a prison sentence until his parole is successfully completed. This argument stems from the accurate assertion that parole is a
privilege rather than a right and that it is a trial period in the community
in lieu of completion of the maximum term--a trial period that can be revoked
by the paroling authority. On the other hand, more liberal elements contend
that parolees should have essentially the same legal rights and safeguards
as anyone else. One example of this view was the Pres1dent•s Crime Commission,
which observed:
11

The offender threatened with revocation should •••
be entitled to a hearing comparable to the nature and
importance of the issue being decided. Where there is
some dispute as to whether he violated the conditions
of his release, the hearing should contain the basic
elements of due process--those elements which are designed to ensure accurate factfinding. It may not be
appropriate to require the heavy burdens of proof required for criminal conviction, or to provide for jury
trials. But the hearing should include such essential
rights as reasonable notice of the charges, the right
to present evidence and witnesses, the right to representation by counsel--including the right to appointed
counsel--and the right to confront and cross-examine
opposing witnesses. Parole Boards should have the power
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to issue subpoenas; and subpoenas should be issued by
Boards and courts upon a satisfactory showing of need. 5
11

A gross descriptive picture of the revocation procedures followed by
each of the boards is presented in summary form in Tables XIII through XV.
While there are many variations in these procedures between the boards, each
has basically a two-hearing process (except the NAEA) and each has made
efforts to increase procedural safeguards that protect the parolee's rights.
Table XIII shows that each board conducts an initial hearing with
two members or hearing representatives present to consider whether or not
to suspend parole and remand the person into custody. Decisions are based
solely on a written and verbal report from parole staff; neither the parolee
nor any witnesses are present. These meetings are normally held weekly (with
·-·tt1e exception of-the-womerr•-s-soard-wtr;-c·h-me-e~s-on-ly-once-a-mollth-)-,-a 1though
the locations are very limited.
The major exception to this normal type of initial hearing occurs in
the case of the NAEA which also makes a final decision at this hearing. In
other words, the NAEA combines both hearings (suspension and revocation)
into one. However, this Authority actually returns an estimated 50% of its
violators to CRC by a phone decision which replaces a formal initial hearing. Whenever it seems appropriate, a parole agent and his supervisor can
request their district or regional administrator to phone a board member
and obtain a verbal order to suspend and return an outpatient to the institution. When this occurs, there is a subsequent hearing at the institution
by two board members to confirm this decision by phone.
As seen in Table XIV, the parolee receives written notice of the
charges against him, except those in the Narcotic Addict Outpatient Program
who are informed of the charges orally. If the boards feel there is adequate cause, based on the written and verbal report of parole staff, they
may suspend parole, in which case the parolee js almost always ordered into
custody (many are already in custody due to action taken by local courts
on new charges). A major concern of Task Force staff was the considerable
variation in time spent in custody between suspension of parole and the formal revocation hearing. Although based on only a small number of -parolees
(22), the 38 day average time confined in reception centers awaiting disposition by the Adult Authority seemed particularly excessive. There appears
to be no reason why the waiting period in reception centers for adults needs
to be so much longer than the 5 to 14 working days set by Youth Authority
Board policy for juvenile parolees.
An additional problem is the time spent in custody before delivery
to the reception centers. Since the boards do not normally calculate these
individual and average -time delays, detailed information on time in custody
before delivery was not available. However, the NAOP estimated that it requires about 18 days from the time a parole agent writes a violation report

TABLE XIII
INITIAL REVOCATION HEARING
--------

---------------

NARCOTIC ADDICT EVALUATION AUTHORITY*

ADULT AUTHORITY

YOUTH AUTHORITY

WOMEN S BOARD

Scheduled Frequency
of Hearing

Weekly

Weekly

Monthly

Weekly

Composition of
Board

Two Board Members
or Hearing Reps.

Two Board Members
or Hearing Reps.

Two Board Mempers

Two Board Members

Form in which Charges
are Submitted

Written Report

Written Report

Written Report

Written Report

Is Parolee Present?

No

No

No

No

1

-

_.

_.

~

Parole Staff Present?

Parole Supervisor

Parole Supervisor

Parole Supervisor
or Agent

Parole Administrator
or Supervisor

Witnesses Present?

No

No

No

No

Location of Hearings

State Office Buildings {S.F. & L.A.)

& Youth Training

State Office Buildings {L.A. & S.F.)

State Office Buildings (L.A. only)

Recept1on Centers

School {Chino)

*This is a one step hearing, i.e. the final disposition is made at this hearing (except in those cases
where the initial decision to suspend and return is made by phone).

TABLE XIV
PRE-REVOCATION HEARING PROCEDURES
'
I

I

ADULT AUTHORITY
Does Parolee Receive
Notice of Charges?

YOUTH AUTHORITY

WOMEN S BOARD !
1

NARCOTIC ADDICT EVALUATION AUTHORITY

I
'

Yes

Yes

Yes

i!

Yes

I

How are Charges
Communicated?

I

Written

Written

Written

I

i

Orally~

i

May Parole be
Suspended?

Yes

Yes

Yes

I

I

Yes

I

Remanded into Custody
(if suspended)?
T1me 1n Recept1on
Center Prior to
Revocation Hearing

I

Always

Virtually always

Always

II
!

Not necessarily
but normallx

i

est. avg.
38 days

5 to 14 working
days (by policy)

est. avg.
30 days

i
I

i

I

est. avg.
21 days*

'

I

*Since this is a one step hearing, this represents the average time in custody trom the parole agent•s
writing of his report until delivery of the parolee to CRC. Twenty-one days is also the estimated
average time spent in the Reception Center for those ordered returned by phone ! (roughly 50%) until
a hearing to confirm the decision by phone.
I

__,
N

0
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outpatient arrives at CRC. The outpatient is virtually always in custody
during this time. The NAOP also estimated that the 18 day period could be
reduced by at least 50% if there were adequate clerical assistance (which
they have requested). In those instances when outpatients are suspended
and returned to the institution by a phone decision of one board member
(approximately 50% of the time), it takes about the same length of time
(21 days) before a formal hearing is held to confirm the earlier decision.
In the case of adult felons, there are also not infrequent instances when
a parolee, under the jurisdiction of any board, is given a sentence in a
local jail as the result of a new charge, yet parole revocation proceedings are not initiated until all or a large part of the sentence is completed. While it is recognized that the boards do not have control over
all of these situations, it would appear that joint board-parole staff
efforts could reduce some of the dead time spent by parolees awaiting
revocation dispositions. Finally, the success of O.R. and other similar
pre-trial release programs discussed by the Jail Task Force also raises
question as to the necessity of virtually always remanding suspended parolees into custody and/or keeping them there until final disposition has
been made of their case.
11

11

The nature of the revocation hearings, in which final dispositions
or in some cases, recommendations, are made, tends to be informal, non-adversary, and administrative, rather than court-like. In those hearings which
Task Force staff attended, parolees had adequate opportunity to make statements and present materials, although some individuals were not particularly
adept at speaking for themselves. As Table XV reveals, all boards allow parolees to hire and confer with attorneys prior to the hearing. The attorneys
may at least submit a written statement in behalf of their clients; in all
except the Adult Authority, attorneys may also talk directly with board members either before or, in the case of NAEA, during the hearing. However, the
boards have all avoided turning the hearings into formal, adversary proceedings (although the U.S. Supreme Court is currently considering a California
case relative to the use of attorneys in parole revocation hearings6). Similarly, any witnesses may at least write to the boards prior to hearings. A
strange inconsistency occurs in the case of the NAEA which is the only board
which permits attorneys and witnesses to appear at the hearing itself, yet
is the only board which does not permit the parolee himself to be present.
In those board hearings where an attorney is not permitted, one possibility
for assuring that the parolee has adequate opportunity and capability of
"stating his case" would be to provide correctional staff, at the parolee•s
option, who could informa.lly assist the parolee in presenting statements and
materials to the board.
Some problems which effect the length of time a parolee spends in custody included infrequent (monthly) hearings by the Women•s Board, unspecified
time limits on continuances and postponements, and hearing of all cases in
very limited locations (normally reception centers). Efforts might also be
made, whenever appropriate, to consolidate initial and final revocation hear-

TABLE XV
REVOCATION HEARING
!

ADULT AUTHORITY

I

YOUTH AUTHORITY

i

WOMEN S BOARD
1

NARCOTIC ADDICT EVAL
UATION AUTHORITY

i

Scheduled Frequency
of Hearing

I

Weekly

Weekly

I

Monthl_y

Weekly

!

Composition of
Board

2 Board Members or
Hearing Reps.

2 Board Members or
Hearing Reps

I

2 Board Members

!'

2 Board Members

i

Parolee:

Present

Attorney:

May write to Board

Witnesses:
Location of Hearing

May write to Board
Reception Centers

I
I

Present

Present

May Wrl te to or
confer with Board
prior to hearin~
Parents may confer
with Board prior
to hearing

May write to or
confer with Board
prior to hearimg

Reception Centers

California Institution for Women !
Unspec1f1ed II
but normally no more
than 30 days !
I
None
(but hearing has 2
Board MembersD

How Long can Hearing be Unspecified time
Not more than 3
Continued?
weeks
4 Board Members or
Confirmation Required Hearing Reps, incl.at None
least 2 Bd. Members

!

!

Not present
May appear in
person at hearing

I

May write to Bbard
I
I

I

!

May appear in
person at hearing
State Office Buildi ng {L. A. onln
Normally 5 - 15
days
None
(but hearing has 2
Board Members

I

Is an Appeal Procedure
Available?
Not1t1cat1on of
Board•s Finding
and Disposition

Yes
Parolee adv1sed
after hearing by
CDC Staff

Yes

Yes

I

I

No

I

Parolee advised
at hearing

Parolee advise~
at hearing
!

Parolee advised
later by_ CDC Staff

N
N
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ings as the NAEA has done. A further inadequacy is the lack of an appellate
procedure for civil narcotic addicts.
An excellent practice employed by the Youth Authority and Women's
Board is to inform the parolee of the disposition immediately at the end
of the hearing. Task Force staff urges that the other boards follow this
practice of directly, candidly, and immediately telling the parolee what
the board feels is the most appropriate disposition for him and, of perhaps
even greater importance, the reasons why (if he is to be reconfined, this
should include what is expected of him to maximize his chances of an early
parole). Even if, in the case of hearings by representatives, the
disposition is not final, but rather is a recommendation which must be confirmed later by two board members, inmates definitely want to know what
decision or tentative decision has been made and why. Since clients are
subject, throughout the criminal justice system, to recommendations which
must be approved by a higher level before becoming final, this would not
be a foreign procedure to them.
In summary, Task Force staff believe that current revocation hearings
and procedures are basically just and reasonable and offer only the abovenoted suggestions for improvement. It is felt that, if the best procedural
safeguards and practices used by the various boards are extended to all boards
and codified to assure their permanence, the creation of an adversary situation (with hired or appointed attorneys, cross-examination of witnesses,
etc.) is not only unnecessary to assure justice but would both cost the taxpayer additional funds and tend to slow down and burden the entire process
with undue handicaps.
Recorrunendations. 53. Although many of the folloUJing procedW'al safeguards already exist in respect to revocation hearings, they should be adopted
by all of the boards and should be codified:
1.

Boards should meet at least once a week to consider revocation
matters.

2.

Hearings should be conducted by at least two board members or
hearing representatives; if hearing representatives are used,
their decisions should be confiromed by at least two board members.

3.

Written advance notice of the charges should be given to the
parolee and, in the case of juveniles, to his parents as well.

4.

The parolee should be present at least at his final revocation
hearing.

5.

The parolee should be able to hire and confer UJith an attorney
prior to the hearing; attorneys should be able to wroite to and
personally confer with board members prior to the hearing.
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Any witnesses should be able to write to board members; parents
of juveniles should be able to confer with board members prior
to the hearing.

7.

Correctional institutional or parole staff should be available~
at the parolee's option~ to assist him in "telling his story"
to the board.

B.

Every effort should be made to minimize the parolee's time in
custody before disposition. The final revocation hearing should
be held no more than 14 working days after the parolee is delivered
to the reception center; hearings should not be postponed unless
necessary and should never be postponed beyond 30 days unless it
is absolutely crucial. - - - - - -

54. AZZ of the boards should conduct regular hearings in more major
population centers of the State.
55. The Adult Authority~ Women's Board of Terms and Parole~ and Youth
Authority Board should make efforts to consolidate initial and final revocation hearings whenever appropriate.
56. The board members or hearing representatives who hear a case
should personally notify the parolee of their disposition or recommendation
at the end of the hearing.

Discharge from Parole
Section 2943 of the Penal Code spec.ifies that any adult felon who
has been on parole continuously for two years since release from confinement .. (with the exception of those serving life terms) must have a board
hearing within 30 days to determine whether or not he should be discharged.
While this is viewed as progressive legislation, there are further improvements which could be made. First, suspension of parole for any reason, even
though followed by reinstatement, is interpreted as interrupting the two
years Since release from confinement accordingly, the two years must start
over at the time of reinstatement. This situation could and should be remedied
by specifying that the two years should run from the time of release from a
prison or county jail sentence. Second, there is no need to prohibit lifers
from being eligible for discharge after two years of successful parole, if it
is otherwise deemed consistent with public safety. Third, provided that all
minimum sentences are reduced to one year, there would be no reason to wait
two years to consider dismissal in many cases (this is currently done because
parole is considered part of the sentence). The great majority of parolees
who violate do so within two years, so that two years should be the longest
time anyone should remain on parole in the community without a formal hearing
to be considered for discharge. It should be emphasized, however, that many
parolees can be evaluated as good risks well before two years and should have
the opportunity to be released at the time that is appropriate for them. For
11

11

11

;

11

11
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example, the President•s Crime Commission found that, on a nation-wide basis:
11

Violations on parole tend to occur relatively soon after
release from an institution, nearly half of them within
the first 6 months after offenders are released, and over
60% within the first year. u7
.

Fourth, individual parole agents have the responsibility to inform and make
recommendations to the boards at the earliest time that they feel individual
parolees can be safely discharged. If minimum time barriers are reduced,
parole staff should assume this responsibility to a much stronger degree
than is currently the case. Fifth, in the event that a board denies discharge
at the end of two years, that parolee should be entitled to another board
review at least every six months thereafter. Finally, these conditions
should, of course, apply to all the boards.
Recommendation. 57. All of the parole boards should hold a formal
hearing to consider discharge for every parolee who has completed two years
on parole since release from a prison~ juvenile institution~ CRC~ or county
jaiZ sentence. In the ~vent discharge is denied~ the board should hold a
subsequent hearing on that case at Zeast every six months. In aZZ of these
hearings~ the "burden of proof" should be on the parole system to justify
retention of the parolee under supervision any Zanger. These requirements
should be codified.

CHAPTER VIII
NATIONAL PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
In the belief that systems in other parts of the country were experimenting with specialized parole programs of interest to California practitioners1
a questionnaire was developed and mailed to sixty-nine parole agencies throughout
the country. Forty-nine jurisdictions responded. The aim of the questionnaire
was to discover new or novel parole practices that might exist, especially with
reference to treatment techniques, and to determine parole agency relationships
with law enforcement, courts, volunteers, and community services.
As anticipated, questionnaire results showed a high degree of commonality
among agencies. For example, most of them expressed awareness of the need for
good rapport with law enforcement bodies and with vocational rehabilitation
personnel, and many of them had developed methods to strengthen these relationships.
This is not to suggest that there were no differences among them. For
example, though volunteers were used in many places, sometimes in highly
organized. fashion, some parole agencies did not utilize volunteers anywhere
within their program. Also not all agencies had achieved the same degree of
success in their endeavors, even where they were operating similar programs.
However, the task here is not to make comparisons, but rather to report
programs and projects which suggest a progressive or promising kind of parole
programming.
It is recognized that some of the cited programs may be similar or
identfcal to programs which are either in the design phase or already operational in California, and that some of the programs, for a variety of reasons,
may not be applicable to California. However, the hope is that the practices
of other states may offer some new and constructive directions for California.
Highlights selected for inclusion will be presented in accordance with the
questionnaire format.l
I.

LAW ENFORCEMENT

1. To improve coordination, cooperation, and communication between the
parole board and law enforcement agencies, parole board members in one state
suggested to sheriffs and chiefs of police the idea of holding joint, regularly
scheduled meetings. Law enforcement officials welcomed the plan and arrangements
are now underway for the two groups to meet on a continuing basis.

2. Both probation and parole staff are working together with courts and
county sheriffs' offices in connection with the above state's work-release
program. A very important aspect of this mutual endeavor is that parole agents
provide group counseling services to jail inmates in the state's larger cities.

18--81884
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3. Parole officers in one jurisdiction not only attend police training
programs, but also conduct orientation sessions at law enforcement academies,
police training institutes, colleges, and other training seminars. In turn,
law enforcement officials speak at parole training sessions and provide access
to law enforcement investigative information. In varying forms, this method
of exchanging information is being used in several states, reportedly with
good results.
4. A requirement of one parole training program is that newly employed
parole agents must spend severai nights out on patrol with local police officers.
This program has been in operation for some time and is credited with providing
parole agents much keener insight into the policeman's role in the correctional
continuum.
- 5 :-1\ga-n r1n conneffion--w1-th~raini rrg ;-one -p-ar-o-l e- ayency -plans-to- establish
a seminar, provisions for which specify that there shall be sixty hours of training primarily devoted to the police function, appropriate measures of self
defense, court procedures, and related subjects. This plan is more ambitious
than most, and could well pave the way for improved communication throughout the
state's justice system.

6. In one state, there is a full-time law enforcement consultant on the
central office staff of the Department of Corrections. His job is to keep
abreast of trends and practices in the state's justice system so that he may
then pass along needed information to law enforcement agencies throughout the
state. This is another way of furthering the educational process, but perhaps
even more importantly, it is a marked departure from the customary rigid barriers
between one professional group and another.

7. One state has a group counseling program for juvenile parolees which
is jGintly handled by the department of probation and parole and local sheriffs'
offices. This is an unusual blending of services which suggests excellent
potential for reducing polarization between youth and the police, and for the
development of different approaches in the group counseling process.
8. At the pre-release level in one jurisdiction, it is routine procedure for law enforcement officers to appear before inmate groups at the
institution, and discuss the ways in which police officers can be of assistance
to them in the open community. Inmates are encouraged to raise any questions
they wish. Depending, of course, upon how skillfully these sessions are handled,
this show of interest in the inmate's welfare could do much to reduce his fears
and tensions concerning parole and concerning law enforcement.

II.

COURTS

1. A plan initiated by superior court judges in one area, and just
getting underway, is the formation of a Parole Board Liaison Committee to whom
the parole board may turn for mutual consideration of new parole board plans
and proposals. The first occasion for the board and the committee to meet
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jointly concerned a board proposal that inmates be released directly on parole
after they have completed a six-week diagnostic workup. The committee viewed
the proposal favorably, a reaction which could well have gone the other way
had there been no mutually agreed upon structure for dealing with unique
suggestions of this kind.
2. Parole officer appointments in one instance are made by judges of
courts of record from a list of eligible candidates submitted by the state's
probation and parole board. This system permits a good degree of objectivity
in officer selection and makes for amicable working relationships between the
judiciary and the board.
3. There is an instance where courts, volunteers, and parole officers
all work as a team. The volunteers are called court aides. An orientation
program is provided whereby these individuals learn about general court procedures and about probation and parole funttions. Following orientation, the
volunteers record pre-sentence referrals, special conditions laid down for
clients, and related types of paper work. While the program does not entirely
relieve officers of courtroom duties, it does permit closer supervision of
clients and more time for investigative assignments.
4. Another example of combined endeavor is a program involving the
juvenile courts and their staff, institutional staff, and clients. The program
is two-pronged: (1) The court provides regularly scheduled 9roup training
sessions wherein the various group therapies are studied; (2} On the basis
of what has been learned in the training sessions, children recommended by
institutional staff are brought into group therapy sessions, along with juvenile
court probationers. Since the plan reportedly is producing highly satisfactory
results, it would seem feasible to extend it to parolees; e.g., those children
from institutions who responded well to the group treatment sessions might be
continued in the same program upon release from the institution, thereby providing a continuity of service and perhaps a higher probability of good adjustment
in the community.
5. In one state, the regional directors of the youth commission are
responsible for setting up joint staff meetings between parole and court
personnel. These meetings include line staff from both probation and parole
as well as juvenile hall personnel. Reportedly, they have so successfully
reduced communication barriers between the departments involved that plans
are now underway for establishing a joint in-service training program.
6. Put into operation by a department of corrections is a plan whereby
a parole officer is in attendance at each session of the· juvenile court, whether
or not cases to be heard involve parolees. If they do, it is expected that
the parole officer will supply helpful information to the judge. If they do
not involve parolees, but the judge's decision is to commit the offender, the
officer counsels with the child and with his parents as to what commitment
means and what can be expected as a result of the commitment. This approach
serves not only to reduce client apprehension but also to relieve parental
anxiety and concern.
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7. While not new, a method which appears to work well in many jurisdictions is a provision for probation officers originally active on given
cases to resume supervisory responsibilities for those now on parole status.
The advantage here is that client exposure to several different caseworkers
is held to the minimum possible. More importantly, if the original clientprobation officer relationship was· mutually satisfactory and (at that time)
beneficial to the client, the client's chances of success on parole may be
considerably improved.
8. The courts in one state began a year ago what will become annual
judicial sentencing seminars. These seminars will be open to staff from
the department of corrections, a shared training venture which should prove
enlightening and helpful to both the judiciary and correctional personnel.
-----------·-------·---- --- --·-------·--------------·-------------··----

III.

COMMUNITY SERVICES

1. A program presently intended only for juvenile pr.o bationers, but
applicable to parolees as well, concerns the pooling of community resources
for the training and rehabilitation of the youthful offender. As a condition
of probation, youngsters are assigned to a local treatment center which they
attend on a daily basis for approximately six months. At the center, they
receive special vocational testing, vocational and related academic training,
intensive individual and group counseling, and job placement service. This
program is based on the theory that a primary cause of delinquency is poor
learning habits and little or no success in the school setting. The basic
aim, therefore, is to instill new learning habits and a more positive attitude
toward the learning process. The schools, of course, play a major role in
this program. Its thrust is definitely more academic than .. rehabilitative ..
in the usual sense of that word. Clients are called students, and they
receive academic credit for Nork done at the center. This program is achieving good results, not only because it is goal-oriented, but also because its
rewards are tangible and specific.
2. Recently, one parole board began what are called on-site parole
revocation hearings. The hearings are held in or near the community where
the parolees reside, and accordingly are less disruptive of job and home
activities. An.important additional benefit is that parole board members
are becoming much more knowledgeable as to what community resources are
available to the parole violator. As a result, revocation is being used less
frequently and alternative community services used in its stead. For example,
not yet producing optimum results, but nevertheless holding good promise,
are the local drug self-help rehabilitation programs whose participating
members have assisted greatly in the rehabilitation of parole violators whose
basic problem is drug addiction.
3. As stated at the beginning of the chapter, most states maintain
close ties with departments of vocational rehabilitation. However, some few
parole agencies have gone considerably beyond simple referral and consultation.
Specifically, they have requested that vocational specialists be assigned on
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a full-time basis to departments of probation and parole. Vocational
rehabilitation agencies have met this request most willingly. Among the
several advantages of this arrangement is the fact that the vocational
specialists have an enormous opportunity to learn, at first hand, what the
parole function entails. Further, because of numerous daily contacts with
a wide variety of parolees, there is opportunity for specialists to create
and apply new forms of rehabilitative programs.
4. Most correctional systems involved in the New Careers program
have used it as a training and employment vehicle for ex-offenders and persons
from minority groups. In one state, the decision was made to restrict the
program to ex-offenders only. Within a very short period of time, the number
of ex-offenders involved in the program went from five to twenty-two. Their
performance has been most satisfactory and it is highly probable that increasing numbers of individuals will be drawn into the program.
5. One state is suggesting that unemployment compensation benefits
be provided for released inmates in lieu of gate money. It is understood
that the proposed act will ultimately be introduced by executive request.
A plan of this sort, (should it offer equitable distribution Qf monies between
parolees and the general public), could be highly beneficial to parolees and
prison administrators alike.
6. Frustrated by its inability to work effectively with sexual
exhibitionists, one correctional department made arrangements with a medical
center whereby the center would accept referral of such cases. Exhibitionism
is a complex and difficult psychological problem, so it is not likely, even
under medical management, that all treatment outcomes will be favorable.
Nevertheless, several persons previously considered hopeless .. cases have
made exceptionally good progress at the center. As a result, the corrections
department has now begun a similar program for drug addicted persons.
11

7. In cooperation with a Model Cities agency, one department of corrections is planning to open a community corrections center for thirty adult
clients. The facility will be located in the Model Cities area, and will
feature a variety of treatment approaches including work-release, pre-release
guidance, and general counseling. Since the underlying reason for inaugurating
the Model Cities program was to make goods and services equally available to
all citizens in all communities, this move on the part of the department seems
especially pertinent and very desirable.
IV.

VOLUNTEERS

1. Two years ago, a probation and parole agency launched a comprehensive
program to recruit and train citizen volunteers in an effort to involve the
community in the correctional process. At the outset, the project involved
only a small group of citizens who worked primarily with institutional inmates.
Now, the program boasts over 600 persons who work with the clients throughout
the correctional system. Not only do they serve in a supportive role to clients,
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but they also assist professional staff in parole planning, locating employment
sources, and providing transportation. This is an unusually large volunteer
program, and is producing an observable impact on community attitudes toward
parolees and probationers. Offenders and their problems are better understood
and the public is more receptive to their needs.
2. Another corrections department is using volunteers in a statewide
coordinated effort involving a professional/volunteer team approach to treatment processes. The department is finding that the presence and help of
volunteers adds depth to their own supervisory efforts, and that their ideas
for improved relationships with clients are often extremely applicable.
3. Another approach to the use of volunteers concerns a more compre___ ___bE;!nsive view of volunteer services than is normall y encountered. Not only
are personal services wel corned and used, but so too are those of groups ancc ·
organizations who are willing to make their own resources available to the
department, notably their physical facilities and personnel. The contention
of the department is that there is no limit to the ways in which volunteer
services can be used to good advantage.
V.

SUPERVISION

1. A technique which appears to be working quite satisfactorily in one
area is the use of adult ex-offenders as regular employers of youthful offenders.
In operation for five years, the program is structured in such manner that the
employer•s past history is never revealed to the youth. The item does not
indicate how many adults are available for this kind of treatment approach, but
the program is indeed in keeping with today•s trend toward using offenders in
the rehabilitation process.
2. One state has developed ·an experimental program called Automotive
Workshop. Initiated in 1969 by the juvenile parole staff, the purpose of
the project is to provide an opportunity for parolees, probationers, and
non-delinquents, twelve to eighteen years of age, to work together in repairing cars, selling used auto parts, and disposing of used auto equipment.
Implementing this program involved the cooperative efforts of law enforcement
bodies, the juven_ile court, juvenile parole, local labor unions, schools, the
YMCA, and many other civic bodies. It is one of the few known instance~ where
community agencies working with both delinquent and non-delinquent children
have come together in a common endeavor.
3. Out of concern that correctional personnel are often ill-prepared
to deal effectively with specialized problems such as alcoholism, drug addiction,
and severe personality disorders, one corrections department is experimenting
with a program of assigning just one type of offender to a particular officer.
The rationale is that intensive exposure to one kind of problem will bring about
greater insight and understanding, and thereby enable the officer to be of more
help to the client. Further, should the plan produce favorable results, those
officers carrying specialized caseloads could subsequently serve as resource
persons for other officers.
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4. In another instance, the department of corrections has deve1oped
a short-term institutional program involving _intensive daily group sessions
for a period of approximately ninety days. Called the Institution Community
Continuum, the program is handled by field service staff in an institution,
is for juveniles, and covers both boys and girl~. At the end of the ninety
days, wards are released on parole where intensive supervision is continued
and is provided by the same field staff who manage the program in the institution.
5. Caseloads are audited in one jurisdiction to provide a systematic
recurring evaluation of each officer's performance throughout the department.
The primary objective of the audit is to insure that staff are employing
uniform and acceptable methods of supervision, and that department policy is
followed. At the same time, the audit is not viewed as a policing action but
rather as a way to help individual officers improve supervisory skills and
techniques.
6. Not frequently, but in some places 1 the 11 Store front 11 plan of
supervision is being used. This is simply an arrangement whereby parole
agents are located in communities and localities where crime rates are high
instead of being lodged in a central office type of setting. The plan enables
officers to handle crisis situations, avoids long client trips for reporting
in, and tends to act as a crime preventive in some areas.
7. One state has taken the position that the more stringent the conditions of probation or parole, the less rewarding the response from clients.
Now the prevailing notion is that probationers and parolees can quite safely
be allowed to set their own restrictions and limitations without loss of face
on either side.

VI.

SUMMARY

The foregoing discussion has been based on information supplied by the
majority of parole agencies throughout the country in response to a questionnaire designed by the Parole Task For.ce staff. The intent of the questionnaire
was to elicit information regarding new and unusual kinds of parole programs,
especially as these pertain to parole agency relationships with law enforcement
agencies, courts, community service agencies, volunteer programs, and as they
pertain to treatment techniques. Responses selected for inclusion in this
presentation were described separately, according to respective questionnaire
categories.
It will be noted that although brief editorial .conment does appear
occasionally, no attempt has been made ta evaluate the programs cited. Correctional systems differ quite considerably, and because they do, what works very
well in one state may have little or no applicability in another. The basic
aim here has been solely to bring together a given body of knowledge some part
of which may prove applicable and helpful to California's parole system.
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FOOTNOTES
lit should be noted that some of the items selected were found in only
one parole agency or state whereas others apply to more than one agency. In
the latter case, the items were usually sufficiently similar to rule out the
need for separate listing.

APPENDIX A
NAEA-NAOP-CDC POLICY STATEMENT: METHADONE MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS
{PARTICIPATION BY CIVILLY COMMITTED ADDICTS)
1.

That the Methadone Maintenance Program should have the approval of
the Research Advisory Panel.

2.

That the outpatient {civilly committed addict} volunteer for such
participation.

3.

That, based on the following criteria, the Narcotic Addict may allow
a civilly committed addict to participate in Methadone Maintenance:
a. The outpatient shall be at least 21 years of age.
b. The outpatient will have had a history of opiate drug
involvement for at least five years.
{Note: Criteria for length of involvement may be modi---- fied in individual cases as necessity warrants.)
c. The outpatient will have a history of at least one prior
detoxification and narcotic treatment failure.
{Note: The detoxification should have occurred under
proper medical supervision as opposed to in a
11
kick-pad 11 , to insure that the outpatient had
been substantially addicted to an opiate narcotic.
The Narcotic Authority interprets a 11 narcotic
treatment program failure 11 to mean a failure on
the Civil Addict Program.}

4.

The outpatient must have the prior approval of the Narcotic Authority
before entering a Methadone Maintenance Program.

5.

That the Methadone Progra~ Administrator and staff work in cooperation
with the Parole and Community Services Division staff {NAOP} to the
effect that information of mutual interest is exchanged. Parole agents
will be responsible to maintain regular contact with the program staff
as an additional source to obtain collateral information in regard to
the participant•s conduct and welfare.

6.

Regular nalline testing shall be discontinued for individuals in this
program. Urinalysis testing will be done in accordance with P&CS Division standards, and reports of narcotic use {except methadone) will be
submitted to the appropriate paroling authority.

7.

That any outpatient accepted for a methadone program shall be prohibited
from driving an automobile during the stabilization phase of the program
{approximately two weeks). The local office of the Department of Motor

APPENDIX A {Co·ntinued)
Vehicles will be notified of the name of each parolee or outpatient
accepted into the program.
8.

Persons accepted for a methadone program will be expected to conduct
themselves according to established parole rules, regulations and
policies.

9.

That interpretation of these standards and implementation of the program shall be the responsibility of parole district administrators.

10.

The goal of the {departmental) methadone program shall be to stabilize
the individual's life pattern in such a way that he or she will be a
contr-ibuti.ng-membe.r-.-O.f__soc..i..e.ty_wj..tho.u.t. ..contj nu.ous_.dep.enden.cy__up..Oll.Jll.e.thadone. Thus it is intended that each participant will be encouraged
to reduce and ultimately eliminate their need for methadone.
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